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Abstract

The initial resistance to Government involvement in

the mining industry in South Australia was facilitated

by the accidental discovery, and subsequent development,

of several large copper deposits, the financial

restrictions upon the Government and the lirnited number

of officials to enforce its rights, and the non-assertion

of the Crown prerogative over minerals.

There was, however, a trend towards strOng, centralised

government in South Australia and many colonists accepted

the notion of the positive role that the state could adopt

in developing society. Indeed, at times during the

nineteenth century, they even encouraged and welcorned stat'e

participation in, and regulation of, their affairs. But

such participation, although a form of state socialism in

practical terms, lacked a sound theoretical basis: it was

pragmatic. Thus a set of circumstances in the latter part

of that century (drought, economic depression, recession

in the mining industry, the assertion of the Crown's

prerogative over minerals and the emerging idea of public

before private wealth) led private enterprise to transfer

control for the exptoration and exploitation of minerals

to the Government. The state's role was generally seen

to be one of assisting rather than replacing private

enterprise initiatives.
Once formed, the Geological Survey and Department of

Mines maintained their own momentum. Their duties (to

search for minerals and water, to regulate the industry,

and to initiate developments) affected the evolution and
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development of the organisation. These duties strengthened

the role of the Survey and Department in the industry, and

by the twentieth century, few doubted that the involvement

of the state in mining was not one of its 'legitimatel
responsibilities. Thus there were steps towards state

ownership of mining activities prior to World War I and

during World Vüar II.

Despite the importance attached by contemporaries

to mining as a saviour of South Australia and the

continuing faith of the administrators, Government and

private enterprise in a resources boom, the Department of

Mines remained a minor instrumentality of Government.

The Department emerges, hístoricallyr âs limited in its

efficiency because of constant Government restrictions

on its finance, powers and staffing. Intermittently'

the Department was held to be the scapegoat for the lack

of mining in South Australia by those who had urged the

formation of the Department and, in particular, by the

industry which looked to it for assistance.
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Conversion

The material covered in this thesis pre-dates 1944 and

hence alL measurements have been given in Imperial form.

AIso, it has been considered an unnecessary and misleading

exercise to adjust the currency from the pre-decimal pound

(t), shilling (s) and pence (d). Today the value of dI

would be vastly different to íts decimal equivalent of ç2.

Note on Grammar

The syntax, spelling and capitalisation of the original

sources have been retained throughout. The use of rsic'

has been restricted to those cases where the grammatical

errors in the original sources are repeated or the intended

meaning is unclear. In most cases, hov/ever, the modern

usage of the names of towns and places has been adopted.

Terminology

The terminology of the mineral industry is varied, therefore

generalised definitions have been adopted throughout. Mining

is thus interpreted broadJ-y as the excavation of minerals,

ores and rocks from the earth by a variety of methods

including dredging and quarrying. A topic of major importance

in the Department's activities has been that of underground

water resources and this aspect is also examined throughout

the thesis. Where necessary, specialist definitions have

been provided but this has been kept to a minimum.

The term Geological Survey did. not come into official use

until- L9I2. However, in order to maintain the distinction

between the Department of Mines and the Geological Survey,

the latter term will be used instead of the earlier variants

Geological Department or Office.
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Introduction

Rocks and minerals were used in South Australia many

thousands of years before European settlement. Some of the

first manufactured items in South Australia were undoubtedly

of mineral origin. Chalcedony, fIint, slate and other rocks

and minerals htere fashioned into tools and l,iteapons in the

open-air 'factories' of the Aborigines who, as hunters and

collectérs of food, depended on such implements for

survival. Although Aboriginal legends indicate an av¡areness

of the existence of deposits such as coal and gold' the

nature, complexity and demands of Aboriginal cultural mores

did not require the extensive working of such minerals.l

Other minerals $¡ere used during tribal rituals and religious

ceremonies and some of these were also economically

important. The noted ethnologist, Charles Pearcy Mountford'

recorded that ochre from Parachilna was distributed widely

throughout eastern Australia and that this region of the

Flinders Ranges could be proclaimed one of "the oldest

international trade routes in the world".2 The significance

of an assorted array of minerals to Aboriginal life and

culture has generally been underestimated.

The most extensive use of minerals has been made '
however, since the European occupation of South Australia.

1. Brown, H.Y.L. t
example, north

Record of the Mines (4th ed), p.284 for
ãñã-ñõr-ffiweil of-G-rcoola . Mincham , H.

The Sto of the Flinders Ra
2. nc , .P.

es P.2'15.
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The process of mining ores precedes the manufacturing of

materials and nining has played an int.egral part of many

societies' economic, social and cultural activities. It has

become fundamental to the modern !ùay of life because of the

dependence on industrialisation in many societies since the

Industrial Revolution in the eighteenth century.

This is not a history of the mines of South Australia;

a comprehensive, contemporary account of that subject may

yet be added to the list of South Australian

historiography. This thesis draws on the set of

circumstances relating to the South Australian Parliament

assuming control over minerals in the nineteenth century and

the subsequent history of Government administration of the

mining industry, and places these events in the context of

South Australia's political, economic and social life. The

thesis investigates and describes the origin and development

of the Government Geological Survey and Department of I'{ines

through to the Jubilee of the Department in L944. The

historical review highlights the nature of the relationship

between the state and private enterprise in the evolution of

this organisation.
*******

The Colony of South Australia, which was founded under

the influence of the ideas and principles of Edward Gibbon

Vlakef ield's theories ' \^tas an ideal istic attempt at

systematic colonisation. Incorporated in Wakefield's

theories was the maintenance of formalised relations between

the state and the people. the colonists, even if they
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perceived themselves aS coming to a 'paradise of dissentrt

retained or adopted British administrative and political

processes. The system of administrat.ion was gradually

adapted to meet l-ocal needs and circumstances.

Although the British Government had been intricately

Iinked with the planning, implementation and administration

of the colony, the administrators had not formulated a

policy for the location and development of mineral

resources. This activity v¡as initiatly left to the private

sector and t.here $¡as a degree of resistance to the idea that

the Government should be closely involved with the mining

industry. The relationship which existed in South Australia

between the state and private enterprise was based on the

assumption that society and personal wealth could best be

advanced by relying on a sinple type of laissez-faire

economy. Competitive capitalism fuIfilled the needs of

economic development in the Colony until the accumulation of

wealth under the prirnitive laissez-faire approach failed.

Two events in Australia in the 1950s resulted in

significant changes to the colonial administration.

Firstly, the discovery of gold in New South tüales and

Victoria led to an expansion of state interests (to enforce

and safeguard Crown rights) and activity (in the search for

mineraLs for which private enterprise asked assistance).

Second1y, several Colonies (including South Australia) were

granted responsible, rePresentative forms of government

which necessitated an extension of thê administrative organs

of the state. For example, the colonial adrninistrations now

had control of, and responsibility for, their actions'

Ministers with new powers and resPonsibilities were
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appointed, and boards became Ministerial offices or

departments. Such changes highlighted the adaptability of

the state and, at the same time, its concern with the order

and stability of society.

Despite the acknowledged traits of independence and

self-reliance, the colonists generally accepted the positive

role of the state and came to depend on the administration

to act on behalf of individuals. There were currents of

egalitarianism in the Colony but, as Keith Hancock noted' it

vras an Australia-wide characteristic for colonists to look

to the state to service their rights.3 *1. colonists

expected and wanted the authorities to act for them and they

agitated for Government action in the expectation of

creating new opportunities. This development was pragmatic

and took place in the absence of systematic theories or

explicit philosophies: the administration operated in

response to circumsta.r""".4

Hancock's classic observations on the role of the state

in Australia explain the widespread acceptance of state

involvement on the grounds that the state did not replace

private enterprise initiatives but, rather in the manner of

a benevolent institution' assisted the forces of capitalism

and supplemented the activities of the private sector. The

traditional analysis is sufficient to explain the key

element in the formation of the Geological survey and

Department of l"lines in South Australia.
*******

Hancock, W. K. ' Austral-ia P.72.
ibid . p. 69 .

3
4
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the search f.or water and minerals, and mining activity

were modified by the characteristics of the South Austral-ian

environment. Locating deposits was one thing; utilising

them another. There lvere several factors which affected the

economic management of mining operations. The geographical

location of a mine was particularly important; potential

areas of mineral weal-th might be ignored because of the

climate, terrain, distance from the main settlement and the

high cost of transport. The characteristics of each mine

affected the choice of mining methods; the quality of the

ore determined the treatment needed; the extent and nature

of the deposit indicated its permanence or otherwise and

secured investment to ensure its developmenb; the state of

the local economy and society affected demand and supply'

while export overseas v¡as dependent on the situation of the

world market and other sources of suppty. Vital necessities

for the mining, mineral processing and manufacturing

industries v/ere assured supplies of water and fuel, and the

requisite technology in mining methods and metallurgical

practices. Finally, a mine had to be under the control of

capable managers and Sensible businessmen who htere alert to

the need to invest wisely and to develop it efficiently.

However, sections of the mining industry often ignored

these basic common-sense requirements. Many mining ventures

failed because of the reckless and greedy behaviour of

enthusiastic investors and specuJ-ators. South Australia's

mining history is fuLl of ill-considered and over-optimistic

attempts to develop very Limited deposits. Some mínes were

undercapitalised and were abandoned soon after a limited

amount of developmental work and before being fully
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tested. After the outlay of initial expenditure'

shareholders might refrain from fully paying up on the calls

for additional finance. The impatience for profits and

desire for speculation led to substantial mining on the

Stock Exchange rather than in the field. The success of the

copper mines at Kapunda, Burra, Ivloonta and Vfallaroo and Lhe

continual lure of gold fever no doubt stimulated these

speculative practices.

The mines themselves were often poorly situated in

remote areas of the Colony where access vtas difficult,

transport expensive and water Scarce. In such situations'

the minerst and managerst lack of technical expertise

compounded the problems of inadequate machinery and

imperfect means of extraction and treatment of the ores.

The larger and more spectacular mines had relied on

experienced miners' managers and directors. The same did

not al-$¡ays apply to many of the smaller or less successful

mines where a single error might nullify the prospects.

Many promising mines failed to match the investors'

expectations and this highlighted the need to examine

systematically and scientifically the deposits before

attempting to develoP them.

By the 1880s, private enterprise $tas no longer prepared

to accept the sole responsibility for developing the mineral

resources of South Australia and resorted instead to

investment and speculation within and outside the Colony as

the principal form of economic activity in the mining

industry. Even in times of drought and depression, private

enterprise had been, for the most part, content to rely upon

accidental discoveries as the means of locating deposits of
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water and mineral-s for its own benefit. This attitude

altered appreciably as it became obvious that more deposits

would not be easily found or developed. !{hen private

enterprise was generally unsuccessful in its attempts to

Iocate and exploit the mineral wealth of the Colony' Èhe

colonists were prepared to transfer control of the

exploration for resources to the Government. The Government

indicated it was prepared to involve itself in direct

activity to sustain the industry. In a time of need'

private enterprise was willing to accept the assistance of

the Government.

There v¡as an expectation that a geological survey of

the Colony would help to overcome the downturn in the mining

industry. A geological survey could undertake purely

scientific investigations independently of the mining

industry. A survey might establish the possibility of

sources of water for the benefit of pastoralists and

agriculturalists. It could also delineate the likely

localities for minerals which private enterprise could then

develop for wealth. The world-wide expansion of geological

thought in the nineteenth century was part of the climate of

scientific thought directed towards the examination of

nature and the world in search of clues about the evolution

and social development of man. The Geological Survey of

Great Britain, for example, had been established in 1835'

and the Secretary of State for the Colonies in London had '

on occasion, made temporary appointments to other

colonies. The value of the study of geology to the mining

industry was not widely recognised for a long time in the

Australian Colonies and South Australia was no exception.
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The intervention of the Government in the mining

industry was facilitated by the continued growth of the

civil service which had, by the 1880s, established the basis

for strong central government and future state

adninistration and regulation in south Australia. The state

had become involved in many diverse fields including post

and telegraph, poor relief, education, health, railways, and

a programme of expanding public works' As John Hirst has

suggested, the reasonable performance of the state in such

undertakings encouraged the transfer of responsibility from

the private to the Public sector.5

The creation of the warden of Goldfields office (1868)

and the Geological survey (1882), the assumption of control

of the exploration for resources, and the provision of

support facilities for the mining industry were significant

in themselves but they do not fulty account for the

formation of the Department of Mines in 1894. Geoffrey

Blainey has stated that "South Australia htas surprisingly

late in creating a strong geological survey and mines

department,,.6 this was not surprising, however, given the

earlier predisposition of Parliament and capitalists towards

private initiatives and endeavours. only at times when

mineral wealth declined and the industry suffered a downturn

in the value of production and the discovery of new

deposits, did private enterprise look for Government

assistance. Throughout the 1880s and 1890s, drought and

Hirst, J.B.
Blainey, G.

Adelaide and the Count 187 0-19 17
5
6

,
-ihe- S a Never p

p.I45.
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depression adversely affected the mining industry' overseas

investment in South Australian mining activities declined'

and l-ocal investors turned their attention elsewhere.

Equalty as important in the formation of the Department

as the acquiescence of the private-enterprise sector vrere

the trends towards state rights and the democratisation of

society3 "Is]tate policies and interventions at any point

in tirne are the result, of broader social and political power

struggles and reflect changing influences and

priorities".T these trends were evidenced in the assertion

of Crown rights to minerals on behalf of the public in 1886

and 1888, and the energing notion of sharing colonial wealth

which properly belonged to the whole community. The

acquis-ition of control of the mining industry by Parliament

and the effort to stimulate the private sector $¡as another

example of the trend towards state socialism in Australian'

not just South Australian, society without the adoption of

theories to this end. The expansion of the civil service

and the increasing role undertaken by Governments to be

active in all matters affect,ing society can be clearly seen

in a review of the legislation of this period.S However,

despite the influence of writers and speakers on the subject

of state socialism, this tendency fell short of that.

philosophy which required pubtic ownership of the means of

production, distribution and control on the exchange ,of

commodities.

wêrê--mãäã in the
they do hold for

context of an Australia-wide review but
the South Australian situation.

7
I

Sydney Labour History Group, Wþq_t_ _Bgqgþ___s_qq9!_? p.11.
De caris, B. K., in Crowtey, F;K.--(ed;t;-À-_ry-_qry__{_i_9_t_9_ry--g!
Australia p.243. His comments on the period 1890-1900
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Direct Government participation in the mining industry

gradually led to the formation of an explicit policy for the

development of the colonial mineral resources. Governments

had previously been involved implicitly through legislation,

rewards for discoveries, and by providing some supportive

facilities for the industry. However, the implementation of

a formal policy did not occur until after the merger of the

Geological Survey and the Department of Mines in I9L2.

Before this, the Government did increase its interest in the

mining industry and adopted measures to stimulate private

enterprise. The Survey and Department operated

independently in their efforts to promote mining. By the

time of the merger into a consolidated body' the

administration of the industry was widely considered to be

one of the responsibilities of Government.

Governments in the twentieth century attempted to

promote the mineral resources of South Australia fot the

benefit of the industry, investors and the public. During

this time, there vras a shif t in thinking about the

development of mineral resources and their role in the South

Australian economy and this added a nev/ dimension to the

colonial capitalism of the nineteenth century. The

elaboration of policies for the development of the resources

was generally left to the public servants rather than the

politicians. The public servants combined talents with

several leading business figures:



it was the South Australian governmentIsic]
that went furtherest Isic] in designing a whole
system of state support for manufacturing. . .
iL was in clear contrast with the earlier
tentative moves towards state-based
industrialisation in New South WaIes, using
state power not to form capital directly, but
to create local conditions that woul-d attract
manufacturing investment from outside
companies bY -nin effect - guaranteeing
profitability.

The trends for stat.e assistance that were evident in the

nineteenth century continued into the twentieth century.

More than ever before, Governments were relied on to assist

in the economic development of society.

The powers of the public service increased

substantialty in this period although the political parties'

cabinets and Governments maintained their influence over the

political decisions for the implementation of some

policies . Bef ore V'Iorld Vüar II , economic cons iderations were

more important than political needs and motives for the

adoption of plans and policies. However, the distinction

between the initiation of a particul-ar policy or plan of

action and its administration htas becoming less apparent:

objective planning had begun to supersede the pragmatic

measures and _êd èq" regulatíons.

Although there have been various arguments for and

against the necessity, desirability, amount and type of

state intervention in private enterprise, there has been a

strong tendency since European settlement for centralised

forms of government and administration. The derivative

system of administration expanded and was refined to meet

South Australian requirements. The assertion of state

W., and
History

t1

Irving, T.
p.277.

9. Connell ' R.
Aus tral ian

I Class Structure ln
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rights vtas particularly emphasised and the adninistration

expanded to service these public rights. South Australians

generally looked to Governments for assistance and, in the

case of. the mining industry' steadfast opposition to such

aid declined over time. Government. participation in, and

direction of, the mining industry - to search, regulate and

initiate - was accepted as a state responsibility.
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Chapter One: 1836-1856 Touching the Surface

The need for water and the possibility of mineral

wealth had not been ignored by the organisers of the venture

to establish the Colony of South Australia. When the

formation of a South Australian l"lining Association was

proposed in 1841, the prospect.us of the company noted that:

The at,tention of Engtish capitalists has
long been turned to South Australia, as
offering a most encouraging field for
mining operations, and so long back as
1835, a public Company with a very large
capital was nearly completed Iin London] 'for the purpose of exploring the colony
for the rich minera] treasures it was
thought to contain.'

Both the South Australian Company and the Colonial Office

instructed their officers to undertake mineralogical

searches in the Colony. The Board of Colonisation

Comnissioners also became involved in the quest. But the

onerous task of locating water and minerals was conducted in

a haphazard fashion and most discoveries v¡ere of an

accidental nature, The colonists naturally brought their

cultural heritage and mores to South Australia and, in the

case of mining pursuits, they retained the techniques and

practices that had been utilised in the mother country.

This vtas clearly reflected in the adoption of the common law

precedent to allow the settlers sole possession of I a1I

above and below the surface' without reference to the Crown

of any land purchased, and to ignore crown rights to gold

and silver deposits. The administrators of the Colony

acquiesced in this matter. Their int.erests concerned the

stability of the settlement rather than undertaking searches

I Southern Australian 30.3.1841.
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for minerals or regulating private initiative other than to

control the leases and licences for which limited finance

and few officials were needed.

***************

The name of the capital city, Adelaide, had been

accepted before the actual site for the city had been

chosen.2 The Board of Colonisation Commissioners entrusted

the responsibility for selecting a suitable site to Colonel

Willian Light., the first Surveyor-General.3 Light reached

South Australian waters on board the brig -lgp-{ during

August 1836. By November, he had examined some of the more

Iikely spots for settlement and on 2I November he navigated

the entrance of the Port Adelaide River.4 Atthough he had

barely begun the investigation of 1,500 miles of coastline

as instructed, he was certain that he had now found the best

site for the capital.S Part of his instructions had

emphasised the need for a fresh water supply and a

satisfactory harbour6; the city should also be located near

a supply of coal.7 Given the daunting magnitude of his task

to find the best site for the cityr ohê could hardly

criticise Light if he had not located Adelaide in the

vicinity of a readily usable coal seam!

2
3
4

Pike, D.
ibid.
Price, A
p.L26 .
ibid.
Pike, 1o
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told to
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c. cit.
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Light, concentrated his attention on the setLlement of

Adelaide and the survey of the surrounding land. He had

little time to devote to the search for minerals' not even

those suitable for building and construction. Nevertheless'

these matters vJere not overlooked by private interests which

had retained control of mining rights and $¡ere prepared to

undertake mining operations. the South Australian Companyr

a private-business concern, had sent the remarkable

scientist, Johannes Menge, to the Colony. Although he was

an investigatOr and not a develOper Of resources' Menge v\tas

the earliest and most notable figure directly involved in

the examination of minerals and water in the Colony.

Menge was born at Steinau in Germany on 20 January

1788. He apparently received very little formal education

in his early years: he is reputed to have read only four

books the Bible, a hymn book, the Heidelberg Catechism and

The Pilgrim's Progress when he left his parentrs home in

IgO6.8 During his extensive travels throughout Europe, he

acquired a practical and theoretical- knowledge of several

languages' geology, mineralogy, religion, philosophy, and

nedicine. In fact, his talents and abilities !üere so widely

recognised, that in 1821 he \Âlas awarded the honorary degree

of Professor of lvlineralogy at the University of Lubeck in

Germany.

Menge settled in England in

and undertook various linguistic

and Chinese in a private academY

the early part of the 1830s

pursuits. He taught Hebrew

and also prePared a Chinese

B Manuscript - 'Sketch
l,larjorie Haughton in

of the life of Johannes Menge'
author's possession.

by
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dictionary.g He was involved in the work of the British and

Foreign Bible Society and it htas probably through this

organisation that Menge became associated with George Fife

Angas, the Christian philanthropist, who controlled the

South Australian Company. The answer as to l^/hy he accepted

the Company's offer to join the venture to South Australia

may not lie so1e1y with Mengers personality, his desire for

a life without restrictions t oY the nomadic lifestyle he had

led until then. Perhaps the appeal and tenacity of Angas

\^¡ere contributing factors: "The list of those persuaded to

emigrate by George Fife Angas could be continued

indefinitely, for his baits and devices were legion and he

never took No for an answer".l0 One can only ponder whether

Angas had played upon Menge's philanthropic notions' his

religious convictions, his long-standing interest in

minerals or a combination of these.

The Company appointed Menge to the post of 'Mine and

Quarry Agent and Geologist' on I JuIy 1836.11 He was

instructed to

explore the natural productions of the
Colony above ç below ground and to
superintend the working of Quarries of
Stone and slate, the boring for water,
metal, lead, coal and other Mines at a
Salary of f150 per annum for one year and
for as much longer as the Company require
your sççvices not however exceeding five
years. rz

Menge was also entitled to a bonus in addition to his basic

salary f or any minerals that he discovered. Ivlenge accepted

the offer from the Company and agreed to abide by the

o

10.
11.
12.

íbid.
Piker op.cit.
sAA 986/2 G.F
ibid.

p.137 .
Angas to Menge 16.8.1836



ins truct ions

1836.13 The

ass ist l"lenge

and procure

wells r ' .14

Menge I s

T7

given to him by Angas on 12 July and 16 August

Company had also engaged four German miners to

and to "t\dork the quarries of stone and lime

additional supplies of water from artesian

party left England on board Coromandel from

the port of DeaI on 9 September 1836. 15

settlers, Menge

quickly

vessel reached

the Company's settlement at Kingscote, Kangaroo Islandr orl

L2 January 1837.16 Unlike many of the early

vras impressed with the new environment and he

adapted himself to the harsh conditions:

I tell you that I
happy on the spot
heat, insects, wil
not meet with the
SoiI, climate, sit
are excellent and
heaped up in great
1ime, iron, etc. . .
under your feet...

stage he was not concerned

the

The

find myself extremelY
where I wi11inglY bear
derness, etc. if I do
annoyance of men..
uation, materials, etc.
the Iatter Isic] is
stones viz. clayr

- Cements are everYwhere
T7

At this
problems

with mining but \^tith the

water supply, arranging

13.

14.

of developing an adequate

SAA 986/3 Menge to Angas 18.8.1836. The earlier
instructions had directed him to select land suitable for
working quarries and then to engage a foreman to
superiñtend the work while he proceeded to search for
water. He was also told to "pursue the discovery of all
kinds of mines, lead, Copper, GoId' Silver etc etc
objects of natural history to ship to London".
See Research Note 11: Early German Immigration. The
miners were H. Meyer, F. Stachelroth, H. sekerdik and H.
Sander.
Kerr, I"1

SAA PRG
15.
t6.

.G.' Colonial DynastY P.24.
1 7 4--S e-iîes -5:-t êt-t]e-r-.I : Menge

of London,
17 . ibid.

from Kingscote L7 .2. 1837 .
to Mr S. Jackson
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materiats for the settlers' building needs and with

fulfilling his interests in agricultural, horticultural and

viticultural matters. 18

Mengers obligation to the Company required him to

remain on the Island although he could make short visits to

the mainland. Soon after his arrival, he had formulated a

plan to investigate mineral deposits elsewhere: 'I shall

stay here in this place and ask the company for as much

ground f need [sic] and make from this point different

excursions in Australia".19 But he had no great desire to

make a permanent move to the mainland. I{hen the site for

the capital city had finally been decided upon' Menge

commented that the country " is spoken of as a fine valley

with fruitful soil. I am in no hurry to go there as flat

country'has as tittle attraction for me as flat souls".2O

He had now decided to recommence his geological ramblings as

he had done through the European country-side: "The

geologists of this day will have much to digest for the

limestone here contains a number of fossils which I shall

18. ibid. 'I cannot wish for metals and gems before the
land is cultivated and Kingscote has a shape of a human
dwelling p1ace".
ibid. In other correspondence Menge also refers to
rAustralia' but this would appear to be a juxtaposition
of terminology for South Australia.
Menge corresþóndence in authorrs possession: to Dr
Pauli, a lawyer in Lubeck, 16.5.1837. Vüritten "under
the canopy of heaven, NePean BaY".

19.

20.
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collect and arrangen.2I He was' however, upset and

frustrated in his efforts to attend to mining matters on the

Island because the Company still did not control the land:

"What we now have is only usurped " .22

Johannes Menge resided on Kangaroo Island until the

latter part of 1838. He lost his early enthusiasm for the

settlement not so much through a lack of success with his

geology and mineralogy but because he disliked many

settlers' attitudes. Unfortunately, the settlers coul-d not

comprehend Menge I s v/ays nor appreciate his talents and his

potential value v¡as often overlooked. David Mclaren, the

Companyts Manager, was often exasperated by Menge who he

thought was a particularly obnoxious charactet.23

The issue that aggravated Mclarenrs hostility towards

Menge concerned the water supply on the Island. In contrast

to the method for selecting the best site for the capital of

the Colony, the South Australian Company had determined '

before leaving England, that its settlement was to be

founded on Kangaroo lsland.24 The Company's officers vtere

required to make strenuous efforts to fit their concept of a

settlement to a place where it did not belong. They l{tere

unwilling to adapt their concepts to the new environment.

Thus during the 1836-37 summer when the artesian wells t'itere

constantly filled with saLt water, the Company's officers

were unable to comprehend the nature of the problem or to

ibid.
ibid.
Pike, oP. cit. pp.133, 209. It must be noted that
t"lclaren-had littfe time for any of the German settlers
but he and Menge were in constant disagreement.
ibid. p. 197 .

2I.
22.
23.

24.
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find possible solutions to their diIemma.25 In contrast,

within three weeks of his arrival Menge had stated that

conventional artesian vrells were inappropriate.26 He

suggested that some experimentation was required to develop

new forms of we1ls in which the water could be stored

without being contaminated by salt. But "neither he nor his

theories htere ever taken very seriously, and... he vtas

regarded as something of a joke erudite, but f'or practical

purposes, useles =" .27 Even the four miners and labourers

sent to assist him were unimpressed by his novel efforts to

solve the problem. They continued to dig conventional wells

for the Company and Menge was left to pine for one of his

brothers and his own sons "for I am alone and whatever must

be done r must do it mysel f" .28

As the 1837-38 summer drew closer, IulcLaren insisted

that Menge

proceed to bore for water, in the
immediate vicinity of Kingscote' that we
may either obtain a suPPlY, of that
invaluable necessary of Life ( Fresh
Water) Or shall asce5lain decidedly that
it is n-õE to be had. zY

McLaren ignored both lvlenge's previous ef f orts and his

that the problem could not be solved if they relied on

conventional rnethods.30 Not surprisingty, the attempt

failed as did Menge's effort to construct a catchment

advice

the

area

25. Diamond' A.I. ' 
rAsPects of the

Australian ComPanY - The First
University 1955 P.138.
Diamond ' ibid. citing Menge
ibid. p. I39.
SAA PRG L74 op. cit.
SAA BRG 42/1-J-57 Mclaren to
Diamondr oP. cit. p.I40.

History of the South
Decader . l'14 Adelaide

to Angas 30.1. 1837.26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Menge 6.1I.1837 .



near Point Marsden in the first half of 1838.31 Yet Menge

maintained a betief that the problems associated with the

water supply on the Island could be remedied. In fact' he

proposed that the adoption of a method of irrigation based

upon a suitable system of artesian htells would eventually

enable Kangaroo Island to support a population of one

nillion people ! 32

Mengers official services btere terminated from 30 June

1838 when the Company dismissed him.33 The main factor

contributing to his dismissal was the conflict with

Mclaren. I{hen lvlenge returned to the Isl-and after a visit to

Adelaide in 1838, he wrote to Mclaren:

I cannot aIlow you to interfere with my
duties r âs you are ignorant of Geology
and unable to converse with scientific
men and with Christian Characters. . . You
cannot frighten me with your having the
purse of public money; I recollect with
horror the Apostle Judas Iscario! -as
often as I see You with the ba9.34

Despite Mengers reports and discoveries the Company had not

commenced mining operations, nor l{tas it likely to v¡hil-e the

settlement at Kingscote struggled for survival.35 Menge did

not remain on the Island but travetled to the mainland where

he concentrated on searching tor minerals instead of water.

2I

ibid.
SAA 986/9 z 17 .10.1838.
SAA 986/8 Menge to the Di
Company 15.10.1838.
SAA 986/7 Menge to Mclare
Auhl, I. and lvlarf leet r D.
Era p.23. See also SAA 98
Tleñge on the soil, rocks,
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27.I0.1838, rReport by J.
island' .
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timber and water suPPlY of
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31.
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Although it vras unbeknown to him, vlilliam Light had

placed Adelaide near a coal seam. But it was the assortment

of minerals in the hills nearby which attracted attention.

lvlenge, while wandering on the mainland, collected rock

samples and mineral specimens in these foothills of the

Mount Lofty Ranges.36 The first reported traces of copper

vtere located on a patch of land held by Osmond Gilles ' the

ColoniaI Treasurer.3T Although the discovery attracted some

attention from the colonists, Menge låtas the person most

interested in this region before the Cornish miners arrived

in the colony.38 Francis Dutton, one of the discoverers of

copper at Kapunda in 1842, recorded in 1846 that "the

existence of the valuable metals was unsuspected by anyone t

excepting the geologist' Mr Menge, who always foretold that

the hiIIs were metalliferous".39 The activities of mineral

seekers, in particular the Cornish miners, during the next

decade were to fulf iI l"lenge's predictions.40

AS

The Vlheal

t,he earl iestGaw1er Mine at Glen Osmond, which is cited

Australian metal nine' was first worked for

silver and lead in APril 1841.
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38.
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on 29 June 1839, a new Deputy surveyOr-General for the

Colony had been appointed by the Colonisation Commissioners

in nngland.4l Thomas Burr arrived at Port Adelaide on board

the Cleveland on 18 December l-B3g.42 He commenced his

duties on 1 January 1840, and drew a salary of f400 a

yeur.43 Burr v¡as scientifically minded and in addition to

his surveying duties he examined the geology and mineralogy

of the Colony whenever possinte.44 The renowned exPlorer

and former Surveyor-General, Charles Sturt, had also shown

interest in geology and mineralogy while in the Survey

Department and had made valuable observations'during his

explorations.45

Despite the appointment of Burr, l"lenge remained.

prominent as the geological and mineralogical expert in the

Colony. Even George Fife Angas, who had apparently

reconciled his desire for personal wealth with his Christian

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
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and philanthropic ideals, had retained his services on a

personal basis although the South Australian Company had

ceased to employ Menge.46 l"tengers behaviour may not have

appealed to the purists but he did generate an interest in

mining and minerals.4T When the _$_{g_I_1i_{g_9ÞSef-"_çl published

one of his letters dealing with minerals north of Spencer

Gu1f, the editor noted in his leader that:

Íle insert Mr Mengets letter, almost
verbatim et literatim, from the
persuasron that al-thou gh the style is
somewhat enthusiastic, the avowed
impressions are perfectly sincere, and
the opinions entitled to great respect
from the kngpn talents and experience of
the writer.48

Openly manifesting boundless reserves of energy, Ivlenge had

examined much of the area between Cape Jervis and the

Flinders Ranges.

The colonial press often published the information that

he provided. In June 1840, the Register printed a 1isÈ of

lOO mineral specimens that he was able to supply to the

colonists.49 By September 1840, he claimed that his

collection of 2OO mineral- specimens was only an introduction

to South Australia's mineral wealth because he could do no

46. Adelaide Chronicle 2L.4.1840. (Report of Ivlr Ivlenge 'õeõ-1õlisË-,-ol--the-barossa Range, addressed to a South
Australian Proprietor resident in England , 29 .4 . I839 ) .
See Pike, oP.cit. pp.2O9-2I0 for the story of
Flaxman's Special Surveys by Menge for Angas. FOr Other
examplesr see Linn, R., rGeorge Fife Angas: On Mining
Operations' in Journal of the Historical Societ
South Australi

l'len and Mines
Sõù-tñ-- a-u s t r-a-l-i a

47. -Kê?-i r oP.C t. ' p.-L7¡ Reyno1ds, J.,
pp.13-18; Gibbs, R. , A History of
pp.95-96; Vüells, op.cit.

48. Adelaide Observer 20.I.1844

of
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more than touch the surface!50 In 184I, Menge's small

booklet The Mineral Kinqdom of South Australia was

printed. The south Australian Almanac of I84I contained one

of his lists of minerals of the Colony, and the -lç-g-i-{sr
published his series of ten papers on the geology of South

Austral ia . 51 on a different note, the observer in l-844,

printed ten extracts which v¡ere an autobiography of some of

his 'Voyages and TraveLsr.52 Mengers letters (not all of

which dealt with mineral matters) contained novel-

suggestions. He promoted the idea of a South Austral-ian

Mining Association to collect specimens and to search for

minerals.53 He proposed the establishment of mining

schools, colleges and associations to encourage the study of

geology and mineralogy.54 He predicted, from his o$¡n

experiences' that gold would be found and that South

Australia would have the greatest copper mines in the

world.55 t"lenge thought there was a need for regular

investigations from Cape Jervis to the northern boundary of

the Colony and to pubtish the results in a geological

50.
5I.
52.
53.
54.
55.

S er
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B -23.10.1841.
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journal of South Australia.56 Ho*evet, the depression of

the early 1840s and the subsequent financial stringency of

Governor Grey's administration did not facilitate t'he

adoption of these ideas.57

It has often been noted that l"tenge $/as not responsible

for the commencement of any mining operations in the

colony.58 This \,¡as due partly to his preference for

rambling in the bush and collecting specimens; he considered

himself a geologist and mineralogist, not a miner. It was

also because a request he had made to Governor Grey in 1841

for land to commence a gold mine had been refused.59 This

had upset Menge:

Of course I did not know that Èhe
Parliament had legislated so as to hinder
the progress of mining, but on receiving
this inLimation Ithe Governorrs replyJ I
concluded that it htas useless to think of
mining oPerations until I had the
preasúre- of meeti"g ðãptui" lagot.60

Mengers association with Bagot was of shorÈ duration, and is

best remembered for his role in officially opening the

Kapunda Copper Mine in January 1844.6I But his primary

concern vtas with the location and delineation of mineral

deposits rather than the process of actually mining

56.
57.

ibid.
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p.L74, quotes a contem
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minerals. In fact, he often cautioned the colonists against

rushing into mining enterprises without first proving the

nature of the deposits. The combination of his roles as an

investigator and adviser was very sirnilar to that which

woutd later be adopted by the Government-empJ-oyed officials.

The decade of the 1840s was one of substantial mining

activity which assisted the Colony's recovery from the

economic depression after Governor Gawler's period in

office.62 Yet the Colonial- office and the loca1

administration \^¡ere slow to display any intention to direct

the discovery and development of the mineral resources. In

1846, Francis Dutton suggested that the Government could

have done more in this area:

It is not too much to exPect that the
necessary [geological] explorations
should be conducted by the Government
themselvesi and I maY be allowed to
express a hope that this imPortant
subject may-qreet with sorne attention
their part.or

on

The opportunity to create an

Menge offered his services to
official post

Governor GreY

arisen when

r844:

had

tn

62. For example, silver-lead at Glen Osmond (I841)' copper
at Xapunãa (1842) , the Montacute t'line in the Mount Lof ty
Ranges (1843-44) and at Burra (1845). The importance of
the mineral discoveries to the colonial economy can be
seen from the figures for the value of exports _- by the
end of 1849, minèrals amounted to two-thirds of the
colonial exports.
Dutton, F.S., op.cit. p.313-14.63.
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I would beg to make application that it
might please Your Excellency to confer
upon me the appointment of Colonial
Geologist, in which capacity, I believe,
I should have it in nY Power to make
myself very useful to this Colony, which
has been mv chief concern for several
years past-.64

Menge suggested that an appropriate salary, which was in

Grey's capacity to decide upon, could be augmented by a

bonus system based on the sale of all land containing

minerals that he found for the Government.65 The Surveyor-

General, Edward Charles Frome, was aþ¡are of Mengers ability

and of his potential value to the Colony:

I do not suppose there is any person Ín
the Province so fitted for the situation
should Your Excellency think fit to
consider-the Creation of such an
office. bb

But Frome did not think that anyone should receive a large

salary for their "occasional services" or that the Colony

could afford to encourage speculation about rnining.67 Grey,

who was also conscious of Menge's efforts in the discovery

of minerals, refused the offer because he did not believe it

was within his poi^rer to make such an appointment.6S More

Iikely, however, is that the refusal stemmed from Greyrs

notion of "cheap administration, Iwhich was] weIl enough

64.

65.
66.
67.
68.

SAA cRG 24/6/1844/268 l"Ienge to Grey 22.2.1844. The
creation of this position had been mentioned to Grey by
l{enge when he asked for land to mine - see SAA 4284 83
op.ðit. Menge to Grey 7.7.1841: "I had wished to be
aþpointed as Colonial geologist, and to have obtained a
sãtary suitabÌe to the expences; [sic] which the opening
of such places where useful materials or valuable
minerals occur require; but it continually happened
that other circumstances turned the attention from this
important scientific object".
ibid.
ibid. Frome to Grey 8.3.1844.
ibid.
SAA GRc 24/4/7c/3l-8 Mundy to Menge 13.3.1844. Pike'
op.cit. p.36, suggests that it would have been within
Grey's prerogative.
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adapted to a bankrupt colony but iII suited to

coppermania".69

From this point onr Menge was less conspicuous in the

arena of mineral development in South Australia. According

to his letters, Ivlenge had now strengthened his attitudes

towards God, mining and man. For example, he wrote to

Dr Pauli in Lubeck, Germany:

Should the creator of all send some
sensible people here who would use the
treasures of Australia to the Honour of
God and the benefit of their fellow man'
then I would also look at the mineral
wealth again.70

On another occasion, he predicted with accuracy and

foresight that share-broking would cause a downfall in

mining in the Colony: "As long as this system lasts any body

may contrive a puff, enhance shares, and leave the

consequence to the shareholders".Tl In his last known

communication with the Government of South Australia' he

wrote to the recently arrived Governor Young and offered his

services in promoting geology, mineralogy and the study of

Ianguage =.72 His suggested grammar and mining schools were

not established. Ir{enge eventually travelled to Victoria in

the 1850s and he died on the goldfield at Forest Creek near

Castlemaine in late October 1852.

Menge's exploits were important in the early mining

activity in the Colony although his search for minerals and

examination of the Colony's geology htere independent of the

accidental discoveries of mineral wealth. Ivlengers inability
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to uncover the vast deposits of worthwhile minerals may have

been considered a further examPle of his eccentricities' On

the one hand, some colonlsts argued that the dependence on

so-called experts and scientists would not lead to valuable

discoveries. They considered that competitive private

enterprise and initiative which relied on 'miners' luck' for

accidental finds would eventually create a vigorous rnining

industry. On the other hand, these colonists vtere the same

ones who would later maintain that the best way to improve

colonial wealth v¡as to search actively fot minerals. Hencer

after the attempts to work gold deposits in the Adelaide

Hitls during 1846 at the Vietoria Gold I'line near Montacute

and in l-849 at Balhannah, and in response to the gold rush

in California in 1849, Governor Young attempted to initiate

a geological survey of South Australia. The Gold Rush to

eastern Australia in the I850s encouraged the colonists to

request a survey of the Colony in order to indicate the best

possible sites for the discovery of gold. Thus the value of

a survey to determine the mineral wealth of the Colony \â¡as

accepted or questioned depending on the economic

circumstances facing the colonists.

A strongly maintained belief of many early colonists

had been that an increase in mineral discoveries and mining

activity would harm the colonial eco,,omy.73 It was,

however, the expansion of the copper mining industry which

proved to be of great assistance to the economy. But the

spread of settlement and the sale of land in special surveys

For example, SAA GRG 24/6/1843/1434 Burr to Frome 7 .I2 - 1843:
"the low- stãte of the labour market cannot support
mining at a beneficial levelt if more land is opened
to the public, the colonists wilt be injured"'

73.



of 20 1000 acres at such localities as Mount Remarkable and

Burra prompted Governor Grey to suggest to the Imperial

Government that all minerals should be reserved to the Crown

and a royalty imposed. Until this time, Iand containing

minerals had been sold at the same price as land for

agricultural and pastoral purposes and the public revenue

had not benefited to any extent.74 Grey's insistence in

1844 and 1845 that the rights over all minerals should be

reserved to the Crown vras a factor which influenced his

appointment to New Zealand by the Colonial Office.75

Frederick Robe, who arrived in October 1845 to replace

Grey, did not renege at first on the issues of reservation

and royalties. The Government proclaimed regulat'ions on 5

March I846 which distinguished between land thought or known

to contain minerals and other land.76 Provision was made

for the leasehold tenure of mineral-bearing lands for a 2I-

year term. More importantly, the administration had no\át

begun to view the mines and mineral resources as a source of

public revenue and not just objects for vested interests to

exploit. Thus the regulations also stipulated that a

royalty of one-fifteenth of the value of production of

metall-iferous ores upon Crown l-and sold after 5 March was

payable to the Crown.

The ]ack of authority for the colonial Government to

raise revenue from the expansion of mining activity had been

an important eLement in the reluctance of the Government to

assume responsibility for directing the search for

minerals. By now the colonial Land and Emigration

Pike, op. cit.
ibid. p.398.
SA Government

74.
75.
'76.
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Commission, which had replaced the Board of Colonisation

Commissioners in 1840, had ordered "that land thought to

contain mineral-s was to be withheld from sale until

inspected by a government geologist and mine Surveyor".'17

According to Pike, Robe appointed a mineral surveyor in May

Lg46.78 It is almost certain that the Deputy Surveyor-

General undertook this function: Frome reported that most

of Burr's time in 1846 hras spent on a geological examination

of land applied to be put up for sale, and other areas

supposed to contain valuable mineral=.79

The introduction of the mining royalty was accompanied

by a downturn of new mining operations.S0 In order to

ascertain the effect of the royalty, Robe instructed the

Commissioner of Crown Lands, James MacDona]d' to report

upon the present state of the lands in
the mining districts which have been sold
since the 3rd March last, with
reservation of Royalties to the Crown.8l

l{acDonald commenced his tour on 15 January 1847 and visited

several mines in the Adelaide Hills, Burra and Barossa

Valley regions.S2 He found that all of the newly-opened

mines required more capital to be invested before they would

become productive and, until then, it would not be

worthwhile for the Government to appoint officers to

superintend the different mines or to collect the royalties.

Pike, op. cit. p. 305.
ibid. p.402.
sÁa cnc 24/6/1847/402L/2 Progress Report (for 1846) -
Survey Department compiled by E.C. Frome' April L847.
SAA GRG 24/4/I7N/677 lvlundy to MacDonald 5.1.1847.
ibid.
sAA GRG 24/6/1847/3I7 'Report Upon the l"lining Districts
by J.Vü. MacDonald 13.3.L847' .

77.
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MacDonald suggested that the collection of royalties

vrould be made easier if the Legislative Council passed an

Act with provisions to invoke J-arge penalties for non-

compliance and to appoint an officer to administer the

Act. However, Robe had already been rebuffed by the Council

in september and october of 1846 when he attempted to

legislate for the collection of the royalty.83 nobe found

himself left with a regulation which was unpalatable to many

sections of the public. The community was generally opposed

to the royalty and to the administration intervening in the

mining industry even though the public stood to gain by such

action. He pressed on with efforts to collect the royalty

under the regulation although the cost and difficulty of

enforcing the collection of royalties was unlikely to

outweigh the revenue to be gained.84

Another problem arose for Robe when Burr decided to

resign from the Survey Office. Burr tendered his

resignation on L2 October l-847 and accepted a position as

General Superintendent of the Burra Burra lutine.85 He had

been tempted by the offer of a salary at nearly double the

rate that the Government had been paying him.86 Robe

accepted his resignation with regret fot he had found Burr

to be "a most upright, intelligent, and valuable public

Pike, op.cit. pp.402-03.
SAA GRG 24/6/1847/3I7 oP.cit.
SAA Research Note 77: oP.cit.
SAA GRG 24/6/1847/1287 Burr, n
Burra Burra lvline,

83.
84.
85.
86. d. October l-B47 from



Servant, and one in whom he had the utmost confidence".ST

Robe would have induced Burr to remain with the Government

by increasing his salary if he had held the power to do

so.88 This would not, have altered Burrrs decision which had

been taken not only for financial reasons, but also because

he could see no immediate opportunity for promotion and

advancement with the Government.S9

Thomas Burr can be credited not only with producing the

first official Government geological rePoEtr Remarks on the

Geoloqy and lr{ineraloqy of South Australia in 1846, but this

ltas also the first book on geology t'o be published in

Australia.90 ¡ classified list of mineral specimens and

their localities vras appended to this booklet.9l Burr had

not been employed originally to investigate the geology of

the Colony and he relied on observations made while

surveying. However, there were occasions, other than his

period as mineral surveyor, when he was specifically

directed to make geological observations. He visited the

South-East with Governor Grey's expedition in 1844 during

which he searched for signs of coal. Late in 1846, Frome

directed him to examine geologically an area near Mount

Remarkable and also one near the Burra Creek Copper Mine:

34

SAA GRG 24/4/19 0/1605 Mundy to Frome 20.I0.1847.
ibid.
SAA GRG 24/6/1847/L287 op.cit.
SAA GRG 24/4/L7W/677 Mundy to Burr 3.5.1847. Some
copies of the 32 page booklet vùere sent to the Colonial
Office and distributed to various Museums and Societies;
Vallance¡ T.G.¡ 'Origins of Australian GeoLogy' in
Proceedin s of the Linnean Socie of New South Wales

p.
91. 3m 4650 cI. rt is entitled rCl-assif ied List of

Minerals discovered in the Province of South Australia

87.
88.
89.
90.

to the close of the year
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Summary of the Geology o
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The principal object. .. I^tas a more
correct knowledge of the Geological
sLructure of the CountrY in those
Latitudes for the purpose of ascertaining
if there htas any formation to be met with
in the Northern portions of the Province
which offered a PrqþabilitY of the
discoverY of coat.92

Such opportunities for a detailed geological analysis of an

area htere not common. When he resigned, Burr indicated that

he would try to assist the Government by forwarding sketches

showing the geological structure and mineral possibilities

of the country that he passed through.93

The problems of reserving land, and assessing and

collecting royalties under the regulation of March IB46

after the loss of Burr from the mineralogical section of the

Survey Office were quickly attended to by Governor Robe. On

3 November L847, James Trewartha was appointed rlt'line

Surveyor and Toller of Crown Lands' .94 little \^¡aS known

about this man who had recently arrived in the colony:

lvlr Trewartha has been in charge of
mines in South America and elsewhere, and
is well' acquainted with the nature and
value of metallic mineralsr âs well as
with mine surveYing.95

Later comments indicated that he had experience of mines in

and Chile.96Germany, England, Mexico, Peru

92.
93.
94.

SAA GRG 24/6/L847/402 I/2oP.cit-
sAA GRG 24/6/1847/1287 oP.cit.
see cnc 24'/4'/Ig O/l-7lÀO Mundy to Trewartha 3.11 .L847.
His salary r4ras f.250 p.a. with a forage allowance of
ls 6d per day for his horse. The appointment was
confirñred in- a despatch from the Secretary of State on
29.6.1848 (See SAA GRG 24/4/2LP/L779 Mundy to Trewartha
5 .L2.1848 ) .
áee cnc 24/4/Ig O/L7IL Mundy to the Commissioners of
Crown Lands 3.1I.1847.
SAA GRG 24/6/1848/65 MacDonald 19 .1.1848 '

95.

96.
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He v/as placed under the control of the two

Commissioners of Crown Lands: James MacDonald was to

administer mineral reservations and CharÌes Bonney was

responsible for depasturing and timber licences.97 The

Surveyor-General was directed to refer all apPlications for

land relating to minerals to the Commissioners.9S Trewartha

was to collect and maintain records of alÌ royalties, sample

ores, examine any l-and which was about to be sold or

alienated, and prevent miners from occupying land that was

not alienated from the Crown.99 The Commissioners could

instruct him to report on any mineral district, and he râtas

required to prepare diagrams of all lands examined or sold

when royalties vrere involved. The commissioners, the

Surveyor-General and Trewartha were all informed that he v¡as

expressJ-y forbidden to undertake anything other than service

to the public while employed by the Government.l00

Trewarthars first task was to become acquainted with

the mining areas of South AustraLia. To this end, he was

instructed to accompany MacDonald on a tour of inspecÈion of

the mining operations undertaken on Crown land since 3 March

1846.10I The investigation commenced on 18 November and

covered the same territory that lvlacDonal-d had visited during

op.cit. The Commissioners had
assist each other in anY matter97.

98.
99.
100.
101 .

sAA GRc 24/4/L9 0/r7rl
equal pov¡er and could
pertaining to land.
sAA GRG 24/4/19 0/I7L2
sAA GRc 24/4/19 0/L7I0
ibid.
ibid.

I"lundy to Frome
op.cit.

3. rr .1847 .
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his inspection in January 1847.L02 MacDonald again

concluded'that the royalty would be difficult to collect'

and that the existing system enabled miners and ohtners to

defraud the Government at ease. Trewartha and MacDonald

concurred that it would be preferable for the Government to

let the mineral lands of the Crown on a lease basis and

collect a rental instead of alienating the land. They

suggested that this would facilitate the collection of

revenue, encourage praCticat miners tO develOp reSources'

and stimulate an interest in discoveries. MacDonald v¡as not

optimistic about the value of organised mineral searches:

he could not think "of any manner of quickening the

discovery of minerals beyond the ordinary operation of

inartificial causes" .103

Trewartha ceased his duties as Toller of Crown Lands in

August 1848 when the unpopular royalty on metals and

metallic ores mined on Crown Lands was removed by the

incoming Governor, Henry E. F. Young.104 The people had

vron the battle with the Government. The problems of

royalties and reservations were later dealt with in t'he 1849

South Australian Land Titles Act; all grants containing

reservations of royalty on metalliferous ores v¡ere to be

construed as if no reservations had been made. The private

ownership of minerals had been asserted and l¡ttas to remain

for rnany years. lrewartha was transferred to the Survey

Office and he remained as Mine Surveyor for another two

LO2. SAA GRG 24/6/1847/3I7 op.cit. sAA GRG 24/6/1848/65
'Report of visit to the I'lining Districts by J.Vl.
MacDonald 19 .1.1848 ' .
ibid.
SA Government Gazette 17. B . I848 .
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years.105 The change in administrative masters $tas not

happy experience for Trewartha and his incompatibility

FreeIi.g, the new Surveyor-General, eventually led to his

resignation.106 uis services vrrere terminated on 10 December

1850 although he had offered remain with the Government

until the end of that month.

to
107

Trewartha examined many areas aS the land was opened up

or developed and his comments on the prospects for mineral

discoveries were reported in the Government Gazette. On one

occasion he wrote a general letter on mining practices and

the theory of geology.l08 Trewartha constantly warned the

public of the activities of mining speculators and

swindl-ers. For example, in the 1848 'Report on the Mining

Districts' , he drew attention to those people who concealed

their discoveries, especially in the region north of Burra'

in the hope of future gain.109 Another time when he found

yeIlow sulphuret of copper ore near Port Lincoln' he

concluded that it had been "placed there for some purpose by

someone who lcarried it] over from this side of the

GuIf".110 These fraudulent practices may have been more

prevalent than was usually thought. According to Pike'

Trewartha alleged that:

a

with

105.
106.
107.
108.
r09.
110.

SAA GRG 24/6/1849/88 Trewartha to Mundy 14.1.1849.
SAA GRG 24/6/1850/2473 Trewartha to Sturt 11.1I.1850.
SAA GRG 24/4/23R/I992 Sturt to Trewartha I0.12.L850.
SA Government Gazette 31.1. 1850.
SAA GRG 24 /6/1848/65 op. ci t.
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whole outcrops were covered with earth or
carted avtay or even painted to delude the
inspector. One over-sanguine individual
transplanted native bushes in the height
of "u11lt in the hoPe of hiding his
find.

But the speculators and investors generally remained

unperturbed by such devious acts.

In August 1850, Trewartha was asked by Governor Young

to examine and report on the possibility of coal being found

near a sandstone formation which Governor Robe had

previously l-ocated at the head of Spencer Gulf .ILz

Trewartha required a horser CâEt, tent, and two assistantst

and he tried to dispel the notion that it would be an easy

t,ask: " it is by no means suf f icient to come at this

information by merely riding over the country".ll3 In the

same month, the Legislative Council considered a suggestion

from a Samuel Stocks that a bonus or reward be offered by

the Government for the discovery of coal. Il4 Again there

was opposition to the notion of Government interference and

the council resolved "that His Excellency be advised to

leave the Discovery of Coal to Private Enterpri="".115

However, Young r4rent ahead with his plan for the lvline

Surveyor to conduct his examinaÈion. Trewartha resigned

before the survey could be unclertaken but Young's initial

enthusiasm for the venture indicated his keenness to develop

the mineral resources of the Colony.

Pike, op. cit. p.305.
sAA GRG 24/4/23R/L362
sAA GRG 24/6/LBsj/L77L
sAA GRG 24/6/rgsj/L770
ibid.
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In January 1851, YQung wrote to the secretary of state '
Earl Grey, asking him to arrange for someone to visit South

Australia for the purposes of a geological and mineralogical

survey.lt6 Young's principal observation was quite

realistic: "The value of a scientific survey, exploration'

and description of the geological stratification of this

province cannot be overestimatedu.LlT

Young v¡as determined to have a competent survey

completed and he htas no doubt a\"rare of the possible economic

benefits which might. accrue from such a purely

scientifically oriented survey. Perhaps his decision not to

tolerate half measures any longer had been influenced by the

closure of the earlier working for gold near Montacute in

1846, the subsequent discovery of gold at Balhannah and the

visible success of the Californian gold rushes in 1849. For

example, a colonist, George Francis, applied to join the

Rawnsley expedition as an assistant under the Same terms

that Trewart,ha had been enployed.IlS This party !{as

expanding the trigonometrical survey in the north and

Francis felt that "a good opportunity offers of making at

the same time a Geological and Mineral survey of the ground

which might, prove of value to the Government in the future

SAA 1362/6 'Biographical sketch of Benjamin Herschel
Babbage'. SAA PRG 138 'Diaries believed to be written
by B.H. Babbage 1843'77: Notes by G.Vü. Symesr.
SAA PRG 138, ibid. Symes quoted from Young's request
but did not provide a source.
SAA GRG 24/6/185I/382 Francis to Sturt 8.2.185I.

1l_6.
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sale of lands in that district" . ll9 The offer v¡as declined

because there had not been a substantial demand for land in

the area north of t"lount Remarkable, and because Young had

"rìo knowledge of his qualif ications as a geologist" .I20

Young indicated to Grey that a sum of f2'000 would be

sufficient to cover the cost of Èhe entire project over the

two years that the examination would take.L2L The survey

that Young envisaged:

not only require [d] a scientific man of
zeal and ambition, but also one of much
already high established professional
reputation and disinterestedness Isic] as
would impart to his repg¡fs the stamp of
a conclusive authoritY.t""

Greyts favourabLe response vtas noÈ sent until August. In

the meantime, members of the unit of Royal Sappers and

Miners attached to the Survey Office $tere employed in the

inspection and sarnpling of possible mineral deposits.l23

The colonists' opposition to Government involvement in

mining matters decreased during 1851 following the large

gold discoveries in New South Wales and Victoria. The Gold

Rush precipitated a dramatic exodus of people from South

Australia and the Colony entered a period of marked economic

decline. The local mining industry, in particular' $tas

severely incapacitated by the loss of labour and capital.

In contrast to preceding years, the public sought official

intervention in the form of rewards for, or assistance with'

discoveries. But when immediate succeSs was not forthcoming

ibid.
ibid. In 1850, Francis wanted to produce a geological
map of the Colony based on his geological research and
the work of the Trigonometrical Survey (SAA GRG

24/6/t850/rc67',) .
SAA PRG 138 op.cit.
ibid.
SA Government Gazette 13.2.I851.
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from these initiatives which the Government adopted, public

attention vras turned to the need for scientificatly directed

surveys to locate minerals. The public, however' !ìtas really

only interested in gold. This was due, no doubt, to gold

being in a speciaJ- categoryt it could be mined by

individuals who retained the accompanying personal weal-th.

Nevertheless, the proposals for surveys created the

possibility of direct Government action to encourage the

mining industry.

In August 1851 ' the South Australian Mining Journal

lamented that little $¡as known about the geology of the

Colony. A survey was no$¡ an important consideration rather

than relying upon accidental discoveries:

We have, time after time, pressed upon
the attention of Government the propriety
of a Geological SurveY of South
Australia, by some Geologist about whose
competçpçy for the duty there coul-d be no
doubt .L¿1

The colonists $rere not aware that the Colonia1 Office had

acceded, in part, to Young's request of January 1851.

Earl Grey had been unable to find a geologist, with the

qualifications that Young desired, who was willing to visit

South Australia at the proposed salary. Hov'reverr a young

engineer named Benjamin Herschel Babbage, who was emigrating

to the Colony with his wife and three children in August

1851, r^¡as recommended to Grey by Henry de la Becher the

noted English geologist and Director of the Geological

Survey of Great Britain.I25 Grey appointed Babbage to the

position for one year and the South Australian Government

was permitted to terminate or continue the arrangement after

42
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that period.L26 Babbage and

_!y_qg:P_gg which reached South

1g51 .L2't

Babbage's appointment as Geological and Mineralogical

Surveyor with a salary of f5O0 a year dated from 27 November

1851.128 The Geological and l"lineralogical Department hlas

constituted under the Land Fund but it $tas to have its o$tn

identity and not to be tied to the survey and Land

Department or crown Lands Department. This would have

accorded it. greater status and prominence than if it had

been a branch of another large department. several weeks

passed before the colonists v¡ere informed that a ne\"¡

department had been constituted. vühen George waterhouse

presented to the Legislative council a petition from Robert

Lyon Milne requesting that the Government consider a

geological examination of the Colony to discover go1dL29 |

the Reqister commented that in this matter "both the

rmperial and Local Governments have shown characteristic

supineness".130 The editor could only repeat hearsay

evidence at this stage 3 "we understand a gentleman whose

name is eminent in the records of science has just arrived

from England for the express purpose of making a geological

survey of the province".I3l

I"lilne's petitiOn !Ías debated in the council on L2

December. The council resolved to ask the Governor to

follow the example of other colonies and appoint a

:-26. SAA PRG 138 op.cit.; See also Grey to Young 11.8.1851,
desPatch No. 60.

L27. SAA PRG 138 ibid.
L28.
I29.

SA Statistical Yearbook
V&P 1. r2. 185r.

130 . Tilgi9t9\- 12.12 .18s1.
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Australia on 27 November
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commission to examine the Colony geologically in an effort

to find gold, and to offer a reward of fL,000 for the

discovery of a productive goldfield .J-32 Boyle Travers

Finniss, the Registrar-General, noted "that a gentleman

skitled in geology had been sent out from England"133, and

the Governor might consider appointing him to a

commission. Young approved of the proposal to reward the

discoverers of gold, and he therefore thought that a

commission was not warranted.134 ile now officially

announced that Babbage had been appointed to survey the

Colony. This also precluded the need f.ot a commission to

search f.or gold. Likewise a petition to bring Edward

Hargraves or Reverend w.B. cl-arke to the colony was not

proceeded with.135 Young did appoint two "comrnissioners for

regulating the issue of Licences for searching and digging

for gold, and other matters appertaining to Gold

I32. Register 13.I2.I851, Legislative council Debates'
r33. fbid.
134. V&P 16.12.185I.

-Se-ã al-so SA Government Gazette tB.l2.1B5I for details
of the re-wirãl-fre Governmen to ffered fl 

' 
000 for the

discovery of a payable gotdfield. To be considered
eligible for the reward, the claimant had to show that
witñin the first two months of a field being
proclaimed, licences to the value of aiI,000 had been
laken out by the miners (each licence then cost 30s)
and thattl0;000 worth of gold had been uncovered.
SAA GRG 24/6/L85I/3768 J.B. Montefiore to Sturt
16.L2.1851; SAA GRG 24/4/L85I/24s/2765 Sturt to
Montefiore 18.12.1851. The petition from fifty-eight
'Bankers, Merchants and Traders of Adelaide'
requested a geological survey of the colony with an
emþhasis on locating gold to reverse the trend of
l_abour moving to eastern colonies. Hargraves had been
iewardecl by tfre New South Wales Government for his
discovery of gold in that colony; clark has commonly
been called 'The Father of Australian GeoJ-ogy"
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Fields".136 The Crown also attempted to enforce its

prerogative over gold. The first regulations for gold

mining r^rere issued on 23 December 1851 and dealt with the

issue of licences and leases regarding crown lands

on1y.137 young r^¡as later told by the Imperial Government to

adopt the measures used in New South Wales and Victoria for

gold mining on private property, but the Legislative Council

rejected his proposed Bill in 1852 and reasserted the rights

of individual ownership of the minerals of the corony.l38

The Gold Commissioners who took office on L7 December

I851 srere Charles Bonney, the cOlOnial Treasurer and

Commissioner of Crown Lands, and Babbage.l39 This

appointment had important consequences for Babbage and the

Colony because it proved to be the thin end of the wedge in

diverting him from the Geological and lulineralogical

Department. Babbage's first task in the survey was to

investigate the boring for water on the artesian principle

and he was instructed to experiment at the Adelaide GaoI

where he coul-d use the prisoners as labourers. l40 He

proposed to undertake the preliminary investigations as his

duties as Gold Commissioner permitted. l41 The report was

not completed because Governor Young ordered the Gold

Commissioners to visit the supposed gold discoveries at

sixth creek and Mitchell's Flat near the onkaparinga

136. SA Government Gazette 3.1.1852.
ibid . 23.r .185r.137.

138. Lloyd, L.Vt. ' 
rsources and Development

Mining Lawr. PhD. ANU 1966 pp.306-07.
of Australian
The instructions to

Young v¡ere dated L5 .7 . 18 5 2 .
139. SA Government Gazette 3.1.L852.
r4o. EÁ-Ã-GR-c 2TTqTaStT2ß/38L0 sturt to Babbase

23.12.1851.
141. SAA GRG 24/6/:¿85I/3900 Babbage to sturt 26.I2.185I.
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River.L42 Babbage vras then asked to proceed to any locality

on crown land where gold might be found and to spend up to a

month searching the area with two miners who had experience

of the victorian goldfieIds.l43 Almost immediately, Babbage

received counter-orders to visit the goldfields of victoria

and New South lVales .L44 The Governor again changed his mind

while Babbage was organising this trip! Young asked Babbage

on 29 January if he could prepare to receive and assay

gota.145 In February I852r ân Assay Office was established

and Babbage was appointed the Government Assay"t.146 He

drew his full salary as Geological and l'lineralogical-

surveyor until 4 February. From then until I June, one-half

of his original salary $¡as allotted to his nev, post and

after this date the former office vtas held in abeyance '147

The Geological and Mineralogical Department vtas neither

formally terminated nor replaced. In his time in office'

the Geological and Inlineralogical surveyor submitted only one

report to the Government.l4S This'Report on the Select

Committee of the Legislative Council on the Water VÍorks BiIl'

had been compiled after a hasty visit to the Brownhill creek

area with George E. Hamilton who had been Inspector of lron

nd 8.1.L852.
to Babbage 10 .1.1852.
to Babbage 13. I.1852.
to Babbage 29.J--1852.
to Auditor-Genera1

SA Government Gazette 1.1.l-852, a
Wñ-ñfq-r-83Tf2fr / 6 3 Fi nn i s s

SAA GRG 24/4/1852/251/87 Finniss
SAA GRG 24/4/1852/25T/3L5 Finniss
éee cnc 24'/4/1852/25T/730 Finniss

r42.
143.
r44.
145.
L46.

25.2.1852.
I47. SA Statistical Year !-ook Ig52'
i;á: -i-1øZtß271-6-09-Eabbase to Finniss 14 ' s ' 18s2 '
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ore.l49 Babbage studied the report and the evidence

presented to the Committee and suggested that a reservoir be

built in the Brownhill Creek region and not on the River

Torrens. He also recommended that a Sewerage System be

constructed for Ade1aide.

Although fully occupied vtith the work of the Assay

Office, Babbage vÍas eager to commence the Surveys for which

he had been appointed. By June he had the Assay office

operating efficiently and had made internal arrangements so

that he did not have to supervise the Office dai1y.150 He

proposed to spend up to three days a week on the survey of

areas near Adelaide. He suggested that the Government

appoint Hamilton as his assistant to prepare tracings and

drawings.l51 Governor young replied that Babbage had to

confine himself to his duties in the Assay Office.l52 He

hrould not appoint an rAssistant Geological Surveyor'

in the absence of the report and estimate
of the mode and expense of conducting the
Geological Survey, for which application
$tas mãde to you some time ã9o, but which
your engrossing duties in the Assav
office have naturally delayed.153

He indicated it was unlikely that Babbage would himself have

the opportunity to undertake surveys in the twelve months

for which he had been retained.

SAA GRG 24/4/1851/245/2683 Sturt to Hamilton
9.I2.1851. The appointment from 9.I2.1851 to 16.I.I852
had been terminated because of the state of the
Colony's finances (SAA GRG 24/6/1854/766 Hamilton to
Finniss 9.3.1854 ) .
SAA cRG 24/6/1852/1784 Babbage to Finniss 19.6.1-852.
ibid. Hamilton was employed in the Chenical Department
of the Assay office.
SAA GRG 24/4/1852/25T/I748 Finniss to Babbage
23.6.1852.
ibid.

r49 .

150.
15r.

r52.

r53.
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Babbage presented his plan fot an effective Geological

Survey to the Governor in JuIy 1852.154 He estimated that a

survey of the known and settled parts of the Colony could be

conducted over two years at a cost of fl 
' 
438 2s 6d a

year.I55 The method of surveying would be to divide the

Colony into sections of approximately twenty square mil-es.

The Survey would move from one section to another until

enough information had been collected to enable plans and

maps to be compile<] in its Adelaide Off ice. In places which

the Survey Office had not mapped, Babbage intended "to make

an eye Surveyr âSSisted by astronomical and trigonometrical

observations".156 the standards of Greenough's geological

survey of England five mites to the inch - would be used

to compile a map of South Australia which "would cover a

sheet of paper about ten feet by twelve"l5T

Governor Young vJas not enthused by Babbage I s

estimate. Young had not suggested to Earl Grey that an

'Assistant Geologist' be appointed and Grey had not proposed

one; "nor \^ras it inten<led that any expense should be

incurred for the first twelve months, beyond your own salary

of f500.'.158 A Geological Survey at the proposed cost would

not be formed. Although he ha<l the po\^¡er to retain Babbage

for an additional year when the Assay Office closed, Young

did not think he would do so because of the fall in revenue

r54.
155.

SAA GRG 24/6/L852/L942 Babbage to Finniss 8.7.1852'
ibid. This annual sum $/as composed of : l"tineralogical
and Geological Surveyor 1500; Assistant Geological
Surveyor IZSO; two Guides (to be tent and horse-keepers
also) G i80 = t16O; five horses g t45 I2s 6d each =
t228 2s.6di Travelling expenses S.300.
ibid.
ibid.
SAA GRG 24/4/1852/25T/L978 Finniss to Babbage
20.7.1852.

156.
L57 .
I5B.
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from land sales.I59 However, Young asked Babbage to forward

any geological observations he made while in South

Australia. In contrast to his attitude in June, Young novf

allowed him to use some of his ti¡ne at the Assay Office to

make brief geological observations. Consequently, Babbage

resigned his post as a Gold Commissioner on 31 August, in

order to spend more time on geological Pursuits.160

However, when he approached Young fot approval to commence a

collection of 'Mineralian, Ivlineralogical and Geological

Specimens' in the Assay Office, he vtas again reprimanded and

told to give his undivided attention to the Assay

Office.161 No doubt Babbage vtas relieved when he left the

service of the Government after the Assay Office closed on

I7 February 1853 .162 The inconsistent attitudes disptayed

by Young throughout Babbage's appointment might be

considered to be an example of obstructionism in the upper

echelons of the Government but it simply reflected the state

of confusion that the Colony was thrown into by the gold

discoveries in the eastern ColonÍes.

About the same time that Babbage resigned his post as

Gold Commissioner, a claim for the reward for the discovery

of a payable goldfield was made to the Government.163

Ivlessrs Chapman senior and Hampton presented seven ounces of

gotd at the Treasury on 23 August 1852. The next day they

escorted approximately sixty horse-riders led by the

1s9.
160.

r61.

L62.
163.

ibid.
sA Government Gazette 2.3.1852; SAA GRG 24/4/I852/25T/
7335--rñ-nTèË-Ëõ-e-ãbT-ase Aus us t, rgs 2 .
SAA cRG 24/6/Ie52/2949 Babbage to Finniss 1I.10.1852;
SAA GRG 24/4/L852/25T/27IL Finniss to Babbage
t9 .10. 1852.
SAA 1362/6 op.cit.; SA S-t-atistical Year Book 1853.
Brown ¡ H . Y . L . ¡ Recoril--õî--tñ-e --úin-ef--f4-t-n-e-a-T p . 2L5 .
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Colonial Secretaryr Boyle lravers Finniss, and some

policemen to Chapman's Gully near Echunga where Chapmanrs

son had found gold. Finniss observed the younger Chaprnan

btho, despite a few anxious moments, managed to pan a small

amount of alluvial gold. When he returned to Adelaide'

Finniss announced that the discovery was genuine. The

proclamation of the Echunga Goldfield temporarily halted the

exodus of colonists to the Victorian fields. But the field

did not prove to be a new Ba]Iarat or Bendigo. In fact, the

success of the field was such that the Government did not

feel obliged to pay the full reward to the prospectors.

Eventuatly the discoverers of the field received f500 from

the Government.

The failure to locate rich deposits of gold in the

Colony again led to a ne-evaluation of the role of the state

in locating and developing mineral resources. Late in 1854 '
the Colonial Secretaryrs Office rearranged its duties so

that applications for mineral leases vtere to be forwarded '
in the firsÈ instance, from the Surveyor-General and the

Colonial Secretary to the Cornmissioner of Crown Lands.164

Finniss, the Colonial Secretary, was concerned that his

office was too involved in matters that properly belonged to

the Crown Lands Office. But there vtas no suggestion that a

survey staff would be formed in the Crown Lands

Department: the Surveyor-Generalts Office was instructed to

surveyr olr behalf of the Crown Lands Office, all mineral

lands for which leases had been requested.165

164.

16s.

SAA GRc 24/4/1854/27V/2356 Finniss to Bonney
2.9.1854.
SAA GRG 24/6/I854/3L09 Bonney to Finniss 21.10.1854.
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The need for a trained geologist and mineralogist

remained even though many of the miners and prospectors had

teft the Colony in the rush for gold. Neither Freelingr the

Surveyor-Generalr nor Bonney, the Commissioner of Crown

Lands, rr¡as capable of making the geological judgements novrt

being demanded of them.L66 Freeling hinted that Babbage's

services could weLl be utilised ag ain.167 The observer

commented at length on this issue:

Vühen are v¡e to begin a systematic and
scientif ic examination of the geol-ogical
structure of the country we are
inhabiting, and the resources of which it'
is our interest to develop? When are v¡e
to have a Government geologist?

There are few $rays in which a little bit
of thé public revenue could be more
advantageously spent. The advantage
which it is presumable would follow from
the appointment of a Government geologist
is not less than it has ever been' nor
has the importance of a thorough
knowledge of the geological struclqre of
the colõny in any vüay ãi^it isr,ed.168

The editor wanted to know why Babbage had not been replaced

because many people could be expected to apply for a post

such as 'Colonial Geologistr. The editor noted that mining

had 'saved'the Colony before and that it, probably would in

the future, but he warned that scientific endeavour should

not be neglected for reasons of economy. He thought that a

systematic programme of research would enable South

Australia to develop its mineral resources. But the

reconsideration of the role of the state did not produce a

166. SAA GRG 24/6/L855/320 G.R. thompson to Finniss
c.8.1.1855.

167. Tnia. The Government had retained an ear for Babbagers
word, f.or example' SAA GRG 24/6/1854/3609 Babbage to
Finniss 8.1I.1854 re a proposed reward for coal
discoveries. See also Reqister I .5.'1856, Legislative
Council Debates.

168. Observer 13.1.1855.
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significant change in Government policy. The Government

stitl limited its involvement to offering rewards for the

discovery of coal or go1d.

There was a flurry of activity in the colony in mid-

1856 when a campaign to search for 9o1d was begun with a new

emphasis. The Register was prominent in putting forward the

view that prospecting parties should be dispatched to search

systematically the mid-northern areas of the Colony:

In such a movement as t'he one
contemplated nte would unite the geologist
and the miner; not making the exploration
a Pure expeditigp^ nor making it' a simple
game of chance. rby

Few doubted the existence of gold in the Colony and it was

felt that working parties and Government rewards would

prove, once and for aII, that the deposits were payable.

Even the spectre of llenge vras raised in this matter:

if Mr Menge had been allowed the
assistance it is proposed to give nowr I
for one have no doubt we should have had
a veritable gold field in Èhis colony
long before Califorçi¡, Sydney t ot the
far-famed Victoria. r'v

On 13 June 1856, the Legislative Council accepted a

petition from '325 bankers, merchants, traders and othersl

and asked the Governor to place fl'000 on the Supplementary

Estimates to fund the search for gold which would be

administered by a commission.lTl The petitioners wanted the

Government to have some control over the funds and thus a 5-

man committee was proposed. The Governor, Richard

MacDonnell, accepted the Council's motion. On I7 June he

informed the Council that he had nominated the Surveyor-

169.
170.
r71.

Reg is_t_q¡_ 12 . 6. 1B 56 .
ibid. 13 .6. 1856 Letter from rPro Bono
v&P 13.6.L856.

Republico' .
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GeneraL (FreeIing), the commissioner of crown Lands (Bonney)

and George Strickland Kingston MLC as the three Government

members of the Gold Commission.lT2 the Gold Research

committee, a private organisation, nominated Babbage and

John Bentham Neales MLC as its two representatives.lT3 A

meeting of the commission was held on 26 June and an

extensive exploration costing between f600 and f700 was

planned .L74 The trip was to be of 3-months duration, and

the two Ìeaders, Babbage and Bonney' were to be accompanied

by three practical miners. However, the colonists' desires

htere unfulfilled. The expedition travelled to the area

north of lvlount Serle between October and November but failed

to uncover extensive or prof itable deposits of goJ-d.175

Despite yet another failure, the colonists retained hopes

that worthwhile gold deposits might one day be found.

************

Government involvement in geological and mining

activities during 1836 to 1856 l^tas haphazard and

indecisive. Opportunities to survey Èhe Colony had not been

pursued and Parliament had generally been vtary of

interfering in the development of the Colony's resources by

private enterprise. At times the colonists asked for the

Government to conduct surveys on their behalf, but they

always naintained that it was the right of private

L72.
r73.
r74.
I1s.

ibid . L7 .6.1856 .
Register 20.6.1856.
ibid . 27 .6 .1856 .
SAA 1362/6 op. cit.
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enterprise to develop the Colony's wea1th.176 witf, the

advent of self-government in I857, the responsibilit'y for

the control- and <levelopment of colonial wealth tay firmly

with the colonists. Prior to resPonsible Government' the

colonists generally resisted the efforts of officials to

increase direct Government control of the industry.

Parliament itself vras more worried about the restrictions to

the existing mining developments than with encouraging

mineral searches and development. Although there was

opposition to Government involvement in the mining industry,

there vtas not a similar feeling in regard Èo the search fot,

and development of, water resources'

L76. For examPle, F.S. Dutton' oP
footnote 63 ) in contrast to
resourcesr "an imPortant bra
which can onlY flourish when
interf erencerr.

. cit. p.313 ( see
his p.68 re mineral
nch of colonial industrY'
unfettered bY Government
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Chapter Two: 1857-1882 Fits and Starts

The change from representative to responsible

Government in 1857 required the colonial Legislature to

assume control for the affairs of South Australia. The

Cotony r.tas now in a position to determine its own destiny

and this period after 1857 saw the emergence of an important

philosophy - that the wealth and resources of the Colony

belonged to all colonists.

One area which became a public issue involved the use

and control of the land and thereby the mineral- and water

resources of the Colony. After responsible Governmentr the

revenue from the sale of lands, Ieases, Iicences, any

royalties imposed and so ot"tr formed part of the general

revenue to be used by the Government as it thought besÈ.

Undoubtedly, this would have strengthened the case for

increasing Government intervention in a whole range of

activities. In regards to the mineral and water resources,

this in turn would necessitate the appointment of an officer

to regulate and control the industry and the formation of a

department with the geological expertise to ensure the use

of the land in the most appropriate manner.

The fledgling Parliament, however, did not immediately

involve itself with the systematic categorisation of the

nature and location of the Colony's resources. Nor did it

really attempt to control the mining industry $rith a

specific regulatory body. But the responsiblity for

appointing the appropriate officials nov¡ lay with the

colonial Legislature. The a4- hoc growth of the Civil

Service accompanied the fluctuating fortunes of the

Colony. There were calls for Government involvement in the
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mining industry but these early requests vtere for geological-

surveys of the Colony and not for a mining department to

oversee the industry. Consequently, Parliament gradually

organised some geological surveys of the Colony. Private

enÈerprise had not previously been in favour of surveys and

preferred to rely on accidental discoveries of minerals.

While the minerals v¡ere found easily, the colonists saw

1itt,Ie need for geological Surveys to determine the most

Iikely areas for mineral deposits. Thus the few initial

surveys were haphazard and restricted in their nature and

purpose. vlhen deposits of water and minerals htere becoming

harder to find, the need for an official geological survey

of the Colony was emPhasised.

*******************

I/üith a great deal of foresight, I{itliam Light had

selected a site for the capitaJ- city of the colony in

accordance with most of the criteria issued to him. Light's

choice v¡as especially justified with regard to a water

suppty and a harbour. The discovery of coal in the

parklands of Adelaide eventually fulfilled another of the

instructions. In 1857, a Mr Thompson found coal at North

Adelaide but he was unable to continue the investigation

because of the cost of boring. A motion in the House of

Assembly for the Government to spend fl1000 on boring and

searching for coaL in the Colony had not been accepted

because the Government refused to speculate on proving

deposits; it thought capitalists should develop any which
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'l
night exist.r However, the House later passed a motion to

pay a reward of f2rOOO to the discoverer of a commercially

usable coalfield on the Colony's waste Iands.2

It is fitting that a statue of Light was resited on

Ivlontef iore Hill in the vicinity of an early discovery of

coal.3 At the base of this hill, Thompson recovered samples

of lignite at a depth of seventy-two feet while boring on

behalf of Francis Dutton, the Commissioner of Crown Lands

and Immigration.4 Dutton sent the samples to the London

School of Mines but the tests indicated that the deposit was

not economic; the value of the nearby Land for speculative

purposes represented a better investment. The Observer

noted t,hat ot.her objections to locating and developing coal

deposits in South Australia incl-uded the readily available

and accessible fuel supplies in the form of wood and trees

and the fact that the cost of colonial labour would raise

the price of locat coal to that imported from nng1and.s

The editor of th. pÞqgEtg_r_ pointed out that the

geological indications of deposits were varied and that the

existence of 'carboniferous rocks' in South Australia had

not been disproved. He hoped that the AdeLaide

l. SAPD:HA 23.I0.1857.
2. ïË-fã-. 7e .1r .18s7 .
3. Earlier discoveries of coal, such as those at Myrt1e

Bank in September 1845 and near the Murray River above
Vlellington in April 1846, had been too small to develop at
that time. See Vte11s, R., 'Ear1y Mining in the Adelaide

Journal of the Historical Societ of South
p. ater scover es on ec ty golf

I inks and ãt the brewery in Hindley Street suggests Light
Hi1ls' in
Australia
placed th
Reg ister4

e city near one or
29.5.1858; London M

more coal seams.
].nr Journal L7 .7.1858.

ny $¡as formedThe Monte fiore Hill Coa n ng
to work a deposit at the base of the hill.
Observer 24 .7. t85B SuPPlement.5

in 1858
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would investigate the matter because

the Government for assistance in

South Australia for water, coal and

North Adelaide $¡ere encouraging:

Proper steps should be taken to determine
the exact ãmount of usefulness pertaining
to the material which has been found, and
especially to continue the explorat.ion
through the subjacent strata. The
addition to our knowledge of the
geological character of the land vùe live
in would be worth atl the cost of
obtaining it, and in these daYs of
scientific research no enlightened
community woul<l hesitate to undertake
such enterprises when the matter $tas
fairly put before them. But in addition
to the certainty of a scientific reward'
we have in this undertaking two chances
of pecuniary return. There is at least a
possibility that coal may be found ' and
there is more than a possibility that a
permanent sprinq of water may be reached
Ëy the borer.6

turned to

geology of

depos its.
MacDermott initiated the first move

an organised survey

of his

of the Colony.

intention to move

in the nev¡

On 3I

that a sufficient sum ... be placed on
the Estimates to secure the services of a
Geological Surveyor, with sPecial
referènce to his knowledge and experience
in boring for water on the Artesian
principle; and that an efficient party
may be organized to be PermanentlY
emþloyed ín boring in such localities as
he may indicater âs offering a reasonable
prospect of success. . . '

The motion was discussed at length, and l^tas passed by the

House of Assembly on I SepLember after l"lacDermott accepted

two amendments.S

ibid.
SAPD:HA 31.8.1858 MacDermott.

6
7
B ibr d. 8.9.1858.
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The Assemb]-y appreciated MacDermottrs objective to

locate water in the northern areas and to utilise the

subterranean water that went to waste. Some Members

stressed the benefits that would accrue to the pastoralists

through an increased water supply. John Hart felt that such

a move woul-d demonstrate to the sheep farmers that their

taxes were not being wasted. George Hawker noted that many

sheep farmers had spent a good deal of money in looking for

water and even the squatters might no\"¡ offer to help pay

part of the costs for an investigation, regardless of

success or failure. Both lvlacDermott and Hawker savt that a

survey would be of value to the Colony in general and not

just to particular individuals. They also realised that a

Survey tor artesian water Ì^¡aS potentially more valuable if

other interests htere also catered for.

In order to strengthen hÍs call for a survê1zr

MacDermott linked the proposed search for water with the

suggestion that a survey might also locate minerals:

in a great mineral country such as this,
lthe Assemblyl night reasonabLy hope to
combine with their primary object' a
scientific mineralogica! and geological
survey of the Province.Y

MacDermott felt that the probable value of a survey for

water and minerals would eventually outweigh the initial

costs.

There was opposition to the organisation of a survey

because the anticipated cost was between f2'000 and f3'000

annually. Henry lvlildred suggested that the Parliament make

further use of Herschel Babbage t s services in preference to

f . ibid. l"lacDermott.
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employing a surveyor.l0 John Barrow questioned the need for

any one to be emPloyed at all:

the Surveyor General could see quite as
far below- the surface as the Geological
Surveyor, and, without depreciating
geological science, he IBarrow] would
ventuie to suggest that the experience of
many in the colony would enable them to
determine where to bore.,rgittt the greatest
probability of success.**

John Bagot moved an amendment that a Geological

Surveyor be placed under the charge of the Surveyor-General

instead of creating a new department. Hawker had previously

amended the motion by deleting the term 'permanently

employed' . The motion passed the House in its amended form

but it was not put into effect. MacDermott inquired about

the resolution in December. He v¡as then told by the

commissioner of crown Lands that Freelitg, Babbage, and

ranother gentleman with valuable advice' had decided:

that it was not desirable to incur great
expense in sinking for water upon the
artesian principle, without a geological
survey of those portions of the country
where it was most likelY that the
artesian system could- þe usefully and
successfuliy appried. 12

Dutton did not ignore the problem and he moved adroitly

outside the Parliament. Dutton wrote to William Lawrence in

Adelaide and asked him to approach, confidentially' A1fred

Se]wyn, the Victorian Government Geologist, with a view to

examining the Co1ony.13 Lawrence then wrote to a lvlr Bland

who was a friend of Selwyn in Victoria.I4 Bland spoke to

Setwyn and found he was prepared to visit South Australia if

10. Babbage had been a Member for the Encounter Bay
district from 9.3.1857 to 17.12.L85'1 .

11. SAPD:HA 8.9.1858 Barrow.
12. îb-íð.-:f4.12.1858 F.s. Dutton.
13. SAA GRG 24/6/L859/93 Dutton to Lawrence 3.1.1859.
r4. ibid.
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Dutton could arrange for his leave of absence with the

Victorian Chief Secretary.15 Dutton then asked Members of

the south Australian House of Assembly to examine and

approve of the project.16 V'Iith Cabinet's approval, William

Younghusband MLC, the Chief Secretary, wrote to his

Victorian counterpart requesting Selvrynts services on a

temporary basi=.17 The Victorian Government granted Selwyn

two months leave of absence and the South Australian

Government paid him a salary of f1O0 a month'18

Selwyn arrived in the Colony on I lvlay 1859.19 His task

r^ras to collect evidence as to the possibility of a permanent

Supply of artesian water in the northern areas, a workable

coalf ie1d, and any gold-bearing rocks. !'Ihile waiting for

George Goyder, the Deputy Surveyor-GeneraL, Selwyn visited

the gold-bearing region at Echunga. He also went to the

Inman Valley where he found evidence of glaciation at a

point now known as 'Selwyn's Rock'. He lef t Adelaide rvith

Goyder for the trip north on 20 llay and returned on 30

June. The inspection $¡as only cursory but Selwyn concluded

from his observations that there were no indications of coal

or gold in the area passed over. He advised the

construction of reservoirs to retain the surface water

rather than boring for artesian springs. Selwyn voiced

ibid. Bland to Lawrence I1.I.1859.
ibid. Dutton to Members 4.2.1859-
sAA GRG 24/4/32/242 Younghusband to chief secretaryr
Victoria 16 .3 .1859.
sAA GRG 24/6/1859/738 Dutton to Younghusband 9.5.I859.
Salary approved in Cabinet; a report. had to be
pr"señteã. In comparison, his Victorian salary was
11 , 400 p. a. PJ-us allowances .
SApp2g rlgeO lceological Notes of a Journey in South
-Ãüsïraf ia from Cape Jervis to l'lount SerLe' by A.R.C.
Selwyn. A prelimiñary report \¡¡as issued on I.7.I859:
SAPP-I19 :1859. The f ollovring paragraph is based on
Th íl-report.

15.
16.
L7.

18.

r9.
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regret at the pessimistic tone of the report which, he said,

had to be considered in terms of the nature of his

inspection. It could not be taken as the final verdict on

the area.

Unlike Selwyn, Goyder believed in the artesian

principle and strongly advocated the use of artesian

wells.20 While he and Selwyn were visiting northern areas'

Parliament passed a motion to place fl'000 on the Estimates

for the purpose of sinking wells.2l Duttonrs motion was

designed to assist the development of the pastoral runs and

the internal lines of communication. On this occasion'

Dutton did not consider the need fot a geological survey to

Iocate the sites for boring:

the Surveyor-General, whose off icers \'itere
constantly about the country, and sending
reports to the head of the department'
was the most suitable person to fix the
spot where the money
beneficially emPloYed

David Shannon nominated Goycler as the most suitable person

under the control of the Surveyor-General to oversee the

expenditure of money on boring for water. Goyder's concern

with developing the Colony's water supply was such that he

constantly looked for possible sites for boring and he was

usually accompanied on his travels by weIl-sinkers.23

Francis Dutton, a man with substantial pastoral and

mining interests and considerable influence in the Colony'

introduced another significant motion in ÞIay 1860. He asked

Parliament to appoint a Select Committee "to consider the

could
22

20. SAA 1487m rBiograPhical notes
Goyder' . He had become vitallY
to bore for water during a tri

2L. SAPD:HA 22.6.1859.
22. Tb-íA:--Dutton.
23. SAA 1487m oP.cit.

be most

on George Vtoodroffe
interested in efforts

p to Blnchewater in 1857.
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best means for effectually encouraging the development of

the mineral discoveries in the northern district"".24

Dutton wanted Parliament to investigate and improve the

method of leasing land so that it offered better

opportunities for mining, to consider the means of transport

and communication for the mines, and to discover the mineral

value of the north. John Bagot, then Commissioner of Crown

Lands, said the Government was a$rare of the problems and

"ful]y recognised the great importance of developing the

resources of the northern district, and of examining into as

quickly as possible the mineral resources of that

country".25 However, he objected to any interference in the

activities of private enterPrise:

He did not think it was the duty of the
Government to examine for mines r oE that
a mine having been discovered they should
take steps to obtain a rePort in
referencè to its riches or poverty. That
vtas not a matter for the Government, Þgt
should be left to private enterprise. zo

Bagot savü the role of the Government solely as providing the

support facilities

exploit the wealth

was

the

SAPD:HA 29 .5.1860.

enable the private

the north.

companies toto

of

Philip Santo agreed with Bagot. He thought a Committee

an unnecessary and unwarranted expense in an area where

Government should not even be involved:

ít would be very wise, both on the part
of that House and the Governmentr to have
as little to do as Possible with
developing, or attempting to develope
Isic] r^!he mineral resources of the
north. z /

24.
25.
26.
27.

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.

Bagot.

Santo.
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However, other I'lembers of the Assembly disagreed with

this. The mot,ion was carried aha a 7-man committee formed;

its optimistic report vtas subsequently presented to the

House by Dutton on 24 JuIy.28 But other than recommending

assistance by sinking wetls and improving transport' the

Committee reiterated the arguments of Bagot and suggested

that Government involvement in the area be kept to a minimum

and that further development of the discoveries and the

country should be undertaken by private enterprise.

When the Surveyor-General, Free1i.g, tendered his

resignation in November 1860, Bagot sought Cabinet approval

to rearrange the departments under his Plinisterial control

in an effort to economise on time and 1abour.29 Bagot

nominated Goyder aS the ne\.t Surveyor-General with W.H.

Christie as his Deputy. He also pointed out that it would

be advantageous to appoint them Inspectors of Iviines because

they would both travel extensively throughout south

Australia. Cabinet. approved of his suggestion.30 Goyder

vras gazetted to the post of Chief Inspector of Mines, and

Christie to that of Sub-Inspector of Mines on 19 January

186I.31 Christie resigned from his posts on 25 April and he

28.

29.

30.
31.

ibid. 24.7.1860. The report \âtas printed as SAPP76:
1860 rReport on Mineral--Developmént of the ffii-t-ñT.
sAA GRG 2+/ø/ß60/L3gg Vz Bagot to vlaÈerhouse
20.11.1860.
ibid.
SA Government Gazette 7.2.1861.
staf]-Stlca I Year BooKS for 186I-

Howeverr the SA
63 state that the

on 29.L.1861. Goyder and
y appointed Inspectors before

appointmen ts were made
presumablChristie $tere

they were promoted.
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was not replaced as Sub-Inspector of ttines.32 Goyder

presented his first report, in which he vtas v¡ary of

describing any geological features, a month Iater.33

In July 1861, Dutton asked Parliament to consider

irnplementing a BilI to consolidate the regulations t'or the

Ieasing of the waste Lands of the colony for mineral

porpo""".34 He acknowledged that an increase in the

Legislature's control over the mining interests would not be

a radical departure fro¡n other precedents established by the

Parliament:

Even the canine race was speciallY
legislated f.or, and. .. that considering
the vast imPortance of the mining
interest that had sprung uP in the
colony' some special enact4gnts should be
passed for its Protection."

Boyle Travers Finniss hoped that by passing such a Bill to

provide a degree of stability to the regulations governing

the mining industry, the Government would encourage the

investment of capital and the developrnent of the colonial

resources. He felt that the existing system was

disadvantageous to investors and speculators because they

feared that the continual changes of Government would result

in frequent alterations to the regulations. An Act would

remove Some of this doubt and inconvenience because a

Government required the authority of Parliament to alter

Iegislation whereas it could change the regulations as it

desired.

32. SA Government Gazette 25.4.1861.
33. SAPP5b 3 IUb 'Report on Wallaroo District:

El-Ñrveyor-General on the vlorkings at the
Mineral Claims at lfaIlaroo' together wiLh
Notes on the Wallaroo District generally'.

34. SAPD:HA 3L.7. 1861.
3 s . Tbîõ.

Report
various

Geological
2L.5.1861.
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Duttonrs motive reflected the emergence

society of an important philosophical belief

to be obtained from mineral resources properly belonged to

aII citizens. In Duttonrs oPinion,

it v\tas not unreasonable to expect that'
the pubtic property of the colony should
be mã¿e use of to pay off the existing
Icolonial] debt, and to enable the
Government to borrow more money for
useful purposes and reproductive works.
Whilst, on the one hand, he would give
every encouragement to the discoverer of
the natural riches of the land r orl the
other hand he would be desirous that the
public interests should not be lost sight
of, or disregarded bY reason of the
pressure of Lfre numerous and influential
class who^qere engaged in mining
pursuits. Jb

However, Henry Strangways, the Commissioner of Crown Lands,

told the House that the Government would not interfere in

the legitimate development of the colonial resources by

private enterprise. But, he said, the Government r+ou1d at

some future date, consider legislation to consolidate the

regulations regarding mineral leases.

The l,lembers of the House generally acknowledged that

the Colony would benefit from the revenue earned through the

mining industry. vÙhen strangways presented a motion

designed to allow the Great Northern Ivlining company to

assume control of the leases of lvlessrs Chambers and Finke

under the 1851 regulations and thereby save about f30'000'

he v¡as rebuffed by the House.37 Dutton did not t'hink that

Strangwayrs attempt to foster the private-enterprise sector

of the Colony was fair or equitable. He again expressed to

the House his attitude that

in the colonial

that the wealth

36.
37.

ibid.
ibid . 5.9 .1861.
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the public had a right to look to the
mineral discoveries as a source for the
future supply of funds to enable them to
pay off the large public debt they had
already incurred for public improvements

(heai, hear) - to enable them, íf
necessary, to borrow more money tor
future pubtic works (hear) - and to
enable them to supply the pressing wants
of all the districts of the colony for
roads and ottrgg necessary improvements.
( Hear, hear ) .'

Several Members of the House supported Dutton and

Strangways' motion was negatived. The House anticipated

that the revenue to be gained from the mining industry would

be used in a general fashion: it v¡as not envisaged that a

branch or department would be formed to administer and

regulate mining activity in the Colony.

Two months later, during the discussion on a Drainage

from Mines 8i11, in November 186I, the Chief Secretaryr

George Waterhouse, stated that the mines at Wallaroo would

not be properly developed unless adequate drainage

facilities were provided to cater for the flow of excess

water from the mines.39 He noted that private enterprise

would not undertake the task because it would not prove very

profitable. He felt that the Inspector of Mines could

regulate the drainage operations. Henry Ayers commented

that the establishnent of a Mining Board or Commission would

have been a better measure it could then empower others to

do the work on behalf of the Government. When the Bill was

debated in the Assembly, Dutton recommended the appointment

of an Inspector of Mines for the Vüallaroo area and a Bill to

38.
39.

ibid.
SAPD:LC 13 .1I . 1861.
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regulate the working of *ines.40 However, after the Bill

passed through Parliament, it merely stipulated that the

Inspector of Mines had to report on all land in any district

where the construction of drains by private enterprise had

been proclaimed as necessary in the public interest.4I

Goyder retained the post of Inspector of Mines until

his retirement from the Civil Service in 1894. During this

time, he issued several reports, investigated many claims

and leases and theoretically controlled mining activity in

the Colony although the position was one with limited powers

and influence. In much the same htay that Freeling had

relied on the Royal Sappers and I'liners to make observations

while in the field, Goyder ltas dependent upon his surveyors

and other officers to report mineral occurrences and collect

specimens. However, the reporÈs were usually kept in

confidence from the PubIic.

Early in 1862, Goyder visited mines in the north of the

Colony but the Government refused to publish his report.

Strangways told the House that this vitas because

a report embodying only the opinions of
an iñdividual, and written for official
purposes alone, ought not to be allowed
to affect the value of imPortant
properties - as such a report must do if
publishç$, without some very strong
reason.'-

40. SAPD:HA 27.LL.1861. Strangways had noted in the House
England had been
a safe and

on 3t July
to regulat
efficient
Act 18 of
Assent 29.
SAPD:HA 29

that a recent develoPment in
e for the working of mines in
manner.
186I, The Drainage from l"lines
12. 1861.
.4 .t862.

41.

42.

Act,186I.
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GeorgeKingstonmovedthatthisreportbepublishedbutthe

House refused to support him.43 Several Members questioned

Goyder,scompetencytoinvestigateminingdevelopmentsand

there were mixed fears that the publication of the report

might either foster or discourage mining speculation' only

Kingston altuded to the likelihood of the Parliament's

intention being misunderstood: "iII-natured people might say

theMinistrythemse]-vesavailedthemselvesoftheir

knowledge to speculate on the share market".44 This v¡as a

distinct possibility given the nature of nineteenth-century

politicswhenParliamentarianswereofteninvolvedin

various activities associated with the mining industry'

ThesignificanceofGoyder'sappointmentaslnspector

of Mines \^ras that an official position with some influence

over mining matters had again been created. A I Report on

thepresentl"lineralLaws'waspresentedtoParliamentin

Iate 1862, and the committee indicated that the Po$¡ers of

the InsPector were limited:

fuII and ProPer Powers should be
conferredonthelnspectorofl4ines'to
enable hirn effectualiy to carry out li"
duÈies; and that it should be a portion
of thoåe duties to see that the mines are
worked in such a manner as not to
e"aã"g.i human life" ' all mineral lands
held under lease from the Crown should be

p"tioãiËãrrv inspected; and. that ' íf
n€cêssârlr a petèon should be appointed
to ãssist the Surveyor-General and

iÍ:!:'::ir3l.l4n"" 
in the discharse or

ibid. 14 .5. 1862.
ibid.
SAPP5l:I862 rRePort

-fr-o-ú-sê-of As semblY on
recommendation I5.

43.
44.
45. of the Select Committee of the

the present Mineral Laws' -
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But no additionat appointment was made at this stage nor did

the Government contemplate doing so in the future; Goyderrs

prime concern lay with his duties as Surveyor-General.

Following this report on the mining laws of the colony'

a lvlineral Leases Act along the lines suggested by Dutton in

186I was passed by Parliament in october L862.46 The

Committee had recommended the adopÈion of legislation over

the mineral regulations rather than leaving this subject to

the frequently changing Ministries, Land leased for nining

minerals other than gold was restricted to a maximum of 320

acres for a maximum term of fourteen years. The rent for

each acre was set at ten shiltings a year and was payable in

advance. A well-known Mine Agent and Broker and the

Adelaide correspondent for the London Mininq Journal, J.B.

Austin, objected to the principle of having to pay a fee

solely for the right, to search. In preference to this

method, he felt the Government could strengthen its position

by implementing either of two alternative plans:

The first is a Royaltyr but that has its
objections, and wqs strongly opposed when
hinted at some years since; the better
plan would perhaps be an export duty on
aII Ores or Meta1s, this would be more
easily collected than a Rogalty' and in
many resPects Preferable.t'

But no moves were made in this direction by the Parliament'

and the mining industry appeared to consider that the new

regulations were an improvement on the old ones.

46. Act 24 of 1862, An Act to alter and amend
relating to the Leasing of the Waste Lands
within the Province of South Australia for
purposes.

47. Austin, J
Assent 2I. l0 .L862.

the Laws
of the Crown
t"lineraÌ

.B. , The I'lines of South Australia pp.103-04.
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AlthoughtheGovernmentcollectedtherentfromthe

mining leases and licence fees, it gave little thought to

actively participating in the search for, or development of,

mineral deposits. This was especially the case after more

significant copper discoveries had been stumbled upon at

wallaroo in 1860 and Moonta in 186I and a less valuable

deposit at Blinman in L862.48 The value of these

discoveries once again set back the need for a georogical

SurveyoftheColony.Parliamentagainpassedmotionsto

reward the discoverers of usablê deposits of coal or gold on

Crown land.49 Several Parliamentarians, including the 4-man

Cabinet of George Waterhouse's Ministry' $tere also

subscribers to a tour of the colony by Austin which took

four months and covered an estimated lrg0o mi1es.50 rn

Ivlarch 1863, Austin Published The Mines of South Australia in

which he recorded the history and some of his observations

of more than seventy mines. This valuable publication was

the first attempt to publish a detailed account of the

Colony's mines since F.S. Duttonr s South Au stralia and lts

Ivtin!¡s in 1846. Although Austin hoped that similar volumes

would be published more frequently, another record of the

mines vras not to be produced for twenty-four years !

A House of Assenbly Select Committee on Mineral
ä";;iã¡ions (_sApplô0 :1866-67) subsequently reported.
lf,át, despite_-tfiã--_irrcreasing wealth accruing from tl"
;ï;i;9 inäustryl-',ior the-tlue means of national gain,
fiã* Éf¡is "ooiéå 

wã must look to the additional Customs

Revenue, the enhanced consumption of pastoral and

;;;i;;iturar p;ã;;. of tl'" -coronv' añd extended trade
iñ-importea uiii"t"=, such as machinery, &c'r rather
ir,." io any direct charges on the mines" '
SAPD:HA 1I.3.1863.

48.

49.
50. AUS trn t op. cit.
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In JuIy 1863, the Commissioner of Crown Lands'

Lavington G1yde, announced that Edward Hargraves in response

to a Crown Lands Office request, had offered to examine the

auriferous deposits of the colony.5l The conditions

demanded by Hargraves l^¡ere for the Government to provide him

with the means of conducting the explorat.ion and the payment

of f10O for a report.52 Hargraves commenced his search for

a workabl-e goldf ield on 11 November and visited several-

sites between Cape Jervis in the south and Blanchewater 535

miles north of Adelaide.53 He concentrated his attention on

the Adelaide Hills and Barossa Valley regions. He did not

think it likely that a goldfietd would be found in the

north. Hargraves expressed disappointment at his failure to

find one but he consoÌed hinself with t,he thought that

although the community wanted it, gotd did not exist in

payable quantities in the Colony. However, his conclusions

drawn from this cursory inspection were incorrect and some

valuable discoveries were made during the next twenty-five

years.

Goyder visited the Echunga Goldfie1d on 22 July

1867.54 He reported that the gold deposit was being worked

by industrious men but it was proving a difficult

operation. A rnajor problem, apart from the technical

51. SAPD:HA 28 .'7.1863 . Hargraves who is incorrectly
to as the discoverer of gold in Australia had

roached before by the Parliament (see VçP
and Chapter I p.44) to search for goldfields.
Young had withdrawn the request because the

acked the population to develop the known
(sAA cRG 24/4/L852/25T/2845 Finniss to
s 4.11. IB52 ) .
28.7.1863 StrangwaYs.
864 rReport and Journal of E.H. Hargravesr.
867 rReport on Echunga Gold-field by G.hI.
Surveyor-General . 23. 7. I86'I | .

referred
been app
8.9.1852
Governor
colony I
f ields .
Hargrave

52. SAPD:HA
53. SAPP96 :
s a . 3ÃÞÞ55:1-GöTAê-f,
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difficulties, concerned the non-compliance with the

regulations by the miners. This had led to many disputed

claims. Goyder recommended the appointment of an officer to

assist in the enforcement of the regulations and the

settlement of disputes. Following the gold discoveries at

Jupiter Creek (Echunga) and Spike GuIly (Barossa Goldfield)

in September 1868, the Government intervened and appointed a

regulatory authority. The office of Warden of Goldfields

\¡ras created on t5 October 1868 with !{illiam John Peterswald

as the first Warden.55

The question of a geological survey was again raised

within a few days of this appointment. Charles Gould, who

had been the Geological Surveyor in Tasmania from 1859 '
offered his services to the Government.56 the renewed

interest in mining activities in the colony during the l860s

led him to suggest that a scientific survey of the mineral

deposits would be advantageous to south Australia. on

october 26 Henry Ayers, the chief secretaryr forwarded

Gould's letter to the Commissioner of Crown Lands, Lavington

Glyde, who returned it to Ayers thto days later.57 A new

Ministry took office on 3 November but the reply to Gould

SAPP2:I87I rBIue Book for 1870 ' . SAPP5:1868
T!-s-tTmates for 1869' proposed S50-Õ-Tl-or management of
Gold FieIds'. SAPP5:I870-71 'Estimates for I870'
provided the fõTfõ-wing breakdown: V'larden S300 ''Cãmpfeeper &.65, one fórage allowance L52, Contingencies
(railway fares, travelling expenses, sundries, rent of
offices, etc.) I283. Total f700.
sAA cRG 24/6/1868/133I Gould to Ayers 19.10.1868. He

wrote from Hobart where the Tasmanian Survey had been
discontinued.
ibid . Docket notes by Ayers and Gl-yde.

55.

56.

57.
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remained the same: his application would "be duly

considered in the event of the services of a Geologist being

required,'.58

Parliament remained opposed to the concept of

establishing an office for a geologist or mineralogist.

William Lewis had moved for the commencement of a museum and

mining school with a mineralogist and practical miner as the

Iecturer.59 Wentworth Cavenagh, the Commissioner of Crown

Lands, acknowledged that this would possibly be useful but

the Government would not support it they vitere yet to

appoint an analytical chemist to examine wheat diseases !

Cavenagh also downplayed the ability of science to uncover

new deposits: "vthen Mr Selwyn was here he went over the

ground which was afterwards proved rich in minerals and had

not found any (Hear, hear)".60 The Treasurer, Henry Hughes,

thought the object $/as desirable if the Colony could afford

it; otherwise, a school could become a part of the Institute

and Museum. However, many Members pointed out that the

Museum, which did collect minerals, did not have the space

to display the specimens or the time to arrange a complete

collection. Lewis would not r^¡ithdraw his motion

as it was of great imPortance in
connection with t,he future of the colony
that there should be a Government
Mineralogist, thoroughly acquainted,
theoretiõatly and pragçically, t{tith his
duties, to aPPeaI to.or

ackowledgement rr .
to Gould 5.11.1868.

the "usual
68 Boothby

58 . ibid. Bagot vras to send
SAA cRG 24/4/42/1007 of

59. SAPD:HA 11.12.1868.
60. -i6lãl-õavenagh.
61. ibid . Lewis.
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The motion v¡as easily defeated when put to a vote because

the Strangways' Ivlinistry vtas unwilling to appoint additional

staff or to create a ne$¡ department'

The Government was favourably inclined towards

temporary arrangements or the 'tacking-on' of additional

duties to an existing function. lühen Peterswald was forced'

forreasonsofeconomy,torotatehisvisitstothe
goldfields an arrange¡îent was made Lor the Police Force to

assist him.62 Peterswald suggested that the police officers

stationed ât, or near, the Barossa, Jupiter creekr âDd sOUth

Rhine Goldfields could issue licences, receive applications'

and generally assist in the orderly operation of the fields

when he was not there.63 George Hamilton, Èhe Commissioner

of police, agreed to the proposal as 1on9 as the arrangement

did not interfere with the normal duties of the police

off icers . 64

In November 1870, John Barrow t\'lLC mOved that the warden

of Goldfields be instructed to maintain quarterly returns of

the gold mining statistics.65 Barrow was prepared to 90

further and he wanted general mining returns compiled also:

If the Constitution Act was amended, and

62.

63.
64.
65.
66.

SAA GRG 24/6/LB7O/29 J. Blackmore, Secretary to
commissioner of crown Lands, to under secretaryr
Secretary's office. 6.1. I870.
ibid. ooèket note by Peterswald 11 ' 1 ' 1870 '
ibid. Docket' note by Hamilton 27.1-'1870'
SAPD:LC 22.L;...I870.
Tbid;-Earro!,r.

Chief
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His motion v¡as successful but the latter proposal hras not

adopted. Peterswald issued his f irst report on t'he

goldfields on 13 January J.87I.67 He relied on the

assistance of gold buyers and other interested persons "in

the absence of any recognized means of obtaining

information".68 The Gold l{ining Laws Amendment Act of 1870-

7I, which had been passed by Parliament at this time ' did

not contain any provision to assist the V'Iarden in the

compilation of statistics.69 But it did define more clearly

the pohters and duties of a lVarden and it enabled the

Governor to appoint more than one Warden if he desired.

At this time, gold r^¡as discovered south of Palmerston

(now Darwin) by members of the Overland Telegraph Party in

the Northern Territory. South Australia, which had acquired

responsibilíty for the Territory in 1863 ' was nov¡ forced to

make temporary arrangements for the administration of the

nev, goldfields. According to Peter Donovan' some of the

Government officials in the Territory accepted the new

duties to collect licence fees and exercised a litt1e

control over the small numbers of miners on the field while

other officials left their posts and joined the miners,70

But the mining legislation was difficult to enforce and

proved to be ineffective for the conditions in the

Territory. Donovan continued:

SA Government Gazette 19.1.1871.
ibid. p.I0

67.
68.
69.
70.

Act assented to 13 JanuarY
Donovan, P.F., A Land FuIl

resulted in an expansion of
activity in the TerritorY.

1871.
of Possibilities P.I16.

Earlier discoverles of goLcl and o ner m].nera Is had nott
Government interest and
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The confused nature of the regulations
becomes evident when it is appreciated
that, by mid-I873, only two years after
the goldfietds were proclaimed in the
Territory, various claims were held under
the provisions of one or other of two
acts and three sets of regulations.
According to the directions given to
Douglas [Government Resident] in July
1871, claims were to be held under the
regulations of the Gold Mining Act then
applying in South Aust,ralia. In response
to suggestions made by Warden Pet'erswald,
new regulations, aPPlicable to the
Northern Territory goldfiefÇç only' vtere
issued on 20 December 187I./r

In L872, a new Northern Territory Land Act was passed and

more regulations vtere invoked under this Act on 24 December

L872. These $¡ere superseded and replaced by the Northern

Territory Gold Mining Act of 1873. A Warden of Goldfields

for the Northern Territory was appointed in 1872 and this

position was raised to Chief lriarden in 1873 when an

additional Vüarden was appointed. From this point onr

control- over mining in the Territory and in South Australia

r¡iras administered by separate branches of the Civil Service.

Following the 1849 Land Titles Act, the situation

regarding land and minerals in South Australia had reverted

to the days before Governor Grey suggested imposing

royalties and reservations. However, the Waste Lands

Alienation Act of L872 introcluced an important new provision

which for the first time, enabled the Government to refuse

to alienate mineral-bearing lands, in the Colony. The Act

allowed the Commissioner of Crown Lands to "decline to

accede to any application fot selection of any waste lands

known or supposed to contain 9o1d, copper t oE any other

7I. ibid. pp.10l-102.
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mineral ...72 There had previously been only one method for

the reservation of known mineral-bearing lands from

atienation and that $¡as by the refusal to survey the land '

This was because rwaste land' of the crown could not be

alienated until the land had been surveyed and charted on

the official maps of the ColonY.

The parliament continued its policy of making temporary

arrangements for a survey when it, invited George U1rich "to

prepare a scientific report of the mineral wealth of the

country north of Port Augusta, to the extent of 250

niles., .73 Ulrich attempted to examine many dif f erent types

of mines and he visited twenty-one mines and ore

localities. He considered that the prospects of many mines

were unfavourabte although there v¡ere signs of auriferous

deposits in the north. He did not describe the physical

characteristics of the area north of Burra because Goyder

and selwyn had already done so. ulrich agreed with selwynrs

geological- analysis of the area that they both traversed.

He was not optimistic about the possibility of uncovering

any coal seams and he felt this would prevent the proper

development of the iron ore in the area. He adopted a very

cautious attitude in his report because his visit was of a

short duration, was hastily conducted, and the inspection

was only cursory.

Waste Lands Alienation Act, 1872' Section l0'
SAPP65 ¿L872 rlvlineral Resources North of Port
nrg""-t" by George H.F: ulrich. 6.4.I872t. Ulrich had

uèé" Seniôr Fiãíã Geologist in the victorian Geological
Survey. He v¡as noht actiñg as a Consulting Mining
ceolo-gist and Engineer. 49 later became a Professor at
Otago Universit,y- in Dunedin, New Zealand '

72.
73.
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llilliam Peterswal-d was succeeded by J. Hesketh Biggs on

27 August L873.74 The Gotdf ields Establishrnent was still

allocated f70O per year but this nohT included fI00 for

prospecting on the fields.75 John Richards IvtHA attempted to

alter this arrangement by an amalgamation of offices in

r875:

it is desirable for the better carrying
out of the mining laws of the colony and
development of the mining interests that
the office of Inspector of Mines and
Vlarden of Gold-fields be combined, and an
officer with practical and scientific
knowledge of mining be appointed to çÞ"
duties connected with those offices. ''

Richards pointed out that Goyder could not devote sufficient

attention to the inspection of mines and associated

matters. For example, regulations under the I'linera1 Leases

Act of 1867 required the Inspector of Ìvlines to visit mines

and leases at least twice u y.ut.77 Goyder later admitted

that licences and leases htere renewed without inspection'

He told a House of Assembly select committee that "j-n

granting renewals, it would be perfectly impossible for the

Department to visit and inspect every locality"'78

Richards, one of the Members for vlallaroo' was vitally

interested in the mining industry and he saw that an

appropriate Inspector could reduce accidents, report on new

discoveries, and advise the lniners and investors. The

Commissioner of Crown Lands, James Boucaut, thought that it

would be unfair to have one man doing both jobs as an

74.
75.

SAPP2:1874 rBlue Book for
E-aÞÞ7: l-87 4 'Estimates for
5ü-n-dries J 250 , GoIdf ields
SAPD:HA 25.8.1875.
ibid.
SAPPIl-2IJ-BT6 rRePort of Select
Eõüse-of AssemblY aPPointed to
of certain mineral Licences' .

1873' .
1874-5 ' . ltarden t350 'prospecting f,100. Total "1700.

Committee of the
inquire into the issue

Evidence by G.!1. GoYder.

76.
77.
78.
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inspector and a judge. He asked Richards to withdraw the

motion and allow the Government to examine the matter.

Richards would not do so but the motion v¡as not carried and

the Government did not pursue the subject.

However, in the following year, Richards successfully

moved a motion that ,'the mining laws of the province

urgently require reformr So aS to give more encouragement to

the development of our mineral weal¡¡u - 79 Although

Richards' motion was passed, the legislation \â¡as not altered

significantly until L877. In that year, Parliament passed a

Crown Lands Consolidation Act which retained the proviso of

the 1872 Act to refuse the alienation of known mineral-

bearing lands.. The Act also empowered the Governor, acting

on behalf of the public, to create mineral reservesr ot

reserves for gold-mining purposes from Crown lands. A more

important Act, No. 88 of 1877, was passed after the Privy

Council upon hearing an appeal by the Victorian Government

had decided that the person who he.l-d land freehold did not

retain cont,rol of the precious metals.80 The South

Australian Parliament promptly passed the Act in order to

preserve the status quo and to refuse the Crownrs claim to

the prerogative over minerals. The rights of the

individual, not of the public, were emPhasised in this Act.

The owners of land alienated from the Crown retained control

of the minerals in the ColonY:

SAPD:HA 23.8.1876.
ãR-IL-9I8-. See Lloyd, L.W., rsources and Development of
-Ã-ulstralian I'lining Lav¡' . PhD. ANU 1966. pp. 305-06.
Act gB of 1877, Án Act for declaring that aII Grants in
Fee Simple of Land in the Province of south Australia
heretofóre made or hereafter to be made shall be
construed to include a1t Minerals and lvletals, including
Gold and Silverr oD or under such lands. Assent
2I.12.L877.

79.
80.
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The grant in fee simPle of any land
heretofore granted or hereafter to be
granted shalt be construed to include and
to convey to the owner in fee simple for
the time being of such land the absolute
property in aII mines and minerals 'including gold and silver (commonly
termed Royal Metals ) , nothing whatever
above or below the surface of,.,the land
being reserved bY the Crov,rn."'

This reservation of the rights to minerals by the South

Australian Parliament, acting on behalf of colonists with

vested interests in land and minerats, clearly resisted the

efforts of the Crown to assert control over mineral-s.

In the same year' a positive effort to involve the

Government in a geological survey of the Colony was made by

the Adelaide Philosophical Society. The Society had been

formed in 1853 but its influence had declined until the

foundation of the University of Adelaide and the arrival of

Professor Ralph Tate gave it a ne\^t lease of tife.B2 At the

society's 210th meeting on 30 January 1877, the members

unanimously passed two motions proposed by Tate who stressed

the scientific value of a surveY:

that this SocietY urges uPon the
Government the great importance of
commencing at once a sYstematic
geological survey of the provincer âDd
ãIso óf providing ample space in the nellt
ùluseum building for a Department of
Technology; and That this Society urges
upon the eouncil of the University the
great importance of providing special
Lraining for^qtudents in mining
engineering. o'

81.
82.

Act 88 of 1877, Section 1.
Howch in ,
p. 317 .
SAA SRG
Society

Vl. in The Centenary History of South Australia,

10/1,/Volume
of SA.

83. 5, p.361 Records of the RoYal
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The Honorary Secretary of the Society' l{.C.lt'!. Finniss'

forwarded a copy of each motion to the Chief Secretary and

the Registrar of the University.S4

For the benefit of the Government, Finniss also

enclosed a transcript of t.he discussion on Taters Paper

regarding a survey. Tate highlighted the vaLue of a

geologist in indicating areas where prospectors might' search

for minerals and farmers could select the best land. The

information delineated on a geological map would display the

nature of the soil, the areas where minerals could occur,

and the location of subterranean waters 3 "a survey of this

kind to be thorough would involve a work of several years,

while those which had been made had only occupied a few

weeks".85 The issue of an artesian water supply vtas a

geological question that only a skilled geologist or

hydraulic engineer could pass judgement upon. He did not

have to elaborate on the benefits that would accrue from a

suitable system of wells.

Tate also noted that the Governments of other countries

had spent money on surveys which had proved to be

beneficial: "al1 civilized nations recognised the

importance of geological surveysu . S6 "Even t,he Japanese" ,

Tate added, "had a survey and a large geological department,

consisting of several Americans and a number of specialty

SAA GRG 24/6/L877/327 Finniss to Ayers 20.2.1877. AIso
SAA SRG IO/I/5 p.364. A tetter from the Registrar of
the University $ras read at the 2I2Eh meeting of the
Society on 27.3.1877. He st.ated that steps had b99..
taken to see if the object of the resolution could be
adopted.
sAA cRG 24/6/1877/327 ibid.
ibid.

84.
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trained Japanese".87 Yet only the Colonies of Western

Australia and South Australia remained without surveys in

Australia. He wanted the Government to rectify this and to

establish a School or Department of Mines as well.

The society,s resotution hras discussed in cabinet on B

l,larch and then referred to George Goyder.88 The Surveyor-

General presented three options of varying estimated

costs. Firstly, all information on the Colonyrs geology

could be assimilated and reproduced f.or a small amount of

money. Secondly, a comprehensive Survey could be made at a

cost of approximately f5,000 a year in its initial stages.

This amount would be sufficient to cover the cost of a

geologist, several assistants, a draughtsman' clerk' camp

equipment, transport, and sundry .*p".r".". His third

proposal was to appoint a competent geologist and

mineralogist, and a chemical analyst who could carry out

their duties for several years at a cost of f1'000 a year.

He considered that this would represent

an Ímportant step in advance. . . [T] he
surveys and experience thus gained would
form ã satisfactory basis upon, which both
a Geological and llining oepärt! might be
formed. öY

Although inclined towards the third proposal, Goyder

r¡ras not eager for another Government department to be formed

at this time:

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.

Ayers to Carr 8.3.J-8-Ì7 .
Goyder to Carr 26.3.L877 .

87.
88.
89.
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I quite concur with Mr Tate as to the
importance of a Geological Survey &

Department of Mines but the tirne has
scarcely arrived for such a work - our
farmers will not be guided any more than
our miners by scientific reports - and
wells are being. avo[fled in favor of
surface reservoiEs. -"

Goyder misunderstood and was not enthusiastic about the

Society's proposal for a Department of Technology. He

suggested that the l"luseum be left to exhibit the works of

science and art.
Henry Ayers received Goyder's report and then wrote to

John Carr, the Commissioner of Crown Lands, indicating that

the Survey would have to wait "for consideration at another

time",9l The Council of the Philosophical Society was

informed of this at a meeting on L2 JuIy.92 Shortly

afterwards the Assembly accepted the motions of John

lfilliams that the Government start boring for water west of

Port Augusta, and that of John Bosworth for a bonus of

f10 r00O for the discovery by private enterprise of a payable

coal-f ielO.93 An important part of Bosworth's motion vÍas

"that the Government should secure the services of the best

available geological surveyor to report on the most likely

localities for a search,".94 The Commissioner of PubIic

!.Iorks, John Colton, said his Ministry supported the

motion. He considered Tate to be the best qualified person

ibid.
ibid. Ayers to Carr
SAA SRG LO/2/YoIume
SAPD:HA 18.7 .L877 .

90.
9r.
92.
93.
94.

17.5 .L877 .
1.

ibid.
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to conduct the search and, in factr the Government was

considering employing Tate to report on the strata of the

corony.95

The society was not content with the inaction of the

Government. At the same Council neeting a letter from R.

Brough Smyth, Secretary for Mines in Victoria, was

acknowleagea.96 Smyth's letter formed the basis of a

renewed approach - this time through the Register - after it

was read at the 2I4Eh meeting of the Society on 31 July.97

Finniss wrote to the Register on 10 September and pointed

out that the amounts to be expended on the objects of the

latest proposals would be sufficient to occupy a geological

survey for at least five y"ut".98 Finniss repeated the

Society's resolution and a portion of Taters paper. He

criticised the Government for being indefinite and the

public for being apathetic in this matter. The chances of

discovering valuable wells and minerals would be greater if

the Government undertook a systematic survey: private

enterprise could not be relied upon to conduct one

efficientty and impartially.

Finniss forwarded the information from Smyth about the

organisation of the Victorian Geological Survey. Smyth had

also indicated how a survey of South Australia could be

conducted at a cost of between fl,100 and fl 
' 
200 a year s

"it would be necessary for the Government to select and

appoint a Superintendent of Surveys, who would undertake the

entire controÌ of the branchr and there should be at least

9s.
96.
97.
98.

ibid.
SAA SRG
SAA SRG
Register

LO/2/YoIume 1.
I0,/l/Vo1ume 5

L7 .9.r877 .
p.368.
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one field geologist".99 The Victorian Government Analyst,

and palaeontologist could carry out some work on a temporary

basis, and the formation of a School of lvlines could be

delayed. Finniss noted that the New zealand Geological

survey had cost only î.2r7IO for the year to 30 June 1876.

He insisted that a survey and school of Mines be

established: "there is no doubt that the colony will in the

future have to depend greatly on her splendid mineral

resource" " . roo

The editor of the Register commented favourably upon

the two resolutions recently passed by Parliament but he

felt the objectives might be achieved by accident.10l He

vras more impressed by the letter from Finniss and he

realised the value to the Colony of systematic research.

The editor postulated three reasons for not having had a

survey already: the cost had been exaggeratedrthe work did

not lead to immediate profits, and a large staff would be

needed to examine the colony over a long period. smythrs

suggested arrangement and estimated cost now made a survey

feasible. It might uncover artesian water supplies and coal

deposits. If it did not, then the information gained would

be indirectly useful. other resources might be located and

the public protected from dishonest mining speculators' The

editor agreed with Finniss that the Government should

undertake the task:

99.
100.
101_.

ibid.
ibid.
ibid. : editorial.
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Vüe should not be disposed to advocate the
prosecution by the State of work which
óou1d be as wefl or better accomplished
by private enterprise; but the geological
survey nov, suggested is a work fairly
coming within the scope of duties of the
Government, and one which hte believe
would in a very short time be both
airectiy ãna i-ndirectty remunerative .I02

He wanted definite action to be taken by the Parliament in

the current session.

Ttr-is campaign elicited a positive response in

Parliament. David Nock MHA' who had been alerted to the

problem by the letter and editorial, moved that "the

Government ought to take early steps for making a thorough

geologicat survey of the province".l03 He repeated the

claims made by the editor and Finniss that coal would not be

found by private enterprise which would not undertake a

systematic search when so many people believed that it did

not exist. A geological survey woul-d assist in this and in

the development of an artesian water supply. John carr,

Commissioner of Crown Lands, said the Government would

support the motion but theY:

$¡ere quite avrare that a good deal of
money -might easily be wasted on so-called
geological surveys unless theY r{¡ere
óonduòted in a tho¡3¡srrlV efficient and
scientific manner.

Hence, the Government had contacted Tate and Goyder to

determine what could be done: the Government \'¡as not in a

hurry and it claimed to want the invest.igations to be

carried out efficientlY.

r02.
103.
104.

ibid.
SAPD:HA 3.10.1877.
Íbi d.
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The motion rÍas carried in october L877 but, yet again,

Iittle came of it. Thomas Playford, the nehr Commissioner of

Crown Lands, told the House in June 1878 that he believed a

thorough geologicat survey of the Col.ony would cost f5'000 a

year. The Boucaut Ministry was not inclined towards

establishing another department at such a cost when "it was

problematical whether any practical good would result from

such a survey',.105 The Government continued to rely on

temporary arrangements. The office of !Íarden of Goldfields

was amalgamated with that of Inspecting Crown Lands Ranger

on 1 July 1878 when Bedford Hack replaced J. Hesketh Biggs

as Vlarden.I06 Goyder delegated some of the responsibility

for the development of the water supply to James ltilliam

Jones, the Deputy Surveyor-General who, in 1884, was

appointed Conservator of Vüater.107 Professor Tate $¡as also

ca1led upon to examine Possible sites for artesian

water.108 rt was Tate who again brought the subject of an

official survey under scrutiny.
At the Annua1 Meeting of the Roya1 Society of South

Australia on 4 October I88I, Tate presented an rAnniversary

Address' in the absence of a Presidential Address by Chief

Justice wry.109 As the Colony encountered drought

conditions and was entering a period of deep economic

recession, he lamented the lost opportunities "in which the

I05. SAPD:HA 27 .6.1878.
106. 3-ÃÞÞ7-:-1879 rB1ue Book for 1878 | .
107. EãÃ-T¿g7m op. cit. ; S/\A L37 'Miscellaneous Papers

collected bY James William
108. Tate, R., 'GeologY in its

terranean water suPPlY in

Jones | .
relation to mining and
South Australiar in

sub-

Transactions of the al Societ of South Australia
rP.

109. SAA SRG
Soc iety

10rll/Volume
had become

6. The Adelaide Philosophical
the Royal Society of SA in 1880.
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services of a geologist would have been of inestimable

benefit to the country".110 rn the following month,

Parliament was presented with yet another motion for a

Survey of the Colony. Martin Basedowrs motion stas worded

almost identically to that of David Nock in 1877.111

Basedow was disappointed that nothing had been done to

determine the extent of the Colony's mineral wealth. The

Government had bought diamond driLls for the search for

water and it had allocated the sum of f5'000 in the Loan

Estimates for trigonometrical and geological

investigations .J-I2 He suggested, therefore, that the

Government could test the country and it could arrange for a

competent person to organise a geological department, if a

department was considered necessary. John Brayrs Ministry

refused to support the motion because it had been introduced

late in the session. In any case, they

$tere taking steps at the present time in
the direction indicated by the motion,
because what were these inspections of
the interior, in view of providing water
supplies, but something like a geological
survey? It was a Practical testing,
which v¡as better than,¡.theoretical-
opinion. (Laughter).rrJ

r10 .
111.
LI2.
113 .

Tate , oP. cit. p. I14 .
SAPD:HA 17.1I.1881¡
-ib-i-a;--ibid . J. M. Dovtner .
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The Attorney-Generalr John Downer, stressed that a survey

might, be necessary but it was not the time to discuss it at

the end of a session. It was defeated thirteen votes to

terr. 114

Interest in a Government geological or mineralogical

survey vitas not neglected while the Parl'iament was in

recess. Although Tate v¡as absent in the Northern Territory

on the first specific geological examination of the arealls,

the Royal Society maintained the campaign for Government

action. The society urged the Government to appoint an

official Analyst. to examine minerals for the pubIic.116

Henry lvlarshall, a mineralogist from Angaston, had asked the

Society if such a post existed. He also stressed the need

for an extensive mining *u"".r*l17, and a mineralogical

survey of the colony.118

114. Basedow maintained that the motion failed because
Downer had opposed it under a nisapprehension and John
Bray, the Chief Secretary, who had promised to support
it, had been absent from the House when the vote $¡as
taken (Advertiser 16.I.I882). He neglected to
mention--t-ñã.8- anoTher twenty-two members were absent
from the House!

115. SAPP63:I982 rProfessor Taters Report on the Northern
TËiïï-tory' 13.5. 1882. See also Sowden ¡ VI.J . ¡ The Northern
Territory As It !s A Narrative of the South Australian

1I descriptions of the
ts and Industries.
ts on the General
TaÈe.

Pã-Ti, amentary Party I s Trip and fu

116.
1r7 .

Northern TerritorY, its Settlemen
With an appendix containing repor
resources of the TerritorY bY R.
SAA SRc 10,/1,/Volume 6 7.2.L882.
SAA SRG LO/6/I882 Marshall to Society 14.3.1882. He

had previously made a lengthy submission to Governor
DaIy in December 1862 to st ess the need for a Mining
Musêum and the organisation of systematic records of
mines and collections of specimens which he thought
might be of timited value at the time but which would
eventually enable accurate deductions about the Colony
to be madé. The Government had promised to keep the
matter under consideration (SAA GRG 24/6/1863/32
Marshall to Daly 2.L2.1862).
ibid. Marshatl to Society 19.5.1882.1r8.
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red

to Mr

of South Australian

Observer stressed the usefulness

Once again there r¡¡as Some support from the ne$¡spapers

which nov¡ emphasised the probabJ-e financial benef its of a

proper survey. 1r9 The Register printed several leader

articles on the value of geological surveys .I2o The

Reverend Walter Howchin, a recent arrival from England and

of later importance to the study of South Australian

geology, r¡ras the author of these 'editorials' .I2I He argued

for the formation of a survey because of its economic and

scientif ic importance :

so little is known about the
mineralogical features of the country
that speculators and capitalists are
working in the dark. This is no drawback
to the formerr but it is a grievous =disadvantage t"-iñ"-õ.ñuine' in""Ài"t " .r22

When caves

ceremonies

Corporation

containing the ochre used in Aboriginal

were revealed T.A. Masey, a director of the

theCopper lvlines Limited'

of a survey:

1I9.
L20.
LzI.
r22.

Observer 20.5.1882, 27.5.I882.
ã.egT=ET tl.3. rg g2 t5.5.18 82,L7.5.1882, 19.6.1882.
SAA GRG 30 /2/1883/I Howchin to Brown ]-6.L2.1882
Register 17.5.1882.



Atthough at present it would be difficult
to determine the value and importance of
this discovery to those interested, it
clearly shows the absolute necessity that
a Govelnment geological survey of the
colony. çþould be made without further
delay.L¿5

The Government was apparently working behind the scenes

again but, unfortunately, this cannot be accurately deduced

from the extant evidence. Henry Yorke Lyell Brown, a

geologist in the New South Vlales Geological Survey, wrote

Surveyor-GeneraI GoYder :

Having been informed that it is the
intenlion of your Government to appoint a
Geological Surveyor, for the Colony;- I
have Étre honor to make application for
the Post, should the terms be such as
woulã compensate for the giving up of my

present appointment....I have had an
interview with Mr Deering who has been
kind eno¡¡gþ to transmit you two of my
reports .rz+

Brown had telegraphed to Goyder on 27 July stating

had sent his apptication.L25 It would aPpear that

92

approached to survey the Colony in much the same

Se1wyn had been asked. Brown later claimed that

offered the position while working in New South

L23.

to

ibid. 17.6.1882. The caves lyere situated between the
parachilna Gorge and Aroona and had been visited by
ulrich in L872. According to I'lincham, Masey was one of
the few whites to see the deposits: "Interested in the
commercial possibilities of the ochre, he found the
aborigines very reluctant to show hin where the
deposits were to be found. In the end, however' he
bribed two renegades (who, according to one storyr htere
executed afterwards by older tribesmen for having
aLlowed an uninitiated person to visit the sacred
sites) to show him the vray to Bookartoo, as the
aborigines called the spot near Parachilna Gorge where
the most highly prized ochre was to be found".
Mincham, H., The Stor of the Flinders Ra es p.227 .

era sO ce: Do et

that he

Brown was

manner that

he had been

Ûlales .126

82 Brown toL24.

L25.
126.

Surveyor-Gen
Goyder 26.7 .
Johns, the p
Energy.
ibid.
Advertiser 12.1.I9I2.

1882. In personal possession of Mr R.K.
resent Deputy Director-General of Mines and
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The important difference on this occasion vras that Brownrs

services were to be engaged for a lengthy period'

Brown's application came before the cabinet on L4

August, but a decision on the appointment was postponed four

days later.L27 John Bray, the Chief Secretary, presented a

memo to the cabinet on 19 August in which he referred to a

suggestion made by the Chief Justice, Samuel James !{ayr

Henry Ayers and ,,Other gentlemen connected with the

university,,, that Ratph Tate be employed to conduct the

survey.l-2B The proposal assumed that Taters duties at the

university would occupy him f.ot only four months each year

and that he could survey the Colony in the ot'her months '

Bray asked the cabinet "to consider whether this might not

firstly be tried aS a commencement".L29 He went on to Say

that, if this method was considered to be undesirable, it

could be discontinued "without any serious

inconvenience" . I30 Ho"u,out, Cabinet did not sanction this

suggestion and on 4 october, Brownrs appointment was

approved by the Cabinet.l3l A telegram was sent on 6

october to inform him of this. on 26 October, the surveyor-

General was instructed to complete the organisation of the

nevr position and ensure that Brown would arrive in south

Australia.
*****************************

3984/1882 oP.cit.
to Cabinet for 19.8.1882.L27 .

L28.
L29.
130 .
13r.

Surveyor-General I s office:
SAA GRG 24/6/L882/I743 BraY
ibid.
ibid.
Surveyor-General I s Office: 3984/l-882 op.cit.
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After all of the motions before Parliament and several

ill-conceived and hastily-conducted surveys, South Australia

was finalty prepared to organise an official geological

survey. The emPhasis had So fat been on the formation or

undertaking of a survey. The community $tas united in its

demands for the Survey to locate water supPlies and mineral

deposits but not in its expectations of the survey's

priorities. The Royal Society and Professor Tate urged the

formation of a Geological survey principally for its

presumed scientific attainments, while private enterprise

expected that the work of the Survey would create further

opportunities for speculation and investment. The practical

and economic aspects of the Survey I s work won out over the

scientific interests.

Although positions with regulatory authority had been

created in the form of an Inspector of Mines and lrlarden of

Goldfields, there was little involvement, other than by

legislation, and the accompanying regulations, and

Parliamentary select committees, of the state in mining

activity itself . the capit,alist, miner, speculator and the

public vlere generally given a free rein in the development

of mines and mineral resources. An administrative structure

to oversee the locating and development of resources did not

fully evolve untit after the Geological Survey of South

Australia had been established.
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Chapter Three: 18B2-L894 Survey to Department

The Geological Survey hras intended to assist the

mining, pâstoral and agricultural industries by opening neI^t

areas for investment and development by private

enterprise. It \Á/as formed in response to the perceived

needs of a colony that was suffering from drought and

economic recession in the I8B0s and where private enterprise

had f ailed to l-ocate ne\^J depos its of v¡ater and mineral-s .

Once appointed, the Geological Survey developed its own

momentum. Despite the occasional attacks on the nature and

value of its v¡ork, the Survey became indispensible. Given

the conditions under which the services of the Government

Geologist were employed, the Survey operated as an efficient

organisation. This enhanced the arguments of those

colonists who claimed that it was acceptabJ-e for the

Government to be involved in the mining industry.

The trend of the period from 1BB2 to 1894 lvas for

Parliament to act in response to demands, pressures and

circumstances rather than to set the pace for change and

development. But following the impJ-ementation of a Survey'

changing circumstances again l-ed Parl-iament to reconsider

its attitude towards intervening in the mining industry. As

the location and development of the mineral deposits became

more dif f icult, mining subsided and \¡¡as in a condition of

pronounced deterioration during the depressions Iatr in the

century. Eventually Partiament was requested by the private

sector to assist in stimulating and developing the

industry. Parliament \,/as prepared to undertake this role

with a vier,¡ to securing benefits for the Colony as a whole
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rather than for a narrow sectional interest group.

Subsequent measures and policies cul-minated in the formation

of a Department of Mines. The formation of the Department

of Mines was not the logical progression from t ot the

natural- corollary of, the establishment of a Geological

Survey. Ilowever, the role of the Survey in this early

period establishefl its predominance over the Department.

************

The proposed geological survey of the Colony \^¡as

allocated f2,500 in the IBB2-83 Loan Estimates under the

Surveyor-General's Department.l Three-fifths of this amount

was to be spent on salaries (Geologist f800, Assistant

Geologist f400, and the Clerk and Accountant f300) and the

remaining f I,000 v¡as for general expen<liture. The

Geological Survey \,JaS established as a separate department

under the Ministerial- control of the Commissioner of Crown

Lands and H.Y.L. Brown FGS was appointed GOVernment

Geologist on I December IBB2.

Henry Yorke Lyell Brown, the son of Mr R. Brown FGS who

\^tas at one time the general manager of the Mining

Association of London, was born at Sydney, Nova Scotia on 23

August 1844.2 Brown was educated at King's College,

Vlindsor, lrlova Scotia, and then entered the Royal SchooL of

Mines in London lvhere he studied under Professors Huxley and

1. SAPP11 :IBB2 | Loan Estimates LBB2-83' .
2. -Thë--fõIlowing biographical notes have been cornpiled from

'Obituary Notices H.Y.L. Brown'by L.K. Vtard in
T r a n s a c t i o n s a nd P r o c e e d i n g s o ! !!fe-- -89J9-1-- ¡! 9-9 -i-q -ty- -9 -f-
S õï ui- ãù s t ;ã Í iã - -5T 
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Tyndatl. He arrived in Melbourne on 13 June 1865 and joined

the Victorian Geological Survey in July as a field geologist

under A.R.C. Selwyn. upon the termination of this survey

for reasons of financial stringency in 1869, Brovtn made his

way to New Zealand where he acted as Goldfields surveyor on

the coromandel diggings. In 1870, he became the Government

Geologist of western Australia and conducted the survey on

his own for two years, before it r^¡as also closed down

through Government attempts to economise ' Brown then

engaged in various mining pursuits in Victoria and New

zealand for the following two years. He ventured to canada

in 1874 where he was employed for eighteen months as a

geological surveyor under selwyn who lttas then the Director

of the Geological Survey of Canada' However' because he

disliked the colder climate, he migrated back Lo Australia

whereupon he undertook mining activities in victoria and New

south wales. In May 1881, he became a geologist in the New

south wales Geological Survey from which he resigned before

moving to south Australia in late 1882. His varied

experiences as a geologist and miner stood him in good stead

during his years as Government Geologist in South Australia'

Brotvn was assisted in the survey by George F. Hallett

who was promoted from the Education Department on I January

1883 to be the clerk and Accountant on a salary of î'220 a
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year.3 The choice of an Assistant Geologist was left to

Brown.4 The only applicant from within the Australian

Colonies appears to have been Walter Howchin of Adelaide '
who wanted the job for altruistic reasons oçt as he put it'

"purely to indulge a passionate liking for the work of "the

hammer"".5 However, Brown vtas looking further afield and he

inforinecl Howchin that the Assistant Geologist would be

obtained from England.6 The position vtas offered in March

1883 to a Mr Reid of the Geological Survey of Great Britain

who indicated that he would accept the post if a minimum

term of three years and his passage to and frorn England lÁtas

approved.T Brown recommended his appointment under these

conditions at the salary of f400 a year but Reid was not

engaged. Harry Page Woodward was then recommended in his

place by professor Archibald Geikie and Mr c.B. Brown.S

lrÏoodward's nomination was accepted and his appointnent on

the same conditions as those offered to Reid commenced from

24 May 1883 although he did not arrive in the Colony until

.luIy.9

3. SAPP2:1884'BIue Book for 1883'.
4. -SÃa-G-nc 3o/2/L883/L Howchin to Brown 16.L2. 1882. Goyder

had told Howchin that this would be the case, and Jones,
the Deputy surveyor-General, had offered to introduce
Howchin to Brown.

s. ibid.
6. ibid. Docket note by Brown 4.1.1883.
7. DM Letter Book 4 p.l9 Brown to Catt (CCL) 6.3.1883.
8. SAPP35:1884 'Ist annual Report of the Government

-Cè-ö1-õg ist, 5 . 6 . 1B84 . Geikie hras Director-General of the
Geological Survey of Great Britain and Ireland. Brown
þtas tñe late Govèrnment Geologist of British Guiana' and
formerly employed in the Geological survey of Jamaica.

f. ibid. ; SAPP2: I8B4 oP. cit.
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The 'Report of the Government Geologist' for the period

from 2 December 1882 to 31 December I8B3 summarised his work

during that time.I0 The following list provides an

indication of the substantial demands made upon Brown and

his efforts to fulfil the tasks:

December It visited South-East via Lake Alexandrina and

the Coorong to Mount Gambier with Goyder and the

commissioner of crown Lands, Alfred catt. Return

via Naracoorte and Millicent.

January 3 - inspected Woodside GoId ¡tine.1l

January tB - north to Beetaloo Springs to examine sites for

a bore. 12

January 31 to Callington to report on water for a stock

route.

February 6 - examined wells, report on water supply by

boring at Dublin.

February L4 - examined Barunga Gap for prospects of a water

supply.

February 23 to South Hummocks via Dublin, then to Kadina,

Irlallaroo and l"loonta.

l'larch t0 report on site for boring for water at Wallaroo.

10. SAPP35:1884 ibid. Another report was not published
ÏñTiI-1894, although a summary of the surveyrs
activities for 1BB5 $¡as published in the Register
29 .L.1886.
This was his first task directty related to mining.
Wilmington was the nearby town and this vtas his
first inspection for water supplies.

11.
L2.
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March 2I - to Beltana, lVaukaringa, Innamincka, Diamentina

River, Coopers Creek and back to Adelaide on 10

,luIy. 13

October 10 to Mount Nor-i{est, Farina, Mount Serle, Mount

Lyndhurst with I'Ioodward. survey not completed when

forced to return on 27 November.

Decernber 13 to Ílellington and across the Ninety l"lile

Desert to Bordertown and the Victorian border' to

report on Èhe water supply for the railway route.

Brown also made various tours of inspection over one or two

days around the Adelaide area in association with his office

duties.

The main characteristic of the survey in this early

period htas the manner in which it was conducted. From the

outset, Brown vras deployed at rancìom. This happened so

frequently and haphazardly that Henry Marshall presented a

petition to Parliament in June 1883 requesting that a proper

and comp}ete geological survey be undertaken to determine

the location and extent of mineral formations in the

Colonyt14 After he arrived in July, VÍoodward was also kept

busy in a similar fashion. He spent some time mapping parts

of the Mount Lofty Ranges and the gold-bearing areas of

Kuitpo and Noarlunga. He travelled north with Brown in

October and November, and in December accompanied the party

See SAPPI46 :1883 rRePort
on t?ip-tõ--Beltana. . '
SAPP129 :1883-84'Petition

of Government Geologist

ãtöl-'---trom Henry ll4arshall,
HA 14 .6.1883 , 19 .6. IBB3 .

for geological surVê1zr
June 1883. See also SAPD:

I3.

14.
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latitude
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of the CoIonY many

years.

one of Brownrs first proposals had been to form a

Geological and Mining Museum. On 16 January 1BB3 he asked

Catt for a room to house a collection of specimens.lS He

then wrote to R. Logan Jack, Reginald l"Iurray and Charles

Wilkinson (the Government Geologists of Queensland, Victoria

and New South lÍales respectively), Professor George Ulrich

(at the University of Otago, Duneclin) and Cosmo Newbery (of

the Technological Museum, Melbourne) soliciting an exchange

of mineral and rock specimen". 16 They responded favourably

to the idea. I'4arshall 's petition in June l-883 also

requestecl the formation of a mining museum for the

collection of mineral specimens and general information on

mining operations in the Colony. Brown agai¡ asked for an

extra room ancl Cabt forwarded the request to the l"linister of

Education, John Parsons, who asked Robert Kalr Secretary of

the South Australian Institute, to fincl a suitable too*'17

Thus the Survey obtained the use of a room at the Institute

where its specimens \^Jere stored with the intention of

arranging a oisplay.tB

The presentation of mineral specimens to the pub]-ic '

however, remained a perennial problem for the Survey. Brown

organised the collection of specimens with the assistance of

16.1. rBB3.

29.8.I883.

DM Letter Book 2 P.2 Brown to Catt
ibid . pp. 10-12 . L3 .2.1883 .

SAA GRG 30/2/fBB3/24 KaY to Brown
SAPP35:IBB4 oP.cit.

r5.
r6.
L7.
tB.
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mining companies and other geologists. 19 But the

dissemination of the knowledge thus obÈained was limited

because of the difficulties with the storage and display of

the minerals.20 The Survey provided collections for various

Exhibitions - in 1886, the Indian and Colonial Exhibition

(London); in IBB7, the London Exhibition (London)r the Queen

Victoria and AdeIai<1e Jubilee Exhibitions (edetaide ) ; and in

1888, the Centennial Exhibition in l"lelbourn".2L Brown also

initiated the exchange of publications with other

organisations in order to acquire more information to assist

him in determining the geology of the Colony, and to spread

knowledge about the resources and geotogy of the Colony to

interested individu al.s.22

Both 'vVoodward and Brown were aware of the possibilities

to develop further mining activities in the Adelaide

Hills.23 lrloodward had commenced a detailed geological map

of the Echunga Goldfield which had not been completed before

he went north with eoeppe1.24 Brown also wanted to have a

topographical survey made of the Echunga area before his own

19.

20.
2I.

22.

23.

24.

For example' SAA GRG 30/2/1884/8 Brown Lo R.L. Jack;
ibid ./II-L  correspondence with companies at Moonta,
Vfallaroo.
Reqister 22.I.1886; Advertiser 12.5.1886.
-s-eÉ--exrg 

o / 2 / LBB' / 6I - re--Loñðõñ; n_e-9!.2-t-9r 29 - L. 1 B I 6
re Indian and colonial Exhibitioãl--sãe-Gnc 35/2/1888-
assorted files re Adelaide and Melbourne.
Requests and exchanges were cited in DM correspondence
in the SAA.
For example, when Norman Taylor, a former member of
the Victðrian Geological Survey, visited South Australia
he \^ras invited to inspect the woodside Goldf ield with
Brown and J.C.F. Johnson MHA. The Commissioner of Crown
Lands, Jenkin Coles, had been alerted to this
possibility by Rowland Rees sAPD:HA 18.9.1884. SAPP

156 :1884 ,Repãrt on Woodside Cõ1ãÏïe-f A' by Taylor
T0 .-1_0.1884.
SAPPl11:tBB4 'Work in Progress in Geological
Deþä-ftnrent' 18. 8. IBB4.
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geolog ical survey \¡¡as carried out . 25 Consequently, he

requested the Commissioner of Crown Lands, Alfred Catt, to

attach a young surveyor or a student of surveying to the

Survey.26 The appointment of Frank E. Goyder, a son of the

Surveyor-General, in February 1BB4 led to the formation of a

Topographical Survey within the Geological Survey.27 After

Goy<ler submitted his resignation in IBB5, Brown sought and

vJas granted a replacement. 2B !¡. H. ![adham , who had worked in

the Surveyor-GeneraÌ's Office for Seven years, ioined Vüalter

KingsmiIl as the second Assistant.29 Financial

considerations, however, led to the demise of the

TopographicaL Survey at the end of PIay 1886.30 Once again

the Government adopted a measure of economy which severely

affected the operations of the Survey.

Brown had been compelled to rely on such temporary

arrangements for cl_erical and field assistance. The

position of Clerk and Accountant was struck off the

Estimates for 18B4-85 .31 Brorvn compJ-ained about the

inconvenience this would cause and recommended '

unsuccessfully, that I{aIIett be retained.32 From the latter

part of 1884, Brown and !'loodward carried out the clerical

ibid.
DM Letter Book 2 p.60 Brown to Catt 3.L2.1883.
SAA GRG 30/35/voL l/p.48 Hallett to Goyder IB.2.IBB4.
SAA GRG 30/2/1885/90 Goyder to Brown 14.1I.1885-to
take effect from 3I December. Dtl Letter Book 2 p.130
Brovrn to Playf ord 28 .It .1885 .
SAA GRG 30/27lygs/gg Vtadham to Brown 9.I2.1885 applic-
ation. Kingsmill_ had been appointed during 1885 r IIo
date found. See DM Letter Book 1 pp.I2I-22 Brown
2.g.lBB5 'Rules and Regutations to be observed by the
Topographical Assistants.'
DM Letter Book 2 p.226 Brown to Vüadham and Kingsmill
3. s.1886.
sApp2:1885 ,Bl_ue Book for tBB4'. No record of the date
wñèÏ-HaIlett left the department was located.
DM Letter Book 2 pp.B6-87 Brou¡n to Coles II.B.lBB4.

25.
26.
27.
28.

29.

30.

31.

32.
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and administrative duties. The various Governments were not

concerned about this problem. Alfred Catt suggested that

Some clerical assistance would help reduce expenses but

nothing of a permanent, nature vtas implemented.33 For

example, Herbert Evans $¡as employed as a temporary clerk

during the first half of 1886. Brown sought to retain his

services after 30 June:

otherwise during my absences from Town
the office must be closed, and there will
be no-one to receive sPecimens and
messages t oE write letters and atLend to
the public, who fçequently caII to ask
for information. Ja

Brownts request htas not acceded to despite an obvious need

for assistance: in May and June, seventy-five persons

visited the office and 116 letters v¡ere written.35 When

Woodward completed his three years of service in 1886 he v¡as

not retained because of the state of the economy. But such

stringent constraints proved to be measures of false

economy. The lack of assistance for Brown hras not

compensated for by the amounts saved in salaries. His

capabilities were being used inefficiently by diverting hin

from scientific investigations to perform routine clerical

work.

33.
34.

SAPD:HA Catt 18 .11 .1885 .

o¡l--lá€-ter Book 2 p.326 Brown to Howe 24.6.1886. Brown
sent numerous specimens to New South Vlales where Robert
Etheri<lge Jnr, a consultant to the Survey, conducted
palaeontological examinations on Brownrs behalf for
many years.
ibid. Evans sal-ary vras 93 3s per week.35.
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!üoodward's contract expired on 24 May 1886 but Brown

wanted to retain his services for an additional period.36

He coul<l not complete the progress report of the Survey's

activities for 1884 and 1BB5 v¡ithout the Assistant

Geologist. He also wanted Woodward to -finalise the

topographical maps of the Para vüirra and ulool-oo GoId

Reserves before handing them to the printer. The Government

accepted Brownrs advice and retained Woodward's services

until early June.37 Brown was also compiling a geotogical

and mining map of the Co]ony at a scale of eight miles to an

inch. The map htas sent to the 1886 Indian and Colonial

Exhibition in Lonclon with the coll-ection of rocks and

fossils for display.3B He also revised the 18B3 geological

map of the Colony according to his researches since then and

in 1BB7 this \,/as published at a scafe of forty miles to the

inch.39

The clecision not to renelv the agreement or to employ

another Assistant was made for reasons of economy. In the

debate on Supply in the House of Assernbly, Robert Homburg

noted that "the retrenchment party last year IIB85] were not

only in favor of the abolition of the office of assistant

geologist, but also of the geologist's salary being

reduced".40 James Howe, the Commissioner of Crown Lands'

said that the Geological Department had not been abolished

in 1885 because an assurance had been given to the

Brown to Vloodward n. d . ; ibid.
5.IBB6.
could not be l-ocated but DM

a l-etter from Woodward to Brown

36.

37.

38.
39.

DM Letter Book 2 P.I36
p.264 Brown to Howe 19.
The date of termination
Letter Book 2 contains
2.6.I886 P.300.

Scott, H.J. (ComPiler) 
'SAPP25:1894 rRePort of

éñãe¿-iune 30, IB94' .

SAPD:HA 9.9. fBB6.

South Austral-ia in IBBT P.49 .

40.

ernment Ge sï-ï-o--f year
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Parl-iament that the Assistant Geologist's post would cease

to be funded.4l There v,rere suggestions not only for the

retention of Woodward's services in South Australia or for

conductíng a survey of the Northern Territory, but also fot

an increase in the size of the Survey.42 But the limited

opposition in Parliament and the press to the decision was

ineffective. In its efforts to economise, the Government

viewed the imme<liate nee<ls of the Colony as more important

than any possible future benefits from a fully organised

survey. Consequently, Vloodward left the Civil Service and

returned to England on 17 June 1886 under the terms of the

arrangement.43 The loss of Vtoodward compl-eted a phase of

the Geological Survey's activities: Brown struggled with

the survey of the colony without assistance for many more

years.

The year 1886 \,fas al-so signif icant for it heralded an

expansion of activity in the Goldfields office as a result

of t,he depression and the changes to the legislation

regarding crown land. The need to alter the mining laws and

the policy of non-alienation of minerals \^/as clearJ-y Seen by

lnany colonists aS a means of reducing the severity of the

depression. sidney clark espoused this view in a letter to

the editor of the Observer:

ibid. J. Howe.
For example, ibid.- CogIin, Bagot' Rees;
L2.5. IBB6 ,20 .5. lBB6 , B.6.IBB6 SAPD:HA 9 '6
Advertiser 17 .6.1886. He v¡as -Iã€ér the G

Gê-ô-fõg i.st--in !'lestern Australia, lBB 7-95'
1905 -L7 .

41.
42. Advertiser

.1886
overnment
1901, and

43.
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It is of the highest importance,
especiaJ-ly at this time, when so many of
our people are in want of remunerative
employment, that our mineral- laws and
regulations should be so framed as to
encourage as far as possible the genuine
explorers and discoverers, taking care at
the same time to facilitate the activç,.
rvorking of the discoveries when made.{+

Parliament vtas also keen to stirnulate gold mining. Joseph

Johnson MI]A had noted that:

Owing to the depression the country had
awakened to the importance of fostering
by all means in our po\^/er our mineraL
vreal th, and the opinion v¡as gaining
ground that after all it \das to the mines
and minerals that the colony would
have to depend for her future
prosperity. Unquestionably nothing would
make the country go ahead with lçpns and
bounds like payable gold mining.*'

Parliament subsequently passed the Crorun Lands Consolidation

Act in 1886 which, in part, repealed Act BB of LB77 an<l

allowed the future reservation of gold above and below

ground to the Crown.

The belief in the capability of gold to alleviate a

depression was widely maintained throughout the colonial

society. The discovery of goJ-d at l"lannahiIl v/as of f icially
reported on 2 December lBB5 by the !.Iarden of Gol-df ields,

Bedford llack, and the hopes of the colonists were raised

again.46 Albert Landseer MHA had previously suggestecl that

the Echunga Gol-dfield be prospected along the lines of

Brownrs report for the successful- development of the field

would assist in alleviating the depression in the

44. Observer 20.2.1886.
45. SAPD:IlA 29.I0.I885.
46. eiövlñ,--u.y.1,., Record of the Mines (4th ecl.) p.238.



colony.47 His motion v¡as carried and John Downerrs

Government subsequently appropriated f200 for prospecting at

uchunga.48 A Government Prospecting Party '¡/as formed to

examine the area and Godfrey Mellor v¡as later appointed

mining manager of the earty.49 The Governmentrs attention

vras also focussed on areas other than echunga.50 The

Surveyor-General instructed Bedford Hack to employ about 100

unemployed men' with a preference f.or married men, in

Adelaide to form a large prospecting party.5I Hack engaged

ninety-six men at the Labour Bureau on 5 April tBB6 ancl sent

them to the Hundred of Para l,Jirra. He visited the area with

Woodwarcl and split the group into two parties - one of

forty-five men hTas pJ-aced under Thomas Hutchinsonr ârl

experienced miner, and left at the Mount Crawford waterhole '
while the other fifty-one remained at Bonney FIat under John

William Wilson. They procee<]ed to work the sites where

Vloodward thought gold might be found.
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SAPD:HA 23.9.1885.
ibid. 9 .
Commi ss i

12.IBB5; SAPP4:1886 '4th Annual Report of the
oners of -eud-iE' - Excess Warrant for 1885-86

47.
48.

49.

50.

approved by Executive Council 3.3.1886. Of the i2001
!189 I7s 5d vtas spent.
Brown, op.cit. p.2loi sAA GRG 30/2/LBB6/334
Mellor to Brown 2L.6.I886. Appointment approved
22.6.1886.
SAPP4:1g86 op.cit. Executive Council approved f-I,200
on -2-1.4.1886 as 'aid to gotcl prospectors' . of this
amount f1,152 6s 5d \^las spent by the end of June. The

'5th Annual Report of the Commissioners of Audit' (¡!+ÌP-
4:1887) showed for Lhe financial- year tB86-87 fL40 10s.-lO. was spent on 'mineral prospecting in western
districts' , * 72I Bs on 'prospecting Echunga
GoldfieÌdt I tL,AB1 4s ld on laid to gold prospectors'
and {670 6s Bd out of {2,000 on 'aid to gotd mining
companies' .

51. SAA GRG 30/3/IBB6/L91 Hack to Goyder l-0.4.1886. The
Btue Books for this period still show Goyder as
Inspector of lr¡tines, Hack as Inspecting Crown Lands
Ranger and vlarden of Goldfields, and Lionel c.E. Gee as
Surveyor, Storekeeper and Deputy llarden of Goldfields.
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The level of unernployment and the demand for work l^tere

such that within a week of forming the prospecting parties

for Para ltirra, Hack was able to provide the Surveyor-

General with a list of the names of another fifty men v¡ho

had appl-ied for employment as gold prospectors'52 The

Government had provided prospectors with tents, toofs and

twelve shill ings a \4reek as a means of relief for the

unemployed.53 The lure of gold vrlas an additional incentive

for these prospectors and the scheme lvas successful in

providing employment aJ-though very Iittle gold htas

uncovered. However, the cjesire fot a signif icant discovery

was foremost in the mind of James Howe, the Commissioner of

Crown Lands, who "had great hopes that bef ore long I^¡e should

discover something of great benefit to the country".54 He

went on to say that the Crown Lands Office

had several hundred men prospecting for
minerals in various parts of the colony 'and considering tl'rat on both the east and
west of our frontier there are found
valuable deposits of minerals, it \^/as

very unlikely that \',retr Êre lef t out in the
cold in this resPect."

Following reports about gold discoveries by prospectors near

peake, Brown visited the area in September to organise

prospecting parties in the Neales River country'56 For this

52.
53.

SAA GRG 3O/3/IBS6/L92 Hack to Goyder 13'4'1886'
ibid. The tents, tools and other facilities remained
Government property. The prospectors were eligible to
partake in lfre discovery of gold via rewards and feases.
SAPD:FIA J.Hov¡e B.6.1886.-íbïð-.--f.¡o record of the "Several hundred men" was

located.
ibid.; sAA GRG 30/2/1886/406 Bidclte to Brown 2.9.1886.

54.
55.

56.



purpose, he took v¡ith him l{r R.H. BiddIe who subsequently

discovered gold there on B October.5T However, the venture

did not lead to greater success.

The opportune strike which did occur came as a result

of the reward offered by the Government for the discovery of

a payable goldfield rather than through the agency of a

prospecting party. Thomas Brady ancl Thomas Smith located a

deposit of gotd at Teetulpa on 6 October 1886 and they \¡/ere

subsequently granted fI,000 by the Government when the field

proved to be a payable o.,..58 A rush to the site of the

discovery occurred as many people sav¡ it as a means of

escape from the gloom and despair of the depression.59 Howe

sent Brown to report on its prospects and the Possibility of

a water suppl_y.60 Brown spoke highly of the field, and from

the results of the fossicking, felt it to be payable. such

was the public interest in this discovery that as soon as it

became availabl-e, Brov/n's main report on the f ield was

published in a special edition of the EIp-r-e-sF-'61 He visited

the f ield on several- occas ions and , as al-ways , he took great

care not to excite the public uncluly.62 Brownrs

expectations of the value of tþe discovery \'rere confirmed by

sAA GRG 30/2/18B6/465 tsiddte B.I0.1BB6; -$-e-g-i¡-t-g¡

rt0

26.10.1886.
Brown r op. cit. P. 3I5 .

the amount theY \'\¡ere
op.cit. pp. ix-x.
Observer 21. I0.1886.
Even ngJ ournal 15.10.1886.
Observer 21. L0.1886.-Fór-exãmÞf e, when he arrived at Teetulpa on 12 November '
the then Assistant llarden of Golclfields, F'T'D'
clindeninq, noted his cautious manner and that "he
doesn't wãnt it known in Tov¿n that he is there". In SAA

574, L.C.E. Gee: Diary kept as a rnining of f icial- on the
TeetuJ-pa Gold F iel-d.

57.

58. I3racly anrl Smi th rece ived tr¡ice
entitled to see SAPP4:lBB7

59.
60.
61.
62.
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Reginald lvlurray, the Victorian Government Geologist, when he

inspected Teetulpa with Brown and the Commissioner of Public

Works, Luke Furnerr ort 23 December.63

The rush to Teetulpa encouraged many prospectors to

continue the search for other gotd and mineral deposits.64

The Government found it necessary to strengthen the staff of

the Goldfields office so that it could cope v¡ith the

additional responsibility of overseeing the development of

the field, the administration of regulations, the grants of

financial assistance to prospectors and companies, and the

control of the search for gold. Lionel Gee and F.T.D.

clindening had been appointed Assistant !üardens of

Goldfields as front 27 October but the necessity of having an

officer with full- authority on the fietd as well as one in

Adelaide led to their promotion to Vfardens on 18

November.65 The expansion of this Office to satisfy the

renewed demands of the miners ' prospectors and companies '

and to control the increased revenue v¡as an irnportant stage

in the evolution of the Department of Mine=.66

The publication of Brown I s Record of the l'lines of South

Australia in May IBBT follorved the <tiscovery of the Teetulpa

Goldfield. In order to compile the record, Brown arranged

for Mr E. Davenport Cleland to assist nirn.67 Cleland had

been the correspondent to the Rqg- ister at Teetul-Pa where he

ibid. ; Observer 27 .L2. lBB6 .63.
64.
65.

Advertiser 20.5. IBB7.
sÃÞÞZ-:IEJ3-7 rBf ue Book for l-886'. Clindening v/as a
Draug tsman in the SurveY DeP artment. SA Government
Gazette 2B . l0 . IBB6.

OO. se-pÞT2-:fAgO.'l'lining Commission' . L.C.E.
to the Commiss ion, 25.11.1889, said that
diggings brought about a rise in the fees
llarden of about Í2,500 in one Year.

67. DM Letter Book I pp.273-74 llrown to Howe lB.1.IBB7.

Gee in evidence
the TeetulPa
paid to the
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became acquainted with the Geologist. Brown employed him on

a temporary basis at f5 a lveek for this work. Although

Brown had personally visited many mines, he relied for most

of his information on the observations made by Woodward,

J.B. Austin in The llines of south Australia, Professor

Ul-rich's Parliamentary Paper of I872, and mine managers and

others interested in mining. The hanclbook htas weLl- received

in the press which accurately predicted its value to

prospectors and miners.68 Given the nature and magnitude of

the task, it was to Brown's credit that he was able to

produce such an irnportant book by 1908 it had been revised

and reprinted for a fourth edition.

Apart from listing the mines, their workings and

development or decl-ine, Brown commented on the conduct of

mining enterprises and the enforcement of the

regulations.69 He criticised the public for indulging in

speculative enterprises before the mines and deposits being

floated on the Stock Exchange had been futly examined '
prospected ancl scientificalty proven: "mining need not be

such a risky business, aná, if proper measures were taken,

the proportion of unsuccessful mines might be greatly

reduced".70 Brown attributed the majority of failures in

mining enterprises to the inexperience of investors, miners

and managers. Too many mines hTere undercapitalised while'

68. Register 20 .5.1887 ; -{1e-5-t-iser 20 .5.1887 , 27 .5.1887;
_yÞ_iÞ_QgE-f'tþ---4gS- 30 . 5 . 1€87.--BÏõ-wn was indebted to Austin' s
pu61Tðát-l-õï-Eo the extent that he adopted the same
'f ormat. Austin had suggested in 1863 that a publication
similar to his o\^tn sfróuf¿ be issue<] on a frequent basis
but tvrenty-four years had elapsed since then!
IJrol¡n op.cit. (Ist ed.).
ibid. p.ix. Similar complaints about the conduct of
the inãustry Þ/ere made throughout the I880s and 1890s.

69.
70.

For examp le, Observer 6.10. tBBB
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in some cases, dividends \,rtere paicl to investors instead of

providing more capital to determine the mines' potential.

Some mines failed because they lacked adequate machinery'

others through the fraudulent promises of prospectors.

Brorvn argued for changes in the thinking of the industry to

keep apace \^/ith the technological developments:

The pre
intelli
eng inee
establi
every y
passed -thumb. /

5

g
t
s
e

ent age demands a more
ent class of mine caPtains,
s, and miners , ancl the
hment of schools of mines becomes
ar more necessary. The time has
or mines to be managed bY rule off

Another necessary Step for the Colony to take was for the

formation of a Department of Mines similar to that in

Victoria: "the establ-ishment of one would be of great

service both to miners and the general publ ic" .72 Atthough

he acknowledged that some colonists might think the mineral-

resources had not been devel-oped to the point of requiring a

clepartment to regulate the industry, Broln felt this \47aS not

so ancl alluded the copper industry to support his view.

cleland v¡as also retained for the preparation of the

mineral display at the Queen Victoria Jubilee Exhibition in

Adela ide in IB 8 7 . 7 3 Both the 
-R-e-g 

i-E-t-er- and the Advertiser

praised the display of the gold specimens at the Exhibition

which had been organise<l by Cleland and Be<lford gack.74

Cleland's services r¡Jere dispensed with on 11 JuIy when the

f unds for his employment had been exhaustecl . T5 !{ith the

Ioss of Cleland ancl the absence of Brown through injury' the

7L.
72.
73.

ibid.
ibid. p.v.
DM Letter Book I PP.273-74 oP.cit.,
to Hov¡e 11.7.1887.

7 a . _$_e_g 
i_g_t_g r ,_4_.lY_e_1_t_! s_g_r_ 7 :7 .18 B 7 .

75. -ö¡4-IeÚtãr Bõok r p.435 op.cit.

ibid. p.435 Brown
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colonists foun<l themselves with a Geological Survey in name

only for several months in 1887. During a visit to

Victoria, Brown had been badly injure<i in a railway accident

on the Brighton line near Windsor on 1I May lBB7.76 The

Herald reported that Brown was among the seriously injured

with Severe scalp wounds and an injury between the back and

shoulders. TT ge was unable to leave Victoria until early in

July and upon his return to South Australia, he requested a

year's leave of absence without pay on the basis that he

would be allowed to resune if his health permitted him to do

so.78 this l^tas acceptable to the Government which did noL

atternpt to replace him with a temporary appointment.T9

Jenkin Coles, the Commissioner of Crown Lands, reported to

the House of Assembly on I1 October that Brown hTas about to

return to office.BO However, he still- had not done so when

the Estimates were debateci in the House in November. It is

unclear when Brown resumed his cluties: no entries were made

in the Survey's letter book from 19 July where his

appl ication for leave \,fas f iled , to 27 April ]BBB when he

76.

77 .

78.

It is quite likely that Brown was visiting his ol-d
friend, Cosmo Newbery, on official business. For
example, Newbery had invited Brown to Mel-bourne on
other occasions (cf. sAA GRG 30/2/1886/466 Newbery to
Brown 12.10.1886 come and watch the treatment of
ores). Newbery, wlto was also injured in the accident'
\^/as Superintendent of the MeLbourne Industries and
Technological Museum and Analyst to the Victorian
Department of Mines.
tlelbourne HeraI<l 12.5.1887 . He Later received sl r000
compensat iõn-f;õm the victorian RaiJ-ways Department
( $_e_9_i_g_t_çr 30 .6 .1e I1 , --f-clye5-t-i-=Sf ?a :r. 1e 28 ) .
o¡,t-Ïãt-t-ei Book 2 p.436-BFowñ to Co1es L9.7.lBB7;
SAPD:HA I1.10 . IBBT .

¡_ê_s_-_i_f_t_e_1 23 . 7 . 1 B B 7 .
SAPD:iIA 11.10.I8B7.

79.
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reported on the silver-lead discoveries in the north.Bl In

Èhe meantime, the Government made no effort to appoint a

temporary replacement or to maintain the operations of the

Survey.

The rene\ded interest in mining activities following the

discovery at Teetulpa and the reservation of gold to the

Crown under the Crov¡n Lands Consolidation Act of 1886 led to

calls for a School of Mines or a Department of ¡tines.B2

Brown had already pointed to the ne-cessity of establishing

both organisations.B3 The Mglþ_gg_ç¡_e___êgS_ suggested why South

Australia had been backward in this matter:

be remembered that the
have refused to establish a
of Mines, mining in South

not having attained Yet to t

it has to
Government
department
Aus tral ia
importance
viätoria. B

he
which the industrY assumes IN

4

The editor of the Advertiser sa!Í the situation in a

different light and said that the basis had been laicl down:

81.
82.

DM Letter Book 2 pp.437-38 27.4.1888.
Prior to this therã had been little deman<1 in Parliament
for an administrative bocty to oversee the development of
mining in the CoJ-ony. In the House of Assembly on I
Octobér IBB4, Arthur Fox commented that South Australia
needed a similar institution to the Mines Department of
New South wales or the school 0f Mines in Victoria.
Joseph Johnson commented that the basis for a
Schoõ1 of Mines already existed here. During del¡ate on
the lvlining on Private Property Bill on B June 1886 'James Howe said that a deputation v¿hich saw him about
the BiIl had also suggested that a separate department
be set up to deal with water conservation, mining and
forestry.
Brolvn, op.cit. (Ist ed.) P.v.
Melbourne Aqe 30.5. IBB7.

83.
84.
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The impetus that would be given to mining
by the establishment of a sPecial
department would no doubt be great. . .
Still, notwithstanding that hte have a
public geologist and a public assayer
with an efficient staff to overl-ook the
work on alluvial goldfields and to carry
out the mining regulations ' something
more is want
organisation

ed. There is a lack of
. B5

In October IBB7, Luke Furner

aside f20'000 for the assistance

because he felt that it had l¡een

asked Parliament to set

of the mining industrY

the mining interes ts v¡hich

previous depressions.B6 He

the mineral resources of
had saved South Australia during

ernphas ised that the expans ion of

the Colony was of paramount importance:

As long as hte conf ined our attention to
wheat ánd woolgrowing we should remain a
one-horse colony, but a vigorous mining
policy would do more to advance South
austråtia speedily than anything eIse.87

He suggested that the Geologist coul-d examine mines and

advise the Government on the systematic distribution and

spending of funds in association with a practical and

experienced miner v¡ho could be appointed a mining

inspector. During the debate, John Jenkins suggested that

the best \^ray to supervise the money spent on mining would be

to have a School of Mines under a practical miner who could

conduct assays, receive appfications from the rnines, send

out inspectors before a]-locating grants, and generally

assist the industry.SS The Minister of Eclucation, Joseph

Johnson, stated that he had already corresponcled with the

Technical Education Board to inquire into the best method of

establishing a School of lr{ines: the Board v¡as in favour of

85. Advertiser 27 .5.87 .

86. -SÃÞD:TI-A -I9'-. ro.1887.
B 7 . -ibi;l;--
BB. ibid.2.LL.1BB7.
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creating such an institution.B9 However, he preferrecl the

formation of a mining department to ensure that any funds

would be properly distributed. He proposed a department

along the lines of those in other colonies with a mining

board, some inspectors, an expert on boring and some

supporting staff. Although there had been a long discussion

ot-t the subject, nothing eventuated other than reviving some

of the ol-d arguments for a department. Only one Plinister,

Joseph Johnson, indicated that he was enthusiastic about the

concept of a department and Furner's motion vtas not

carried.9o

The push for , and development of, a Depart¡nent of Mines

and a School of l{ines were interconnected at a time when the

industry was in a state of decline and there \^JaS a need for

ne\^¡ and improved technological methods and sophisticated

techniques to assist in maximising the chances of success in

the mines. The formation of a department htas also related

to the alterations to the l-and and mining legislation. The

Crown Lands Act of 1BBB extended the principles relating to

the reservation of gotd to the Crown which had been

reasserted in 1886, to al-l minerals upon land thereafter

grante<l in fee simple, with a perpetual lease or a lease

with right of purchase. The pubtic theoretically owned the

gold of the CoJ-ony through the rights r¡hich had been vested

in the Crorvn. Lervis Lloyd has argued that the reversal of

the common-lav¡ principle which gave the colonists rights to

'all above and below the surface' hras the natural

ibid.
ibid. 30.rr_.tBB7.

89.
90.
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consequence of reasserting Crown rights over gota.9l

parliarnentarians, âs a whole, had come to regard the public

ovrnership of minerals as the best policy in the interests of

the community. However, a problem remained with that land

containing mineral,s which had been alienated prior to 1888'

or 1886 in the case Of gold. Parliament tried to overcome

this obstacle by passing a Mining on Private Property Act in

188S, although its provisions were initially confined to the

one mineral gold. Lloyd has noted that

having upheld the Crown's rights to gold
in PrÍvale lands, the colonial
Governments were virtually committed to
make provision for mining 3nd, in fact'
to colnpel mining where landowners were
eitrrãtrunable oi unwilling to mine their
land.

The legislation.was designed to open up private land for the

genuine prospectors and miners while preserving t'he rights

of land-owners in all other areas, and making provision for

royalties to be paid to the land-owners. The Act required

the commissioner of crown Lands to appoint an inspector to

survey the land for minerals before the prospectors could

proceed with their applications for entry'

when the Ì"lining on Private Property BilI \das being

debated in JuIy 1888, Johann Scherk argued for the

establishment of a School of lulines to be staffed with mining

inspectors who r¡rere well-versed in both the theories and

practices of rnining techniques and who had some knowledge of

geologyandmineralogySothattheycouldinvestigateand

and DeveloPment of Australian
1966 p.xii.9r.

92.

Lloyd' L.hI. 'Mining Lavt' .

ibid. P. xi.

t Sources
PhD. ANU
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evaluate discoveries.93 He also urged the appointment of a

I'linister of lulines. John Castine r^tas opposed to the BiII

because, he claimed, it would lead to the creation of a nevl

department to conduct all- mining business.94 However,

members of the Government acknowledged that the Colony

lackecl a competent expert on mines and that Brown was doing

the work of a mining inspectot.95 Govern¡nents had attempted

to make the most of Brownrs widely-recognised abilities.

But in addition to his duties as a geologist, he lvas

inappropriately employed examining mines. His visits to

private mines aÈ Government expense vtere made after the

individuals or companies had applied for his services

through the Commissioner of Crown Lands.96 The money that

was allocated to the Survey was not weII spent in employing

Brown, a highly paid and competent geologist, simply to

report on mines.97 Brown himself urged the necessity of

having the mines inspected in a manner similar to that in

victoria.9E

In 1889, the Playford Government mOved to alter the

system and appointed an Inspector of Mines and inaugurated a

Schoo1 of l4ines under a board of management but distinct

from the Inspector.99 Brown was pleased with these

decis ions :

SAPD:HA 26 .7.1888 .
ibi d. 7. 8.1888.
ibid . 29 .9.1888 .
ibid. and 2.I0.I888. For examples of requestsr sê€ the
Observer of 15.9. l-888 ' 24.LL. 1888.

93.
94.
95.
96.

97.
98.
99.

_Le_g__r_g
SAPD:
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r0.9. r886.
.10 .1888 .-î6iï. -Tfre formation of a School of Mines vÍas

recommended in IBBS by the Technical Education Board.
It first opened for students on 31.3.1889 and was
officially opened on B June. Its full title b¡as the
South Australian School of Mines and Industries and
Technol-ogical Museum.
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in the successful establishment of a
School of Mines there is warrant for the
expectation that in the future. . . mining
wiif be conducted with greater attention
to method, and on a more scientific basis
than has been possible heretofore. Since
the appointment of an InsPector of
Mines... a great deal of work has been
done which èhould make the eventual
organisation of "fðtò.itg 

department a
natural sequence.

He also praised ParLiarnent for legislating to liberalise the

industry and promote legitimate mining.

The Government called for applications from outside of

the civit service and the highly qualified David Davey

Rosewarne, a native of Cornwallr v¡as chosen from about

seventy candidates in January 1889.I01 Rosewarne's

commission as Inspector of Mines and Inspector under the

Ivlining on Private Property Act commenced on IB February

1889. On 18 November 1889, he replaced Gee as the Vlarden of

Goldfields. For these duties he received a salary of f400 a

year.l-02 No reference v¡as made Èo Èhe position of Surveyor-

General Goyder who, until he retired on 30 June 1894,

appeared to remain nominally an Inspector of Mines. Apart

from inspecting the mines, the Inspector l^ras to supervise

the allocation of subsidies in order to prevent the wasteful

100.
101.

Bro\,,1n,
London Observer 7 .2.I891. In
éviaerrce to the Public Serv ice Comm sstonr Rosewarne

op.cit. (2nd edn) P.viii.
lvtining{gql!?À 14.6. 1890 ;

said he had been associated with mining since the age
of fifteen. He had been the lvlanager of umberumberka
Mine, and also the Assayer there for two years' anl had
been the mining reporter for the g-i-1-v-ç-q-Ag-g in Broken
Hill. When e*añineå by the uining-C-om-rniËliõn, he said
he began mining in 1870 in the iron mines of
eennsylvania. ne had later worked in Nevada, Utah'
Califórnia, Arizona, North l"lexico, New Zealand and NSW.

SAPP2:1890 rBIue Book for lBB9'. He v¡as also'
TêÏ-õff icio', the lecturer on mining at the school
of Mines.

r02.
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expenditure which had previously occurred.I03 Thus he

immediately lef t Adelaicle for Angaston to examine the

silver-Iead deposits and workings at the Keyneton and

Shannon Mil'¡es which had applied for Governlnent

subsi6i.=.I04 The pattern of Roselsarne's work was clearly

established from the day he unciertook the appointlnentr âs

had happened with Brown. In his first nine months of duty,

he inspected and reportecl on 190 separate mines although he

visited several of these many times.I05

In the fourteen months of his work before he turned his

attention to the London lvlining and Metal-lurgy Exhibition of

1890, Rosewarne reported on 250 mines and claims covering an

area from Cape Jervis to Mount Lyndhurst.106 etthough the

Government doubted that Rosewarne could be replaced, even

temporarily, he v¡as appointed South Australia's Executive

Commissioner to the Exhibition. The Great International

Exhibition of Mining and lvletallurgy l,'as organise<l by the

London Mining Journal and v¡as hel-d in London fron inid-July

to mid-October 1890. The South Australian Government

received an invitation to the hastily-convened Exhibition in

Jauuary of that year. Brown and Rosewarne were immediately

instructed to prepare a col-lection of exhibits for the

Exhibition.l0T A deputation fron the mining community asked

the Government to send the recently appointed Inspector aS

the Colony's representative.I0B The company director and

mine promoter, T.A. l4asey FGS, suggested that Rosewarne be

103.
104.
10s.
106.
r07.
108.

SAPD:HA J. Coles 2.l-0.1888.
SCTVE r 23.2.1889.-5ÀÞÞ3-Z:I890,Mining Commission' . Evidence lB.I1.1BB9.

-Õ-6servèr 7 .2.1891.
Iõndõn -tutini Journal 14.6.1890.
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instructed to investigate the Iatest technological

developments in mining and processing in Europe.l09 The

Government saw the wisdom of his advice and Rosev¡arne was

asked to carry out this additionaL study.

Masey also told the Government that the publication and

distribution of geological maps, handbooks of resources and

a catalogue of exhibits would be an advantageous method of

promoting the Colony. Consequent]-y, a special edition of

Brown's Record of the tvlines vras compiled by Edwin H'

Derrington, a journalist and former Commissioner of Crown

Lands in the Ayers Ministry of early I872.I10 Ten thousan<l

copies of the book \^¡ere pubJ-ished for free distribution at

the Exhibition, principally, and thereafter in the

colonies. Brown hoPed this would

convey information to English capitalists
and others financially interested in our
mines, and also afford an opportunity for
the general Public to acquire some
knovrledge of the extent to which this
country may claim to be regarded as
navilg a great mining future before
it.r

Incorporated in this book was a copy of the 1B86 geological

map of the Colony lvhich had been printed in 1BB7'

A catalogue of exhibits was also prepared fot

distribution. Although the Government received short notice

of the Exhibition, Brown and Rosel¡arne were still able to

arrange the preparation of over 500 individual mineral

specimens from mining companies, private collections and the

School of l{ines for the display. Rosewarne \¿/as not able to

take aS many specimens with him as he desired because

L22

ibid.
Brown, op.cit. (2nd edn)
ibid.

109.
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the l"luseum Committee of the School of
Mines in Adelaide compelled me to unpack
and leave behind the cases of specimens
belonging to that institution which I had
packeá in Adelaide in readiness Lo take
to London and the application I made to
the Board of Governors of the Public
Museum fqr^specimens met with a
refusal .LL¿

However, when he left for Lon<lon, Rosewarne managed to take

sixty-six tons of specimens from South Australia and the

Northern Territory. 113

The response and enthusiasm of the contributors

overwhelmed the organisers of the Exhibition. The South

Australian display covered between 5r000 and 6r000 square

feet of the Crystal Palace and this was only exceeded by the

effort of the New South Vüales Government in providing a

collection which occupied over 15-r000 square feet of floor

"pu"".I14 
Many of the South Australian specimens did not

return to the Colony because Rosewarne had been instructed

to dispense with them in what he saw as the best interests

of the colony. Thus he exchanged specimens with other

colonies and countries and he also sold some and then

purchased equipment to bring back to South Australiu.I15

The south Australian exhibits had received more

diplomas and awards than any other exhibitors' display.ll6

This vras due not only to the quality of the specimens but

L23

Observer 3. I0. I891.
f-bTA-. 2G-.4.1890. This excluded the extens ive personal
collection made by Brown on his travels be tween Cape

Jervis and Neales River. An additional tv¡e lve tons were
to be forwarded in time for the Exhibition' The
Northern TerritorY exhibits had been collected bY

Mr J.G. Knight, the Ac ting Government Resident in the
16.8.1890.)
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also to Lhe efforts of Rosewarne who, as Joy chilman has

recorded, \âtas a popular figure at the Exhibition:

GeniaI, enthusiast
operative and cour
visitors, journali
alike, he achieved
the damage done bY
promotions and res

ic, hard-workingr co-
teous to Exhibition
sts and investors
much towards rePairing
the recent doubtful

tored at least some
Australia as a fieldconfidence in S

for investment.
outh
117

However, he \^tas not as popular in some quarters in South

Austral- ia because

London. But the

of his commerciallY-oriented activities in

criticisms of.observer later dismissed the

his decision to sell the specimens because "in every

instance they emanate from disappoÍnted candidates for the

position of Inspector of Mines and unsuccessful applicants

to the Exhibition".118

On 14 April 1890, James Viltiers Parkes had been

appointed Acting Inspector and Acting v'Iarden for the

duration of Rosewarne's absence. lI9 V¡hile in London,

Rosewarne notified the Government of his intention to leave

the Civil Service upon his return.J-20 He had receivecl two

offers of employment at more than twice his existing

salary. He had declined the first offer from the Imperial

Government in the expectation that the South Australian

Government would increase his salary .I2I Playford's

Successor, John Cockburn, had once promised Rosewarne a rise

117. Chilman, J.K. , Silver and a Trace of Gold P.86.
I1B. Observer 3. I.1B9l.
119.3-eÞp2:fBgf 'BIue Book for 1890r.
I20. -sÃÞffie r . Playford 16.10.1890.
I2I. Public Serv

189I.
ice Journal and Ra 1f_rygy__B_._yi_ew 3 : 30 June
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of t2OO.L22 But when this did not eventuate he accepted an

engagement as manager of the Aclare l'line' near Cal-lington in

south Australia, for three years at f I '000 a year. ltlhen

Rosewarne resigned from the Civil Service at the end of

February 1891, Parkes \^¡aS promoted and became the Inspector

on a permanent basis.

Rosev¡arne had been restricte<l in his investigations

because the Inspector's power to enforce the mining

legislation \^/as Iimited. There vJere no ruIeS, regulations

or legislation dealing with safety in mining although this

$¡as ostensibly the primary task of the Inspectot.I23 fhe

Public Service Commissioners examined the lttlining Department

of the Crown Lands Office as part of an investigation into

the Public Service in 1890. The Commissioners found that

Rosewarne had not been used for the purposes for which he

v¡as originalJ-y employed : " it \^/as primarily inten<led that

his inspection should more particularly have reference to

the appliances employed being in such an efficient state as

to afford reasonable safety to life " .I24 Ue did not have

the power to enter mineral properties, otþer than gold

mines , for inspection or to enforce proper and Safe working

conditions on the properties. He couÌd examine the

properties only with the owners' permission and could do no

more than make recommendations for Lhe more efficient

operation of a mine or for the safety and health of the

r22. Observer 3.I.IB9t. It had long been recogn
Thãt--ä-êãtary of f400 vtouLd not be suff ici
retain a suitably qualified Inspector. See
I5.l2.1BBB; SAPD:HA A.McDonaId 19.I1.1889'

ised
ent to
Observer

ibid . 23.2.1889.
sApp30A:1890 ,Sixth Progress Report of the Publ-ic
-Se-r-üîõá Commissioners' p. xii.

L23.
r24.



miners .L25 The Playford Government moved' unsuccessfully'

to legislate in this area.126 Rosewarne \^¡as concerned about

the number of accidents and deaths in the mines which he

attributecl partly to l¡ad management. He subsequently

drafted a BiII on the lines of the Victorian Inspection and

Regulation of Mines AcL.L27 This \,\tas considered in 1890 by

the Royal commission on Mining which recommended that the

pov¡ers of the Inspector be strengthened and that his duties

should include:

a) The proper inspection of mines so f'ar as
the ãafety and health of the miners are
concerned;

b) Special authority to condemn any faulty
machinery or imProPer mining;

c) Supervision of storage of explosives¡ro
d) Suþervision of any Government plant.''u

The Public service commissioners reached a similar

conclusion: the Inspector needed authority to enter all

mines to deal with aspects of safety. The legislation to

protect miners v¡as sl-ow to evolve despite the precedents set

in England during the 1860s.

The reports of the Mining Commission and Public Service

Commissioners \^¡ere presenterl to the Government in tB90 '

Both reports were irnportant influences in the consolidation

of the various Government offices associated with mining

activities. Although the reports concluded that the

establishment of a Department of l4ines !ÙaS a necessity, the

two sets of Commissioners differed as to the manlÌer of its

formation but, owing to the changes of Government, no firm

or immediate action \^¡as taken to implement this initiative'

I25. Observer 23.2. tBB9.
126. -I-bT-cf.-ãñd 7 .2.L89r.
L27. SAA GRG 30/I/1890/64

6.2.1890.
I2B . SAPP32 :L890 oP. cit.

126

Roservarne to BurgoYne (CCL)

Recommendation 1I.
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The sixth Progress Report of the Public service

Commissioners had included advice from Rosewarne and Brown

about the' Mining and Geological Departmentsr .L29 The

public service commissioners suggested a merger between

these sections: " the dut,ies of the two sub-departments are

in many brays so nearly allied that v¡e are convinced that it

would be more economical and efficient to work them

toge¿¡"r".130 Brown had commented that an amalgamation

would be a convenient arrangement and although there might

be a clash of duties, a single department would generally be

an advantage to the public.l3l ft woul,it not be n€cêssârlr

he said, to have the one person holding the positions of

Geologist and Inspector. Rosewarne vüas not asked for his

opinion about the possibility of a merger'

Following the Pubtic service commissionersr Report'

John cockburn acknowledged that the establishment of a

Department of Mines under the control of the commissioner of

crown Lands was a necessary step to assist the development

of mining ventures in the Colony.L32 The editor of the

Broken HitI silver Age expressed satisfaction with this

aspect of cockburn's election policy and he noted that a

department vtas already partly organised:

L29 . SAPP30A:1890
l'lHA' D. Bews
Longbottom' T

r30.
r31 .
I32.

ibid. p.xii.
ibid . p.44 .
The Siiver Age 22.3.I890 editorial'

op.cit. The members \'\tere H.E. Bright
Ufta, D. Bower MHA, R. Homburg MHA 

' . 
W'

. Hårry, Secretary and D. Glyde, Chairman'
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Government Geologist a
known here and beYond the seas
able scientist as its
head, the affairs of the
-Urç¡uId be thoroughlY well
133

There

conducted and no action was contemplated

'Report of the Mining Commission' was

The 'Report of the Mining Commission'

Governor Thomoncl on 2L l'lovember IB90 .135

been established on 1I September 1889:

hras also support from members of the Public Service:

The promised establishment of a Mining
Department, with a lulinister of llines, is
a !ig.t that ministers and public begin to
see and know that we are not for ever to
slumber on our corn-heaps and wool-packs
while one of our richest.inheritances
Iies hidden beneath us.rr*

However, the matter hTas held in abeyance while

\^¡e fe

the

133.
r34.

r35.

presented.

was forv¿arded

The Commission

the elections

until after

to

had

to inquire into and rePort upon the
working of the "Mining on Private
eroperty Actr 1888", the desirability
the estãblishment of a Department of
Mines, and generallY upon aII other
matters in çq4nection with the rnining
industry. . . rJb

of

2 zI5

A. Campbell- MLC 'L. Furner, A.D.
and S. Solomon.
the election of

The detailed and extensive evidence touched upon many

important areas of mining activity in the colony such as

mining on al-ienate<l land, subsidies to companies, rewards to

individuals, boring, prospecting, the School of Mines'- the

systern of inspection, and Government batteries. As for a

ibid.
The PubIic Service Journal' and Rail
Marc-ñ--T89T;
SAPP32:1890 op.cit. The members lvere
J.H. Gordon MLC, and five MLA's L.
Handys ide , J. Moule , J. C. F. Johnson
H.A. Grainger replaced Solomon after
IB9O.
ibid. p.v.136.
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the Commissioners recommendedDepartment of

amalgamating

l,lines,

of the branches of the Public Service which

influenced mining matters:

Department of Mines Your Commissioners
think that the time has now arrived when
a sub-department under the Commissioner
of Crown Lands should be formed to
control and supervise the mining industry
of the colonY. As regards the local
administratión of this department, they
are of oPinion that the services of
various Government off icers no\^¡ stationed
throughout the country should be utilised
wherever practicable in the establishment
of l-ocat of f ices.137

The Commissioners did not specify that the Geological

of a Department of lIines.Departrnent should be Part This

any ofrdas implied neither in their recommendations nor in

the evidence presented to the Commission.

It is of interest to note that Brown had very little to

do with the Mining Commission; his evidence totalled only

six pages out of the 190 pages that were taken during the

sittings an<l he was not asked to pass judgement on the

formation of a department. Rosewarne was guarded in his

favourable response to the idea.l3B He pointed out that the

interests of the Crown Lands Office and mining v¡ere not

antagonistic. But he wanted to ensure that there would not

be a clash between the Lands Department and a mining

department if it were established. There v¿as no opposition

to the formation of a department from those who gave

evidence on this subject. In fact, those Government

of f icers who vrere connected witfr mining or the Lands

ibid.
ibid . p.25.

r37.
138.
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Department !ùere keen on the concept.t39 Hot'¡ever, a change

of Government and dissatisfaction with the proposed lvlining

BiIIs delayed the passing of legislation for three years.

lflhen he opened the second session of the thirteenth

Parl-iament on 4 June 1891, Governor Thomond announced that a

Bill 'for the Better Protection of those engaged in l'lining'

woul-d be introduced in l-hat sessio.,.l40 'Ihe notion of

'protection' could be widely interpreted as it vras intended

to apply to matters of safety in mining, the safeguarding of

Crown rights, preservation of public interests as defined by

parliament, and the fostering of the mining industry

particularly by attempting to control speculative

practices. Thomas Playford told Henry Grainger who had been

a member of the Mining Commission, that the Government had

instructed the Parliamentary draftsmen on 10 November 1890

to prepare a l4ining Bitt.l4I But the Government did not

implement the proposeci BiIl because it failed to satisfy al-l

members of the l"lining commission. According to the

Attorney-General , Robert Homburg, the Inspector of I'lines and

Vüarden of Goldf ields al-so demanded amendments and "it was

impossible to give effect to them without recasting the

139. For example' L.C.E. Gee, VÙarden of Goldfiel-cls; Vü.S'
crabb, clerk in Land officet G.s. wright, secretary to
Commissioner of Crown Lands; M. DosvreII, Second Clerk'
Land Of f icer' B. Hack who was ltar<len of Goldf ields
until JuIy 1889.

140.
141.

SAPD: LC
rb]. .HA

4.6 . r891
22 .7 . 18 9I . Ile had also been ins tructed to

prepaiã Bills to amend the Mining Companies Act
(31.3.1891) and the Mining on Private Property Act
( 20.6. rB9r ) .
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BiIl'r.I42 Ho"u,r.t, Homburg presentecl the BiIl on I9

December so that it could be read and discussed by the

Members of Parliament during the recess.143

The introduction of a new Bitl was delayed in LB92

because of the problems in drafting the legislation. South

Australia now looked to other col-onies fot advice and

examples of Mining Acts and regulations to use in

conjunction with the 'Report of the Mining Commission' as

the basis of its o\"/n legislation.I44 During the second

reading of a new Bill in October L892, the Commissioner of

Publ-ic V,Iorks, Andrew Handyside, drew attention to the fact

that only a few mines \^/ere being worked in the Colony

altl:ough much lancl had been acquired for mining

purposes. I4-5 Further delays to the passage of this BiIl

\¡¡ere caused by the faII of the Holder Ministry on 15 October

after 116 days in office. The BilI was returned to the

draftsmen by the incoming Ministry of John Downer but this

Ministry also collapsed before a BiIl \^tas re-introduced in

Parl iament .

It tvas not until December IB93 that a BiII based on the

'Report of the Mining Commission' was accepted by

Parliament. Charles Cameron KingSton, introcluced the Mining

Bill into the House of Assembly on L2 September 1893 and

discussion about the BiIl commenced in earnest after the

second reading on 5 October. Kingston stressed that his

Government considered it important to be "doing what they

ibid. r6. 12. rB9t.
ibid . 18 .12. lB91 , 19 .12.1891.
SAA GRG 30/1,/L892/Correspondence v,/ith Goldfietds Office
from Victoria (3I7), Queenslancl (318), Tasmania (32I),
litew South !'IaIes (322) , ilestern Australia (343 ) and New
Zealand (344).
SAPD:HA 6.10 .1892.

L42.
r43.
r44.

14s.
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could for the purpose of encouraging those who were prepared

to develop our mineral resource"".146 tha Government was

not prepared to develop the col-onial resources. Instead '

said Kingston, the Government

desired to do everything that they could
to induce people to exploit our resources
and to secure to themselves the benefits
of the discoveries that they might make'
and in any considerabLe mineral find in
South Australia it lt'as to tþçEe benefits
that the State should look''='

The Government wanted to encourage legitimate mining by

preventing speculative enterprises and the shepherding of

Ieases, and to provide the facilities to assist miners and

prospectors. consequently the BilI proposed the formation

of a Department of tlines, with the commissioner of crown

Lands acting as lr{inister of Mines, to regulate and control

the industrY.

TherewassomeoppositiontothecreationofanevJ

department because of the anticipated high cost. Richard

chaffey Baker MLC who, like many nineteenth-century

parliamentarians, was personall-y involvecl in the mining

industry through shares and directorships ' argued that

mining would become more expensive and difficult to

undertake than had previously been the case because of the

extension of the bureaucracy.14B John J. Duncan MLC

suggested that the cost of mining operations would increase

because of the system of inspection and regulation which he

felt vras absurd given the extent of mining operations in the

ibid. s. 10. 1893.
ibid .
ibid . LC 12.12 .1893 .

L46.
L47 .
I4B.
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Colony .L49 Kingston had already expressed the hope that

litt1e extra expenditure would be involved because the Bilt

provide<] for alt the work of the proposed departrnent to be

carried out by the staff of the Crown Lands office.150 But

if additional expenditure $ras nêcêSSâr!r said Kingston, the

Government was satisfied "that it could only result from the

development of our resources an<l by more than corresponding

benef it" . I51

some authors have assumed that a departrnent htas formed

because of "the growing importance of the mineral industry

to the economic weLfare of the State".152 Most Members of

Parliament v¡ho spoke on the BiIl recognised that the value

of the mining industry had declined in south Australia and

that a revival of the industry lvas required. The financial

instability and the climate of economic uncertainty in south

Australia cluring the droughts and depressions of the l88os

and IB90s hacl seriously undermined the confidence and

activities of the mining community. The speculators and

investors had even turned their attention away from the

Colony's resources and no\4t looked to the signif icant

discoveries at Broken Hill ancl in ltestern Austral-ia as

I49.
150.
15r.
152.

ibid.
ibid.HA 5.r0.1893.
ibid.
Johns , R. K. (ed . ) , _!_i_g_t_gF_y__qjlq__B_o_19 ___o_[-_-9-o-y-q5lt-T-e-L-t-
Geolos ical siu.E-v-9-y-!--ill-AgÞ-I-{ã.Ì-i4 Þ. 0 s . see also
i,TiTIîñ ltõ ñ;-C-t"l-. 7--' rhe- t-tîS-t-õ?v f o r s a n i s a t i on a n d

Þ'unctións of the South Australian Department of Mines'
in Mini Review L02 21957 pP. l6-30.
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fields for investlnent.I53 South Australia's progress had

been aidefl through the earlier activities of the mining

industry and many people thought that her future prosperity

ltould be ensured by returning the industry to its former

position of importance. Thus a department htas created

during a time vrhen there !ûas a need for development to

overcolne the widespread clepression affecting the Colony.

Some Members of Parliament expected that the

development of the mineral resourceé would be best achieved

through the co-operation of the Government and private

enterpri"u.I54 Vaiben Solomon, l"lember for the litrorthern

Territory, did not want the Government to consider the

development of the mineral resources so1ely from a revenue-

earning viewpoint and he opposed the notion of state-

ownership of the Colonyrs resource=. 155 Solo*o¡.t feared that

this Bill rvould

be the thin end of the wedge of State-
owned everything. . . Ilowever much they
might approve of the State ovrning the
poèt-offices, telegraphs and railways. and
controlling the military forces and
education, and he agreed that the system
\^/as right, it was not expedient for the
State Éo take conlrol of so speculative a

th ing as rrrining . 15 6

153. For example, J.B. Austin recorded in the London Minin
Journal of
operations
half the sh

For
ibi

22 September IBBB that the Br
af fected many PeoPle ilr Adel-a
ares in the Broken HilI Mine

en
ide: "nearly
are held in

154.
Is5.
1s6.

Adel_aide, while its geographical position secures to
South Austral-ia the larger proportion of the business
connected with it". See also Gibbs, R., 'The Real
Poseidon: south Australians and the Golden Mile in the
lB90's' in Journal of the Histor
Australia [1TsTS-t -ãñ¡t -c ib6f ;--R;;
-eùlË-rã-Ííã Þ. loe.

examp e, l$_e_!_1!_C_ I
. 11. I893.d. HA t6

ibid .-Tz .1r .1889 .

. ¡4. Charleston 20 .12 .1893 .
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Other l"lembers also pointed out that Government control of

services such as railways, post and telegraph differed to

Government involvement in mining because of the risks

associated with speculative activities and because it would

be going beyond its priorities and po\^¡ers.

Not all l"lembers agreed that the Government should not

be involved. Edward Hawker wantecl the Government to provide

timitecl financial assistance to the industry rather than to

attempt to prop it up. 157 Johr, l4cPherson argued that " if

private enterprise vrere not prepared to develop our rnining

industry the State should step ir'," .158 gut, he indicated, a

major obstacle was that "many of the heads of the Government

departments htere not in sympathy with the movernent which had

for its object giving a greater amount of State control of

our industries".159 Hotevet, Parliament accepted the view

that it should be involved in the mining industry in order

to secure benefits for a broad range of peopJ-e instead of a

narrow sectional interest.

The l{ining BiIl passed through Parliament in December

and receivecl the Governorrs assent on 23 December 1893. The

Mining Act htas Proclaime<l in a Government Gazette

rExtraor<linaryr on 27 February 1894 and came into effect on

the next day. It v/as from this date that the Department of

Mines hTas formally establ-ished under the control of the

Minister of Mines to administer the legislation and

regulations in South Austral-ia, but not for the Northern

r57.
158.
159.

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.

14 .1r. lB93 .
23.Ll. r893.
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Territory.160 The Act stipulated the role and function of

the Inspector of Mines, and the !üardens but it only made a

passing reference to the position of the Geologist: the Act

provided for the allocation of Governtnent subsidies to

assist mining <levelopments but "no such subsidy shall be

granted unless the same be recommended by the Government

Geologist or Inspector of lr{ines'' .I61 although there \^i'as the

provision for the Governor to appoint officers to the

Departrnent, no records have been located which might

indicate that Brown vÍas appointed to the Department.

The Act did not specify the structure of the Department

or its aciministration:

The work of the dePartment shall be
performed by the staff of the department
of the Commissioner of Crown Lands and
Immigration, and bY such wardens'
registrars, insPectors, and other
ofiicers as may be necessafy-and shall- be
appointerl bY the Governor.Lo¿

l.Io provision was made, initially, for the appointment of a

permanent head or Secretary for the Department and no

hierarchical structure htas formulated. Thus the

relationship between the various bodies remained unclear for

some time. However, it appears that the intention had been

to place the Department un<ler the control- of the Geologist

ancl from 1894 to 1B9B the Department was known as the

'Geological , Mines and Goldfields Departmen¡ ' .163

160.
16r.
162.
163.

The Mining Act of 1893. Section 6 -
ibid. Section 90.
ibid. Section L2.
SAPP2:1895 'tsIue Book for 1894'. The title
trêóIõgica1 Survey did not come into use until I9L2, but
in orã.t to <listinguish between the Department of
Mines ancl the Geological- Survey, the Iatter term is
usecl instead of Geological Office or Department.
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The role of the Geological survey in the Department

Mines vitas probably much greater in South Australia than

the departments of the other Australían Colonies. Brown

the only professional officer in an inaclequately staffed

Department and, until the appointment of Rosevrarne, he had

been closely associated with the administration of mining in

the Colony:

of

in

was

Having since the appointment of the
Inspeðtor of Mines been relieved in a
great measure of reporting on mines I
liave been enabled to make progress with
the work of constructing geological maps
of the various,ryrinerat bearing portions
of the colonY.ro.r

The Departmentrs responsibilities included not only its

regulatory an<l supervisory functions, but also the locating

of mineral <leposits. The Survey had survived a rocky road

since its inception but it was to become the focal point of

the ne!ù DePartment.

************

Prior to the IB80s, the development of mineral deposits

occurrecl through private-enterprise activity. Apart from a

period during the Gold Rush of the 1850s, the mining

industry \^¡as sustained by the impetus which it generated '

rúVhile the colonists retained the prerogative over minerals

and the large discoveries r,¡ere beyond crown Land or on

private land, many colonists staunchly resisted any attempts

by the Government to intervene in the industry. But in

times of stagnation, the Same colonists were not averse to

calting on the Government to undertake Surveys or offer

rewards to encourage private enterprise. Thus the mining'

164. Observer 30.3.1889. Reprint of letter from Brown to
-eõIe=--2t-.z. rBBe.
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pastoral and agricultural interests had similar motives in

calting for the formation of a Geol-ogical survey in the

drought and depression of the early IB00s.

Precedents for Government involvement in areas

formerly considered the sole preserve of private-enterprise

activity had been established from 1836. But in the period

after the granting of responsible Government in 1857, two

notions gradually gained wider appeal among South

Australians. Firstly, many colonists concluded thaL the

benefits rvhich might accrue to the colony from its resources

shoul-<l be shared by aII colonists. Secondly, the Government

notv considered that it could legitimately increase the

revenue of the colony by asserting crown rights to the

mineral- weatth being exploited by private enterprise.

By the l-ate nineteenth century, most colonists accepted

that Governments coul-d be involvecl in a wide range of

activities in aspects of communication, in matters of

transportation, ports and harbours, controt of land, ancl in

mining through assaying, rents, leases, licences and

legislation like the Drainage from lr{ines Act of 1861 and

other specif ic legislative enactments. !'Ihen the Crown

prerogative over minerals was asserted on behalf of the

colonists, it became necessary for Parliament to create a

body to administer these rights. Thus a bureaucratic

organisation hras formed to regulate and control the mining

industry and to collect all monies due to the colony.

The Governlnent had now become involved in efforts to

Iocate water ancl minerals, and to control- and regulate the

industry for tl-re benef it of the people . Drought and

clepression not only accelerated the creation of a Survey and
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a Department, but also facilitated a greater acceptance of

the notion of community responsibility to its members. The

inauguration of both the Survey and the Department occurred

when the boom era of mining in the Colony had htell and truly

subsided. The attempts to regenerate enthusiasm in the

potential of South Australia to sustain a mining industry

certainly proved to be a case of'too little, too later.
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Chapter Four: 1894-1899 In Search of Mines

The introduction of the Mining Act of 1893 on 28

February IB94 establishecl the bureaucratic entity of the

Department of Mines. The Department \^Jas a combination of,

those sechions which had preceded it but the relationship

betlveen these sections vras not clarif ied. The Act did not

specify any particular structure other than that the work of

the Department be undertaken by the staff of the Crown Lands

Off ice. The roles of the Inspector of l'tines and l'Iarden of

Goldfields vrere clearly stated in the Act. In theory'

however, the Geological Survey could not be considered a

part of the Department of Mines. The Public service

Commission in 1890 had recommended that the Geologist be

appointed head of a Department of Mines but this was not

implemented during Brown's period in of f ice. The Act hacl

not outl-ined the role of the Government Geologist or the

relationship of the Survey to the Department although the

Department was sometimes referred to as the 'Geological'

Mines, and Golrlf ietds Departmentr. In practice, Brown did

not consider himself to be hea<l of the Department of Mines

and he regarded the Geological Survey as being a separate

entity altogether.

By the time of the formation of a Department of lt{ines '

activities relating to investment and speculation in the

mining industry had become rnore prominent than the

undertaking of mining operations. The practice of 'mining

on the Stock Exchange', or 'mining on King lfilliam Streetr,

had been apparent throughout the history of mining in the

colony. During the economic depression of the 1BB0s and
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IB90s, enthusiasm for local ventures declined because

accidental discoveries were not being made in south

Australia. The major discoveries of silver-lead at Broken

Hitl in I8B3 and gold in western Australia in 1893 attracted

vast amounts of capital from Adelaide. YeL the belief that

mining enterprises would 'save' South Australia $tas stiIl

earnestly maintained.

The increasing involvement of the Government in the

local mining industry was, in part, a response to the

demands of private enterprise for official intervention to

stimulate the industry. The survey was a focal point in

this activity because its duties included the location of

nineral deposits which private enterprise couLd develop'

The general public, however, also desired Government

intervention in order to control and regulate the industry

on behalf of the community. Despite the optimism of

investors and the enthusiasm of many colonists, mining in

South Australia did not move ahead with leaps and bounds'

But the responsibility for the failure of mining enterprises

to ,saver south Australia cannot lie with a Department which

was understaffed and ill-equipped to meet the challenges and

demands of the Period.
*****tr**********

The inauguration of the Department of Mines did not

attact significant attention from the public or Press

because it merely formalised the existing functions and

activities of several branches of the Pub1ic Service.l The

Geological Survey, however, found itself under attack again

The only change in staffing was the tpansfer
Crabb from the Lands Department to be Chief
Registrar in the Department of l'tines.

of Vtilliam
Clerk and
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in August 1894. An amateur geologist, Dr Charles Chewings'

submitted a lengthy criticism of the Survey to the Re-g-i-s-t-er

which published the critique on 2I August. In his article,

Chewings commented on the failure of the Survey to collect

specimens, publish maps, issue quality reportst ot to

provide information to assist the development of mineral

deposits. He requested the reorganisation of the Department

of I'4ines and the creation of a nel^¡ Department to superintend

the Geological Survey, Inspector of Mines, School of Ivlines,

Government Assayer and Uater Conservation Department. The

editor acknowledged that south Australian mining interests

urgently required a comprehensive geological survey and a

reference map. In order to achieve this, Brown needed a

fully organised department to manage routine matÈers while

he conducted the Survey: "there is a need for a Mining and

Geological Department, either separate from other branches

oÊ t aS we suggested Some months â9o, associated \^tith the

Department of Agriculture, under a responsible lvlinister of

Industries".2 He agreed with many of Chewings' comments but

Èhe blame for this unsatisfactory state of affairs, he

pointed out, lay not with Brown but with his masters.3 The

editor \{as subsequently supporte<l in his comments by several

other writers.4

2
3
4

_Le-g-l-q-t-g-r-ibid.
2r.8. 1894 .

ibid. Lette
J.B. Austin
Austral ian-ãn.ã--Ãu5Tíñ-

rs to editor from E.H. Derrington 22.8.1894;
27 .8. IB94; H. Knutsen 1.9.1894. Also the

Mininq Standard 25.8.1894. Both Derrington
hã-d - w-é-r-tèä--ùîtE- B r ow n .
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The critique by chewings was not entirely unconnected

to other moves in the Colony to have the north examined.S

After Brown had returned from an unsuccessful search for

gold deposits in the north of the Colony in March 1894' the

Public Service Review expressed the hope that the MacDonnell

Ranges would prove to be valuable if rich deposits htere

found across the Western Australian border.6 In the House

of AssembJ-y on 22 August, Robert Caldwell moved a motion for

the examination of the northtvest of South Australia froln the

Musgrave Ranges to the !Ùestern Australian border. tle Sa$¡

mineral development aS the most spectacular method for the

dispersal- to the country of the urban population, especially

the many unemployed, and for utilising surplus capital and

labour. He felt that the manner in which Brownrs Surveys

were conducted caused them to be of little value and

therefore proposed that a more systematic examination be

made of the area. The Treasurer concurred v¿ith Calclwell

that many previous discoveries had been accidents and he

urged the formation of parties of practical prospectors: "a

geological investigation of the country was not necessarily

that which $¡as most likely to bring about the discovery of

5. chewings made sirnilar requests on other occasions. For
examplã, he had v¡ritten from Germany on 12 July 1893 to
Charies Kingston asking if a geological survey of the
MacDonneLl Ranges could be organised by the Government
with Chewings ás leader. Brown remained unimpressed
with chewings' proposal and advised the Government
ágainst the ,r".ti.rrä: "should the Government at any time
decide to provide money for the purpose of making a

thorough Gãological Survey of the l'lacDonnell Ranges or
the rest of soutn Australia, I shall be only too pleased
to engage a staff of Geological Surveyors and undertake
ttre roór[". (sAA GRG 24/6/L893/986 Brorvn to Kingston
25.8.1893 ) .
The Public Service Review 2zB March IB94 p'59'6
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minerals".T Holder trusted Brown's judgement but he felt

that systematic prospecting would be of more value than a

geological chart because most discoveries had not been made

by geologists. He pointed out that while the Government

wanted a geological map of South Australia comPiled, Brown

would not live long enough to complete it without a large

staff to support him. Joseph Johnson asserted that more

staff should have been providecl for Brown and the Survey.

Johnson placed his hopes in mineral discoveries as the means

to alleviate the economic distress in South Australia.

Although caldwell's motion v¡as not passed by the House

of Assemblyr ân identical motion, moved by David Charleston

on 9 September, r^¡as accepÈed by the Legislative Council.8

Charleston urged a further examination of the northwest in

an effort to develop the Colony's resources, to increase the

rural population by unlocking more land, to provide more

opportunities for pastoralists and agriculturalists' to

alleviate unemployment, and to expand the neÈwork of

railways. The successful development of the northwest area

would also be an addect incentive towards the development of

Leigh Creek where all Government and private activity had

virtually stopped. This development could only be

undertaken by the State, said Charleston, because private

enterprise was not attracted to far a\^tay places that

appeared to be, or were, inaccessible or which would be

expensive to develoP.

SAPD:HA F.W. Hol<ler 22.8.I894 .

Tbi-d-.-ie 3. ro. tge4.
7
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John Gordon, the chief secretary, told the council on 3

October that the Government would accept the motion if it

vras amendecl So that the Government Geologist would conduct

the investigation because the Colony could not afford to

furnish a survey party. Brorvn had advised the Government

that a complete geological survey of the l4acDonneII Ranges

and the rest of south Australia would take a long time'

would prove expensive, and need a staff of trained

geological =uru"yor=.9 John Duncan "agreed with the Chief

Secretary that mineral discoveries were much more likeJ-y to

be made accidentally than by systematic exploration of the

colony", and he amended the motion to limit the amount to be

spent to f5'000.10 Duncan noted that the proposed

examination v¡ould take place in the same l-atitude as the

gold discoveries in'vfestern Australia and the eastern

Colonies. The notion, based on a crude interpretabion of

geoJ-ogical formations, that because the colonies on either

side of South Australia had significant deposits of valuabl-e

minerals then south Australia would have them also, had been

prevalent in the colony since the Gold Rush. Duncan now

predicted that a gold deposit woulcl be found in that region

of south Australia, and he stated with a tinge of optimism'

that the discovery of rich mineral fields always came in

time of need as if by an act of God. The amended motion hras

passed by the council on 3 october. However, a surveying

ibid . J.
ibid.

9.
10.

i{. Gordon. Also SAA GRG 24/ 6/L893/986 op. cit '
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expedition under Brown was not immediately dispatched to the

area because he had previously been instructed by the

Minister controlling the Northern Territory to examine parts

of the Territory.lI

Brown teft AdeLaide for Port Darrvin by steamer on 7

JuIy 1894. This was his first visit to the far north, and

after his arrival on 29 July he cornmenced geological

investigations in numerous localities. He ventured towards

the western Australian border; he examined the DaIy River

copper luline, tin near Bynoe Harbour, gold deposits, water

supplies and an assortment of mines and mineral

occurren.u".I2 IIis movements \4¡ere inf luencecl by the weather

but despite the hurried nature of the trip, which concluded

in December, he acquired a general knowledge of the geology

of the Territory. He v¡as impressed by the prospects of gold

and coal in several regions but the indications required

Lesting by drilling before he would commit himself as to

their potential. Brown suggested that further exploration

of the area west of the overland telegraph to the llestern

Australian border would increase knolvledge of the geography

and geology of the Territory as well as uncovering any

likely gold-bearing sites. After the six months in the

11. SAPPB2zI895 'Government Geologistrs Report on-- - n*'p1-;-r"tions in the Northern Territory' . rnstructions
issued to Brown on 26 June 1894. Brown's salary for the
periorl of the expedition was drawn from the Goldfields
ãnO Mining Brancñ of the l{orthern Territorv
administrátion. See 9A_PP9:1894 'Estimates fot IB94-5'
and ibicl. 13 :1894 'UeTãTIã of estimated revenue and
expenciitu¡ã for the Northern Territory"

]-2. ibid. Full details contained therein'
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north of the Territory, he commenced his return journey to

Adelaide which took four months of travel overland via the

telegraph route.13

Some members of the public expected Brown to return to

Adelaide af ter a lQ-rnonth absence l^tith his report in hand '
but Èhe editor of the Australian Mining Standard asked for a

display of common-sense: "it is far better to allow a

trustworthy officer reasonable time Ito prepare a full and

reliable reportl, than to risk having an inconplete report

by hurrying the matter".l4 When the report appeared five

monÈhs after the trip was completed, Brown was praised for

the amount of information he had compiled and the

encouragement he gave to the industry.15 Howeverr the

editor of the Register thought Brown should not spend too

Iong in Central Australia because there v¡as an urgent need

to find minerals in South Australia. At the same time, he

said it vtas unfortunate that Brown had not spent more time

near the Fitzmaurice River because he could have then helped

to solve the puzzle as to whether the goldfields of Western

Australia crossed Èhe South Australian border and linked up

with those of the Northern Territory.

Brownrs report and the possibility of tracing gold

across Èhe border from Western Australia encouraged John

Ivlou1e MHA and I'1r J.C. Love1y to acquire land in the Northern

13. Register 14
14. TluËtïãltiän
ls. Reg-istGf-7i

Comrniss ion
more optimi
tones. But
been there

.5. 1895.
lgj_r_ns__q!_q¡fq_qrd 1.6 .I8es .-.-fd.f89-51-e-iõ-r.rn' s evidence to the Royal
on the Northern TerritorY (SAPPI9:1895 ) was
stic and encouraging than his no cautious
as usual, he pointed out that he had not
long enough for a thorough examination.
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Territory for prospecting putpo""=.16 Moule obtained Iand

at !'ossil llead near Treachery Bay where Brown had located

carboniferous rocks which he thought might indicate workable

coal seams. Moule proposed to use a diamond drilL as Brown

had recommended:

knowing that lr4r Brown is not only an
exceedlngly competent authority, but an
extremelY cautious one, when he
recommenãed the expenditure of money in
boring for coal we thought b/e could not
have a sounder venture.''

The editor of the _R_e_gi_E_t_q! pointed to motives of an Imperial

nature in the search for coal. Firstly, coal- discoveries

would offer opportunities to improve British trading links

with the Far East and secondly, the Royal Navy might

consider establishing a coaling station and perhaps a

defence base in the Territory. Ploule and LoveJ-y also held a

large area in the south-v¡est of the Territory' They

intende<l to prospect for gold in this area in the hope that

the Vlestern Australian gold deposits were associated v¡ith

those of the Territory. If this were not the case, then the

pair had contingency plans to use the land for pastoral

purposes.

such vras the hope that the gold deposits of the west

might extend across the imposed col-onial boundary that in

1895 the Government feÌt compelled to send Brown over the

border. 18 The purpose of Brov¡n I S vis it veas to examine the

country near the lrlestern Australian golclfields and to

compare it with the nature of the terrain in South Australia

and other Australian colonies v¿here gold, in workable

J- 6 . _!_e_g__i;_t_g_r_
17 . ibid.

25.3. 1896.

. P. GiIlen 26 .Il . IB95 .lB. SAPD:iIA P
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quantities, had been uncovered.19 Ile left Adelaide on 9

October 1895 and returned on 18 December after having

visited the area near CooJ-gar<iie. His report vÍas hastily

compiled on 2 April 1896 only a day before he left for

another inspection in Central- Australía.20 The deJ'ay in the

preparation of the report blas caused by the belated delivery

of his rock specimens from the goldfields to Adelaide. It

is worth quoting at length from this report which displayed

aII of Brown'S custornary caution mixed with a modicum of

optimism. In regard to the possible continuation of the

gold-bearing deposits into south Australian territory, Brown

\^/fOte :

The country along the western border of
this province, frotn the northern border
of thè NuÌlarbor Plains northward ' where
not covered by ne\¡ter deposits, is of the
same geological formation as that on the
Vlestern Australian side of the border'
and is a continuation of it. It presents
all the essential conditions necessary to
the occurrence of gold. UP to the
present time it has not been prospected,
except very slightly and perfunctorily,
ancl much oi it has been only partially
explored. There is, therefore, every
reãson to expect that gold exists, and
wilL be founá when the vast area it
comprises is thoroughly explored.. Much
of it , doubtl-ess , cons is ts of pIa ins
occupiect by newer and non-auriferous
formãtions, but the outcrops of bedrocks
are also extensive, and include the
continuation westward of the l{acDonnelI
Ranges (where gold is noht being obtained)
and thç- Musgrave and other ranges to the
south. 11

The hopes of Brown, the Government, prospectors, investors '

and the mining industry in general/ \^Iere not f ulf ilted at

this time or on any subsequent occasion'

19.

20.
2I.

SAPP26 : lB96
ãêþõËlts of
ibid.
ibid.

upon the Nature
Australia bY FI.Y

the Auriferous
Bro\,'/n | .

I Report
Iies tern

of
.L.
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Although an extension of the the gold-bearing lodes of

Western Australia into South Australian territory was not

located, the !{estern Australian goldfietds themselves proved

to be a major attraction for South Australian investors and

mining personne L.22 James Parkes, Inspector and Vüarden from

1890, announced his resignation in October IB95 because of

his appointment as Mine Manager with the Australian Mining

Company on the Western Australian goldfields.23 A lack of

support and finance had continually frustrated Brownrs

efforts. Sinilar problems dogged the Inspector of Mines and

parkes ostensibly left the Public service because of the

heavy demands being placed upon him, and because the

Government would not pay him a higher salary'24 The

ge-g-F--t-gr- highlighted the anomaly that a private company was

prepared to pay him more to manage a singte venture than the

Government could pay him to oversee the whole of the colony!

On 31 October, Mr W.H. tseaglehole, who chaired the

proceeclings at a farewell presentation for Parkes, expressed

a common feeling when he stated that the Government should

have offered Parkes a higher salary.25

At the same function, comments vüere made about the

general deveJ-opment of mining in south Australia. It vtas

recorded, once again, that most of the mining was simply

speculation on the Stock nxchange.26 ALexander Poynton IvlHA

called for a greater show of paÈriotism by south Australians

to invest in their ovrn colony to make the mines payable. A

22. Gibbs, R., 'The ReaL P

the Golden Mile in the
Historical SocietY of
Ee li sE e r--s;L-o . T6-t5;-Ï;
î-bid.- Il-rr. rBe5 .
Observer 16.1I. I895.
f bTd . 

----

oseidon: South Australians and
IB90's' in Journal of the

south Aus traTiã- 4ï-19?lf---
23.
24.
25.
26.

II.I 895.
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t"lr G. Laughton argued for more capital to be invested from

England. Earlier in the year, Parkes had stated his own

views as to the failure of mining, and gold mining in

particular, in the Co1ony.27 He suggested that not enough

attention !,ras given by capitalists and prospectors to the

possibility of mineral <levelopment and that much of the

capital that had been spent did not produce significant

results because it was rnisdirected. A problem in the

Adelaide HiIIs was that most of the land and minerals had

been alienated from the Crown prior to 1888: further into

the country areas, the lack of timber and water proved to be

a hin,ilranc".28 The Register opined that a lack of capital,

and incapable managers and directors vJere two major

"on".tn".29
The resignation of Parkes saht Kingston's Government

continue the ad hoc procedures of the years before

Ros.ewarne ,s appointment in 1889 . At one stage, it I¡¡aS

that the Chief Clerk, WiIliam Crabb, be appointed

but the position was not offered to him.30 The

Reg ister reported a more commonly accepted suggestion:

it is thought that in these times of
stringent economy the Government may
entertain a proposal to amalgamate the
offices of Government Geologist and
Inspector of Mines, and Setrfr Brown to
carry out the joint duties.

sugges ted

Inspector

27 . Register 23 .I.1895 .
28. -ÃAîeiïi6er 29 .I.1895.
29 . neïiËrer-1. rr. r89s.
30. -th-é-Þtõfic Service Review 6:5

r epo r Ëlis - thä-üñãi pe ðtäd-d-ãa th
December 1897 p.35
of Crabb.

31. Reg ister 1. I1.1895 .
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The MiniSter of Mines, Peter Paul- GiIlen, announced this

would be the case hthen Parliament debated the Estimates in

December.32 There was no opposition to this cost-saving

measure and consequently Brown retained the duties of the

Inspector of Mines which he had maintained since Parkes I

resignation. I{owever, this htas not gazetted aS an of f icial

appointment.33 Lionet Gee, whose previous appointment as

liarden of Goldfields had been cancelled on IB November 1889

after Rose\¿arners appointment, vJas reinstated as lrlarden and

also entrusted with the duties of Inspector under the t"lining

on private property Act of IBBB as from 29 January 1896.34

The appointment of the secretary to the commissioner of

Crov¡n Lands, Thomas Duffieldr âs Secretary to the Minister

of Mines on 26 February 1896 did not alter the relationship

or method of communication between the Survey ancì the

Department. He became the first permanent clerical- head of

the Department and some Public Service lists later named him

the Secretary for the Mines and Geological Departments.35

This cosmetic change his duties v/ere primarily concerned

with the Crown Lands Office in combination v¡ith Brownrs

frequent absences as Geologist and Inspector meant that the

Department lacked continuous Leadership and functioned

haphazardly as a result. This led to various complaints

about the Department. J.J. Rendl-e, the Australian

representative of the London lvli l_1_[g_-.I9-qtl3!, and G. Thureau '

ex-Government Geologist of Tasmania, complained about the

32. SAPD:IlA 6.12.1B95.
33. -An-èÏ-t-ensive examination of the

revealed no evidence to indicate
an official caPacitY.

34. SAPP2:1897 'BIue Book for 1896'
3 s . î-bïA;

SA Government Gazette
Broh¡n's a

et aI.

ppor-n n
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short-sightedness of the Department in not providing free

rail passes and rate-free cartage of specimens on the

raiJ-ways during their tour of inspection.36 fh"y consi<lere<l

such 'improper treatmentr from a Government department aS a

major explanation for the lack of mining in the colony. The

need for a stronger an<l more efficient Department had

already been highlighted in a l-etter to the Advertiser from

Mr O. Lake of Moonta who suggested placing a DeparÈment of

l4ines under a seventh lr'linistry separate from the

Commissioner of Crown Lands.37 This was not to be' Brown

v¡as employed in the Survey, ancl Duf f ie1d, Gee, and two

clerks, Vtilliam Crabb and George GiI1, and a junior c1erk,

R.H.A. Smart, operated the Mines Department' With the

exception of DuffieId, these officers worked separately from

the Crown Lands Office.

Fifteen months after David CharLestonrs motion of

September 1894 for an investigation of the north-west of the

Colony was passed in the Council, Brown \^Ias still unable to

decide when he would have time to visit the MacDonnell

Ranges.38 However, the ùlinister control-ling the Northern

Territory instructed him on 31 March 1896 to visit the

Central Australia regio.,.39 Thus he left Adelaide on Good

Friday, 3 April, for Alice springs where he commenced his

explorations. He visited the gold-mining operations at

Arltunga and reported favourably on the possibitity of

Register 6.11.1896.-Ããveiti-ser 15 . 10 . 1896 .

F_g_Ii_t_%-re . r.1Be6 .

SAPPI-2721996 'Reports on Arltunga Gold Field and Hart's
=nãn-Çä--úica FieId and explorations north-east of Hartrs
nange, north-west of Alice Springs, and of the Frew
nivãr country &c by H.Y.L. Brown; notes by R. Etheridge
j unior' .

36.
37.
38.
39.
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erecting a public battery and cyanide plant tþere. Brown

spent some tirne at the mica fields at Hart's Range and then

examined the areas northwest of Alice springs and northeast

of Barrow Creek. He returned to Adelaide from Barrow Creek

on 13 August. The report on his expedition impressed Robert

caldwell who ha<l originally moved the same motion as

Charleston in the House of Assembly.4O No doubt it also

pleased the investors and speculators who were looking for

new ventures to float and Promote.

A significant change for the Department occurred when

Laurence O'Loughlin replaced the recently deceased Peter

Paul Gillen in the Kingston l"linistry on 28 September tB96 '

Critics of Èhe Department often claimed that it did not

really assist mining in the Colony but the Southern Cross

came to the defence of the Department of Mines early in 1897

in an article entitled the "Mining Industry: What' are the

Government doing2"4L rt pointed out that the difficulties

facing the mining industry in the Colony \'¡ere not a result

of lethargy on the part of the Department or a reflection on

the performance of O'Loughlin as Minister. The interest in

the mines in Western Australia had revived interest in

several South Australian mining ventures but the drought of

1896-97 and depression had hinderecl any development in the

colony. The paper reprinted an interview with Gee and

O'Loughlin who both highlighted the lack of water in the

northern areas where many mineral deposits lay and the lack

of capitat because investors turned their attention

elsewhere. The Government had renewed its assistance to the

40.
41.

Bs-g-i-q-t-çlSouthern
L2 .4.1897 .
Cross L2.2.1897 .
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industry by offering rebates on the ore carried by rail, bY

providing subsidies to finders of new and payable fields,

and by seeking investment from nnglancl.42 Two other

practical methods of encouraging the industry were t'he

establishment of cyanide works and the formation of

prospecting parties¡ the latter in response to numerous

requests from unempLoyed men during the drought and

depression.43

O'Loughlin began to organise prospecting parties in l-tay

1897 for the many men out of work. ite arranged for Alfred

HaIIr ân experienced prospector with the Department, and P.

Boyle to travel to Kangaroo Island and form a party with

four other men to search for gold in the country-side which

Gee thought was gold-bearing.44 On the mainland, O'Loughlin

enployed Lemporarily over 100 men to prospect inland while

the farmers and pastoralisLs were moving their stock to

deposits of water following heavy rain in ltlarch.45 Some

gold had already been found by the farmers from agricultural

areas who had moved their stock north for feeding

SAPP4:1900 ' 18th Annual Report of the Audit
T-om-mTssionerst p.xx. The annual expenditure under the
vote for ,gold þrospecting encouragement of Mining
and Cyanide Works, ñad falten from 15 t357 8s 7d in
I895--96, to tL,067 9s 9d in 1896-97. Under o'Loughlin'
the amount rose to É9,995 I9s 9d in 1897-98.
sAA GRG 30/LI/2-1997
Reqister 14 .5 . IB97 , 15 .5 .1897 ' 27 -5.1897 .
ih-õ--pãrty \,rere given 10s per week and vtere all-owed to
keep alt gold found.
ibid . 2L.5.1897; Advertiser 16.5.1897.

42.

43.
44.

45.
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purposes.46 The Department refused the applications from

men in the city area because OtLoughlin gave preference to

those in the northern areas in order to prevent them rnoving

to the city.41

In 1893, Parkes had investigated the possibility of the

Governrnent estabtishing a cyanide plant in the Adelaide

Hit1".48 A private crushing battery ancl cyanide plant for

the treatment of aIluviaI gold was subsequently purchased

from the Mount Torrens GoId Mining Company by the Government

at Mount Torrens in 1894. At a later stage, the Government

entered negotiations for the sale of the facilities back to

a private company but the plan did not eventuat..49 A

second public crushing works was opened at Petersburg (later

Peterborough) in August 1897. The Government had decided

upon this site in August of l-896 following Brown's advice

that it was preferable to a plant at Terorvie.So There had

been a 6-month delay between the selection of the site and

the commencement of construction buÈr under O'Loughlin's

direction, the rvorks were completed and began operating

46.
47.

Register ibid.
fb-Íð.-29. s . rBgT , 29 .6.1897 . unrike previous occasions,
the Gove
or trans
miners'
a week !J

48. SAPPI5O :
Erection
( Cyanide
SAPP4 :18
Trãns rer
SAPD : I,C

rnment did not provide tools, tents' expfosives
port. The prospectors were required to take out-rigfrts and-they received 2s per day fot six days
hen full time.
1893 'Report of the Inspector of Mines re
and working of a plant of the MacArthur-Forrest

) process for deating with refractory ores'.
96 '14th Audit Commissioners Report.r The
was to have taken place on I January 1886.

19.8.1896. J.V. Or Loghlin.
49.
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within five months.5I Frederick Holder, the Treasurer' tolcl

the guests at a banquet to celebrate the opening of the

works, that the Government had done all it could to fosÈer

the industry.52 Holder argued that the Government could

compete with private capital in such matters because they

$¡ere not interfering with the operations of the industry'

but were undertaking work that $tas essential for its

development.

The need for Government involvement was succinctly

expressed in an address by t'lr H.R. Taylor of Vtadnaminga to

an Australian Natives Association meeting the following

month:

It was evident... that unless the State
came to the rescue of the mining industry
it would always be stagnant in South
Australia, for there appeared Èo have
g
t

According

o'Loughlin

industry:

rovrn up a rooted oPinion !hB5outh Australia are no good.

to the rePort in the Register,

for his part in attemPting to

mlnes 1n

Taylor also Praised

stimulate the

mining industry in his short term of
office than had been.done during the
fievious ten yetts.54

51. Re_g_i_s_t_e__r_ 25 .2.1897 ¡

e-lêõtoiate included
v i s i ted the lvlount T
January 1897 and su
the site of the Pet

Advertiser 9.8.1897. O'Loughlin's
e 1S tr c t of Petersburg. He had

orrens Battery with Brown and Gee in
bsequently made several visits to
ers burg Battery . ( R-e-g--ijs--t-95-

25.L. r897. )

Advertiser 9.8.1897.
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This attitude lvas in sharp contrast to Some expressions of

discontent earlier in the year. For example, 'Picl<r had

written to the editor of the Advertiser to ask for a good

practical mining inspector, and a Minister of l{ines:

lrlhat are the Government or the Minister
of Mines - has anyone ever seen that
gentleman in the flesh or heard hirn
þublicly speak or lecture on the subject

doing to encourage the opepirng up or
development of this countrY?--

o'Loughlin's desire to improve the prospects for mining

during 1897 was reflected in his preparedness to be invol-ved

directly and personally in encouraging the industry. For

example, he adopted a nevJ method of issuing Brownrs reports

as pamphlets in order to disseminate more information about

South Australian mines.56 The Department had as its

Minister a man who displayed as much interest in the Mines

portfolio as he did in his role as Commissioner of Crown

Lands.

The rise and faII of particular miues in South

Austral-ia ,vas accompanied by varying moods of pessimism and

optimism among the general public ancl the industry; such an

instance involved the Menzies'Barossa GoId l4ine. A company

under the directorship of Leslie Robert Menzies' an

experienced gold-miner from tr'lestern Australia, had obtained

some success with their holding near the South Para River in

the Hundred of Barossa. An assay of fifteen ounces one

pennyvüeight and fourteen grains of gold from a parcel of

twenty-three tons fourteen hundredweight of ore' which was

treated in March LB}T at the t"tount Torrens Cyanide Inlorks '

induced the company to install a  o-heacl battery and to

55. Advertiser 17 .4. I897.
5 6 . 3Þ_9-î_=_-*-f-_2. I1 . 18 e 7 .
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undertake further extensive developrnents to the

working".57 At the invitation of the Company, Brown, Gee,

Duffield and O'Loughlin inspecte<l the property in

October.58 There htas an air of optimism, much greater than

normal, about the probable success of this field. The

Advertiser reporte<l that even Brown $/as a little

enthusiastic about the mine:

The habitually reticent Government
Geologist seemed especialty irnpressedrand
for once gave expression to an opinion.
"This", sáia he, "is the first genuine
attempt at scientific mining conducted on
a proper bagf,s that lre have had in South
AustraIlu'r . )Y

However, this optimism dirninishecl in the early part of 1898

as it became apparent that a lot of luck and hard work would

be needecl to ensure success. The first results of the

crushing on Menzies' battery dealt a blow to the company

from which it never ecovered - thirty ounces of gold \^Jere

salvaged from L r 500 tons of ot".60 There were fears that

the collapse of the Company, in the Iight of its then modern

approach to mining, lvould prove fatal to the mining industry

because many South Australians had invested in the Company

on account of Menzies' reputatiorr.6l The clirectors arranged

f or Brown to report on the property but he, too, hTaS rvise

after the event. He concluded that the lodes \^tere too poor

to be payable and that the battery coulci not be permanently

operated:

57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

Brown, H. Y. L. , Record of the iulines ( 4 th ed . )
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As had happened before, insufficient work on a sound

scientific basis had been done to confir¡n the nature of the

cleposits. Perhaps more col-Iaboration with tsrown would have

enhanced the company,s chances of success olr-t at least,

prevented its humiliating failure.

A further attempt to boost Government participation in

mining operations lüas made in August IB$B by Richard Hooper,

a llember for l¡trall-aroo. The editor of the Rq-gi-q-t-e-f- supported

his motion for the Government to spend f500 to erect a

smelter in the north of South Australia to treat low grade

ores and therel:y to encourage the mining industry in the

interior of the Col-ony.63 The success of such a proposal

depended upon the availabilit.y of coal from Leigh Creek but'

in the meantime, the Government had quite rightly allowed

Brown to recommend a suitable site. The Reqister indicated

that the only impetus to the mining industry at this stage

would be due to the reports of Brown who, aS usual, urged

cautior,.64 Robert Ca1dwe1l I{HA suggested through the paper

that South Australia shoul-d develop its iron and copper

<leposits which were easily accessible and close to the

""r.65 
The Iack of suitable coal deposits and the limited

deman<l for unmanufactured iron in the Australian colonies

!ùere disabilities to be overcome. t1e arguecl that federation

a great error
large crushing
shaft, before
thoroughlY PEQ
ascertained. bz

Brorvn, oP. cit. P.208.
Recrister 4.B.lB9B. The_---¿---------Ãuqls-tã-had been mooted
earlier. (London Mining
ibid. s.9.Tse8;--
ibid . 1.10 . rB9B .
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Iwas] made in erecting a
plant, and sinking a main

the lodes had been
specte<l and their value

62.
63. idea for a smelter at

by a private company
Journal 22.9.1888. )

Port
ten years

64.
65.
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of the Colonies woulfl facilitate the transportation of ore

for treatment in New South Walesr oE the importation of New

South VJales coal to be used in the smelters which he hoped

would be built in South Australia. Horvever, Brownrs report

indicated that the state of mineral- development did not

justify the erection of a smelter at Leigh creek.66 He

recommended Port Augusta as the best site for a smelter if

other discoveries made it worthwhile to build one.

Brown's discretionr âs one might expect, did not appeal

to everyone. Following the report on his inspection of

Kangaroo Island from 3l October to 22 November in search of

goId, silver-Iead, manganese and quartz, Brown came uncler

attack for not encouraging the inclustty.6T 'A Miner'

complained that the Government assisted the industry on the

advice of the Geologist but, he said, Brot{n hTaS not even a

mineralog ist :

I am not avrare of any advantage the
colony has derived from the geologist,
but beÌieve he has been the means ' more
than anything else, of so Iittle interest
being taken in our gold mines.68

These isol-ated attacks on Brown'S ability htere relatively

uncommon in comparison to the amount of praise he received '

Brov¡n preferred to record information on the geology of

the colony in map form, but a geological map of the colony

for the benefit of the mining industry v¡as a long time in

coming. Two editions of a geological map \"rere prepared in

1883 and 1886 but these vlere produced in the early stages of

the Survey's work and, at forty miles to the inch, they I'\tere

Advertiser 8.12.1898.
-SÃÞ-P3-6 ;1ft9 B ' Report by Gove rnment Geolog i s t on
xã-nÇã-roo Isl-anrl' .
Advertiser 2I.L. I899.

66.
67.

68.
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of limited value. Robert Caldwell had often called for a

geological map to be compiled as a substitute for a proper

geological survey of the colony which Brown could not

undertake without assistance. 69 rt htas to Brownrs credit

that despite the conditions unfler which he htas employed, he

b¡as able to procluce significant maps. He struggled to

prepare a geological map of the Northern Territory at a

scale of twenty miles to an inch and this tras publishe<l in

1898.70 At the same time, Brown was preparing a geological

map of South Australia and this finally became available in

August 1899.

Brown had maintained that a geological map htas of great

value to prosPectors and

under which his services

companies a1ike, but the conditions

had been utilised had prevented the

completion of the map at an earlier .late.7l The painstaking

attention to detail, reprocluced at a scale of sixteen miles

to an inch, was accurately predicted by the Reqister to be

the basis for aII future geological work in south

AustraIia. T2 Brown's SuccesSor later note<1 that the map \â/aS

69. SAPD:HA 15.I2.L896; Register 13.3.1897.
zo. ]_e_þ__i!-_t_9_1 2e.l-1. IseB
71. -i-bïd;- 15.8.1899 edi torial.
72. ibid. The broad paralneters laid down by Brown have not

been challenged in the years since the map was
pubJ-ished. NaturallY theY have
clearly def ined l¡ut geologists,
the Deþartment, have verified,

modified and lnore
wiEhin and outside
lvith amazement, the

work.

been
both

of ten
startling accuracy of Brown's great
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a splendid monument to his untiring zeal-
and his excellent judgement must remain
the foundation for all future work in
soutñ Australia. To later generations is
Left the task of putting in the detail on
the báckground tfrãt has been paigçed with
t.he sure touch of a master hand ' ''

Not surprisingly, the fnap had some blank spaces indicating

those areas that had not been personally explored by

Brown. In some instancesr Brown relied on the observations

of other exPlorers.

The demand to complete these maPs and to issue a third

edition of the Record of the t'Iines in May 1899 ( comPiled

with the assistance of Derrington and Gee ) , look their toll

on Brown and he requested twelve months leave of absence in

order to recuperate physically, mentally and

emotionaLl-y,T4 His exertions on behalf of the Colony \^¡ere

appreciated by the general public and his ceaseless efforts

to produce the monumental map swayed the Government's

decision to accede to his request. During his leave' Brown

planned to visit England, Europe, Halifax and his

birthplace, Nova Scotia.75 1'he Executive Council appointed

Brown as an ilonorary commissioner to represent the colony aÈ

the London Mining ancl Metallurgical and Machinery Exhibition

of 1899 and "to enquire into and report on any rnining or

geological question and upon any new mining machinery that

73. Ward, L.K. ' 'Obituary Notice H'Y'L' Brown' in
r r a n s a c t i o n s a n d P r o ç e 9 {l-l1g -s- - -o-{ - J!tç- -Bg-ygl - -Q-o:-i-ç -tI--€
-söüt-fi --ÃüõtÏã-r-iã--lî'-TgZ8;--------

z¿ . =nú---iãtttÈi-=fuãr-r -f .szs Brown to o' Loughlin L7-:l:2 ' 1898 '
He applied for leãve fr:om 31'3'1899, but he did not
commence his leave unÈil 1.5.1899. After four weeks
annual teáve, he officially took his leave of absence
from I.6.1899. He $tas entitled to half of his normal

=ãfuty for this l2-month period 
. - see SAA GRG

lililignTñii-, ñðt" by p: whirinsron, commissioner of
Audit, 26.7.I91I.

zs . _BS_gi_: !-9I- 2e. 4 . l8ee .
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he might consider of interest to the colony".76 Prior to

his departure, a social evening took pJ-ace on I May, and aS

testimony to the high regard that v¡as held for Brown' aJ-l

sections of the Public Service l^/ere represented as v¡eII aS

many persons connected with the mining indus tty.77 Two

si_gnif icant comments \^lere made amid the general praise from

all of the v¡ell-wishers. John Gor<lon MLC stressed that the

future citizens of South Australia would benefit from

Brownrs genuine, scientific work.TB O'Loughlin commented on

the irnproverJ prospects of mining because of Brov¡n'S services

to the Co1ony.79 The editor of the -R-e-9i-s-t-er extolled the

virtues of the taciturn man lvhose abilities were obvious to

all in the industry.S0 I{e had prevented rash speculation by

passing many accurate judgements which often forcecl those

who criticised him rto eat their words'. Brown's integrity'

sincerity and popularity were of the highest order and the

failures of the mining industry could not be attributed to

the masterÌy geologist.

In his original application for leave, Brown suggested

the appointrnent of an Acting Government Geologist to carry

out his duties and to inspect *irres. BI He recommencled Harry

Page trVooclward, the former Assistant Government Geologist who

had later been the Government Geologist in !'Iestern

Australiar'as "the only man who combines the necessary

76. ibid . 2L,4. I899. The Government frequently issued
Honorary Mining Commissions to enable interested persons
to obtaln the latest information overseas or interstate.
ibid . 2.s.1899.
ibid.
Advertiser 2.5 .1899 .-RèïîSTer-?-. s. rgge.-DM--LðtTêr Book I p.925 oP.cit.

77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
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knowledge with Australian experien""".B2 This request was

not adopted and Brown subsequentty urged the appointment of

an Inspector of Mines and Supervisor of Boring so that the

public would not be inconvenienced by his absence.S3 The

Government agreed and advertised for a man with practical

experience to fill the position.34 In the short period of

eleven days during which the applications þrere received '
forty-one people apPlied for the post.85 The proposed

salary of f40O a year which had not been sufficient to

retain Rosewarne or Parkes \^¡as obviously an inducement to

many candidates. William Henry Matthews, an experienced

mine manager and a man familiar with the mineral areas of

the Colony, \iüas chosen to be the Inspector of l"lines and

Supervisor of Boring during Brownrs absence.S6 As with all

previous appointments to the Department, there was to be no

'teething' period for l"latthews. On his first day of duty he

was dispatched to Mount Fitton, Yudnamutana and other mines

northeast of Leigh creek.87

The Government would have been short-sighted not to

have made such an appointment. The Department of Mines had

suffered as a result of Brown holding dual positions, and

Brown himself was fatigued from over-work. The Government

82.
83.

ibid.
ibid. p.989 Brown to o'Loughlin 24.4.1899. No records
were lócated to indicate that Brown hetd either of these
positions as official appointments.
Advertiser 9.5.1899.84.

85.
86.

ãêsi-ste{-T¿. s . 18
ibid. I .6 . r899 .
four years as Pr
of Australasia a
the Central Nline
manager at Port
and of the Gol-d
and had undertak
NSVT.
Advertiser I0.6.

99.
Some of his qualifications included:
esident of the Mine Managers Association
t Broken Hill ' a year as President of
Managers Association at Ballarat,

Darwin (tin) and Round Hill (silver),
Eagle t4ine at Castlemaine (gold),
en-boring operations in Victoria and

1899. He commenced on L4.6.1899.87,
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hras attempting to attract overseas investment and it vJas

absolutely necessary to have an expert compiling complete

official reports for those investing their capital.BB A

rise in the price of copper had caused a flurry of activity

in the inclustry and a spate of applications for claims'

leases and miners' rights, and general enquiries had to be

met by the Department.89 The Government, and o'Loughlin in

particular, continued to encourage the industry in many

ways. The Department was boring with a diamond dril-I on the

Ediacara silver fields, a boring plant for copper v¡as on

l-oan at Burra, plans for a smelter in the north had not been

pennanently shel-ved, and the various subsidies and rebates

were sti1l being offered.90 Upon Brown's recommendation, a

cyanide plant had been installed at Arltunga in the Northern

Territory in February IB9B. ¡4r F.J. Gillen SM, who started

the machine operating, praised the Government fot its

',courageous, wise, and legitimate ef fort... to develop the

reSources of the interior".91 The Department actively

encouraged mining activities and the industry rvould have

declined even further if the Government had ceased to

¡:rovide assistance t ot if it had refused to replace Brown

with a temporary appointment. Ir{atthews was employed on a

temporary basis as Inspector during Brolvnrs absence. This

became a permanent position when Brown returned and the

functions relating to geological surveys and administration

of mining matters r¡¡ere again placed under the control of the

relevant officers.

BB.
89.
90.
91.

Reqister 9.6.1899.__--¿-------íbid. 10.2.1899.
SAPÐ:l{A O'Loughlin I.3.I899.
EêqilËèr l-2.2. 1898.
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Chapter Five: I899-1910 Capital, Brains and Science

By the turn of the century, the colonial society had

generally accepted Government intervention to promote the

mining industry. The method of assistance initially offered

had included financial subsidies, allowances and rebates,

the maintenance of supportive facilities and the appointment

of officials to search for possible mineral-bearing areas

and to ensure that the proper development of the mines $tas

being undertaken.

However, the formation of a Geological Survey and'

Iater, a Department of Mines had not immediately alleviated

the problems facing the industry. Although there vtere Some

critics of Government involvement, further requests for

Government assistance were voiced in Parliament' the presS,

by the mining community and by the public. Mining had

remained at a low ebb in South Australia. The search for

waLer supplies and Sources of energy, and the regulation of

the industr/ were still important. But the Department and

the Survey began to turn their attention to a broader range

of interests and this resulted in a strengthening of their

relationship during the time Brown remained as Government

Geol-ogist. This in turn meant that the Department, in order

to be more effective, attempted Lo gain greater control in

directing the activities of the mining industry.
************

The months

hectic ones for

lVorturpa in July

foltowing Brown's departure in May 1899

the Department. A discovery of go1-d at

f899 did not sPark off a great rush.

to ask if South Australians were only

were

This

fine-led the Reg_ ister
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vreather gold seekers. I But the other aspects of the field's

J.ifespan conformed to the usual pattern of development of

South Australian mines. The mention of gold exhilarated the

community and a few companies \,itere immediately formed.2

Several samples of ore from Worturpa were displayed in the

office of the Minister of Mines and when it \^¡as discovered

that the best two specimens ha<] been stolen, the public were

urged to invest with care in case an attempt was made to use

the specimens to float a .o*pu.,y.3 Warden Gee was sent to

úforturpa to seLect thç site of a town because it was thought

the field had developed to an extent that justified or,".4

The town did not eventuate when it became apparent that the

gold had petered ouÈ. Work came to a sudden halt and the

companies ÌÂ¡ere terminated.5

Some Parliamentarians thought the Government was not

doing enough for the industry. Alexander Poynton' whose

electorate of Flinders included the mining districts of Eyre

peninsula, placed before the House of Assembly a motion:

That, viewing the immense magnitude of
our mineral fields, together with the
testimony of our greatest geological and
mineral éxperts of its possibilities, and
the enormous difficulties of development,
in the opinion of this House there should
be votecl a sum sufficient to materially
assist in developing and exploitl^g the
mineral wealth of this Province. o

Poynton acknowledged the valuable contribution of O'Loughlin

but he felt the Government should be doing more than they

\â/ere. Frederick Holder, the Treasurer, told the House that

_B_e_g]_g_t_g_L I .7 . 18 e e .
Brown, H.Y.L., Record
Reg ister 14 .7. lT-ql. --
ã,¿ïèÏ-tïsèr 29 .7.1899 .
Brownr op.c ir.

I
2
3
4
5
6 SAPD:HA 2.8 .I899 .

of the Mines (4th ed.) P.330.
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the Governmentrs policy had not changed; it would assisÈ any

person who wanted to develop the mineral re"ources.T Robert

Caldwell r ârì old hand in the campaign to develop the mining

industry, supported Poynton and called for an increase in

the work of boring and prospecting. The motion lvas carried

with an amendment by Richard Hooper to restrict the amount

to f 50rO0O, exclusive of the annual vote, f.ot a maximum

period of five yu.r".B Hooper desired a more careful

approach to the location of mineral deposits and he decried

the dependence of the industry upon luck and accidental

discoveries.

The issue of a Government copper ore smelting works at

port Augusta was raised again in August 1899. Richard

Eoster MHA, a member of a deputation which asked Laurence

O'Loughlin to have a smelter built, lamented the absence of

Brown who he was confident would have urgecl its immediate

erection.9 the editor of the !9_S__i_s__t_e__r_ 
agreed that Port

Augusta was the best site for a smelter to assist in

developing the north.10 He criticised the Government for

retaining funcls as if it vtere an extravagance to spend money

instead of stimulating private enLerprise. O'Loughlin was

reported as saying that the Government had not received

sufficient requests for assistance and therefore could not

justify using aII of the funds. Despite his desire to see a

smelter built, the editor criticised the Government for

7. ibid.24.8.1899.
f. ibid . 22. 11.1899.
g . B_e_g]_g_t_gl 18 . B .1899 . Several private smelting works had

-õþË-r-ã-t-ei- in the Colony over the years and a smelter at
põrt Augusta had been mooted for a considerabl-e time.
(See London Mining Journal 22.9.IBBB).

10. ibid.-ed-iTõïiãÏ.-T|ì-íl-mãintained his policy of the
previous year.
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attempting to prove that state-directed enterprises would be

successful in developing mineral resources. However, the

decision not to buitd a smelter remained unchanged; the

Government was only prepared to purchase copper ore at the

assay value until a large quantity of ore could be delivered

at Port Augusta.ll

Despite the criticism of state-directed enterprises '
the Kingston Government maintained that the best method of

encouraging the industry was to provide water, f.teight

rebates, and machinery such aS batteries, concentrators and

smelters to treaÈ the ore at minimum cost.12 O'Loughlin

believed that the future devetopment of the Colony lay in

mining pursuits. Many colonists had not been faithful to

South Australia but, he argued, it vras not likely that the

Colony would be left out of the mineral boom - the

surrounding Colonies contained valuable minerals and so did

south Australia. o,Loughlin disclaimed any special

knowledge of rnining but his vigorous pursuit of active

policies beLied this claim. His efforts to promote mining

activities were wi<teIy appreciated in the industry. Vinrace

Lawrance, a welI-known business figure, wrote that:

11.
12. by O'Loughl-in

Australia'.
SAPD:HA OrLoughlin 15.8.1899.
-nèïistãr L2.9. IB99 . Lecture given
õn=-fiihË-Mining rnstitute of South
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Lawrance

Our present Commissioner of Crown Lands
is uñdoubtedly the most far-seeing and
energetic Commissioner among all who have
held that portfolio, his constant aim
being to assist in and Push on the
mineral development of this colony:..He.
has evinced phãnomenal enthusiasm in this
direction, and evidently has succeeded in

"mineral", and their willingness and even
voluntary attention and help to -"11
seekers õf information, in remarkable
contrEqt to the aPathY shown in the
past. rJ

had expressed the views of many investors, managers

and company secretaries.

It v/as also acknowledged in Parliament that o'Loughlin

was an effective Flinister, although he and the Department

were overworked and the Department' \'rtas stilL

understaffed.l4 The problem of too much work and too few to

do it had never been satisfactorily resolved and Alexander

poyntonrs affirmation that the mining interests of the

colony rvere not as well looked after as those of the
t5

agriculturalists and pastoralists could not be disputed.

Another example of o'Loughlin's efforts to establish a

wider mining base for the colony was his acceptance of an

offer to distribute displays of mineral specimens throughout

the colony.16 The public Libraries Board, the SchooL of

Ivlines, and the Board of School Inspectors had approached the

Governnent with the proposal to disseminate knowledge of

'economic mineralogy'. After comparing a list of Public

13. Advertiser 28.3.1899.
r4. SAPD: HA A. Poynton; I.7.B. Rounsevellt E-L.

a6-.9-.ßgg.
15 . ibid.
16. Reqister Advertiser 26-L0.1-899.

Batchelor
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Institutes r¿ith Brown's geological ßâP, Professor Ralph Tate

recommended that fifty-three of the 161 Institutes be given

cabinets of minerals and that atl should have the geological

map of the colony. The Public Libraries Board vtere to

advise the Institutes to procure a copy of a first-class

book on mineralogy. Three copies of the Government

Assayerrs ,prospectors' manual' vtere to be included in each

case. The work was to be done at the School of Mines under

the supervision of Tate, and all expenses paid from the

mining voEe incorporated in the Governments Budgetary

Estimates. However, there was a lengthy delay between the

initiation of this idea and its final implernentation in

1902 t

In South Australia, the reality of nev¡ discoveries

rarely matched the high ideals and expectations of the eager

investors and miners aS the recent experiences at Worturpa

had highlighted. ÞIith each ne!Í discovery such as that at

Tarcoola in 1900 when prospectors located fresh deposits of

gold, the public \^ras warned not to rush in bl-ind haste.l7

The Viestern and South Australian Border Prospecting

Association, a party of nine prospectors' had been organised

by Andrew Tennant trllrc and Mr C.H. Hakendorf in 1899.18 The

men found surface and reef gold in the Tarcoola district

during February and April of 1900. vÙhen warden Gee vtas sent

to Tarcoola, he stressed that a field could not yet be

L7.
18.

Register 3.5.I900 editorial.
Brõwñ;-õp. cit. p.285. Brown,
the area after the winner of
said " the specirnens vrere of
valuett.

who had previouslY named
the 1893 Melbourne CuPr
remarkable beautY and
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proclaimed as it was only a good surface show.I9 In

addition, the declaration of Tarcoola as a field would have

limited prospectors to claims of 100 by 600 feet instead of

the 2g-acre lots they were then able to work.2O Gee was

prepared to enforce stricÈ labour conditions to prevent

unfair monopolies of large areas but, in the initial stages'

the reefs could only be worked by individuals or companies

with substantial f inancial backing. The -Bs-g¡-sJel advised

that Tarcoola's future would best be secured at the field

rather than working the Stock Exchange.2I However, several

companies were formed and one in particular, the Tarcoola

Blocks Company which held ten 2Q-acre blocks around the

prospectors' recent discovery, met with considerable success

over the next few y"^t=.22

The use of Gee, warden of Goldfields ancl Inspector

under the Mining on PrivaÈe Property Act of 1888, to report

on the mining activities at Tarcoola demonstrated the

problems facing the understaffed Department in coping with

the vast territory. The practice, which arose in earlier

days, to utilise the facilities of GovernmenÈ officers

stationed throughout the colony and of private individuals

had been continued fot reasons of practicality, efficiency

and economy but it was not always the most appropriate means

of ensuring confidentiality and accuracy in

19. he had learnt from
previous year.

20.
2L.
22.

B_e_gf_g_t_gl 3 . 5 . 1900 editorial . Perhaps
-ñis--õw-ñ-experiences at Worturpa the
Advertiser 3.5.1900.-Rèqîs-teï-T.5.1900 

.
Eiõwï;-õþ. cit. pp. 28 4-307 .
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administration.23 It was suggested by Mr T.J. Barnes that

the Department emp}oy two or three more workers to relieve

the Inspector of Sofne of his duties.24 No such move vtas

entertained by the Government but the pressure on the

Department was alleviated somewhat by the return of Brown to

the Colony. Brown arrived at Port Adelaide on board the

Ilimalaya on L2 May, and was met by Thomas Duffietd.25 After

a brief visit to Adelaide, he continued on board the ship to

Mel-bourne. Upon the completion of his private business,

Brown returned to Adelaide on 25 May and thenceforth to

Tarcoola with O'Loughlin three days latert he $tas not due to

resume his official duties until 1 June.26

Brownrs preliminary report on the development of the

area induced the Minister to implement the conditions for

working leases as under the lnlining nct.27 It also produced

a significant exchange of shares on the Stock Exchange.28

The Tarcoola Blocks Company decided to invest heavily in its

property by installing its ovtn battery, albeit in an

23.

24.

For example, SAA GRG 30/4/1894/557 W.R. Anderson to
ltarden 4-.7.I894. He htas going to Western Australia and
he asked for a reference. He had worked on behalf
of the Departments of Mines, stock, customs, crown Lands
and the Central Board of Health in association with his
duties as a policeman. At Teetulpa he had been a crown
Lands Ranger, Registrar of Dogs, Inspector under the
vermin AcL, an eðting !{arden of Gol-df ields and had
issued miners' rights. a store-keeper at Leigh Creek, I'lr
Duck, was responslUfe fot issuing miners' rights for the
Worturpa field . (3-"-g-L9-t-91 B. 7 . 1899 . )

Advertiser 9.5.19¡¡t T;i.-Barnes to editor. See also
-}eÏteiË--fibm rlrlorturpar and others on previous days.
R_e_1i_g_t_gr_ 14 . s . 190 0 .
ãdvertiser 26 .5.I900 .

i=tëï-3.7.1900. A full report \^¡as not available
un anuary 1901.

25.
26.
27.

2B. Advertiser 4.7 .I900.
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unfavourable position' to breat the otu-29 Not aII

companies working on the Tarcoola field were able to erect

batteries and Alexander Poynton asked Parliament to

authorise the construction of a public battery and cyanide

p]ant.30 Brown had already advised the Jenkins' Government

to <lo so and the motion $las readily accepted by the Assembly

on 17 October. Edward Grundy, llanager of the Mount Torrens

Battery b/as then transferred to be Manager of the Tarcoola

Battery from I August 1901.3I Brown had also selected the

site for a Government well to be sunk and the supply of

1,000 gallons of good quality water a day ensured the

Tarcoola fiel-d of a vital necessity for "u""e"".32 
The

field was not another Ballarat or Kalgoorlie but it did

sustain a lot of activity by industrious miners for several

years.

Agitation for a smelting works had continued from the

residents of Port Augusta and the probable success at

Tarcoola $¡as a further boost to their request. O'Lough1in

proceeded cautiously in this matter and he sent the

Engineer-in-Chief, Alexander Bain Ùloncrieff, and John Bice

MLc to New South Wales to inspect the smelters t,here.33

Moncrieff recommendecl engaging an expert in Sydney to draw

29. ibid. 5.II.190I. See also Brownr oP.cit. pp.29L-922
'rFrom the starting of the Tarcoola Blocks Company's
battery, MaY 16th, 1901, to June 30th, ]-907, 26r719 tons
of orel yietaing 341435 ozs. 15 dwts. t6 grs.-L1772 ozs.
t8 dwts. 1I grs. had been obtained from the cyanide
plant - makiñg a total of 36t208 ozs. 14 dwts. 3 $ES'¡
valued at fL]-2,355; the stone being worth (by battery
treatment only) 78s. Per ton"
SAPD:HA l-2.9.I900.
3ÁÞÞ7-:Tgoz, 1903, rBlue Books 1901 and l-902' .

Ããïe-rtiser 25.I.1901. Brown had chosen the site,
-n-ameã--dèõÏogist's v¡ell in his honour, in a memo of
17 .9. r900.
ibid. 5.5 .1900 .

30.
31.
32.

33.
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up plans before calling tor tenders. Arthur Addison l'lLC' on

behalf of Bice, told O'Loughtin that the smelters should be

built without delay.34 The Government could erect a small

plant in south Australia for about fIr000 although

O'Loughlin preferred Èhe construction of a large plant in

Sydney for f5,000. However, it was decided Èhat

experirnentation t{tith a small plant might be the deciding

factor in ordering a large plant. The Govern¡nent then moved

to purchase copper ore at Port Augusta with 60 per cent of

Èhe present value of ore to be paid as a deposit and any

balance due upon completion of the smelting process.35

The nevrspapers played an important role in encouraging

or down-playing the mining interests of South Australia and

during IgOt the ne_g_þ_t_e: criticised the Government for its

failure to act in the matter of mineral specimen displays:

Surely it is not too much to ask that in
a democralic community the Government
departments, which are paid for promoting
the development of the mineral wealth of.
the State, shall rouse themselves from
lethargy and make an effort to su'oplement
the work done bY the Press in
disseminating useful information
regarding miñerals anQ-how they are to be
rounå-;á t""ognised.36

The paper had continued to receive enquiries from the

Institutes who were awaiting the cabinets of minerals and

the publicity it gave to the issue caused the Government to

fulfil its original promise.3T However, the displays vtere

not distributed until July of 1902 and, by then, the

proposal had been drastically curtailed: only thirty cases

ibid . 7 .5.1900.
SA Government Gazette 20-9.I900.

34.
35.
36.
37.

Eeli s ¿èî-2-l:7: reöI;---íËïd;- r.-a . rgor.
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were Sent to various country areas.38 Part of the

explanation for this \,¡as related to the exercising of

economy by the Schoo1 of I'lines. The same philosophy also

resulted in the termination of the services of the

Government Assayer, G.A. Goyder.39 The project was completed

in December and in this time the Department received no

adverse criticism about the specimens from the Institutes.40

The retarded development of Tarcoola once again

reflected the penchant of south Australians for indulging in

speculative, rather than mining, activities. Although many

shares changed hands on the Stock Exchange, the companies

r¡¡ere under-capitalised.4I The _Re_gi_g_t-er suggested changing

the laws to ensure money was spent on actual work and not on

speculation:

substantial encouragement t'o legitimate

The Department Promoted Tarcoola as a going concern bY

seeking artesian water supplies, erecting the battery and

cyanide works, and having Brown continually report on the

developments and possibilities. In fact, it had turned its

38.

39.
40.
4r.
42.

ibid. 31.7.L902. Those Institutes which received
specimens included Angaston, Clare, Kadina, Mount
cãmbier and Wilmington. Sorne major centres were not
altocated specimens¡ fot example, Moonta, Gawler,
Wallaroo, Mount Torrens and Kapunda.
sÀÀ cnc 30/4/1902/738 c.A. Goyder to Butler 30.7.1902.
sAA GRG 30/4/1902/743.
Register l-2.6. I90I editorial.-i-6i?r;---_
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attention almost single-mindedly towards Tarcoola and this

upset some miners in other areas such aS Mount Torrens from

where the lvlanager of the Battery, Edward Grundy, had been

transferred.43 However, there \,tere others in the industry

who felt that the Government lfas not doing enough for the

Tarcoola district,

charles chewings offerecl his services to search for

lninerals and to geologically map east and southeast of the

Musgrave nanges.44 Earlier in the year, Richard Maurice had

equipped an expedition to travel from Ooldea and fill in the

gaps between the expe<litions of Giles and Elder.45 He

unclertook this expedition with VfilIiam lvlurrayr a graduate

from the School of Mines, who was on loan from the

Department of Mines. Chewings also sought the assistance of

a competent surveyor and bushman from the Department but

this request was not granted. The proposed expedition was

forestalled by the motion of Robert Caldwelt in the House of

Assembly on 27 November for an examination of the country

between Tarcoola, the Musgrave Ranges and the northwest of

t.he Colony. This amateur geologist thought it was obvious

t.hat Tarcoola and other spots west of Lake Gairdner vtere

part of the mineral deposits that covered a large part of

vtestern Australia, especially near the border. Ït was

therefore probable that rich minerals would be found on this

side of the bordert a geological fault was unlikely to have

terminated the deposiLs at the borderline. Caldwell aimed

to encourage prospectors by having the area systematically

(KeIlaway);

O'Loughlin 5.8.I901.
43,

44.
45.

ibid. Letters to editor 22.L0.190I
23.t0.I90I (Aird).
SAA GRG 35/I/L90L/20'22 Chewings to
Advertiser II.4. I901.
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tested under the Department's control and Bror'¡n's

supervision. He wanted the staff of the Geological Survey

enlarged in order to maintain geological examinations and

the development of mineral resource".46 Brown was also

aware of this and he noted in a memo to O'Loughlin that "to

carry out a continuous geological survey of this province a

staff of field surveyors is required, and the appointment of

Mr ltells lto lead a party of prospectors north] would be a

step in that direction".47 There was no doubt in Calâwel-l 's

mind that the Government had to open up the outback on

behalf of private enterprise' and the House $¡as similarly

inclined for it passed the motion on 20 December. However,

the resolution Ì^tas not immediately put into effect.48

fnstead of an expedition to the vicinity of the

Musgrave Ranges, Brown was sent by the Minister for the

Northern Territory, John Jenkins, to Central Australia.49

He left Adetaide on 11 ApriL l-902 and Èravelled via Al-ice

Springs to Arltunga where he inspected the gold mines from I

to 31 Þlay. Brown returned to A]ice Springs and on June IB

he lef t for Bonney lüell, sixty-f ive miles sout.h of the

Tennantrs Creek Telegraph Stationr oD Bonney Creek. He

examined the country in the Davenport and Murchison Ranges '

46. SAPD:HA 27.LL.190I.
47. -SAÞÞT5T-:1901'Mineralogical Examination of Ivlusgrave'

¡lanñ-õTc. Ranges'Me¡no to o'Loughlin 18.12.190I. Mr
L. Vtells, who vras a Valuator of Pastoral Improvements in
the survey Department, had previously been associated
with the oepartrnenÈ. For example, he vtas sent, to the
Wilgena Goldf iel<l to arrange a water supply' !o locate
and survey a town-site ancl to report on the fieldrs
prospects. (Advertigqr 5. 9. 1899¡ se-g-Lq-t-q\- L2. 9. I899. )

4B . neqiãter 22.3-.-lj9-oã-äiitoriaI .
49. -SA-Þp76îTgO2 'Report on the White Range GoId l"linesr

3--O .Iï-. f 902¡ _QAEp_?Z t1903 'Report by Government Geologist
on country iñ--the-oavenport and Murchison Ranges etc.'
24.r. r903.
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along the Frew River and east of Tennant creek without

uncovering significânt deposits of minerals. He returned to

Adelaide on 15 October. Brown $ras on loan from the Survey

during this expedition, and the Goldfields and Mining Branch

of the Northern Territory was responsible for his salary.50

Chewings corresponded with the Government on two more

occasions abou! his proposed investigation of the north-west

of South Australia, but it, was clear that his plans $¡ere not

acceptable.5l th" Government was prepared to conduct the

fieldwork itself: "in regard to the Geological Department

undertaking t,he work, I would respectfully suggest the

question be submitted to the Govt. Geologist it being his

departme,1¡,,.52 But it v¡as undecided as to when the party

would be organised and not until December 1902 was Brownrs

recommendation for a party to visit the lvlusgrave, Mann and

Tomkinson Ranges adopted.53 The prospecting party included

WeIts, Herbert Basedow and Frank George who was "generally

50.

51.

sAppl3 ¿1902 rEstimates for the Northern Territory
-1-f0-z-:3-' 

.
sAA GRG 35/I/ß02/665 Chewings to Minister of Mines
I0.3.1902. SAA GRG 24/6/1902/5J-4 Chewings to
Pre¡nier/Chief Secretary 28.4.L902.
sAA GRG 24/6/L902/5I4 ibid. Docket noÈe by ivlatthews'
Inspector of Mines , 27.5.1902. The l"linister for the
Northern Territory, Frederick Holder, had previously
told Vaiben Solomõn and Walter Griffiths, Members for
the Northern lerritory, that Brown or Matthews would
sent to investigate the mineral deposits in central
Australia, espeõially White Range and the pfacDonnell
Ranges, and the mines at Arltunga. (-A-dvertiser
19. t. 1900. )

Sç_g_i_g-t_gl Ie .12 .Le02 .

52.

53.

be
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known as the understudy to the Government Geologist".54 The

party's visit to the area was not successful because it

uncovered Iittle conclusive eviderice of valuable

minerals.55 However, in submitting the reporÈ, Brown

doubted the efficacy of the evidence and the results.56 His

ovrn explorations and Èhe nature of the geology of the area

led him to believe that gold and other mineral discoveries

would be made in the region.

In the meantime, problems had developed with the

Government-operated smelters at Port Augusta and

subsequently in the Northern Territory. The copper smelters

closed at Port Augusta after a few months which showed,

according to the Reqister, that encouraging rnining through

socialistic projects would inevitably produce losses.57 The

Manager of the smelting liorks, Frederick Bice' vtas

transferred to Port Darwin where a reverbatory furnace had

54. Advertiser 30.3.1
as a surveyor on
such as the Mount

903. George had joined the Department
L6.2.1897. He had worked in many areas
Fitton district where he compiled a

geological and topographical map of the ar
ãelected sites for welIs. (Advert'i99-r- 2L.6
travelled north with Brown -Ïn-Fé-b-iü{ty, 19

ea and
.lggg . ) He
01 and Brown
ent officer in
nd Geolog_lc_Al_
rs Tõr him to
ook 3 p.39

Brown to O'Lough1in 16.1.1901. )

55. SAPP54:1904 'Reports on Prospect ing Operations in
es by L.A. Vüells
sedowrs journal of
s of the aI

14

56.
57.

ran

Reg ister 22,L.1902. SAPP4 :1904 | 22nd Annual Report of
the Audit Commission-erËr-showed a loss on erect
working the smelter of f14'500.

ing and
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been erected.53 This had been sanctioned by Parliament

although Browtr had advised against building a smelter there

because the quantity and quality of the ore did not justify

it. at that stage.59 Nearly r.2,5OO was spent on the smelter

which was available to treat ores from the public after 27

August 1902.60 But the venture failedr âs Donovan noted, '

owing to the distance from the mines, the fluctuating copper

prices, and because "little ore' less than a hundred tonnesr

$ras forthcoming for processing".6l The plant vrtas relocatecl

at the Daly River copper Mine in 1903 but it did not

recommence operating until the following year because of

problems vtith the weather and labour supply.62 Even then it

did not operate eff iciently and \^¡as constantJ-y being

repaired until it. ceased operating in 1909.63

The opposition Lo the State conducting mining

enterprises had become a hallmark of the Reg-i-st-er- and the

newspaper maintained this line for many years although it

did not suggest the alteration of the Departmentrs role to

oversee the industrY:

58. SAPP2:1903 rB1ue Book for 1902'. The Manager of the
Þõr-t eugusta Smetting V¡orks, Frederick Vü. Bice' was
appointed on 24.6.1901 and transferred to the Port
oãrwin Smelters on 1.5.L902; the Assayer, Edwin T.C'
Fitzgeralcl who had previously been an Assistant at the
peteiborough Battery, was appointed on 28.9.190I and
retrenche<l I.5.1902¡ Stanley G. Threadgold' clerk' \á¡as

appointed on 2I.8.1901 and transferred as a junior clerk
to the Department on 1.3.1902-
SAPD:HA C.E. Herbert 2I.8.190I.
5Ã-p-p?-:-f903 '21st Annual Report of the Audit Commissioner'.

-oö-n-õ-van , P. ,
ibid.

A Land FuII of Possibilities p.I99.

SAPP45:19I0 rGovernment Resident's Report on the
-ñõiEñãrn TerritorY' .

59.
60.
6r.
62.
63.
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it would be unfair to measure the results
of the state mining department by the
direct returns from it; but, if ever a
Government spent 40 lshillings] worth of
gold money to earn a doubtful sovereig.'
this has been done in connection with the
officially directed mining affairs of
South Australia. And this renrark
involves no reflection upon the
officials, who simPIY had to act as t
administrators of a sociali"ti. poli.y.64

That private enterprise concerns had more frequently

incurred heavier losses and had been subject to more

failures than those undertaken bY

comparison \"Jas involved in a more

was very careful about the nature

to have escaped the notice of the

The Advertiser was more to the point and argued that

prosperity through mining would not eventuate until there

was a change of attitudes in South Àustralia.65 South

Australian capital was frequently involved in the formative

stages of new mines but the capitalists generally lacked

staying po\^rer; all that was needed to correct this lack of

confidence would be new and rich fields fot private

enterprise to exploit. If private enterprise would not do

so then Parliament could legitimately become i¡rvolved to

ensure that the work was done. This woul-d require a more

effective Department of llines than that which existed, said

one writer to the Paper:

64 , -$-e-g-i-E-t-gl 3.I1.1903 following the release of the Audit
-eõ-ñniils-ioners' report for 1902-03 which showed another
Ioss of money on tfre cyanide works and bhe cessation
of the Port Áugusta SmèIters. The Jenkins' Ministry
v¡as a Liberal ãnd Liberal-Conservative grouping '

65. Advertiser 22.3.1902.

Parliament, which in

limited degree and which

of its involvelnent ' seems

Reg is ter .
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The Mines Department of South Australia
a kind of inconsequential and non-
consequential appendage of the Lands
Department is- put utterly to shame when
it; work is comPared with that of the
other States in the vtay of circulating
reliable scienÈific and practical
informatiQn, and so promoting the mining
industry.66

Chambers asked for a stronger department and for tþe State

to undertake policies of industrial development so that it

would be 'saved,. Expressions of dissatisfaction with

o'Loughlin as Minister, and the amount of negative publicity

that the Department received because of delays with the

North-lr7est Prospect,ing Party, the losses on the cyanide

plants and smelter operations, and the delay over the

specimen displays could not have created favourable

impressions in the public mind. Neither did the turmoil at

Tarcoola.

I^rilliam Frayne, who had prospected for gold at

Tarcoola, complained that it was the administration of the

mining laws rather than the laws themselves which prevented

payable gold mining.67 Frayne had applied in August 1901 to

take up land to prospect for alluvial gold at Tarcoola.6S

He stated that the o$¡ners v¡ere not working some claims but

he was unable to secure the immediate forfeiture of company

leases in the area. He had thus left the area in Novelnber

before the Department had cancelled the company leases that

he had asked f.or.69 Further letters to the papers indicated

that dissatisfaction with the Department was widespread at

Tarcoo]a. 'A Prospectorr complimented the Department on its

29.3.1902 Letter to editor
4 .1. L9O2 Letter to editor.
28.1.1902 Letter to editor.
IB.1.l9O2 Letter to editor

from Trant Chambers.66.
67.
68.
69.

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid. from Thomas Duffield.
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efforts to find artesian water and to erect a battery but he

felt that the people of Tarcoola generally lacked confidence

in the Department's adninistration of the field: "under the

present regime the resident officer does not appear to be in

authority even to clearly explain the working of our far

from workable Mining ¡.¡".70 rMulga Vüire' noted that

companies were being granted exemptions from the Act and

this allowed thern to retain the leases without working

them.Tl prospectors \^/ere thus prevented from working the

claims and he found this unacceptable:

...what have lve to Put uP with? A

spineless Government, ot t shall I say,
Minister of Mines, who has neither the
will nor the inclination to enforce the-^
mining laws as they should be enforced ' 

/ ¿

Robert Bruce came to the defence of O'Loughlin who he

considered btas still trying to promote the industry.T3 fn

this case, o'Loughlin had allowed exemptions beyond the

strict limit because any move to enforce the labour

conditions of the Act would result in the downfall of many

companies and correspondingty wreck the hopes of investors.

llhilst OrLoughlin's actions may have been necessary to

preserve the hopes of the capitalists and the potential of

lhe field, they were not understood or appreciated by the

workers and prospectors at Tarcoola. The assistant

secretary of the Tarcoola lr4inersr Benef it Association, Þ1r

F.H. Davies, complained to the Trades and Labour Council:

"the abuse of [O'Loughlin's] power to do these things

[exemptions beyond limit] has been monstrous in the

70.
7L.
72.
73.

Register 3I.I.IgO2 Letter to editor from rA Prospector'.
-edîéïtÏsèr 12 . 2 . Le02 .-íiti-d;-----
ibid . 24 .2.l-902.
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pastn.'74 These complaints fell on deaf ears as the

Department maintained that the interests of the companies

came first; otherwise the field would collapse. Brownrs

report in February lgo2 highlighted the slow pace of

development because of the difficulties of access' the

trying conditions, and the expense of working the field.75

These coutd be overcome by companies working systematically

over a large area rather than by individual prospectors and

miners scratching on small surface shot^ts.

some of the public criticism may have influenced

O'Lough1in's decision to resign as Commissioner of Crown

Lands an<l to abtempt to enter Federal Parliament.T6 He vtas

replaced by Richard Butler, a member of the Liberal-

Conservative group in the Jenkins' l¡linistry, who became

Commissioner in addition to his portfolio as Treasurer. At

the same time, the Department of Ivlines was amalgamated with

the Roads Department and the Lands Department to form the

Department of Lands, Mines, and Roads. This arrangement \"JaS

born out of convenience rather than necessity and, in

practice, there were no changes to the previous operations

of the Departments. Thomas Duffield became the Secretary of

the ne\¡¡ Department, whereas he had previously been the

Secretary of the Department of Mines and the Crown Lands

Department only. He remained Secretary to the Minister of

74. ibid. 19.2.IgO2 Davies to F.S. WalIis, Secretary of the
CounciI.

75. Register 28 .2.1902.
zá. o--ía-¡Ênri" resigned on 31.3.1902 under the terms of

the Cónstitutioñ Act Amendment Act l-902 which
prohibited politicians holding a seat in both state
and Federal Parl-iaments (SAPP2:I903 'BIue Book for
t9O2' ) . The following inflormãTion has been gleaned from
the relevant Blue Books, Estimates, and statistical
Recorcl of the Legislatures.
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l,lines as well as being Secretary for the new Department.

The Departments were separaLed in 1907 and regained their

individual titles aIÈhough each had operated as a separate

entity during this period.

The Minister for the Northern Territory, Premier

Jenkins, again arranged for Brown to visit to the Territory

in 1903 following the highly optimistic reports made by

Chartes Chewings about a new gold find.77 He inspected the

gotd discovery at winnecke's Depot in l'larch and then

proceeded to the gold mines at VÍhite Range and Arltunga.

The preliminary report on Winnecke's Depot provided litt1e

consolation for the investors. The general opinion was that

he had said no more Èhan usual but some investors found

cause for optimism in his cautious tones.78 His return to

Adelaide on 16 May was met v¡ith anticipation from investors

and "his detailed rePort on the Arltunga Goldfields [was]

anxiously awaited by mining invest,ors in this and oLher

States".'79 However, many investors noÌ4r followed Brownrs

advice and were vtary of the field's potential for he again

downplayed the val-ue of a nev¿ find. It was left to the

Government to allocate funds for boring to prove the

viability of deposits. Boring was undertaken in the Pine

Creek diStrict on Brown's advice, and the possibility of

using a drill to test for coal in the Victoria River area

$ras also cons idered . I o

'17. Quiz and the Lantern 10.4.19 03;SAPP59 :1903 rRePort
on GoId Discoveries near
r903.
the Lantern ibid.

Ef- the vernment--G-eb1og ist
Vlinnecke's Depot etc. ' 30.6.
Register 7 .4.1903 t _qgl_z__4q__
-rËë Þ-u6-r-ic service Revièw 9:

78.
79.
80. SAPD:HA \t enJ( I nS 3U. r0. r903.

I May 1903 p. 72.
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Premier Jenkins transferred Lionel Gee to Arltunga

because the Warden of Goldfields stationed at ALice Springs'

Johannes Mueller, was not as familiar with the gold-mining

laws aS Gee.81 Gee \^¡as the Warclen at Arltunga from 16 March

1903 unti he returned to the Department of l"iines on 1

February 1904.82 Edward Grundy went to Arltunga with Gee to

manage the Cyanide Vüorks. He returned with Gee and was

appointed the l4anager of the Mount Torrens, Peterborough and

Tarcoola Batteries with the responsibility of supervising a

single Assistant at Tarcoola.B3

In addition to the responsibilities over Lhe nevt

discoveries in the Territory, the Department acquired

further duties in South Australia where public interest in

the possible occurrence of oil had increased. The chance of

South Australia being an oil-bearing territory had long been

recognised, particularly by some of the earlier settlers on

Kangaroo Island. In 1875, J.B. Austin had told readers of

the London Mining Journal of

the existence in the south-eastern part
of this colony' near the "Coorong¡", of a
remarkable deposit on the surface of the
ground.. . Èhis deposit is supposed to be
petrol-eum, hardened by some means inlq a
!uþstance resembling india rubber

The Boucaut Ministry had responded to the requests of

speculators and granted a l-ease of fifteen years over lo ,000

toof land in the South-East "to certain gentlemenacres

work

8r.
82.

the land for petroleum, and [who] intended to form a

ge_g__i_9_t_gr_ 4.3. I903 .
T-e-\,¡ãl-1èmporarily employed on his return as a
clerk before being permanently appointed Clerk on July
I. fnformation fròm file of empJ-oyees in possession of
Mr R.K. Johns, the present Deputy Director-General of
l"lines and Energy.
SAPP2:1906 'Blue Book for 1905'.
-l,onãõn Mining Journal 2.I0.1875 .

83.
B4
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company to prosecute the search by boring &c".85 In fact,

the dril-Iing of the first major bore in search of petroleum

in Australia $¡as undertaken near the Coorong by the SaIt

Creek Petroleum Oit Prospecting Company between 1881 and

IgB3.86 However, drilling to a depth of over 660 feet

indicated no more than Èhe existence of saline water and

some indications of coal and the venture ceased. subsequent

attempts to test deposits of petroleum in the Colony also

failed but the importance of oil, especially as a potential

source of energy, was not neglected.87

The revival of interest in the prospects for oil on the

coorong and around Mannum had, by the end of July 1903'

resulted in the Department issuing 295 search licences for

9I3 square miles of land in that. are..B8 The Department's

revenue v¡as increased by the f913 paid in fees and the î.73

l5s for the 2gS miners' rights. Mr K.R. Ivloure and a I"1r G'C'

85.

86.

87.
BB.

ibid. "Amongst the promoters and lessees are two
gentlemen wirose names are not unknown in London - Sir
John plorphett and IvIr T.U. Scrutton, son of the late
elexander Scrutton, of the Stock Exchange". On 13
February L874, Scrutton had read a Paper on the
existenêe of petroleum or coal in South Australia to
the local Chamber of Manufacturers. (-è-{y-e-f-t-i!-9q n'd'
February 1874 ) .
Blainev-, G., The Rush That Never Ended p.342¡
á c c o r a i ng to tr1ãi n-e-f ;-Úh e-ËîEä-fr-alã--'-olñ- t h e Co o r o n g

near the port of Kiñgstonr. Details of the boring
operationé were reported in Adelaide at the time. For
eiample, see the _O-b-se_Ey_y26.2.188I, 25.6.188I (a second
bore-was being driÏledT' rs.4.1882 (the bore had
penetrated coát at 625 feet), 29.4.I882,3.6.1882 (the
bore had reached 660 feet), 2.6.1883 (proposed wind-up
of the Cornpany). This ComPanY'
group drilling for oiI. Among
Petroleum ProsPecting ComPanY
Prospecting ComPanY. Some ind
petroleum. For examPle' Ivlr W.
Ñovember IBBI sent 'boring aPP
(observer 26.l-l-.IBBI) and subs
pãËGèï--I-¿o feet with Promising
29 .4.1882 ) .

however' \ô¡as not the onlY
others were the Para Para

and the Para Oil and CoaI
ividuals also sought
Ivlalcolm of Gawler in

aratusr to NuriootPa
equently the drilling
results ( Observer

London Mini Journal 22.9.I888, 23.3.1889.



Fair of Canada had visited the Coorong in June 1903 and b¡ere

impressed by the evidence for oil that they saw.89 The

Departmentrs Clerk and Draughtsman' William Murra!r

investigated the reported finds around Þlannum.90 Brown and

Matthews later reported on oil in the Meningie area9l, and

the Government subsequently adopted Brownrs recommendations

to bore to a maximum depth of 100 feet for signs of oi|.92

Although there vtere no startling oil discoveries at this

time, the Department showed that it vtas prepared Èo expand

its range of operations and diversify its interests and

sphere of control when faced with ne1^, problems, and a

different set of circumstances and external pressures.

The nining industry had remained at a low ebb in south

Australia despite the formation of the Department. Once

again attention was focussed on the Adelaide Hills and

Inspector t*latthews reviev¡ed the possibilities of further

developments there.93 He reported optimistically and he

felt that many deposits would require only prudent

investment and efficient management by private enterprise to

make them successful.94 A failing in the past had been the

lack of capital to pursue developmental work. The lack of

persistence and faith among South Australians as well as a

Iack of capital, and mismanagement were also criticised by

Mr F.J. Congreve.95 The usual complaint of too much mining

89 . Advertiser 22.6. I903.
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, 29.L
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eo. -Rèõîõté?-¡o .7. Ieo3 .
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92. SAPD:I{A 15.10.I903
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on the Stock Exchange v¡as again voiced.96 The Department

$¡as also accused of not doing enough to assist the industry

or to alleviate unemployment.9T But}er naturally defended

the Department and the Governmentrs efforts to provide

facilities to encourage mining.98 A portion of his press

statelnent Ì^¡as omitted from the final printed version and it

is in this that an explanation for the lack of mining in the

HitLs can be found:
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the

of

The

to editor 22.L0.1903 , 31.10 .1903 .
Advertiser 5.11.1903.

/L979 Press statement 5.11.1903.
had noted this in 1895.
4.

The diff icuJ-ty about having a thorough
search made fõr gotd in the Adelaide
hilts is the fact that most of the land
is in private hands, the minerals not
being ieserved to the Crown when these
landõ btere sold. The o$tners are mostly
conservative and do not wish their lands
rlisturbed or they ask excessive ra!çs for
lñã *ini"g tighiå over their tand.99

Both the Geologist and Inspector of l'lines $¡ere prepared to

advise land-owners and miners on possible sites, and

drilling wâs to be conducted at selected localities to

stimulate interest.

The public debate over conductr Purpose and

functions of the DePartment Ivlines continued throughout

the early months of 1904.

history and functions of

Register elaborated upon the

the Department in a major article:

The operations of the Department of Mines
are gènerally little understood by the
peopÍe of the state, notwithstanding
tf¡eir important character and the
momentouã bearing they may lutg uP?n lh6
commercial future of South Australia.rw'

9 6 . _$_e_g_i_q_t_er Letters
97. -I-5id . 22.10. 1903;
9a . _BS_g_Lq-t-9r 6 . 1I . 190
ee . -SÃA -GIìG-30/ 4/Leo3

Inspector Parkes
10 0 . B_e_g_i_E_t_9I 3 .2.Le0
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This outline, derived from Departmental sources, provided a

detailed and accurate account of its obligations and

responsibilities to the public and investor. Comments vitere

made about the roles of several individual members of the

Department. However, Some of the public l¡tere still not

satisfied because the Department did not live up to their

expectations of what a department should do as compared to

what could realistically be done. On the one hand, þlt J'

Hancock wanted a vigorous department free of pessimism with

Brown taking an active role to induce investment in

mining.l0l 'Metalliferous' had proposed a radically

different organisation: "the Sooner the department is

placed under the cont,roL of a board of management composed

of experienced mining and business menrÈhe sooner we shall

see the industry advancing with leaps and bound=".J'02 On

the other hand, the Minister vtas given credit from practical

miners for his efforts to expand the industry.l03 The

Government could open up the inclustry but it was left to

those rvith capital to develop the resources. v'Ihen Brown was

about to go north to Lake Phillipson on a ne\^t prospecting

and mapping expedition, Hancock asked if Brown could be kept

within speaking distance rather than 1et him run away | 104

The function of the Geologist to plot and trace mineral

resources in preparation for their subsequent development

was mistaken but this v¡as not ne\^¡ Brown I s abilities had

been inappropriately utilised since his appointrnent.

12.3.1904
19.2.1904
16 .3.1904
22.3.1904

r0l .
L02.
r03.
104.
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ibid.
ibid.
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Hancockrs complaint that the Department ran away too

often without justification was incorrect but it did seem to

be the case in 1904 when both Brown and George l¡¡ere absent

from Adelaide for extended periods. Brown¡ âccoftpanied by

two white assistants and seven camels, left Adelaide on 27

April and spent four months examining areas 100 to 2OO miles

west of lvlarree and north to Charlotte Vüaters.105 He

successfutly plotted the point v¡here the artesian water

basin entered south Australia ancl traced its course. The

Australian ¡,tininq standard overlooked the possible benef its

of this exercise when it criticised the Government

prospecting parties as being nothing more than good

explorers: "The socialistic tendency of the times having so

entirely destroyed the old self-helpfulness and independence

of the people, it is too much novÙ to expect that much v¡iII

be done in the matter of private prospecting".106 This \'tas

also in reference to Frank George who had left Adelaide on

20 June to prospect north of Fowlers Bay on the west

coast. The expedition, which concluded on 28 October' did

not uncover a neht gold or mineral field.107

The explorers and prospectors often considered

themselves endangered by the Aborigines, but they al-so

relied on them a great deal for assistance and it was the

usual practice for each expedition to be accompanied by at

Ieast one 'blackboy, as a guide or interpreter. But the

scientists, explorers and prospectors did not acti-vely seek

to establ-ish broad contact with the Aborigines. This was

I0s.
r06.
107.

22.8.I904 .
n Mini Standard 25.8. 1904.

por o .R.
ng Expedition North o

George on his
f Nullarbor Pl-ains' .
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surprising because one would expect these adventurers to

have an interest in the people around them, especially when

it was apparent that the Aborigines could exist on a land

which the European found hostile. Lionel Gee later placed

on record his appreciation of his friendships with several

Aborigines who assisted him during his days in the field.

Inh is Bush Tracks and Gold Fields: Reminiscences of

Australia's "Back of Beyond", Gee praised his 'blackfellow

mates,. The early work of the Geol0gical survey and the

Department of l"lines would have been hindered further without

the assistance of the Aborigines. But the Department had no

specific interest in the affairs of the Aborigines; it

simply wanted to survey and then use the land in the rbest'

possibte manner. However, a rare and interesting episode

unfolded in 1904-05 when the Department did reserve land

solely for the Aborigines to use as they wished '

Rod Matheson of v'Iilpena drew the attention of the

Protector of Aborigines, ME E.L' Hamilton' to a deposit of

ochre at Red ochre HilI in the Brachina Gorge near

parachilna which had been used by the Aborigines for many

years:

LateIy
saying
going
to try
them.
r ight
befor
fuII

the king of
he had heard

to work these
and get the
I think this

the tribe came to me

that the whites \¡¡ere
claims, and asking me

locality reserved for
would be just and

man will be gone
white man [wilt ] have

8

Robert

depos it

as the black
e J.ons ald tî8
opportunitY. ''

Hamilton asked the I"Iinister of Education'

arrange access for the Aborigines to the

Homburg ' to

which

IOB. SAA GRG
This was
Chapter

52/I/L904/265 Matheson to
the same dePosit as that

3.

Hamilton B. B.1904 .
mentioned in
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Inspector Matthews had noted \"tas on a claim registered as

'The Sacred Landr. The Survey Department did not object to

granting the right of access because only a small quantity

of ochre was used and some Aborigines travelled hundreds of

miles to reach the deposit.l09 Subsequent correspondence on

this issue reveals an underlying motive, the avoidance of

frontier violencer âs an additional reason:

I have spoken to the recognized King of
the local tribes (a native v¡ho speaks
excellent English) a he considers if the
rights of the hill be denied them by the
Government issuing a mineral lease to
whites there will be a native feud waged 'which will possibly extend to a reprisal
on the !{hite PopuJêlion in our far
Northern centres. rru

significance of the ochre deposit v¡as notThe

by any of

said that

109.
r10.
11r.
LL2.

disputed

Shanahanthe parties involved: for example, DE P.

the main issue of the event [a corroboree
to be hetd at Parachilnal seems centred
in the possession of an ochre hill, the
contents of which appear to be ( to the
aborigines) of as much i4port as the
bible is to Christians. "'

But there \"rere differences in the concessions that the

Government could make. I''Ihereas Dr Shanahan and E.L.

Hamilton wantecl "a preserve in perpetuity to the

Aborigines"LL2, the Department of Mines refused to withdraw

the area from the ambit of the Mining Act until the claim

v/as abandone¿.113 Frank George visited the site in January

ibid. Acting Surveyor-General, Edwin Srnith 23.8.I904.
SAA GRG 52/I/I904/3L5 Shanahan to Hamilton 19.9.1904.
ibid.
ibid. Perpetuity btas the equivalent of 'when they
died out'.
SAA GRG 35/2/I904/73L8 t"latthews 25 .II. 1904 .1r3.
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1905 and found the claim abandone¿.114 upon his

recommendation, the cl-aim was cancelled and twenty acres

were withdrawn from the operations of the Mining Act and

reserved for the Aborigines.lt5

Much of the criticism to which the Department had been

subjected over the years had arisen as the Department

diversified its interests, extended its operations and

became more involved in the whole range of mining

activity. The expansion of responsibilities after the turn

of the century \rtas not accompanied by an increase in the

staff of the Department. The Department undertook more work

without additional staff or facilities to meet these extra

demands. The cont,inual short.age of staff inhibited the

operations of the Department and Survey in regards to both

the type and amount of work which could be undertaken, and

the attention which could be devoted to its investigations

but the Governments did not attempt to provide more Public

Servants for the DePartment.

The Department placed greater emphasis on minerals

other than the normally sought after metallic minerals and

ores. The depressed economy of the 1890s, and the

associated drought and dry seasons had frustrated or

destroyed the hopes of many agriculturalists who then

pressured the Government for assistance.ll6 The Department

attempted to help the farming community by locating

phosphate deposits to alleviat,e the problems caused by soil

deficiencies. Ílhen Brown doubted the possibility of

orge to lr{atthews 3.1.1905.
52/r/rejs/40.114 .

It5.
r16.

SAÀ GRG 30/4/I905/I4 Ge
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phosphate deposits existing under the salt pans on Yorke

Peninsula, the central Agricultural Ëìureau asked the

Minister of Agriculture to arrange for Brown to report on

other deposits which rnight be useful.ll7 Will-iam Copley of

the Yorke Peninsula Electoral District' successfully asked

Parliament to stimulate private enterprise to search for

phosphates to assist the farmers.1l8 The f500 reward for

the locating and working of phosphates on Crown land proved

to be a sufficient amount to attract interest but many of

the specimens vtere of a low grade and the reward had not

been paid when the offer expirecl.ll9 The Department

examined other promising localities, including in February

1904, that at Kapunda. There vJaS an increasing awareness in

the community of the need to diversify interests in order to

develop properly South Australia's resources. Consequently'

Brown recommended that the Minister of Agriculture arrange

for experiments to be conducted on a scientific basis with

the low-gra<le phosphate ores .L20 The Department vras now

more alert to the possibitity of assisting the broad range

of economic activities in the State. Up until- ths time, its

functions had been occupied primarily with opening the land

to mining operations for wealth, and through the development

of water resources to Sustain life and, if possible, rural

industries in the interior.

Government regulation of the mining industry increased

as activities diversified. The Mining Act of IB93 had become

out-dated but the Department \4ras able to recommend

117. Advertiser 7.9.1897.
tIB . Er\ÞÎt;-HÃ- 3--0 . B . IB99 .
119. ãðïGïtTser 26.I. 1900 'Lzo . EÃÃ- GRG--i-o/ 4/reos/232

27 .7.1901.
Brown to Butler 16 .2.L905.
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amendments to the Act. In 1900, the Act vtas altered to

specify more clearly the requirements to search for

'precious stones, phosphates, oil and rare metals, minerals'

and earths' . Other weaknesses of the principal Act were

also removed and, in 1904, the Act vtas extended to apply to

all quarries. This alteraÈion had become necessary because

quarries ha<l not been legislated for in the original Act'

There had been several accidents and deaths in quarries

during I9O4 and l'latthews had been highly critical of the

unsafe nature of the operations in some quarries he

investigated .L2I It was later discovered that another

amendment vras required in 1919 because the 1904 Amendment

Act only extended the provisions of the 1893 Act and not the

regulations under the Act to quarr i"= 'I22
Further legislation in 1905 enabled the Department to

grant leases for go1cl dredging. Companies prepared to

conduct dredging and sluice mining operations had apptied to

the Department but l"latthews had previously been forced to

ref use their requests f or such Ieases.l23 !'Tith the

introduction of the Act, several companies including the

Echunga proprietary Hydraulic Gotd sluicing company

commencecl operations. I24 Brown visited Victoria to inspect

hy<lraulic sluicing plants and bucket dredging.125 The GoId

Dredging Act, unl-ike the amendments to the principal Act

SAPPB6:1904 'Report of Inspector of Mines on
Þüã?ïiês at Mitcham' 3I.I0.1904.
AR: 19 19 .
3ÁÞo:LC A.A. Kirkpatrick I0.I0.1905.
-eãïêrËîser 27.3.rÞoo. see Brown, oP.cit. p'236'
T-bïd.- 9--.-¡-lrgoo.

L2L.

L22.
r23.
L24.
L25.
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which further regulated the industry, did stimul-ate the

industry and there \^tere high hopes for a revival of mining

in the State .l-26

A revival of mining in the Northern Territory was al-so

anticipated after Brown spent seven months there in 1905

with Gee and Herbert Basedow.I2T The party left Adelaide on

13 April 1905 and reached Port Darwin on 3 May'

Investigations included i.q¡o tin and gold at Bynoe Harbour

and pine creek, the Daly River copper Mine where the

Government smelter etas under the control of Basedow's

brother, Erwin, the Melvitle and Bathurst Islands and tin at

Mount Todd. I28 Brown had intended to examine all of the

coastline between Queensland and !Ùestern Australia but the

Government Resident could not procure a suitable steam

launch. The second keeper of the Point Charles Lighthouse,

Mr F.J. Williamson, was hired as the master of the pearling

lugger Jgn-t-t¡E which the party used along the coast and on

the rivers. Hovrever, !üilliamson borrowed one of the

revol-vers while the party was in Darwin preparing for a

sailing trip on 20 JuIy and shot himself in the head for no

apparent reason. This did not prove to be as great an

inconvenience to the expedition as the malaria and ague

which Brown succumbed to in October. From then until the

return to Adelaide in December, he \¿Ias unable to do any more

than examine t.he cores from bores which were brought to him

L26.
I27 .

ibid . 28 .3.1906 editorial.
sApp55:1906 rNorthern Territory of south Australia'
Ñõït]l-:I^Testern DisLrict. Reports (Geological and
General ) resulting from the explorations made by the
Government Geologist and staff during 1905' 30.6.1906.
see also SAA 579 L.C.E. Gee: personal diaries of the
expedition.
Reqister 4.1.1906.L2B.
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in Darwin; much of the geological exploration was left to

Basedow. Brown reported that the trip was satisfactory

because fresh indications of deposits of gold and coal had

been uncovered. Further boring and deep mining were

required to make the development of the minerals of the

north a feasible Proposition.
Ivlatthews, like Brownr vras under constant pressure in

the performance of his duties but he also visited the

Territory in I905. Butler had instructed him to investigate

the MacDonnell Ranges locality and he left Adelaide on 5

June .I29 He reported on the working of gold at' Arltunga and

!üinnecke's Depot, and mica at Hartrs Range. Although he

made no major discoveries, he found evidence to suggest the

area had great potential for development if the difficulties

of working the deposits Ìack of water' expense,

inefficient machinery, high cost of transportation - could

be overcome. However, lvlatthews recommended against boring

with a diamond drill before more exploratory work was done

and deeper shafts sunk.

under the amended legislation of 1904 ' the already

overworked Inspector had been given the additional

responsibility of inspecting alI quarries in the state. His

other duties included the inspection of mining operations or

properties; supervision of the boring for minerals, and work

at the Government Batteries; inspection of gold-bearing

land; reporting on applications for subsidies;

recommendations for mining in general; and acting as a

L2g. SAPP5O:1905 'Report on the MacDonnell Ranges Mining
-oîsïäct' 28.8. 1905.
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130 rn keeping with the conditions of the

been allowed his annual leave since April

had taken two years conjointlY:

owing to it being inconvenient f'ot me to
abseñt myself from my official duties on
the starting of the Diamond Drill,and the
inspection of Mining properties, ryÞi"f,
could not at the time be delayed.-u-

Before Matthews went on leave in April 1906, the Department

suffered a blow with the tleath of Frank George on 4 April.

Frank George, the Geological and Mining Surveyor, and

second-in-charge to Brown in the Survey' \¡IaS in Central

Australia on a prospecting trip. The party had left

Adel-aide on 11 September 1905 to prospect near the Petermann

Ranges and in the southwest corner of the Northern

Territory.I32 George had been taking one of the party

members Tom Hall, who had been injured on 6 December when

the party was attacked by Aborigines to Alice Springs for

treatment.133 tn attempting to cure the dysentry he had

contracted, George took overdoses of medicine; he died at

the age of 32.134 At his own request, the Clerk and

Draughtsman, I,liIliam l"lurray, replaced George aS leader of

the party.135 Murray joined the party at Alice Springs on

22 April and took the expedition to the Buxton and Davenport

Ranges before returning to AdeLaide via oodnadatta in

Warden.

had not

when he

130.
r31.

L32.

133.
134.
13s.

times, he

of 1903,

SAPD :HA R. Butler L2.7. 1904 .

-SAã-.GRG 30/ 4/1906/ 406 Matthews to o' Loughlin
28.3.1906. Application for six weeks leave from
l-7,4.1906 was aPProved in Cabinet.
SAppsg:1907 ,¡¡orthern Territory of South Australia
Toïiïã-f- (with plans) of the Government Prospecting
Expedition to the south-v¡estern portions of the
Northern Territory by F.R. George; and to the Buxton
and Davenport Ranges by hI.R. Murray'.
Register 29.J-0.I906.-i-6í¿.--16-.2.re07 

.
SAA cRG 30/4/1906/ALl Duffield to Murray 6.4.1906.
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october. No appointment was made to fill the vacant

position in the survey and Brown again found himself without

any form of permanent assistance.

George had been on the wells expedition of 1903 with

Herbert Basedow who had occasionally assisted Brown in a

temporary capacity. On the day of George's death' the

Registrar of the School of lulines wrote to O'Loughlin asking

if Basedow coul-d be employed to classify the mineral

specimens Ín Èhe School of Minesr Museum.136 tsasedow was

appointed on I May 1906 and he completed the classification

and arrangement of the 2,500 specimens by November. The

collections made by Professor Tate and lr4r East in 1891 and

1899 had totalled only 675 specimensrbut Basedow's

compilation which included a complete record of the Leigh

Creek coal-boring operations to date, highlighted a greater

variety of specimens and indicated t'he expansion of interest

in assorted minerals.l37 Basedow noted that many of the

gold specimens had disappeared but he found

many valuable specimens... among a
neglected mass of material heaped in the
old Exhibition Buildings; some bore
Iabels with a date as far back as 18BI
and included a valuable serie
ores from South Africa Presl3
Excellency Sir George GreY.

s of copper
ed by His

5

Basedow compiled a catalogue of the minerals and this

issued by the Government Printer in 1907. until

authorisation vüas obtained to use his services in the

r36.

\"taS

sAA GRG 30/4/1906/408 L. Laybourne-smith to o'LoughIin
4.4.I906. Note: it appears that O'Loughlin did not
enter Federal politiès after all and he returned to
State politics. He joined the Price lt'linistry as
Commisèioner of Crown Lands and Immigration and other
portfolios in JulY 1905.
Advertiser 8.10.1906.137.

t3B. SAA GRG 30 4/1906/408 oP.cit.
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Department of Þlines, Basedow made collections of specÍmens

for the fnstitutes in the countrY.

The volume and variety of the Departmentrs work

increased without a corresponding increase in staff and the

Department continued to rely on t.emporary measures. Vüalter

Howchin and Douglas Mawson were two members of the

University of Adelaide staff who were assisted in their

fieldwork by the Departmen¡.139 In return they provided the

Department with sundry reports and their work contributed

greatly to the general geol-ogical knowledge of the

State.140 However, there were clashes of opinion and the

staff of the Survey and the academics did not always see eye

to eye.

139. sAA GRG 30/4/1905/1462 Howchin to o'Loughlin 13.12.I9O5
reporting on his fieldwork in the previous year..The
neþartmeñt had issued him with a railway concession 

_

tictet to enable the work to be done. He vtas granted
another annual pass. The origins of this scheme are
unclear but it may be connected to the comments made
by Thureau and Xen¿le during their visit in 1896

see Chapter 4.
For example, SAA GRG 30/4/L9O6/L99 Mawson to O'Loughlin
13.2.f906 'Report on the geological features of
Bimbowrie District,. sAA GRG 30/4/L906/300 Ivlawson to
or Loughlin I.3.1906 'Geologica1 report on Beltana
District and Ajax Mine' .

140.
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In May 1906, Brown informed o'Loughlin that specÍmens

of ore sent in by Mr A.J. Smith from his lease in the Olary

district htere carnotite and cont'ained uranium oxide.141

Vtalter Chapman, a graduate of, and the new Analyst at the

School of Mines, and Professor Bragg at the University found

the specimens to be signiflcantly radioactive. Additional

tests were also conducted by Drs Rennie and Cooke at the

University. Samples sent to the Agent General for South

Australia in London were submitted to the Imperial Institute

for a report on their commercial potential. 142 professor

Dunstan, Director of the Institute, told the Government that

the samples contained uranium and vanadium but in too small

a quantity to be of economic value although they brought

high prices on the world market. Two English manufacturing

firms had agreed with Dunstan, and further test's at the Rare

Metals Company in Londonr and lvladame Marie curie's

laboratory in Paris v/ere not encouraging. Ilowever' the

major significance of Smith's discovery was that the oxide

sAA GRG 30/4/L906/52I Bror¡¡n to o'Loughlin I .5.1906.
J.B. Austin had previously hinted at the probability of
uranium in the Cólony when he reported that pitç!-
blende containing urãnium had been found in a silver-
Iead mine in Corñwall. See the Mount Barker Courier
8.11. 1889 : ,,It has of ten occurrêð-tõ--mã-fhä-t- s-c-ãrõ-ely
sufficient attention is given to the collection of a

variety of minerals in tñe colony. South Australia is
so ricn in atl common minerals of commerce that
anything not belonging to that category and not
apþeariñg to the uñeducated eye to be of special value'
i-s-apt tõ be passed by as worthless. Why may there not
be uianium in the colony?". The first reported
occurrence of uranium v¡ãs in 1890. Captain Stevens of
the Mount Rhine Silver Mining Company uncovered a small

141.

deposit of chromium which
26 .6. 1890 ,5 .7 . 1890 , L2.7 .

contained uranium (Observer
1890 ) .

I42. SAA PRG 323 Papers of W.S. Chapman.
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of uranium, pitchblende, provided radium which attracted

more attention for its commercial or special value than

uranium did at this time.

Public interest v¡as aroused by the discovery because

Brown had immediately left Adelaide for Olary when he had

been informed of the find. Laurence O'Loughlin told the

press that Brown would never get excited and rush off in a

hurry unless he !ùas impressed by the importance of a

<liscovery.143 Bro*r,, . paragon of caution, downplayed the

discovery and recommended thorough prospecting of the area

by shafts and drives before reaching conclr.¡sions: "I am

unable to give any opinion as to persistency of the ore in

depthr âs Uranium ores being very rare have not previously

come within my experien".".144 The disclaimer of any

knowledge of uranium was inaccurate. In I898-99, the

Government had arranged for Bentley Greenwood to prospect in

Èhe Umberatana district and he sent specimens, including

rocks from the Mount Painter area, to Brown.145 According

to Greenwood these specimens were thrown out without being

examined while Brown was absenÈ on leave in 1899.146 In

1903, Brown had noted that radium existed in pitchblende in

a ratio of one grain to a ton and he advised a prospector to

143.
L44.

145. Re ister 23.7.1898. He had been used
ono er occasions; see for examPle,

Gold Fields P.2.
T6ìT;-3-0;IT.1gf O. Letter to editor f rom Greenwood.

Reqister, Advertiser 4.5.I906.
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,,not waste time searching f.or i¡".147 Greenwood did,

however, persuade Brown to visit the area in 1906 and

investigate the deposit of corundum near ùlount Pitt.14B

the ne!ùs of smithrs discovery again raised hopes for a

commercial field and it led to a flurry of activity on the

Stock Exchange.l49 Some speculators had even taken a train

to Gawler on a Thursday evening in order to speak to people

returning from olary by train on the Friday morning. smith

Iater sought a reward of ftroOO from the Government for

being the discoverer of the Radium HilI Mine but this r¡tas

not recommended by Matthe\^¡s.I50 Snith was informed that

parliament had not appropriated money for this payment and'

in any case, the conditions for a reward had not been met

under regulation 252 of the l'lining ¡"¡'15I

A similar substance had been discovered by Mr s.

Radclif fe, Assistant chemist for the wallaroo and l"loonta

Mining company, prior to the announcement of smith's

f ind.I52 This had been kept secret until tests \^/ere

completed. Mawson, who claimed to be the first person to

discover radium in Australia, pointed out the low-grade

quality and small, non-commercial quantity of the ore at

Moonta. But he did give cause for optimism by suggesting

that the copper lodes of south Australia might contain

L47. DIf Letter Book 3.:-2.I0.1903 Brown to unnamed
prospector.
Reqister 30
Advertiser
3a-Ã-t-FG-Tí/
ibid. Matth
Register 5.

-ËhË--a-i-s-cove

sAA GRG 30/
he says it
Radcliffe,
of theRoyal
Þp .-fgE--2A 4:

148.
I49.
150.
15I.
L52.

.1r.1910.
5.5.1906.
4/1912/186 Smith to Butler 28.2.L9 12.
ews to Butler 13.3 .r9r2.
5.1906. Mawson said in this article that
ry took p lace three months beforehand. fn
4/Ie06 /63 B Mawson to O'Loughlin 15.5.1906,
occurred in October 1905. See also
s., 'Radium at lvloonta l"lines'in Transactions

1906Soc iet of South Australia 30:
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varying quantities of uranium ore. News of this discovery

had been printed in the nevJspapers ten days before Mawson

wrote to O'Loughlin to report the discovery and to mention

t.hat the Company did not want any pub}icity.I53 The breach

in confidentiality upset Brown and he told o'Loughlin:

Ilvlawson's reports] are of little use to
the Departmeñt, and I see no necessity
for their continuance. TheY will
doubtless be of value to the UniversiÈy,
to the staff of which lvlr Mawson is
attached. l54

Brownrs discontent with l"lawson was not restricted to this

single incident but was related to a similar episode that

began earlier in the Year.

Iulawson had inspected and reported on the Elder's Rock

Nitrates Development Company's deposit of phosphate' nitrate

and ammonia at Elder Rock, nine miles from the Paratoo

Railway Station. In submitting a report, which had been

printed by the Company, to O'Loughlin, he acknowledged that

"as suitable for their purposes' a very optimistic view has

been taken of the quantity of material present". I55 He

appended several comments to the report to show that it

would be difficult to make the field payable and the Conpany

would collapse if it tried to work the field on a larger

Scale than a one-man Show. Brown asked O'Loughlin to seek

an explanation from Þlawson about his statement that

indicated he had assisted the Company to fLoat shares.156

lvlawson replied that the report was never meant to be

published and that he had told the Company that he had given

them the most optimistic report possible solely for their

1s3.
1s4.
155.
156.

sAA GRG 30/4/1906/638 ibid.
ibid. Brown to O'LoughIin 23.5.1906.
SAA GRG 30/4/LgO6/578 Mawson to O'Loughlin 7.4.1906.
ibid. Brown t0 .5.1906.
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ovrn satiSfaction. Brown Considered l'lawsonrs explanation "to

be the reverse of satisfactory" .157 The Minister

consequently withdrew the privilege of a free rail Pass from

tlawson who, however, continued to associate with the

Department on a professional basis.I5B The granting of rail

passes to selected individuals continued but permission in

the future \^tas subject to an exPlicit understanding "that

such ticket be used for purposes of research only.. [not]

for the purpose of making professional visits or issuing

mining reportsu. r59

The Advertiser of 7 November 1906 reported on the

meeting of the Royal Society hetd the previous night. At

the meeti.g, Howchin had read three papers by lvlawson and Dr

W.T. Cooke of the Adetaide University. In the second paper'

he alleged that no geological reports of many parts of the

country, especially Eyre Peninsula, had been published.

Broivn, commenting on this inaccuracyr pointed out that the

official records of the mines contained a great deal of

informaLiq¡.160 Duffield wrote to Dr J.C. Verco, the

president of the Royal society, and pointed out the

inaccuracy.16l the Minister of Mines had asked him to

inform the Society that it was unhetpfut to the mining

industry to publish misleading statements to the public.

L57.
1s8.

1s9.
160.
r61 .

ibid.18.5.1906.
For example, Matthews, Ivlawson and Gee visited Williams-
town and searched for a gem drift. (ld-v-ertiser
g .7 .1909 . ) Menge once clãimed he had-föun-d -_géms in the
same area.
sAA cRG 3O/4/ITI2/I022 Letter to ür.R. Browne 9.9.I9I2.
SAA GRG 30/4/1906/l-7L9 Brown memo 13.11.1906.
ibid. Duffield to Verco 15.II.1906.
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Such incidents added another unsavoury flavour to the

alreacly sour relations between some leading members of the

geological Profession.

The increased pressure of work in the first half of

1906 eventually led to the appointment of a junior cÌerk.

Matthews had complained to O'Loughlin that it htas impossibte

to keep up with all of the business even though he had all

of his officers working overtime which, under the Public

Service regulations of the time, v¡as unpaid.162 the rise in

Èhe prices of some minerals had given rnining a fresh impetus

and a few o1d copper mines \,{ere revived.163 The Department,

even with the junior clerk, sÈruggled to keep pace with the

developments in the industrY as the Register rePorted:

owing to the continued activity in the
copper market the Mines Office staff has
been working during the past six months
at high pressure, in order to cope with
the enormous increase in applications for
registration of mineral claims and
subsequç4Ç conversion into mineral
reases. rbrt

The demands of the industry also affected the Department I s

work in the f ield. It had been impossible f.or MatÈhews to

do all of his duties and following several accidents which

occurred because the proper precautions \^rere not taken in

the mines and quarriesr ârl Assistant Inspector of Mines rttas

appointe¿.165 ilenry Jones commenced duty on I7 July I9O7

under Matthews who became Chief Inspector of Mines and

Boring. Jones, who had local experience at the l'Iount

Grainger GoId luline and as General Manager of the Tarcool-a

162.
r63.
r64.
165.

SAA GRG 30/4/L9O6/974 Matthews to O'Loughlin 5.7.1906.
SAPD:HA A. Peake 30 .8 .1906 .
-neqilter B. L.1907.
aa-íéïrtser 28 .3. 1e07 .
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Blocks Mine r \¡lâS delegated to supervise matters of Saf ety

and health in all mines and underground l^torkings.166

In the meantime, Brown had lost the assistance of

Basedow who went to Europe to further his studies. The

Executive council appointed Basedolv as an Honorary

Commissioner to enquire into aspects of the mineral industry

and the economic geology of Great Britain, Europe and

America.16T Basedow did not disappear from tl:e story of the

Department and he resumed his association with it on his

return to South Australia in 1910.

Brown now returned to the Northern Territory to

complete Èhe work of his previous expedition in 1905. 16B He

sailed east from Darwin on 30 JuIy 1907 in the Government

steamer fe_{g5aI. James Condon, his assistant from other

trips accompanied Brown as did Dr Strangman, the Protector

of Aborigines in the Territory who took advantage of the

opportunity to investigate the Aborigines' plight, and Mr

A.E. Martin, who $ras examining possibilities for pastoral

development. The party spent two months in the northern

coastal areas of the Territory before returning to Darwin on

20 Septernber. Brown was again impressed by the potential

for the development of mineral resources. He prospected for

gold and metallic minerals around Melville and Caledon Bays'

the Alligator and Roper Rivers, and at McArthur River where

copper, silver-lead and zinc tvere uncovered. He also

recommended boring for coal at places along the coastline

such as Mallison Island, the entrance to Arnheim Bay and

166. Register 25.7.1907.
167 . Eîeñfñï-ïournal- 24.4 .I907 .
1 6 A . sÃ-pÞ25-z T9-l{-1-R-eport on Geo I og i c a I Re co nn a i s s a nce

Vãñ- Dièman GuIf to the I'lcArthur River etc. ¡nacle

Government Geologist in 1907' 14.2.1908.

From
by the
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Borroloola. But little mining was attempted because the

investors and speculators were no\ô¡ aLert to the difficulties

of conducting viable mining enterprises in the TerriLory.

It is ironic that the Governmentrs efforts to stimulate

mining in the region foundered after aII the years of urging

the mining industry to be cautious in undertaking neht

projects. Despite Brown's encouraging remarks about the

possibilities of several localities, the mining industry \'¡as

less favourably inclined towards the Territory than to other

distant mining fields.

Not only did the Department of Mines undergo changes

during the early part of this century, but the poliÈical

Iife in South Australia also altered appreciably and this

had an affect on the Department. The transformation from

alliances of small factions and individuals to the noht-

familiar system of party politics had been consolidated by

the Èurn of the century. One of the unusual- combinations

during the growth of party pol-itics was the Price Ministry¡

a Labor-Liberal coalition, from 26 JuIy 1905 to 5 June

1909. There vùere originatly two Ministers from each Party

the number rose to three each when the size of the Ministry

vras increased to six on 30 December 1908. The Department

under O'Loughlin, a Liberal Minister, became involved in an

interesting attempt to offset the lack of suitable coal

deposits in South Australia and the difficulty of ensuring

supplies from the eastern States.

The Government had decided that a solution to these

problems woutd be for South Australia to purchase its ovtn

coal mine. Thus Brown was instructed to visit Sydney to
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investigate coal deposits in New South Wales.169 He renewed

his acquaintance with Edward Fisher Pittman, the Government

Geologist and under secretary for Mines, and inspected

several sites. Of the properties visited, Brown vÙas able to

recommend that of Alexander Shedden at l"lait1and. Matthews

inspected and recommended this site, and although the

scientist and practical man agreed, the Government followed

lulatthews' advice to prove the existence of the seam.170 The

New South lilales Mines Department $tas engaged to carry out

the boring operations on the property on behalf of the South

Australian Government.'17I

The project appeared to be feasible and it progressed

smoothly until it became necessary to pass legislation to

enable the Government to purchase the site. Premier Thomas

price (Labor) totd the Assembly that the Government coal

t"line Bill was essential: Leigh creek coal had been

experimented with and though some departments l¡tere attracted

by its potential, south Australia simply did not have a

usable coal seam.l-72 Andrerv Kirkpatrick (Liberal), Chief

Secretary, stressed this point to the Legislative Council

when it considered the 8i11.I73 Some t'lembers of the Council

accepted the BiIl because of Brownrs favourable advice about

the site; some vrere attracted by the possible savings of

L69. DM Letter Book 3 pp.503-09 Brown to O'Loughlin
6.4.1908.

I70. SAPD:LC A. Kirkpatrick 2.12.1908.
171. ÃðîëîEîser 30.6:I9OB. The Government supPlied fuel and

-wãïèñ---Nô- shif ts (four men to a shif t) $rere run daily
and sixty feet per week bored. The estimated cost of
the exercise was tIr000.

I72. SAPD:HA 19. I1.1908.
173 . Tlnï-d.LT 2.L2. 1908 .
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f30rO00 a year.L74 However, most Members of the

conservative Council opposed the Bill on the principle that

the Government should not. be actively involved in the

conduct of mining operations. The BilI vtas negatived at its

second reading in the council on L7 December 1908.

the issue of a Government coal mine remained prominent

in the following year and several other potentially valuable

mines in New South !Ùales brere offered to the Government but

these offers ivere not entertained.lT5 At first Shedden

argued that the Government was committed to purchasing his

site because the extensive boring had revealed coal .L'16

vthen it became apparent that it could not be bought

immediately, Shedden gave the Government a final opportunity

before he signed with a mining company: "I would rather see

a Govt. with whose policy I sympathize get it than a private

firm who will not work it for the benefit of anybody but

themselves" .177 Duffield informed Shedden that O' Loughlin

would reintroduce the Bilt if the property was placed under

offer to the Government until 30 September.lTB The Labor

i"lembers of Parliament urged the Government to proceed with

the purchase but the opposition of the Legislative Council

could not be overcome.IT9 O'Loughlin attempted to win the

Council over to the Governmentrs side, and on 26 April he

invited the Councillors to select two or three members to

L7 4.
L75.

L76.
L77 .
178.
),79.

ibid. and 16.L2.1908.
sAA GRG 30/4/IgO9/43 C. Capp to O'Loughlin 12.1.1909;
ibid./668 R. Inryndham to E.H. Coombe 17.6.1909;
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E. Ltewelyn to Coombe B.1I.1909.
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SAA GRG 30/4/1909/L47 Shedden to Duffield L0.2.1909.
ibid . Duffield to Shedden 8.4 . I909 .
ne_g__i¡_t_gr_ 2 . 4 . I9 0 9 .
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visit the coal mines.I80 John Duncan acknowl-edged

O'Loughlin's request but none of the Councillors he spoke to

vrere interested in going to New South 'vrlales:

the Bill to authorize the purchase of the
mine vras rejected on the grounds of
princiPle against the Government
ùn¿ertãting coq!-mining particularly in
another state.rur

A Government coal mine vras a lost cause with such entrenched

opposition in the Council.

The issue lvas finatly shelved when the coalition

Government collapsed following the death of Thomas Price on

3I May 1909 .I82 The Treasurer, Archibald Peake (l,iberal) '
vJaS asked by the Governor to form a ne\¡¡ Ministry. The Labor

Party Caucus naturally desired a Labor Member to replace the

deceased Premier. Peake, ho\^¡ever, formed a Liberal Þlinistry

with the support of the Leader of the Opposition, Richard

Butler. o'Loughlin,s official association with the

Departrnent of lvlines - he had been l4inister from 28 september

1896 until 5 June 1909 except for two periods when Alexander

poynton, I to B December 1899, and Richard Butler, I April

IgO2 to 26 JuIy 1905' vlere the Commissioners of Crown Lands

came to an end when Peake appointed hi¡n Commissioner of

public lüorks and Minister controlling the Northern

Territory. ALthough there had been compÌaints made against

him over the years, o'Loughlin was generally a popular and

efficient Minister. His degree of personal interest and

length of office had provided some stability and direction

to the work of the Geological Survey and the Department of

sAA GRG 30/4/1909/442 Duncan to o'Loughlin 30.4.1909.
ibid.
Hughes, C.A. and Graham
Government and Politics

lB0.
lB1.
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l"lines. Brown novü ceased to be sent aII over the country-

side in a haphazard fashion to appease the whims of

Parliament. Having completed much of the groundwork in this

desultory manner, Brown was no\^¡ allowed to be more

systematic in his approach. O'Loughlin's genuine attempts

to comprehend geological and mineralogical matters, to

assist the industry and individuals, and his frequent visits

to mining areas and associated industries \.tere widely

appreciated in the rnining community.

At the time of the change of Government and I'linisterial

reshuffle, Brown was again visiting the litrorthern Territory'

He had returned there in June 1908 to report on the

discoveries in the Pine Creek district of copper at lvlount

Davis, tin and gold.I83 He investigated the possibility of

boring to test the West Arm tin deposits at depth and he

reported on the progress of boring for coal at Cliff Head,

Ànson Bay. This short trip had been completed by the end of

JuIy 1908. SOon after he returned to Adel-aide, Brown was

instructed by o'Loughlin, in his capacity as t"linister

Controlling the Northern Territoryr to visit the Tanami

Goldfield. But Brown did not leave until March 1909 after

the wet season in the tropics.l84 tsy no\^r' Brown had crossed

over much of the Territory but he vtas keen to explore the

geology of the Tanami region. Gold had been discovered in

August 1900 by AIIan A. Davidson, a prospector who only

scratched the surface before leaving. The region had been

visited briefJ-y by Richard Maurice in L902 and thereafter by

183. SAPPB5:I9OB 'Government Geologist's Reports on Recent
TiîèTãI Discoveries and further record of Northern
Territory Boring Operations' 23 -9. 1908.

184. Advertiser 30.3.1909.
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some small private prospecting parties between 1904 and

t90B . lB5

Vüilliam Murray' vtho had been on the Maurice expedition'

went with Brown. His purpose was to locate accurately the

position of the field, its relationship to the south and

'vùestern AusÈralian border presumably in case the deposit

stretched across the borderlines - and the general

geographical features of the region. Brown went to inspect

the gold discovery, to investigate nearby areas rvhich might

favourably indicate gotd, ancl to continue his work on the

geology of the Northern Territory.

The party travelled by horse from Port Darwin to the

Victoria Downs station on the wickham River where L.A.

vtells, who had been surveying land in the area, had left

Some Government camels. Brown vüas not accompanied on this

trip by Shoergool, his favourite camel-driver.IB6 Instead,

James condon of the survey Department took charge of the

horses and cameIs.lBT Shoergool, called 'George' by the

children of lrlright Street where he lived, had died of

typhoid f ever in the Adelaide Hospital. He \^¡as known as a

first-class camel driver with a reputation for being a good

cook, general hand in camp, and an intriguing story-teller

arouncl camp fires r âS WeIl as for ensuring that his camels

remained in sound condition while on the trips. Brown was

fortunate in having such a capable and companionable

assistant for the trips were always lonely ancl the success

185. SAPP3l:1911 'General Report on Tanami Goldfield and
-Dîst-iîcb(North-lfesternCentralAustralia)byLionel
C.E. Gee'L2.4.191I.

186. Gee, L.C.E., tA Remarkable Manr in The Public service
Review 15:3 March 1909 pp.3O-32. See aisö-GËé;-------
BuË-l^i-tracks and GoId Fields.

IB7. 8.3. 1909.
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or failure of the hazar<lous expeditions often depended on

the animals' ability to travel long distances without the

need for water.lBB

During Brown's absence, Lionel Gee, noht Recorder and

General Clerk, $¡as placed in charge of Brown's office work

and was also instructed to visit any discoveries of rock

phosphates. IB9 Brown spent two months at the Tanami

Goldfield which he left on 16 June and upon his arrival at

Pine Creek on 24 Ju]y, he telegraphed O'Lough}in to report

that the gold find was important. Brown took nearly two

months to prepare his report back in Actelaide: the

preparation was delayed by the alnount of work

outstanding.190 He encouraged the clevelopment of the

Iocality and urged the adoption of efficient mining

procedures and wise investment.l9I L.tet in the year, Gee

himself was approached by O'Loughlin who suggested that he

could be posted, temporarily, to the Tanami Goldfield to act

as lrlarden, Magistrate and Clerk.I92 Gee, with the approval

of the new lvlinister of Mines, Ephraim Henry Coombe, accepted

the proposal and he transferred to the Northern Territory

Department on 1 October 1909. He departed from Adelaide in

September but did not arrive at the field until 19 December

because of delays in Port Darwin. He remained at Tanami

until November 1910 and then returned to Adelaide where he

188.

tB9.
190.
191 .

r92.

For exampler ofr a trip to the northwest of Fowlers Bay
in 1897, the camels \^¡ere forced on two occasions to
travel without water for thirteen days at a time.
SAPP46: 1898-99 'Government Geologistrs Report on
Ëx-þ-f-o-rations in the Vtestern Part of South Australia'.
SAA GRG 30/4/1909/222 Brown to O'Loughlin 6.3.1909.
SAPD:HA O'Loughlin 27 .L0.1909.
-_SAÞÞT05:l-909 'Government Geologists I s Report on the
Tãn-ãmi-told CountrY' .

SAA cRG/30/4/L909/806 Gee to Coombe 11.8.1909.
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Like Brown, he v¡as

eventualand confident of

success.

The peake Ministry survived a censure motion in the

House in August 1909, and after the merger of the Liberals

and conservatives into the Liberal union, the I'linistry was

reconstructed. Peake remained the Premier and took over the

portfolio of commissioner of crown Lands on 22 Decenber

1909. The level of mining activity in the State had faÌlen

again and Peake met with the usual complaints from the

public. some argued that the Government did not properly

assist the prospectors.193 Others said the depression in

the mining industry was a resuLt of Government apathy.L94

some suggested that not enough attention had been given to

the Staters mineral resources and that South Australians

would not invest in their local mines. I95 AlL demanded that

the Government provide greater assistance to the industry'

At the time of this debate, another opportunity arose

for the Government to involve itsel-f in the actual conduct

of mining operations. On 13 January 1910, a deputation from

the residents of woodside asked the Peake Government to

purchase the Bird-in-Hand Gold Mine.196 Both Friedrich

pf laum MHA and I'1r A.H. Scarfe, the Secretary of the Companyr

suggested it would be advantageous for south Australia and

the School of Mines to have a mine for practical training.

pflaum also thought the State might turn the Mine into a

Advertiser 8.1.19I0 Letter to editor from193.

L94.

r95.
196.

tor
Ge

'ProsPec
ibid. s. orgu, Councillor of the Geological Society
of Australia 12.1. 19I0.
ibid . 17 .L.1910 Letter to editor f rom J. llavers.
sAA GRG 30/4/LgrO/35 13.1.1910.
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profitable venture by injecting capital and providing

efficient management. Scarfe told the familiar story of the

Ivline being originally undercapitalised and the early prof its

being distributed as dividends instead of being spent on

devetoping the l4ine. Peake did not think it was a good idea

for the Government to be involved: "to purchase worthless

mines would be bad and to get a good mine wouLd want a lot

of money and would be the most expensively worked mine in

the State " .L97 The School of Mines !ûas asked f or an opinion

and its Council decided in favour of the principle without

specifying any particular mine. Nevertheless, the

Government refused to be involved in such an enterprise.

In the campaign for the election in April 1910, the

Labor Party displayed a subsÈantiatly different policy to

that of the Liberal Union. John Verran, Leader of the Labor

Party and a Member for Wallaroo announced Labor's policy at

iriall-aroo on March 2.I98 The Labor Party v,tas prepared to

nationalise all of the mines in the belief that rGod had put

the wealth in the earth fot everyone and not just for a few

people,. As verran pointed out, Parliament already

controlled raíIways, waterworks, sevÙerage and so ofir and

there was no reason v¡hy it could not similarly control a

coal mine or any other type of mine. He also Promised that

a Labor Government would stir up action within the

Department of Mines and, in an attempt to reverse the

unsatisfactory state of mining, it woul<ì increase the mining

vote to f50r000 to encourage development.

L97.
t9B.

ibid.
Advertiser 2.3 .I910 .
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The election in April saw the Labor Party victorious,

and the neht Premier, Verran, appointed Crawford Vaughan to

be the Treasurer and Commissioner of Crown Lands. But

Verran did not turn the Department of Mines upside down aS

some people had feared. The Department continued as before

although the new Government introduced a different

perspective on several issues and this produced Some

interesting episodes during Laborrs twenty months in

office. For example, within five weeks of taking office'

the Government v¡as offered the Poona and Matta Copper Mines

near Ye1ta in accordance with the Party policy to

nationalise the mines.199

Matthews, who had taken only one week's leave since

April 1906, applied at this time for all leave owing to

him. The numerous dut,ies he performed, and his involvement

with the attempt to purchase the coal mine had prevented him

taking his leave at the normal tine.200 He arranged to take

his leave at times to suit the Department which l^¡as still

inadequately staffed. In an attempt to secure some

assistance for the Geological Survey/H.Y.L. Brown played

upon the Governmentrs Policies:

r99. SAA GRG 30/4/L9IO/56L W.J.L. Polmear to Vaughan
6 .7 .1910 . Matthews noted on 22 .7 .1910 that the idea
could not be entertained at the proposed price of
É4,000.
SAA GRG 30/4/ITLO/260 lvlatthews to Vaughan 5.4.1910.200.
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At a time when the PolicY of the
Government is to bring to the front and
advertise the natural products of the
State it is advisable that attention
should be paid to its economic Geology
(such as building stones, iron ores'
phosphate and cláy deposits-etc') in
ãa¿iti-on to the more valuable metallic
minerals the exploitation of which.rr.,',
receives particular encouragement'ou-

He suggested the appointment of an Assistant Government

Geologist to manage this branch of the Departmentrs affairs

anrl to this end he recommende<l Herbert Basedow who had

recently returned from his studies overseas '202 His

scientific and medical training Bsc. (Adelaide), PhD.

(Breslau), MD. and chD. (Gottingen) - and practical

experience in south Australia and overseas certainly

qualified him for the Post.

Brownrs proposal that Basedow report on a rvide range of

economic minerals, maintain the display at the school of

Mines, and assist him on general duties !{as approved by the

Government. Basedow accepted the position and he commenced

duties on l0 August 1910 at a salary of f400 a year which

was the Same amount that lloodward had received twenty-seven

years previously! This appointment was welcomed by many

people especially in the PubIic service. For example' James

vü. Jones, the chairman of the supply and Tender Board and

secretary to the commissioner of Public works, in writing to

congratulate Basedow commented:

20r.
202.

SAA GRG
Basedow
London,
for the
I reland ,
Journal '

30/4/I}i^O/1638 Brown to Vaughan 
-28 '7'1910'

"u= 
; Fellow of the Geological Society of

and of Berlin, the Australian correspondent
enl¡,ropological Society of Great Britain and
Ilonorary correspondent of the l9-q5l9lt--!1-1¡-iftS-
among other honorarY Positions.
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Your Office too is one which should have
been created tong ago both for my Friend
lilr Brownrs sake & for the StaÈe. Our
expectations for the future are norât

sanguine and confident: and I-þone
personally to often meet vò".203-

The depressed market for minerals at the time and the

continuing trend for diversity in the Departmentrs

activities heightened the long overdue necessity of

appointing an Assistant Government Geologist.

In the meantime, the new Government vras forced to deal

with the on-going problems associated with energy supplies

for the State. The lack of readily usable coal seams in

Sout,h Australia, and the unreLiability of supplies from the

eastern States, highlighÈed by the strikes on the Newcastle

f ie]ds, turned the Verran Ministryrs attention t'o the

possibility of developing Leigh Creek. The Leigh Creek CoaI

Mining company had closed the colliery in 1897 and only a

Iittle work was carried out during the next few years.2o4

In I90l ' the editor of Èhe Reqister had suggested that the

increasing use of electricity in mining operations might be

of value in the development of the State's resources because

it was cheaper to carry povrer to the ore deposits rather

than carry the ore to the sites of the po$¡er generating

plants: "The coal at Leigh Creek, for example' might' be made

available for the generation of PoÌ{er at a central station

in the midst of a highly mineralized region of the Far

North,'.205 The Government had carried out drilling in the

203.
204.
205.

SAA PRG 324/l p.100 Jones to Basedow c.12.8.1910.
Ivlincham, H., The Story
Reqister 26.4 :T901.

of the Flinderã _Bglg_çs p. 28 t .
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area and Brown, though impressed with the samples, could

only suggest that the coal would be suitable for the State I s

rairway engines .206

The lease for the Leigh creek area had been acquired by

a director of the Broken HiIt Proprietary company, John

Darli.g, on 13 January 1906 .207 On 6 JuIy, this lease v¡as

transferred to the Tasmanian Copper Company Limited .208

Gibbs , Bright and Company, agents for the neþt lease-ho1der,

asked the Government to assist the Company by reducing the

fees payable for the cartage of coal from Leigh Creek to

Parachitna to a "purely nominal rate".209 the Labor-Liberal

coalition under Price did not grant this concession to the

Company. At the sane time, the Department refused to extend

the term of the lease which was due to expire in 1908 for

another ten years as the Company requested.2l0

The company raised L2,455 tons of coal and experiments

vrere conducted using the coal in domestic situations in

Adelaide and some country towns, and on the Government and

Company steam engines in conjunction with Newcastle coal,

and by itsel ¡.2LL The results b¡ere not encouraging and when

the lease expired after the l5-year term was completed on 30

June 1908, it !{as not renewed by the company. Private

enterprise activity at Leigh creek ceased; the Price

30 . t. 1905 .
at Leigh Creek'

206.
207.

208.
209.

210.

2TL.

SAA GRG 30/4/1905/155 Brown to Butler
Dickinson' S.8., tThe Search For CoaI
inclo_r_o_g_Lggl__g_rg_v_ay__-B_g!_e_Ll!__24.
ibid.
SAA GRG 30/4/L9O6/l-0l-4 H.Vl. !ûaterhouse
12.7.1906.
SAA GRG 30/4/1906/:-0J-3 H.W. Vlaterhouse
12.7.1906.
Dickinson, op.cit.

to O'LoughIin
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Government subsequently reserved the coalfield under the

provisions of the Mining Act by issuing a proclamation to

this effect on 27 August 1908.

The Department did not commence any nel¡¡ activity at the

coalfield until 1910. Gibbs, Bright and Company asked the

Verran Government in July I9I0 to purchase some of the

machinery which the Tasmanian Copper Company had left at the

otd mining siLes .2l-2 The offer was held over until the

field had been visited by several Parliamentarians including

Verran, Vaughan and William Denny, the Attorney-General, in

September I9I0 .2L3 Henry Jones, the Inspector of Ivlines,

dressed ten volunteers from this party in miners' suits and

took them down 300 feet of ladderways and into the former

Company mine then being examined. Vaughan later announced

the Governmentrs intention to develop the mine, and f5'000

v¡as allocated in the Estimates for this purpose '2I4
Matthews visited the area with Brown who selected the site

for a third bore to test for coal at a deeper leve1 .2L5 the

Government how purchase<l the machinery that had been offered

for sale .216 Another bore was sunk the following year

although the details of this operation have been lost: "It

was bored probably in 191I, immediately following the

completion of the No. 3 bore and abandoned owing to an

accident which involved the loss of the boring tools in the

Gibbs, Bright and Co. Per Messrs
to Vaughan 2I.7. 1910.

2r2.

2L3.
2r4.
2L5.
2L6.

sAA GRG 30/4/L9L0/s76
Cameron and Sutherland
DaiIv ÍIerald 8.9.I910.
sÀÞo :se r . rl . 1910 .
-Adïéï-fiser 28 .10 . t9 t0 .
-S-AA--c-RG"-3T/ 4/ rsrc / 576 op.cit.
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hole".2L7 The renewed work did not herald immediate success

and the development of the Leigh Creek deposits required

many more years of extensive testing before the coal could

be utilised.
As well as the search for a source of energyr the

Department continued to investigate the problems of the

subterranean waters of the State. For example, Brown had

first reported on underground v¡ater in the Ninety-l'Iile

Desert in 1BB3 and some boring in the area had subsequently

been undertaken by the Water Conservation Department.

Vaughan sent him back to the area in 1910 to report on any

developments or fresh possibilities.2IB Brown also spent

t.ime examining the poor drainage of water from the Mount

Gambier region.2I9 After visiting the locality, he

suggested a revolutionary' more efficient, and less

expensive approach to the problem than the proposed method

of surface drainage .22O His suggestion of using bores and

shafts to drain the surface water underground and out to Sea

from the Dismal Swamp area v¡as eventually adopted. One

request for advice came from an unusual industry. The South

Australian Ostrich Company, which had tried for thirty years

to establish an ostrich farm near Port Augusta, had found

the venture to be unprofiLable because the rainfall in the

Dickinson, op. cit.
SAPP9O:1910 rReport on the Geology of the Country-Sóü-filand East of the llurray River with Special
reference to the subterranean lvater supply in wells
and Bores along the Pinnaroo and Bordertown Railwaysr .

DM Letter Book 4 pp.62-63 Brown to Vaughan 20.9.1910.
Advertiser 2L.9.19I0.

2L7 .
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220.
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area \,r¡as not sufficient for growing feed for the birds.22I

Hence, Brown was asked to assist the Company in its efforts

to ]ocate underground supplies of water. However, his

report to vaughan was not encouraging and the farning

enterprise faded a\^¡ay.

The topic of radium was raised again in I9t0 when

Bentley Greenwood at Mount Painter sent further specimens of

corundum-bearing rock to be analysed at the school of

tulines .222 Brown and Basedow did not investigate the

discovery when asked by Greenwood in July and an earlier

visit in April had been terminated by Brown.223 Hol¡tever'

Brown issued his normal cautious remarks:

this discovery is the direct outcome of
the action of the Government in the
exploitation of this district. Although
this discovery is of great scientific
interest, it remains to be proved whether

?:å^tîTT258i"L 
advantase can be derived

Douglas lvlawson, who had offered his assistance to Greenwood,

had been more optinistic in his analysis of the potential

value of the discovery.225 Ùlawsonrs examination of the

outcrop from which Greenwood ha<l obtained his samples was

encouraging to investors and the Radium Extraction Company

of south AustraÌia was formed with nominal capital of

f5,000 and incorporaterl on 28 November 7g1g.226 Other

companies formed at this time \^tere the Mount Painter

22L. SAA GRG 3O/4/:-gl!/5L3 V'I.L. lVare, secretary to vaughan
29.6.r9r0.

222- Reqister 28. 11.1910.
223 . -iËid ;- 3-O-.11 . t9I0 Letter to edi tor f rom Greenwood .

224. ibid. 28.11.1910.
225.
226.

SAPD:llA 23 .LI.I9l0 .

-¡¡l -Ëá€-ter Book 40 rReport on Investigation
Deposits at Mount Painter, South Australia'
Dickinson 30.I0.1945 PP.5-6.
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and the Mount Painter East

page booklet, The occurrence

assistance to the comPanies bY

in l-91I, Brov/n visited the

field was contained in the 12-

of uranium (radio-active) ores

and other rare metals and minerals in South Australia. This

compilation by Gee generated considerable interest in

radium. Indeed, so great htas this interest that the Public

Library organised the distribution of an additional sixty

copies rvithin and outside of Australiu.227 Though

developmental work was continued by the private companies'

the Government \^¡as only involved intermittently over the

next few years and substantial SucceSS in the region was not

forthcoming until after L944.

The Labor Party had acknowledged that a greater effort

\^¡as needed in examining the geology of the state and in

developing its mineral resources Èhan was being

achieved.22B rn an attempt to futfil this need, the

Commissioner of Public Vlorks, Premier John Verranr took over

the portfolio of Minister ot Mines on 13 october 1910 .229

However, the Ministerial supervision of the Department of

Mines ancl the Geological Survey is not distinct The rBlue

Book for 1911r shows that Vaughan \¡ras not the Minister of

Mines but the Department, including the Survey, came within

his portfolio as Commissioner of Crown Lands and

227 . sAA GRG 30/4/L9LL/]-079 General Secretary of the Public
Library, Ir{useum and Art GaJ-lery of South Austral-ia to
F . C. Vtrard 23 . 11 . 1911 .
SAPD:HA Vaughan 22.9.19I0.
T6iiãï-ÃLso SAPP2:I9I3 'Blue Book for L9L2' .

228.
229.
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Immigratior.t.230 The rBlue Book f.or L9I2' Lists Verran as

the lulinister and the Department and Survey were now part of

the Commissioner of PubIic Works portfolio.23l The

Department and survey were allocated funds under the

Estimates for the Commissioner of Crown Lands '232

Nevertheless, a distinction appears Èo have been made for

Brown and Basedow continued to send their correspondence to

the commissioner of crown Lands, whiLe Matthews occasionally

corresponded with Vaughan but more usually with DuffieId,

the Secretary to the Minister, who invariably directed all

matters to Verran. In mid-IgII' Vaughan commented that the

tDepartments'had at one time been under the same heacl, but

he could offer no reason for their separation.233 The

Government then decided to reorga¡ise the Department of

Mines and Geological Survey and merge them into the one

body.

230. SAPP2:1912.
231. -SÃÞPiZ: t9I3 .
232. -SAÞÞ9:19I0, lgII-l-2. In 1913

ñla-e-to the Minister of l4ines
Commiss ioner.

233. SAA GRG 35/L/I-9LL/IL 2 Brown
Vaughan's comments I7 .7.191I.

the allocation v¡as
and not to either

to Vaughan I.6. 1911.
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Chapter Six: 1911-1912 Trouble in the Mines

The year tgll, which proved to be a tumultuous one for

the Department, commenced with signs that the times had

indeed changed. The Northern Territory v¡as transferred to

the Federal Government as from I January. The Department

had assisted in locating mineral deposits in the Territory

although the Governments' efforts to encourage the mining

industry had been relatively unsuccessful.I The Survey was

active in the Territory after 1889: "A survey of geological

exploration during the period of south Australian

administration shows that few areas in the Territory were

neglected, although of necessity some surveys \^tere

sketchy,'.2 From 1BB9 until 1911, Brown issued fourteen

comprehensive reports on the mineral-bearing areas of the

Territory and, in 1898, the first major geotogical map. The

Territory vtas no longer a State responsibility but the

State's officers were to be seconded by the Commonwealth to

visit there on occasions.

Brown, who had seen himself as simply a geologist in

the Survey and not as a part of the Department of Mines '
elaborated upon the specific functions of his position for

inclusion in the I9II edition of the Commonwealth Guide

Book. TheY \^¡ere

Donovan,
Crohn, P

P. , A Land FuIl o f Possibilities pp.199-200.
.w. , -î-llí-s rõ¡i-õf thë--ñöi-tñern Terr itory

s¡ R.K. (ed.), HistorY and

l-
2

Geological SurveY' in John
RoIe of Government Geologi cal SurY_9y_s___l n Aus tral i a
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to determine the geological features of
the State, FirstJ-y in a large and general
vrâlr and SecondlY in detail where
required at particular localities. To
examine and rePort on new mineral
districts and discoveries, advising and
directing those in search of metals and
minerals of Economic value. Advising and
selecting sites for bores and shafts for
water, artesian and other, coal and
mineral-s in Government undertakings and
also those of the general public ' Detail
investigation of the dePosits of
phosphatic rock existing in the State '
Investigation and suggestions in
connection with subterranean drainage in
particular districts. GeneralIy dealing
with all geotogical and mineralogical
matters and acting as consulting
specialist to the Government and the
puUfic in connection therewith and also
ãcting for the Federal Government in an
honorãry capacity as consulting Geologist
in connection with Government boring a
operations in the Northern Territory''

As indicated, the role of the Government Geologist had

clearly changed in detait from Brown's original brief to

survey the geotogy of the Colony for mineral and

deposits. He was now being subjected to

a more complex sphere of investigations.

Government Geologist's position v¡as to be

prominence in the DePartment.

The implementation of ne\^¡ methods to

Locating, testing and util-isation of

greater

Dur ing

g iven

water

demands and

1911, the

greater

important. Technological innovations

resources

were also

assist in the

had been

made within

Geologist andthe Department. The offices of the Secretar!r

DM Letter Book 4 p.138 Brown for the Commonwealth Guide
Book 19.5.19II.

3
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Chief Inspector of Mines had been connected

1906.4 Now Brown urged the introduction of

transport:

by telephone in

motorised

In order that the transport arrangements
of this department may be carriecl on more
satisfactorily and expeditiously and on
up-to-date Iines I would respectfully
suggest your approval for the purchase of
a motor-car for the sole use of-the
Assistant Geologist and mYself.5

EventualIy, all officers in the Department who !{ere required

to travel to fulf il their duties ' I^¡ere able to use either

the Departmentrs vehicles or be reimbursed for the use of

their private cars.

Hov¡ever, such changes and the whole range of operations

of the Department v/ere overshadowed by several resignations

and the subsequent controversy generated by the appointment

of a new Government Geologist.
************

Herbert Basedow resigned on 4 May to enter the Federal

public service as the Protector of Aborigines for the

Northern Territory. During his nine months as Assistant

Geologist he had located valuable marbl-e and phosphate

4 SAA GRG 30/ 4/1906/L60 Duf f ield Memo 6.2.1906. BroI^In
rareÌy correspondecl directJ-y with the Minister of Mines,
the Sècretary to the Minister, the Inspector of Mines,
or the !'Iardeir. An examination of the f il-es relating to
the Department of Mines revealed very few cases of such
corresþondence. tsrown usually wrote to the Commissioner
of Crown Lands, who was also the Minister of l"lines, from
the Government GeologisL's Office or Department.
Similarly, the Inspector, !üarden and staff of the
lepartmeñt of Mines corresponded directly with the
Minister of Mines and his Secretary, and with Brown
through the Minister of Mines in his capacity as
Commissioner of Crown Lands.
DM Letter Book 4 p.l-2L Brown to Vaughan 7 -2.191I. He

even usecl a car when inspecting sites for bores on the
v¡est coast (Advertiser 7 .2.19If ) .

5.



depos i ts .

post, he

that the

phosphate

have been

23r

6 et the time of his application

hacl proposed to the Commissioner

State concentrate on develoPing

and clay, and mineral sPrings.T

dismayed at Basedow's decision:

for the Federal

of Crown Lands

the deposits of

Brown appears to

to Vaughan 31.3. 1911.
an extension of his
water as a valuable

I would like to inform you that I regret
extremely that there is a prospect of
your retiring from your position... I
had hoped that you would have been able
to remain here to carry on the work hte

had pJ-anned out, and eventuall-y to
succeed ne as Government Geologist. As

previously been engaged, a fot which I
know you to be well qualified' I will not
offer any opposition although against my
ovÍn interestç and the hoPes I have
entertained. u

At a farewell for Base{ow, the reticent Brown took the chair

and among his few words, he said that Basedowrs departure

\^/as a loss to the State but at least he l^tas not leaving

Australia.9 Few people, íf anlr appear to have known that'

even at this stage, Brown htas planning to retire three years

before the official retiring age of seventy. The chief

Secretary, Fre<lerick S. !''IaIlis, later claimed that "it vüas

common knowledge that Mr Brown contemplated an earJ-y

retiremen¡"I0, but the contempotary evidence does not

indicate this.

6
7

B.
9.
10

SAPD:lIA Vaughan I . tI .19I0 .

Dtú--iet-ter Book 4 pp.158-59 Basedow
His interest in mineral springs \^tas

medical background - he saw mineral
table and medicinal object.
SAA PRG 324/2 P. B Brown to Baseclow

_g_e_g_i_q_t_gr_ 2. s. 19II.
SÁÞD:LC 13.12.L9LL.

28.3. t9lr.
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Brown informe<l Vaughan orl I June of his resignation

which he wanted to take effect from 30 November, the

completion of his twenty-ninth year of duty.Il He had given

notice to the Government weII in advance so that a suitable

replacement coulcl be obtainecl. In the meantime, he would

complete any sPecial tasks.

resignation on 30 June and

The _Re_g ister noted his

the Public Service Review

expressecl regret at the nev¡s : " the work achieved by this

officer on behalf of the State has been exceedingly valuable

in quality and enormous in quantity" ' 
12 E'dward Lucas ' a

strong supporter of Basedow, told the Legislative Council on

6 December that Brov¡n had not mentioned his resignation to

Basedow: "t'Ihat took place between the Government and Mr

Brown that 1ed to his resignation Parliament had not been

informed".13 Vüa]]is gave Lucas a vague repJ-y that Brown had

resigneci for private family re"so¡s.14 Brown had himself

nritten to the nevtspapers to emphasise the personal and

private motives for his resignation - he had married Hannah

M. Thompson in 1911.15 Hov¡ever, he was also at pains to

point out that he had maintained good re.Lations with the

Labor lr4inistry and that Verran and Vaughan had been kind and

courteous to him. It was not unusual that he felt compelled

to quash the rumours about his resignation, but his

uncharacteristic desire for publicity to ensure this \^¡as

done was Surprising. In a rare interview before going away

SAA GRG 35/I/I9LL/LL42 Brown to Vaughan l.6.I9II.
The Public Service Review 17 z7 July 1911 , P-97 .

sAPD ;Lt-G-. 1'. 1e-1r.-.-------
161ã. -T2.12. rerl.
ibid. 22.12.19I1. His wife an<l a
survived Brown who <1iecl in L928.

daughter, lvlargaret '( 
!_e_s__i_g_t_g !_ 24. 1 . ]e 28 ) .

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
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for his l-eave in :-gL2, Brown stressed that he was well

treated by everyone, and that he had no qualms about anyone

and was at Peace with aII. 16

The Government decided to advertise for a Geologist and

an Assistant Geologist following the representations of

several University lecturers. Professors Stirling, Rennie

and chapman, and vlalter Howchin had been invited by vaughan

to discuss with him the restruc'turing of the Department

after Brown,s retirement.IT The University deputation

sought the appointment of an efficient staff and the

amaJ-gamation of the Geological Survey and Departrnent of

Mines:

TheY did not wish to reflect on Mr
Brov¡n's ability in any vrayr âs they all
recognised him to be a geologist of very
high standing indeed¡ but on account of
his being the onIY geologist in the
Service ñe could not confine his
attention enough to scientific lnatters'
His time was too much taken up by matters
v¡hich vùere wholly comnnercial' There \'\tas

no uP to date geotogical map of the
Statè, and they suggested that a thorough
scientific survey of geology be made of
the whole State. They pointed out that
South Australia was the only State that
did not have an up to date geological
ffiâP, and the onIY State that did not
issue an annual geological maP'18

Howchin stresse<1 that the Department was understaffed in

comparison to the other states' Departments and should be

reorganised. He

three geologists

argued fot the appointment of at least

including a highly scientific man with

extensive Australian experience and he nominated Mawson for

this position. Vaughan pointed to the appointment of

Basedow as evidence of the Governmentrs witlingness to

16.
L7.
lB.

Reg
sÃÃ

Advertiser 8.1. l-9L2.
ister 18.7. 1911.
-reRG--3s/ I/ reLr/ LL42 op.cit. L7.7.191I.
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assist the Department. He did not know why the Survey and

Department had been separate but he told the deputation that

the Government intended to reorganise the rDepartments' and

would amalgamate them if necessary.

Basedow had been replaced on 1 JuIy 19II by a

Geological Probationer, Ralph l^rilliams, a son of the

Director of Education and who was also one of lulawson I s

students at the university and school of Mines. Brown

recommended to Verran and Vaughan that the Geological Survey

be augmented further by the appointment of Gee, who had

reLurned from the Northern Territory, to the position of

Secretary to the Geological Department.19 Brown asked for a

Secre tary

who is possessed of a knowledge of the
working of the Department and is apt at
compiling information and preparing it
for publication... the absence of such
assiètance during the greater portion of
the time I have^þeen in office has been a
great drawback. zu

The clemand for a Secretary exclusively f'ot the Geological

survey vtas in response to the increasing pressure on Thomas

Duffield which hindered his control of the Department and

the Survey. Two ne\^t appointments were made in order to cope

with the additional work. Louis Bronner, who had joined the

Department as a Junior clerk on I June 1900, had acted as

Clerk and Receiver of Revenue from 1906 until I JuIy t91I

when he v¡as promoted to be Clerk and Accountant ( the first

such position in the Department). James Wainwright vras

appointed a clerk on I September. This was of solne

assistance, but Duffield's workload in the Crown Lands and

19.
20.

SAA GRG 30/4/I-}LI/B4I Brown to Vaughan 3.7.19II'
ibid .
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Immigration Office compelled him to ask Verran to relieve

him of his duties as Secretary to the Minister of Mines'

although it appears that he remained the Secretary for the

GeoJ-ogical Survey.2l He subsequently recommended that his

former duties as Secretary to the 'Mines and Geological

Departmentsr be taken over by Frederick ltard for the

Department of Mines and Lionel Gee for the Geological Survey

to ensure that the work of the two Departments continued

satisfactority.22 Ward had been transferred from the Audit

Office to the position of Chief Clerk and Registrar of l4ines

on 17 January 1898 following the death of lfilliam Crabb. In

the Same period, another vacancy arose when the Clerk and

Draughtsman, William Richard Murray, transferrecj to the

Vüoods and Forests Department on I Octobet-23 No

replacements were made until the Department \^¡aS reorganised

after BrolnIs retirement.

lleanwhile, the anticipated revíval of the mining

industry had not eventuated despite Premier Verran, a former

practical miner, being the Minister of tvlines and the Labor

Government having given greater attention to a wide range of

minerals. The tests on the coal at Leigh Creek \^Jere not

encouraging as its quality had not improved as expected when

the deeper bores \dere sunk. The analyses of the coal showed

that it \47aS not good enough for steaming purposes and Brown

recommended against the sinking of more bores.24 Matthews

also concluded that it vtas not worth spending more money

when other sampJ-es of coal had been similar. The Port

2L. ibid. Duf f iel<] to Verran 7 .9.1911; see also SAA

cRG 30/4/19L2/2I Verran 5. I.1912.
sAA cRG 30/4/Lgl,r/42 16.10.1911.
SAA GRG 30/4/L9LL/899 Matthews to Vaughan
SAPD : tIA Verran L2 .7 . I9I1 .

22.
23.
24.

26 .9. t91r .
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_å_rtg_q:_t_g_-l?-e-g-p-?-t-çh suggested it' woul-d be a waste of money not

to continue the tests after so much work had been carried

out.25 Rather prophetically, the -p-e-9p-3-t-9þ- 
was afraid that

it would be another twenty years before anything would be

attempted again at Leigh creek if the boring plant was

removed.

In order to stimulate the industt! r Verran implemented

the Labor Party policy of nationalisation by acquiring the

copper mines of Vlandilta at Kadina, and Parramatta and Yelta

at Moonta.26 lühereas previous Governments had encouraged

private enterprise by erecting, and thereby controLling '
cyanide works ancl smelters, and by substantial subsidies

which l^¡ere ngt uSual-ly recovered, the Labor Governnent

became engaged in the competitive market. Private

enterprise had demanded and willingly accepted Government

hand-outs but it. could not tolerate a Government-owned mine

for the benefit of all in a business already regulated by

the State. In fact, the apparent radical nature of Labor's

actions was not far remOved from previOus Governments'

invol-vement in mining activities or from other accepted

State-controlled enterprises such aS water resources and

railways. That the Government did not propose to take over

the coal_ at Leigh creekr âÍt unproven deposit' or more

successful mines indicates that its policy v¡as not to be

effected as broadly as some thought.

Port Augusta DesPatch 14.7. I911.
5Àã-GRG-IíZ4-lLgToTIoTz rheodore Bruce a companv per
Parramatta and Yelta I'lining Company 23 -Ll-.1910,
accepting the verbal offer of Verran for the Government
to buy the mine at f6,000 including aLl leases
(appróximately I,300 acres), plant and machinery.

25.
26.
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During the debate on Estimates, the former Minister of

Mines, Laurence O'Loughlin, said that mining htas too risky a

venture for the Government to undertak".27 Thomas Smeaton,

however, said that private enterprise had failed to develop

the mine at Yelta and he hoped that the Government would be

able to do so. Archibald Peake preferred to question

whether the Government had undertaken mining speculation

without Parliamentary approval rather than discuss if the

mines might be payable. Verran justified Laborrs action

because the Party had been elected on a policy which

included the nationalisation of mines. The House did not

alter the proposed allocation of f14'500 for the Parramatta

and Yelta I'tines.

The attention of the llouse aLso focussed on the

problems of the Survey. Richard Butler complained' as he had

the previous year, that the Government vtas multiplying too

many positions by having an allocation for a Geologist,

Assistant Geologist and now, a Geological Probationer.

Verran and Vaughan commented that there \^/aS enough work for

all the officers and that South Australia had lagged behind

the leve} of other Staters geological work because it had

been impossible for Brown to do everything: "\n7hen the

geological department was fully equipped it would be of

great value to the State".2B Vaughan commented that the

Geologist vüas still under the control of the Commissioner of

Crown Lands but the Government would alter the existing

SAPD:HA 28. II.1911.
f -uï¿-. --verran 

.
27.
28.
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arrangement and place the Survey under the control of the

Minister of Mines. Vaughan also revealed the name of. the

new Geologist: Leonard Keith Ward.29

The appointment of the relatively unknown 'v'tard from

interstate ahead of the most likely South Australian

candidate, Herbert Basedow' h¡as a controversial issue in

Parliament and the press. The ramifications of appointing

an appropriate candidate to such an important position

transcended personalities and parochial interests. The

Government was prepared to reorganise the Department and the

opportunity \^¡as there f.ot the nev¡ Geologist to make his

markr âs Brown had doner ofr the staÈe's development.

Basedow had left the state Public service on 4 May

1911. Not only did he become the chief Protector of

Aborigines in the Northern Territoryr but he was also

appointed the Chief Medical Inspector, and Federal

Geological Adviser. There was some confusion over his

duties for the Federal Government. He had been told in

Darwin that he was to operate under the South Australian

Aborigines Act of 19II but he \^tas responsible to the Federal

Minister for External effairs.30 He was instructed to

remain in Darwin and not to traveL throughout the Territory

to look after the Aborigines, and this also prevented hin

from doing worthwhile geological- investigations. There were

too many teething problerns v¿ith his ne\¡¡ job and Basedow

resigned at the end of August.

ibid. Vaughan to Ryan.
ibid. LC Lucas 6.L2. I91I.

29.
30.
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Basedow returned to South Australia where in a personal

interview with Verran, he bras reassured that his resignation

from the Northern Territory position would not disadvantage

him in his application for the Government Geologist's

position.3l However, when he was referred to Vaughan, he

r^¡as told, in conf idence, not to submit an application

because he might be humiliated by being an unsuccessful

candidate.32 This naturally surprised Basedow and his

supporters for vaughan had usually spoken highly of him.

tr{hen he announced the Governmentrs intention to advertise

for the Geologist, Vaughan had said:

If a suitable man could be obtained in
Australia he would be engaged. The
general oPinion was that a caPable
successor to l"lr H. Y. L. Brown - - . would be
hard to f inrl...Had Dr Basedow not securèd
the appointment. . . in the Northern
Territory the difficulty might easily be
got over, but as it was, the GoveS4ment
v,tere faced with a knotty problem.JJ

Three months later, Vaughan told the Parliament that he

was not altogether guided so much by
Basedow's vacil-lation in connection
his Fecleral appointment, but also by
fact that while Assistant Government
Geologist he did not Prove to be
aJ-together çgtisfactorY to the
department. Ja

The press sought an explanation of these contradictory

statements, but Vauqhan dicl not attempt to clarify the

inconsistency, althougtr he Iater suggested that the

criLicism about the appointment came from people likely to

Dr
wi th
the

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.
ibid.

!'IaIlis on behalf of Vaughan 4.10.1911.
Lucas citing Vaughan's statement of 6.7.I911.
!üa11 i s .

3r.
32.
33.
34.
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be disappointed.35 VlaIIis, who spoke on Vaughan's belralf in

the Legisl-ative Council, said Basedow had not been

considered good enough to be head of the Department because

of an aIl-eged unsatisfactory manner of conducting business

and his general disposition such as his behaviour in

resigning both the State and Federal appointments soon after

commencing duty.36 In any case, the Government maintained

that Basedow's previous appointment as Assistant Geologist

could only be regarded as a stepping stone towards ' but not

a guarantee of, replacing the Geologist.

The most contentious issue of the whole affair had been

the Governmentrs unexplained decision to aIlow the

University to advise it on the talents of the respective

candidates. Several letters to the papers argued strongJ-y

that Brown should have had a greater say in the selection of

his successot.3T 'The Tattler' suggested that the

Government had abrogated its responsibility and allowed

Vaughan to hide behind the fact that the University had, in

effect, made the appointment.3S According to tsase{ow, rThe

Tattler' and other writers of the time, this was simply a

ploy by Vaughan which ensured that Basedow, who was involved

in a scientific dispute with the geological staff of the

University, would not be selected. This dispute, the

,Glacial controverslr r had been conducted principally

35. ibid. HA Vaughan 9.11-.I9I1; $-e-9-i-9-t-g 11. t0 ' 1911;
2s.10.-I-frr.
SAPD:LC 13.12.19II.36.

37. r examp le, Register 30.I0.191L,2.II.191I'
4.r1.1911; Critic 1.11.1911.
Critic iniA.--inöunA the town' by 'The Tattler' .38.

Critic
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between Howchin and Basedow at various times in the

preceding ten years and $Jas to continue for at least another

ten years.

Basedow's mentor, Professor Ralph Tate, had long been

in dispute with Walter Howchin and "there can be no doubt

that he and Tate \"rere antipathetic towards each other and

invariably took opposite sides in matters of

controversy".39 Their dislike fot each other extended

beyond the bounds of scientific disagreements as the l-ate

Arthur Alderman recalled:

It is related that Taters fietd excursion
for students left the university in a
horse-drawn "drag" with a keg of beer
lashed on at the back! The Rev. Walter
Howchin would certainly not have approved
of this.40

one major dispute concerned the subject of glaciation in

South Australia which had aroused Tate's interest after he

found evidence of gl-aciation near Hallett Cove in 1877 '

At the completion of his undergraduate studies, Basedow

had assisted Tate with the presentation of his classes and

Iectures while Tate was i11 during 1900-01. Basedow

recalled in l91I that he had visited Tate several times a

day to discuss geological matters while Tate was on his

death bed.4I Vlhen Tate died, another of his pupils J.D.

Iliffe, and Basedow had examined the area of Taters study,

the Sturt Valley, and comparecl Tate's lecture notes with his

marginal comments in the Textbook of Geology_ by Professor

Archibald Geikie and concurrecl with Tate that the formations

39. AIderman, 4.R., rThe
Australia: A Personal

development of geologY in
View' in Records of the

South
Austral ian

-4-.-e9-ql'v-ibid.
of Science Lz2 1967 P.32

40.
4L. B_e_g]_E_t_gl 19 . 9 . 19It Letter to ed i tor f rom Basedol '
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were of the Pleistocene age. After corresponding with the

Geological Survey of Great Britain, they concluded that

Howchin's interpretation of the glacial deposits of the

Cambrian age in South Austalia was inaccurate. In April

1905, Basedow and lliffe read a paper to a meeting of the

Roya1 Society of South Australia.42 tn this they discussed

the formation of gJ-acial beds and their disagreement with

Ilowchin who, they claimed, had ignored the work of the

Departrnent of l"tines, Brown and H.P. Vtoodward. Basedow

alteged that Howchin had quoted freely from this paper and

severely criticised it but' as editor of the Transactions of

tþ-e--Ig-Y?-l Society, he suppressed its publicatiorr.43

The question of Cambrian glaciation btas revived at the

I907 Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science

Congress in Adelaide from 7 to 14 January.44 SeveraL

prominent figures in the field of Australian geoJ-ogy

attended the conference: A. Gibb-¡{aitland (Government

Geologist of !,Iestern Australia), Bernard Woodward (curator

of the perth ¡"Iuseum), L. Keith l¡trard (Lecturer at the

Kalgoorlie School of Mines), Professor David and Dr

Vloolnough (Sydney University), Howchin, Mawson, Basedow and

Ir4atthews from Adelaide. The glacial issue u/as discussed and

there v/ere field trips to the various localities under

question. Different opinions were expressed "and a

temperature \^¡as no\¡t and then developed that could hardly be

considered glacia1".45 Howchin was supported by the

University geologists whiÌe the views of the official

42.
43.
44.
45.

ibid.
ibid .
ibid.
ibid.

s.4.190s.
19.9.1911-.
15.2.1907.
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geologists opposed his theory. The simmering contr.oversy

lost heat \^¡hen Basedow went to Europe but it h/as regenerated

after his return from Federal Public Service in the Northern

Terr i tory .

The _R_e_g_i_g_t_el for the period from september to lilovember

1911 contained extensive correspondence on the glacial

question. The principal corresþondents \^tere Basedow,

Flowchin and a pro-Howchin supporter, Dr Fritz Noetling who

had lived . in Tasmania for the previous six years. The

introduction of Noetling into the controversy again raises

the element of a conspiracy to prevent Basedow being

appointed Geologist. Professor Hermann Klaatschr ooê of

Basedowrs lecturers in Germany, suggested the possibility

that not only was Noetling involved but also that the Chief

Justice and Chancellor of the University, Samuel WaYr and

Howchin had collaborated with others to attack Basedow.46

Yet tsasedow had his supporters, especially in the PubÌic

Service, and he htas defended by men Iike Charles Edward

owen-smyth, the superintendent of vforks and Buildingsrwho

wrote encouraging Basedow to "keep it up...get matters

settled about the Brown succession as soon as possible.

People,s opinion of Hov¡chin does not amount to much".47 the

rGlacal controversy' continued into L9L2 and it resurfaced

intermittently thereafter, for example, in L92I, although

sAA PRG 324/2
Noetling was
another issue
in sancls tone
19.9.19r1.)
ibid.pp.5I-52

pp.49-50 Kl-aatsch to Basedow 2L.L2.1911.
involved in a dispute with Basedow on

the interpretation of fossil imprints
at Vüarrnambool, Victoria. (_\9_O_-i-s--t-9-1

Owen-Smyth to Basedow 19 .9 . 191I .

46.

47.
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Howchin's work was later found to be accurate in its

interpretation of the glacial beds being covered by an

overlay of Tertiary limeston"=.48

In a criticism of the method of appointing the

Geologist, t.he Be_g_i_gt_e_r_ highlighted the fact that the

appointments to the geological staff at the University since

Taters death - Drs D. Ìvlawson and ll.G. Vüoolnough' Mr Benson

and Mr lr{ahoney - had aLl been students at Sydney

University.4e The only exception was Howchin who had been

made a Lecturer in Geology and PaLaeontotogy through the

efforts of Samuel- Way. Basedow had even heard in Sydney

that a student of Professor David woul-d be appointed ahead

of him.50 A good deal of concern was expressed about the

role of the University in making this appointment. It was

widely known that members of the University staff wanted to

appoint an Acting Government Geologist until lvlawson returned

from Antarctica and took up the position.5l 'The Tattlerr

reminded the pubJ-ic of Mavtson's errors of judgement in his

report on the Elder Rock nitrate deposit when Brown had to

\,,rarn the public after Mawson had unwisely encouraged people

to invest ,no.,"y.52 The appointment was discussed by the

University professors and lecturers, the Faculty of Science

and University Council- before being referred to Brown'

Verran and Vaughan.53

48. Alderman, op.cit.
4g . 3S_g_Lq_t_g_1 30 .10 .Ie II .
50. -SÃÞDl-r,-e--r,ucas 6.I2. f 9I1.
s I . F_qg_i_E-_l% 30 . 10 . le 1l
52. Critic 1.I1.I911.
53 . SÃÞD-lLt 6.L2.191I . rnterestingly, the school of l"tines

ew Geologistþ¡as not
or the

askerl for its advice on either t
reorganisation of the Department.

hen
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The sudden, surprise resignation of Brown, the bias

against Base<low, the role of the University and the

unsatisfactory proceedings in the whole affair ltere thought

to be important issues to resolve and led to calls in the

press for an enquiry.54 The _R_e_g__i_9_t-er- wanted a Parliamentary

Select Committee to investigate the operations of the

Department of Ivtines. Although no moves \,,tere made in this

directionrthe Legislative Council did pass the motion of

Edward Lucas to give South Australians the prior right to

appointments in the state Public service if they $tere

suitably qualified.S5 The case of Basedow had been cited as

the foremost instance of a qualified, knowledgeable, local

man being beaten bY an outsider.

The decision of Cabinet on 27 November to recommend the

appointment of L. Keith Vüard confirmed the suspicion that a

sydney graduate would become the Geologist. Not only \áras

the Geologist from interstate, but the new Assistant

Government Geologist, Robert Lockhart Jack' l{as also from

interstate. This parallelled the original appointrnents of

Brown and Woodward! Vlard, the son of F.Vù. !üard, the editor

of the S_y_dn-ey---¡-q-i-ly-IS-!ç-g-lepÀ' was the then Assistant

Government Geologist and Inspector of lutines in Tasmania' He

had studied at the Sydney University under Professor David

and he l¡ras a contemporary of Mawson and !'Ioo1nough.56 The

appointment of ward was more than just a case of providing a

,job for one of the boys I . He had been schooled in the same

principles as the geologists at Adelaide university. co-

operation between the Survey and the Univesity vTas likely to

; Critic I. It. 1911.54.
55.
56.

_Bg_g_i_g_t_e__r_ 3 0 . I 0 . 19 l- 1
SAPD:LC 13 .12.19f1.
_pe_i-l_y-_-_q9-Eql9- 2 B . I I . I91I.
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be facititated íf. the geologists were trained in the same

rather than conflicting schools of thought. Brown was a

professional officer without the accompanying professional

qualifications; he had been educated at the Royal School of

Mines in London, but he lâ¡as not a university trained

geologist. An added factor in Ward's favour was that his

duties in Tasmania included those of Inspector of lvlines '

This was to be important in the reorganisation of the Survey

and Department.

Brown's original proposal to resign as from 30 November

v¡as extended to 3I December when he was due to commence six

months l-eave of absence on full salary.57 llowever, he

remained as Geologist until Vtard's arrival on t0 January and

he continued his relationship with the Geological Survey and

Department of Mines, in the form of an 'Honorary Consulting

Geologist,, until his death on 22 January L928, The

termination of his employment did not elicit as much

response as his departure on one year's leave in 1899. This

coutd be attributed to the controversy over the appointment

of his successor which distracted the public attention away

from the 10ss of his services to the state. A small,

private farewell dinner was arranged by Lionel Gee who had

met Brown on his arrival in 1882 and who had continued to

work closely with him.58 At this dinner, the Government

presented him with a bound volume of aII his official

reports and casket containing his geoJ-ogical maps of the

cRc 35/L/L9LL/l-243
1911' .

57.

58.

SAA GRG 35/L/Lgl-L/LI42 oP.cit.;
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generous in the praise

on I December. He had

always with the state I s

successful achievements

monument.

Of course, not all

247

Both Vaughan and O'Loughlin were

they heaped on Brown at this dinner

worked under great difficulties but

interests in mind and his many

r¡rere to be his long-lasting

\,\tefeSOffy to see him resign and no

with his departure. Thedoubt many

editor of

speculators were content

the Balaklava ne!üspaper wrote:

The retirelnent of lvlr H.Y.L. Brown...
cannot but be hailed with satisfaction.
His over caution has Led the investor and
prospector oftentimes into a labrynth of
despair, and without unduly disparaging
the wealth of technical knowledge
possessed by Mr Brown, one can fearlessly
say there \À/as a lack of decision, and an
entire absence of that forceful attitude
calculated to inspire those of zealous
and generous temperatnents. He may have
been reflective, he may have been
classic, but scarcely any report I have
read from his pen would create in one the
slightest enthug!asm or induce one to
invõst a pen.ty.60

But his withdrawn and cautious nature $¡ere among his

greatest assets, f or the role of a Govertnent qf f icial \^/as to

be fair, accurate, reliable, dependabte and trustworthy.

Brown bras all of these and more. Judging by the reactions

of the speculators to his few expressions of optilnism, it was

a good thing that he constantly warned against unwise

investment. South Australia did not have glamorous mineral

deposits, apart from copper, to sustain a rash of

speculative investment and his characteristic and constant

The Public Service Review IB January I9L2.59.
60. lrlooroora Producer -ï-. r7. r3--rr--.-
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disparagement of 'shows' , while often d isappointing ' vras

the Advertiser in I9O2reliable and correct. The editor of

had summarised his caPabilities:

The chief feature of lvlr Brov¡n I s of f icial
character is his extreme caution. It may
be htrong to describe him as a pessimist'
but it is indubitabl-e that he has never
been known to exaggerate the promise of
any property on which he has been called
to express a judgement. I{e possesses a
keen sense of responsibil il'y, and while
always conscientious ' and never
inacéurate, he has always striven to be
cahnly and dispassionately scientific,
rather than to permit himsel-f to be
betrayed into the employment of tones or
phrases calculated to create a baseless
enthusiasm. His desire has been always
to warn people from rash speculation' and
during his long connection with the
!lining Department no-one can truthfully
say tñat he has ever al-Iured investors
into enterpriseg.which have resulted in
financial loss. br

Brown was an inveterate travel-ler and his pioneering

explorations throughout South Australia and the Northern

Territory should be considered of as much importance aS

those of the more commonly lauded, earlier explorers:

61. Advertiser 28.2.1902.
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No single geologist has made such
extensive personal contributions to the
growth of our knowledge of Australian
geology... His vtas the heroic age of
geological exploration in a great part of
the continent, and his were the first
geological observations placed on record
rvith regard to mgqy of the remote regions
of the interior.o¿

He traversed a great deal of land on carnel and by foot on

his lone]y and hazardous trips in the company of an Afghan

camel-driverr âh Aboriginal guide ol-.t occasionally' one or

two white companions. The resourcefulness and courage of

Brown were renolvned and his preference for working in the

fiel-d rather than behind a desk in the office afforded him

ample opportunities to demonstrate these capabilities. The

field trips and constantly changing Ministries provided

Brown brith a degree of security of tenure. In undertaking

all responsibilities entrusted to him, Brown ensured that

the Survey would be maintained. Politicians and private

enterprise demandecl prompt action but complete scientific

reports could not be compiled without lengthy, detailed

investigations and Brown refused to sacrifice accuracy for

expediency. Consequently, South Australia has been in debt

62. llard, L.K., 'Obituary Notice H.Y.L. Brownt in
aI Society ofTr a n s a c t i o n s and P ro c e e d i n g g___o_!--!þ-9--89-y

5õïtT--Ãù-s tTãI iã--52 '1926 
;- Ëèpïtä-B-¡õwn r c LY,

inTt--il-lu?-pïifÍ-ng--t-Ìrat he has not been honoured the
Same \"/ay as many other explorers. No monuments have
been erected in recognition of his efforts and the
geographical featureè of the State and the Territory
bear little evidence of his numerous expeditions.
One l-andmark - Mount Lyell Brown in the Ehrenberg
Range (formerly the l"lagarey Ranges) betv¡een Lake
MacDonalcl and the MacDonnell- Ranges in the Northern
Territory - was accorded his name by
Tietkens on 28 .5. IBBg . ( SAPP1ll :1889
Mr !V.H. Tietkens' Centraf-Ãüstiãf ian
Expedition' . )

William Henry
'Journal- of

Exploring
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to this unpretentious mani the most significant testimony to

his abitities is that his fieldwork has proved to be the

basis of much of the subsequent geological work in the State

and the TerritorY.
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chapter seven: t9L2-I944 A Consolidated Enterprise.

During the period of H.Y.L. Brownrs service, the

Geological Survey had been hindered in its operations by a

tack of staff and facilities, and financial constraints.

The Department of l"lines had been similarly affected. After

Brown,s retirement, the survey and Department were

officially merged and a coherent hierarchy implemented'

This, hov/ever, did not alleviate the problems which

prevented the bureaucracy from operating more efficiently.

The Verran Government from 1910 to 191-2 provided fresh

leadership for the Department of lvlines and encouraged the

trend towards diversity in its operations and routine

functions. The Labor Party Stressed the value of a viabl-e

mining industry to the Staters economy and emphasised the

work of the survey. The new Geologist, Kêith ward'

indicated that he would maintain the scientific and

practical aspects of Brownrs work. The editor of the

Advertiser saw the wisdom of this approach:

l,lr lrlard proposes to continue the
geoLogical surveys, partly with a view to
a solution of "definite economic
problems" related to mining, pastoral 'and agricultural industries. It is to
this practical work of the department
particularly that Par. iament wilI look
for guidance in their endeavors tsiçl to
develop the resources of the State. ^

Keith Vüard was more explicit than Brown had been as to

the functions of the Survey and thereby related the Survey's

operations more closely to the needs of the State. In March

i-gJ,2, he presented the incoming I'linister of Mines' Richard

Butler, with the following list of the Survey's objectives:

1 Advertiser 2L.3.1912 editorial.
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I. The scientific and systematic examination
of the geology of the State in general and
of. certãin areas of special importance in
particular.

2. fne investigation of definite economic
problemsrundertaken with the object of
affording assistance to the mining 'pastoral or agricultural industries-

3. The guidance of the efforts of those who
are endeavouring to develop the natural
resources of the State.

4. The publication from time to time of the
results of investigations, with such maps
an<l illustrations as may assist to
elucidate these rePorts.

To ensure that the extension of geologicaL knowledge

vùas continuous, Vlard suggested "that examinations of defined

areas rather than of special individual- Iocalities should be

regarded as the proper work of the geological survey".3 The

conclusions reached by the Geologists would be drawn from as

wide an area as possibl-e given the l-imits of finance and

staff numbers. He intended to enhance the geological

knowledge of the state by examining the mining fields'

investigating the underground water supplies, and by

disseminating the information thus obtained.

Ward acknowledged that the thrust of the Surveyrs work

would be directed towar<ls the solution of economic problems

in order to satisfy public demand. But he did not lose

sight, of the need for scientific investigations:

SAA GRG 24/90/7/I9I2/19 Vtard to Butler 18.3.I9I2.
ARGS zI9I2 p.3.
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At the same time the economic discussions
are to be based upon a sound scientific
examination sufficiently complete fot the
immediate purposes for which it is
undertaken and for purposes of correlation
when circumstances may demand the 

A

investigation of neighbouring areas.*

Vlard realistically recognised that a complete '
survey

ability
of the geology of the State was beyond

scientif ic

the scope and

The

of the existing SurveY.

evolution of the Survey and Department had

highlighted their functions as surveying and regulatory

bodies respectively. Now, the official merger of the two

enhanced the role and status of the Survey as Ward noted:

Vüith regard to the relationship between the
mining and geological activities of the
oeparLment I would submit the opinion that
these are ' in the Present state of
development of the State, to be considered
as portions of a composite whole rather
than viewed separately as distinct
branches. While the staff of geologists is
so small it is inevitable that much of the
geotogical work witl be carried out in aB.
direct interests of the mining industry.

The activities of the Geologists came under greater notice

than those of the other officers of the Department because

their duties appeared to be relatively more glamorous and

essential to the development of the State.
*************

Leonard Keith Vlard and Robert Lockhart Jack htere

officially appointed to the positions of Government

Geologist and Assistant Government Geologist on 1 January

l-9I2. Jack, son of the fOrmer Queensland Government

Geologist, Robert Logan Jack, had been employed by the

Golden Horseshoe Estates Company at Kalgoorlie until 14

SAA GRc 24/90/7/I9L2/19 oP.cit.
DM Letter Book 6 p.85 Vlard 24.4.I9I8.

4
5
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December 1911.6 He had also spent time in western China,

Korea and the,Transvaal.T Ward, born in Sydney on I7

February 1879, had been educated at the Sydney and Brisbane

Grammar Schools from 1890 tO 1896 and hras Assistant

Government Geologist and Inspector of Mines in Tasmania from

1907.8 Prior to this, he had worked for the Broken Hill

Proprietary Company at Broken HilI in 1903 following his

graduation from Sydney University with an Arts degree in

1900 and an Engineering degree (in the field of mining and

rnetallurgy) in 1903. He had been a l-ecturer in geology'

mineralogy, petrology, and mining geology at the Western

Australian School of Mines in KalgoorJ-ie from October 1903

until August 1907. In Tasmania, he had conducted

investigations on the silver-]ead, tin, and copper fields

and also geologically surveyed the proposed railway route

f rom Hobart to l"lount LyeIÌ f rom the view of the mining '
agricultural and forestry interests. Both Ward and Jack

r^rere competent, professional geologists and their previous

experiences provided the basis for the success of their

appointments in south Australia. In particuJ-ar, wardrs

administrative skills were important in uniting the Survey

and Department into the one organisation.

At the same time as the appointments of ward and Jack'

Lionel Gee hras made the chief Registrar of Mines and

Recorder to replace Frederick Vüard who became the Chief

Clerk and Acting Secretary of the Survey and Department.

From 5 January rgL2' the Geological survey vttas off icially

6. SAA GRG 24/90/7 /r9r2/5.
7. Reqister I7 .6.1914.----¿--------
B . -Däi-lÍ--frèraId 2B .1I.I911; SAA 8608I

u-iõl;ã-piiÏ¿-ãÏ Notes of L.K. I{ard.
Photo and
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placed under the l'linisterial control of. the Minister of

Mines and Frederick VÍard took over responsibility for the

affairs of the Survey from Duffield, the Secretary to the'

Commissioner of Crown Lands.9 In addition, a Draughtsman

and Mining surveyor, stephen Quintrell, was appointed on 9

January to replace William Richard Murray who had

transferred to the Vloods and Forests Department on 1 October

t9Il.10 The Verran Government lrras no\^¡ implementing the

promised reorganisation of the Department. Said the Premier

in his official statement to the press:

For a long white the Ivlining Department has
been in what I consider to be a
disorganised state. Knowing that Mr Brown
htas going to leave the service of the State
at the end of the year, I did not take any
steps before r âs Mr Brown was under the
Commissioner of Crown Lands, and I thought
it was not wise to disturb the arrangements
during his term of office; but I was
preparing to make fresh arrangements'rfo
bring the department under one head.'^

Verran, the Minister of I'lines' recognised that the Survey

had never officially been a part of the Department of Mines

and that Brohtn had not been responsible to, or fot, its

adrninistration. This had become more apparent when he had

assumed the portfolio on 13 October 1910; from then' the

Minister of lvlines was classed as a separate portfolio to

that of the Commissioner of Crown Lands who controlled the

Survey.

SAA GRG 30/4/I9I2/2I Verran
Register 6.1. 1912; 9A_P-P2:
ãAîêïlïs-er I .1. LeI2:-----

5.1 . L9L2.
l9I3 'BIue Book for L9L2'.9.

10.
1I.
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The Labor Government undertook the reorganisation

in the expectation of pushing on a forward
movement as regards the discovery and
exploitation of the mineral resources of
South Austratia....We intend to bring this
department to a high state of efficiency,
thus fo{}owinS the lead of the other
States.

This had also been the Governmentrs intention in 1910 when

it had appointed Basedow. The Survey and Department were

understaffed and the augmentation of staff was a necessity

in view of the Government's policy to promote and develop

the mining industry. To this end, Keith ward approached

Verran with a request for a Geological Draughtsman to be

appointed. 13 The anticipated increase in the work of the

Survey made it necessary to have such an officer

continuously attached to the survey rather than using

Quintrell- as both a l"lining and a Geological Draughtsman.

Ward sought a competent man with specific experience of

geological maps, the use of colour schemes, and the

photolithographic methods required for the reproduction of

maps, drawings, and plans. From the three applicants' VIard

chose lrterner Vrialter Weidenbach, a temporary Draughtsman in

the Survey Department. He commenced duty on t Apri1.

Although additional staff was needed, the Labor

Government's reorganisation took the form of a consolidation

of roles rather than an actual increase in the number of

officers in the bureaucracy. In fact, the changes to the

organisation of the Department were not aS far-reaching as

the Governmentrs political pronouncements had suggested. In

overall terms, the number of permanent and salaried officers

L2.
13.

Daily Herald 9. I. I9J-2.
SÁã-GRC- -24- 

Jqo / 7 / re L 2 / 3 L.K. Ward to Verran 17.I.I9L2.
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in the Department fell from fourteen throughout 1911 to

twelve at the end of I-}L2.IA For example, Edward Grundyr

vrho had been the Manager of the Mount Torrens and

Peterborough Batteries since 1 February 1904 became the

General Manager of the State Batteries and Cyanide Works on

18 January 1913.15 This position had been created in L9L2

folJ-owing the death of Gerald Tolmer, the Manager of the

Tarcoola and Glenloth Batteries since t October 1907. The

Geological- Probationer appointed on 1 July 1911' Ralph

Williams, I4¡as transferred to the Yelta Mine on 29 May to act

as the Storekeeper there.16 He had completed his work in

the survey and Keith ward sa\.\r no immediate prospects of

providing him with additional work: the requests for

assistance required the attention of senior staff only.17

The Labor Party policy of reorganisation was part of

its genuine attempt to assist the mining industry. The

Government attended to the needs of the mining sector and

the alterations to the structure and functions of the

Department of Ì"tines improved the Departmentrs Status and

rank in the Public Service and, for a while, in the eyes of

the public. Not only was the Government concerned with

being seen to be doing something positive, but it also

actually attempted to stimulate the industry. This became

apparent by Premier Verran'S assumption of the l'Iinister of

Mines portfolio, and the purchase of the Government Mines.

SAPP2 :I9l-2, 1913 rBlue Books for 1911, L9I2' .

FTIe-õf employees in personal possession of Mr R.K.
Johns, Deputy Director-General of Mines and Energy'
SAA GRG 30/4/I9I2/446 Butler 29-5.I9L2.
sAA GRG 30/4/IgI2/554 L.K. Vlard to Butler 24.5.I9I2.

r4.
15.

16.
17.
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The Labor Government had been faced with a Legislative

council which $ras hostile to it throughout its time in

office. In December 1911, the Council, in opposition to the

supposed socialistic tendencies of the Government, refused

to pass the Appropriation Bill. The issue of Government-

controlled mines was barely mentioned in the debates on the

Bill although the principtes involved were an aspect of the

Council's objections to Labor Party poticy. The Council

objected not so much to State monopolies but to competition

between the State and private enterprise in matters such as

the provision of cheaper housi¡g.lB As a result of the

Council's refusal to pass the BilI vtithout amendments '

Verran appealed to the British Government to assist him in

the battle against the Council. This vras refused and a

dissolution of the House of Assembly took place on 16

January l-gl-'2. An eLection for the House and half of the

council was held on 10 February. The Labor Party lost

office and was replaced by the Liberal Ministry of Archibald

peake. A former commissioner of crown Lands, Richard

Butler, was appointed to the portfolio of Minister of l"lines

on I7 February.

There were few changes to the personnel of the

Department from L9I2 to 1919 and it remained understaffed

and overworked. The activities at the Government Mines

during IgI2 necessitated the appointment of many temporary

and daily-paid staff but few of these men were retained

after the closure of the mining operations. Frederick Vüard

was officially promoted to be the Secretary to the l'tinister

State EnterPrise, and the
Council lB90-1946'. BA

1967 p.12.
18. StockleY, D.M. ,

South Australian
Honours Adelaide

'Socialism,
Leg islat ive
Univers i tY
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of lvlines on 29 May 1913.19 In the same year on 14 August,

Quintrell, the Draughtsman and lvlining Surveyor died and v¡as

replaced by Frank O'Brien on 11 December. Ward was forced

to neglect aspects of economic geology because of the new

Governmentrs policy of ".o.ro*y.20 
once again, it proved to

be a measure of false economy as the need for field

investigations and clerical work was increasing, ward

continually appealed in the An-nual- 
-E-e-qg-f-t-s-- 

g-f--

_!-.ffy-ç,y- (è-Bçq) until 1916 and then subsequently

-B-eP-o-E
ss___oj'___t_!9_-!t_U\9E__qqp_q_r_!qe_¡!( AR) for additional- f ield

and office staff. Successive Governments generally paid

Iitt1e attention to Ward's requests and the Survey and the

Department v¡ere left to make do. Not even the onset of

Vüorld War I affected the number of staff in the Department

although the amount and variety of work increased.

The Peake Government fell at the election in March I9t5

and \^ras replaced by a Labor Ministry under crawford

Vaughan. Reginald Blundell, who became the new Minister of

Mines, proved to be a welcome change for the Department. He

took an active interest in the Department I s affairs and not

only undertook various tours of inspection, but also sought

the opÍnions of miners, prospectors and companie".2l The

_!_e_1i_9_t_e-I_ 
praised Blundell for bringing life to the

Ministerrs position and for renewing the enthusiasm of the

Department.22 When the Government increased the

Departmentrs finances in its first Budget, the preceding

the Geoloqical

in the Annual

to
on

19. SAA GRG 24/90/7/L9I2/29 F.C. Vlard had asked Butler
confirm his temporary position as a permanent one
17.6.r9L2.

20.
2I.

Dail HeraId
b d.

10 .10 .l-914 .
15, 2.7 .1915; Register 15.6.19I5;

Advertiser B.II.I9I6.
3_.fil_=__t_.-_E_ ZL .9. 19Is , I1 . t0 . I915 .22.
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Minister, Richard Butler, criticised the move and said there

was no reason for the increase.23 Blundell argued that the

Department needed a more active policy after being starved

of funds for the previous three years.

Ward had approached B1undell shortly after he took

office with a proposal to create a nele post in the

Department.24 V'Iard's suggestion for the appointment of a

GovernmenL Metallurgist arose from his observations during a

geological inspection at Yudnamutana in the Fl-inders

Ranges. Some copper mines, although continuing to be

worked, I^¡ere restricted in their operations by distance,

high transport costs and the varying quality of ore. The

normal practice in mining enterprises had been to mine the

high-grade ore before exploiting the low-grade reserves.

Often mines vrere abandoned instead of being thoroughly

worked because technology had not advanced to the stage

whereby low-grade ores could be treated profitably. Ward

wanted a specialist to experiment, using hydro-metallurgical

techniques, with the reserves of copper ore, in order to

prevent future fail-ures at these mines. He considered this

the only option for a revival of mining operations in the

far north.

Ward recommended that a metallurgist be appointed for

two years and the advice of the University be sought for

suitable candidates.25 He preferred this to the appointment

of a Specialist from overseasr or the transfer of Jack from

"the normal work of a Department which is already

23.
24.
25.

SAPD:HA II.II.1915.
D-¡f-Lë-tTer Book 5 p.49 L. K. Ward to Blundell It.5 .1915 .

ibid. p.5s 24.5.1915.
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undermanned".26 on this occasion, his appeals were

successful, and BIundeII accepted the University's

nomination of Julian Dove Connor, a graduate of the Science

Faculty, who commenced duty on 19 JuLy.27 He was

temporarily attached to the Survey, pending a further

reorganisation of the Department.2S There vrere no

complaints aired in the press about the role of the

University in this appointment. Before going to the United

States on 31 August 1915 to study the latest hydro-

metallurgical plants operating there, Connor inspected some

of the larger copper mines in the north of the State. He

returned to Adelaide on 17 January 1916 and subsequently

established a small experimental plant on Frome Road for his

investigations into methods of treatment.

Some of the Departmentrs operations $¡ere rearranged in

f915 because of the ill-health of the Chief Inspector of

Mines, Vlilliam Matt,hews. !,Iard and Jack were appointed as

Inspectors under the Mining on Private Property Act on B

JuIy, ancl L.K. lVard, F.C. Vüard and E.L. Grundy \"tere made

$Iardens under the Mining Act in December. Matthews ' who had

reached the retirement age of seventy on 2I September 1915 '
had been allowed to remain in the Department for an extra

y"ut.29 But his slow recovery from illness forced him to

resign on 29 FebruarY 1916.

26. ibid.
27. ibid. p.57 n.d. Press release.
28. ARGS:1915.
29 . -neg-ister 4.3 .1916,-413;19-16-. 8.3.1916; Advertiser 3.3 .1916 '
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The possibility of promoting Henry Jones' the Inspector

of lr1ines, did not arise. The Government advertised

throughout Australia for another Chief Inspector to carry

out the following duties:

a) The inspection of all mine workings and
quarrieè... and the responsibitity of seeing
that the Regulations under the Mining Act are
observed.

b) The supervision and guidance of work carried out
with Government assistance... under the
prosPecting vote.

c ) rtre èxaminãtion of mines and the preparation of
reports.

d) Thé registration and checking of plans of the
working of mines.

e) The preparation of an annual report.
f ) The þerformance of any other work which the

ilï38"t 
of Mines mav instruct him to carrv

Louis lrlinton was chosen from the many highty qualif ied

applicants and he commenced on 26 !Iay. V[inton, who had been

born in Sydney in 1877, vlas a graduate of Sydney University

with a Bachelor of Engineering (l'lining Engineering)

degree.3l He had.receivecl practicat training and extensive

experience at Broken Hill and Cobar in New South !'Iales.

Ivlatthews' resignation provided the opportunity for the

Survey to consolidate its position of influence in the

Department. Keith VÍard took over Matthews' role as

Supervisor of Boring Operations, and he $ras also appointed

Director of Mines in order to supervise all of the

Departmentrs technical operatiorr=.32 fhe delineation of

responsibilities \^¡as more clearly def ined and f ive distinct

branches - Geological Survey, Inspection of Mines and

DIvt Letter Book 5 p.I37 Blundell I0 .3 .1916 .
Advertiser I9.5.I916.-A-R-;13--16ï-tïis was the first annual report issued by the
-Department. AII previous reports dealt with the
Ceòlogical Survey. lrlard's appointment dates from 9

March 1916 book of employees in possession of Ivlr

R.K. Johns, Deputy Director-General of lvlines and Energy.

30.
31.
32.
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Quarries, Metalturgical Laboratoryr Government Batteries and

Cyanide Vüorks, and Diamond Drilling Operations made up the

Department. But an expansion of the Departmentrs operations

and the ability to carry out its duties vitere still hampered

by financial constraints. During this year, the offices of

the Department were relocated on the fourth floor of the

Education Department Building in Flinders Street. The

previous offices in the Treasury Building v¡ere

overcrob¡ded. Vüard had urged subsequent Governments to

allocate more suitable accommodation to the Department.

The Department advertised for an additional Geological

Surveyor in I9I7 to assist Weidenbach and to enquire into

sources of materials for road-making.33 A suitable

candidate did not apply although the position was advertised

a second time at a higher salary and the work on road

construction was not comp]eted.34 On 14 June IgI7, Keith

ward hras appointed the official head of the Department

atthough he had adopted this role since he joined the

Survey.35 Despite his additional duties, l,Iard received the

same salary f 800 a year - as Brown had before frirn.36 The

Ir{etallurgist's position was brought under a Professional

Division Classification and made a permanent post on 20

JuIy. On 1 August, the clerk since 19II, James William

33. ibid. :1917.
Advertiser 5.5.1917 at salary of '!300
-23- 

. ø- . tg-t-z-at f, 4oo p. a.
SA Government Gazette L4.6.L9L7 .

34. p. a. ; ibid.

This v¡as r -t-825 on 1.9.1920 af ter a change in
Public Service Classifications. Further increases were
granted on I.7.1923 (f 850), I.7.L925 (Ê900) ' I.11 .1926
i*.gsOl. But by 30.6.1934 his salary had been reduced to
Ê800 due to Government policy in the Depression. His
salary increased as the State gradually recovered from
the worst of the Depression and by 30.6.1938, blard \^tas

receiving ft,ozt 7s 3d p.a.

35.
36.
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Vlainwright was transferred from the Department. Another

change of note occurred on I August when the first female,

Dorothea Alice Jacobs, commenced duty aS a stenographer and

typist at twenty-five shillings a week. This temporary

appointment $ras made permanent on I October 1922 at a salary

of LL32 a year; she remained with the Department until

1933. Strictly speaking, she htas not the first female to

work for the Department since Mrs Elizabeth Martin had

replaced her husband as Caretaker at the Sliding Rock lt{ine

on I May 1914. this temporary arrangement which carried a

wage of ten shillings a week \^¡as continued untiL 3I October

L926.

In the meantime, the Labor Party had divided over the

issue of conscription for war service and the Government was

replaced in July by a Liberal-National Labor coalition under

Peake. John George Bice, a LiberaL Member of the

Legislative Council, \Âtas I'linister of Mines f rom t4 July L9L7

to 19 December 1918 when !{ilLiam H. Harveyr a National Labor

Party MLC, replaced him. The neht Government deferred

appointing extra officials. vlhen the highly regarded

Draughtsman, Werner lùeidenbach, resigned on 28 February 1918

to enter private practice, Ward vras unable to convince the

Cabinet to appoint a successor for this most important

position.3T Although he approached the ltinister on several

occasions in 1918 and 1919, and was supported by Èhe Public

service commissioner, !,Iard r,Jas continually refused

37. SAA GRG 30/4/l9LB/I03 Vleidenbach resignation.
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permiSsion to replace Weidenbach. The Department $¡as forced

to use the valuable time of its senior officers to undertake

draughting.3S

The arrival of the new year in 1919 heralded several

more admini.strative changes for the Department. AIfred

Matthews and Charles Duffield who had been the Foremen of

the Department's Boring Plants since November 1904 and

November 1906 respectivety, \^Iere placed on the salaried

staff of the Department from 1 January 1919.39 They had

originally been appointed on a temporary basis but Ward

suggested that because they did some clerical work and had

been with the Department for so long, the Government should

create the posiÈions of 'Engineer for Boring' and transfer

them to the permanent staff.

The Peake l"tinistryts policy to thang on and carry orl'r

as one writer described it, was confirmed when it refused to

replace Frederick Vüard who retired as Secretary on 30 June

I9I9 at the age of seventy.4O The Government hoped that his

duties would be transferred to the other officers without

any loss of efficiency.4l Thus the Executive Council

approved the allocation of Ward's duties as Secretary to the

Minister to Keith Ward, Chief Clerk to Louis Bronner' and

Warden to Louis Winton.42 Robert Jack became the Deputy

Government Geologist, Deputy Director of Mines, and Deputy

Supervisor of Boring Operations at the same time. Frederick

lIard criticised the Government's policy of restricting the

38. AR:19IB.
39. 

-SAA 
GRG 30/4/L9I8/573 L.K. V'rard to Bice 25.1I.1918.

40. Register 30.6.1919¡ for criticism of policy, s99 l-etter
T-o--èäi-t-or from c.L. Gray, Kadina i" -P-qily--!-e-f-qfs
19. r0.1918.

41. _geg_i_q_t_gr s. 7 . 1919 .
42. ibid. 30.6.r919.
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amounts spent on the mining industry: he urged the

appointment of another two geological field surveyors as a

means to assist the DePartment.43

The inadequate staffing arrangements hindered the

efficient and economic operation of the Department and the

consequences were to be felt throughout l{ard's period aS

Director of Mines and Government Geologist. The }evel of

staffing did not fluctuate to any great extent during VÙardrs

time. For the most part, less than fifteen permanent

officers constituted the Department. There $¡ere slight

increases in 1935 and ]-g37 when the employment of additional

clerical staff raised the level to eighteen. The separation

of existing duties and the provision for additional officers

had raised the staffing 1eve1 to twenty by the time of

!'Iard I s retirement in 1944. But retirements r Eêsignations,

promotions, and a delay in filling the vacancies meant that

by the middle of that year only twelve of the positions \á/ere

manned .44

ward continued to voice his concern at Government

refusals to provide additional staff. In his responses to

tvro surveys on efficiency in the State Public Service ' Ward

stressed that there were no superfluous officers in the

Department and that much of the investigative work was not

43. Advertiser 10.7.19I9.
44. TR-;1-e-42-;---
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completed because of the lack of staff.45 Vlhen Julian

Connor resigned on 31 January L922, the Barwell Government

did not attempt to fill the vacancy because the general-

attitude of the industry towards the MetalIurgical

Laboratory had been unenthusiastic.46 Fortunately, not all

positions v/ere considered to be dispensible. and the

Government advertised for a nel^t Inspector of lulines and

Quarries immediately aft.er the retirement of Henry Jones on

31 December L923. Jones had been due to retire in January

LgzL but the Government had extended his term of service in

the Public Service several times. Although Jones gained the

respect of the mining community during his sixteen years

with the Department, he did not attract the attention of the

general public in the way ltard, Jack, Matthews, and Vlinton

had. The ne!û Inspector, John Pearson, commenced his

appointment on six-months probation, on 5 March L924.

Pearson was a knovlledgeable mine manager with varied

experience of different localities and techniques, and his

expertise was to be of considerable value to the Department.

45. DM Letter Book 7 Ward to Premier Barwell 1.10.1920;
ibid. I p.93 Ward, 18.8.1921. In the 1920 report
vüard suggested several procedural changes such as
altowing-an officer of the Department to control some
matters of administration instead of referring the¡n
all to the Minister, and allowing the Inspectors to
visit other States to investigate the operations else-
where. Another aid to efficiency involved a simple
remedy: "The conduct of ordinary departmental routine
might be assisted, in my opinion, by issue of a brief
="I of regulations dealing with matters of attendance'
discipliné. f would also -uggest that stringent rules
be enforced to prevent the waste of time by itinerant
vendors of sweets, soap, pictures, stationery, tickets
for entertainments, etc. It is customary in other
States to exclude such persons from the public offices
altogether".
AR: 19 2I .46.
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The Department lost t,he services of two other long-

serving officers in 1924. Lionel Gee retired from the

Public Service after fifty-four years of duty. He had

joined the Department in 1896 and had reached the position

of Chief Registrar and Recorder when he retired on 30

June. Gee had been associated with the development of

mining in South Australia and the Northern Territory for so

long that he had come to be regarded as an institution.

When he had announced his retirement, the Register commented

with mock disbelief that: "somehovt or other v¡e seem to have

drifted into the idea that Mr Gee, having become such an

identity of the service, woul-d never resign".47 Certainly

no one else was as familiar with the legislation and

regulations for the control of the industry. Louis Winton

incorporated Geers duties as Recorder into his role as Chief

Inspector. Louis Bronner, another 1on9-term employee' took

on the functions of Chief Registrar as well as his duties as

Chief Clerk and Accountant.4S On 31 August, two months

after Gee's retirement, Malcolm Trowbridge the Deputy

Registrar and Clerk, resigned. Trowbridge had been in the

Department for thirteen years and he also was not an easy

man to replace. The temporary Deputy Registrar and

Recorder, Lionel Campbell, was considered unsuitable for the

position and so Vincent Geraghty, â Junior Clerk in the

Department, was promoted to the position on 1 June L925¡

Charles Stanley Inns replaced Geraghty.

Register 30.3 .L923.
3-a-Ã -G-nG--30/ 4/1925/243 Vüard to Kirkpatrick I .5 . 1925 .

47.
48.
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During L925, lVard and Jack went to Melbourne for the

InLerstate Geological Conference which discussed proposals

to standardise scales, and colours on maps, methods of

research and So on throughout Australia. The Conference

also compared the structure of the State Geological Surveys,

and conctuded that the South Australian Survey needed to be

strengthened because of the nature and amount of geological

surveying to be carried out.49 The Government ignored the

recomlnendations of Ward and the Conference on the usual

grounds of exercising financial restraint. I.Iard again

approached the Minister of Mines in the following year to

request additional staf f f.or the Department.50 Vtard

stressed that the health and safety of the miners were at

stake if left in the control of the management at the mines

particularly in the quarrying industry which had undergone a

rapid expansion.5l TiTard v,tas supported in his apptication by

John William Wainwright, the Inspecting Officer for the

PubIic Service Commissioner. The Minister on this occasion,

Andrew Kirkpatrick, approved of Vilard's request and Horace

cornelius joined the Department on 20 september L926.

In the subsequent four years, during which South

Australia plunged into Èhe world-wide depression, the only

changes in personnel or positions \^Iere the death of Brown,

the Honorary Consulting Geologist, and the re-appointment of

Werner lrteidenbach as a temporary draughtsman. Brown passed

away on 22 January 1928, and his death was mourned by the

State and his scientific colleagues. South Australia, and

Dl4 Letter Book 9 p.26I Ward to Kirkpatrick
SAA GRG 30/4/L926/3LB Ward to Kirkpatrick
ibid. Ward to Vlainwright 8.7.L926; also Dlvl

Book 10 P.165 Ward 18.12.1926-

49.
50.
51.

25.6.L925.
23 .6.1926 .
Letter
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indeed Australia, owed a large debt to Brown whose heroic

excursions into the interior had laid the groundwork for

geological knowledge of the State. AII geologists since

Brown have depended on the information he gathered and

reproduced during his years as Government Geologist. His

influence aS a consultant to the Department was less

pronounced, but he had already laid the foundations upon

which Ward buiIt. Brownrs lasting achievement, the

geological map of 1899, \Àlas revised shortly before his death

by Vieidenbach, who \^tas temporarily employed by the

Department for this express purpose. There htas a backlog of

draughting work because !'feidenbach had not been replaced

after his resignation in 1918. He v¡as able to chart a great

deal of information about the geology and underground water

of the State which had been constantly sought by the

Government, other departments and the public. The

Geologists had not been able to devote sufficient time to

the preparation of this material. So Ward retained his

services until 1932, when he retired because of iLl-health;

this time he v¡as replaced.

A major change took place at Easter in 1931 when Robert

Lockhart. Jack resigned to join the BHP Company. Jack's main

work on coal, iron ore, and underground water Supplies - he

had written thirteen of the fifteen Bulletins of the

GeoIoq ical _!_qf_v_gl issued by the Department during his

eighteen years as Assistant Geologist - had made him well

known to agriculturalists, pastoralists and the mining

community.52 His wide-spread travetling through the State

had given hirn an extensive knowledge of the Staters

52. Advertiser 28.3. I93L.
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resources and he was often consulted for advice on the

economic development of deposits.53 Louis Vtinton became the

Deputy Director of l"lines, and Ralph Segnit, an Assistant

l"lechanical and Electrical Engineer in the Architect-in-

Chief's Department, v¡as appointed to the recreated post of

Assistant Government Geologist.54 Segnit, a returned

soldier, had studied at the local School of Mines as well as

at Oxford University; he had graduated with degrees as a

Master of Arts, and a Bachelor of Science for which he had

specialised in geological research. !Ùard had been

previously acquainted with his work¡ for example, Segnit's

paper on 'Geological Notes on the Flinders Ranges I had been

read at a meeting of the Royal Society over which V{ard

presided in 1929.55 Though not criticised at first, the

appointment of Segnit later led to another controversy

between the University geologists and the Department but

Vlard generally seems to have remained aloof from this.

The Departmentrs concern with the v/ater supplies of the

State was emphasised when it acquired control of the water-

boring plants from the Public Works Department. The

Engineer-in-Chief, John Henry Eaton' rearranged the boring

operations undertaken for the Engineering and Vüater Supp1y

Department (E&!ùS) and the Department of Mines in 1931.

Eaton urged the Commissioner of Public Works to transfer the

equipment:

ibid.
ibid.
ibid.

25 .3.1931.
30.4.193r.
12.4.t929.

53.
54.
55.
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At the present time there is very little
boring done t ot contemplated r so far as
this Department is concerned, and as the
Director of Mines has a qualified boring
staff, I think it would be an advantage to
place-gur portion of the work under him
also.5b

The transfer of these duties did not substantially affect

the Departmentrs structure, or the conduct of its boring

operations. Duffietd became the Chief Engineer for Boring

in 1933 after his position in the Public Service \,¡¡as

reclassified, but lüard remained the Supervisor of Boring

Operations.5T However, the additional workload for the

administration required the provision for extra clerical

assistance and Joseph Wright r^¡as transferred to the

Department from the E&WS in September 1931.

The Depression of the 1930s, which had actually

commenced in South Australia by 1927, renewed interest in

Èhe rnining industry. Particular attention v¡as paid to

prospecting, the development of gold deposits' and the

attempted revival of the copper industry. The increased

activities in these areas placed further demands on the

Department. For example, many parcels of ore $Jere noht being

sent to the Cyanide Vlorks and the General Manager of the

State Batteries, Edward Grundy, could not cope with the

demand.S8 Ward pointed out that Grundy ri¡as due to retire in

five years and that this was sufficient time in which to

train a replacement for him. The Government saw the Sense

of Ward's suggestion and an Assayer and Assistant Manager,

l{.L. Tucker, I^¡as employed from 1931 until he resigned in

56. SAA GRG 23/I/I930/64 Eaton to J.McInnes (CPW)

24 .11 .19 30 .
57. AR:1933.
58. D-tl'[ Letter Book 12 p.239 Ward to Richards 2.7.193I.
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1934. Mr Ross Love was then appointed temporary Assayer for

the Mount Torrens Battery only. When Grundy retired in

October 1936, VÍinton officiated as the General Manager.

John Pearson also retired in october 1936 although he

had reached the age for retirement in August the previous

year. His replacement, Ivlr A}bert Thomas Armstrong' had a

wide range of practical experience in mining in New South

wales, New Caleclonia, and victOria where he had gained a

mine managerrs certificate of competency for alluvial and

Iode nining,59 Three years later, after the death of Louis

Vlinton on 3 October 1939, Armstrong was promoted to the

position of Chief Inspector of lvtines and General Manager of

the State Batteries, but not Deputy Director of lvlines.

Another Inspector of Mines and Quarries \'\tas not employed to

fill the position vacate{ through Armstrongrs promotion.

Several junior officers were promoted at this timer but

there v¡as not a general redistribution of duties'

The health problems associated with the industry $tere

emphasised throughout 1939 when the Department found itself

undermanned because of i]l-health. The Minister of Mines,

George Ritchie, had fractured his t.high in MaYr Albert

Blesing, the Acting Minister had a severe bout of influenza,

and Vüard underwent two major operations for a long-term

itlness while Vtinton had been in hospital.60 Ritchie

resigned from the l,linistry on B August, and Lyell lulcEwin

became the Chief Secretaryr Minister of Health and Minister

59. AR:1936.
60. -Ñèws 15.6.1939.
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of Mines on t.he eve of lüorld War II.6I the Engineer for

Boring, A}fred Matthews, was forced to resign in September

because of i11-hea1th.62

The difficulties facing the Department had not gone

unnoticed and Arthur Christian asked Premier Thomas Playford

"for a report as to the adequacy or otherwise of the present

staff... with a view to the possibility of augmenting the

staff by training furÈher geologists".63 vlard promptly

reported to Blesing and recommended that an additional

geologist be appointed and that "the position be advertised

throughout Australia since... a suitable and properly

qualified man will lnot] be obtainable in this State".64

However, the Government was slow to respond and RoberÈ

Richards raised the matÈer again in Parliament.65 Playford

then obtained the advice of the PubIic Service Commissioner

who recommended that an Assistant Geologist be appointed to

alleviate the increasing burdens on Ward and Segnit.66 He

also advised that the position should be advertised

throughout Australia, and that the candidates be considered

in relation to the future requirements of the Department for

!ùard was due to retire within f ive years'

The position v¡as advertised in September and nineteen

applications r^tere received. lfard and the Public Service

Commissioner chose David Evan Thomas, a Field Geologist in

the Victorian Department of l4ines, and his appointment was

Advertiser 9.8 . I939 .-Af; r959;-
EÃÞo:He :-9.7.1939.
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65.
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gazetted on 19 October.6T But Thomas declined the

opportunity after the Director of the Geological Survey in

Victoria, Vü. Baragwanath, intervened on his behalf and his

salary Èhere !Ías raised to f 507 a yeat.68 Fresh

applications vtere not called for and Norman Henry Fisher'

Government Geologist in New Guinea' was chosen aS the next

best candidate to Thomas.69 However, Fisher also declined

the appointment because he had commenced a major project

after being informed that he had not been accepted on his

original application.T0 The position vùas readvertised in

February 1940 and the selected candidate, Samuel Benson

Dickinson, accepted the Governmentrs offer and commenced

duty on 27 May 1940.71

The appointment of Dickinson did not please the

idiosyncratic Segnit who "studiously avoided him and... had

not spoken a word to him in lhís first] six or seven

months... in the Departmen".72 tn Ig42, Dickinson was

promoted to the position of Deputy Government Geologist and

Deputy Director of Mines and this further soured relations

between thern. The young graduate had been given status over

and above segnit and was no\â¡ in line to rePlace ward.

Segnit unsuccessfully appealed to the Classification and

Efficiency Board against the promotior,.73 According to

Playford and McEwin, Segnit was considered an excellent

67.
68.

ibid. 6.10.1939.
DM 1978/562 J.L. Knight to C.D. Branch I.7 .1981.
However, he did reapply for the position in 1956
when the Director resigned.
SAA cRG 24/6/1939/975 op.cit. 3.1.1940.
ibid. Fisher to Hunkin 20.I.1940.
ibid. Hunkin to l'lcEwin 10.4.1940 .

SAA GRG 24/6/1947/960 S.R. Dickinson to Playford
21. 11 .L947 .
SAPD:HA T. Playford 29 .9 .L942.
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practical man but unsuited to the top position in the

Department because he lacked the necessary professional

qualifications.T4 Although segnit had faith in his

geological knowledge, his expertise vtas often questioned by

the geologists, particularly lvlawson, ât the university.T5

lrlard, who had entrusted Segnit with very important work such

as the mapping of the state's iron ore deposits, later

expressed a want of confidence in the work of Segnit.76

However, the Public Service Commissioner had previously

reported that Ward, lllinton and Segnit were "of the standard

of education and training necessary tor the effective

administration of the department and the performance of the

more important technical work".77 It is likety that in

addition to the discontent over the quality of his work'

segnit's dour personality, unfriendly disposition and

anachronistic mannerisms !ùere considered unsuitable for such

a position of responsibility.TS The antipathy towards

segnit paralleled the treaLment of Basedow thirty years

earlier. The similarities included the role played by the

University, the appointment of a non-South Australian, the

personality of the individuals, and the conflict over

matters of geological theories and practice. As a result of

this affair, Segnit transferred to the E&WS Department in

Ig42 but he was involved in numerous disputes for several

more years with the Department of Mines. In 1947, this

culminated in a major controversy dufing which Dickinson

Interviews with Playford 26.6.1980 and McEwin IL.7.1980.
Interviews with McEwin ibid. and R.K. Johns 27.5.198I.
SAA GRG 24/6/L947/960 Ward to PlcEv¡in 15.lI -1947 -

SAA GRG 24/6/L939/975 Hunkin to lv1cEwin 9.8.1939.
Interview with Johns oP.cit.
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submitted his resignation to the Government.T9 He

subsequently withdrew his resignation and remained as

Director of Mines.

The Department of Mines employed a temporary Assistant

Geologist, Ted Broadhurst, from April f943 to maintain the

schedule of investigative work. Segnit's work in the E&WS

dealt with geological aspects and problems of the water

supply in the State, but this did not mean that these duties

\^rere no longer part of the function of the Department of

Mines. Vüard and the Engineer-in-Chief, Hugh Angwin, had

made a verbal agreement in L942 to restrict the nature of

segnit's duties, to exchange information and to avoid

overlapping the work of each Department.S0 However, the

agreement was not strictly enforced and this led to dual

control of this important aspect of the State's geological

work.

The onset of lrlorld war II in September 1939 did not

have a detrimental effect on the Department's personnel or

activities because most of its work directly or indirectly

contributed to the war effort.8l Only a few junior officers

enlisted in the armed forces and the Department maintained

its staff level, albeit too low for so many years'

throughout most of the war years. But the Department

declined to a lovr ebb in its jubilee year when Keith Vtard

retired after reaching the statutory retiring age of sixty-

five years in 1944. The final stages of lVard's thirty-two

years of service vtere concentrated almost solely on office

79. SAA GRG 24/6/1947/960 op.cit. Dickinson
McEwen 23.11 .1947.
SAA GRG 24/6/1947/960 Vlard to Dickinson
DM Letter Book 18 p. I7I llard to Hunkin
'Man-power survey of the Department of

to

80.
8r.

r.10 .r946 .
l-8.L2. r94r.
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!"ork because his fieldwork had been severely restricted by a

debilitating illness. Before commencing his retirement,

Vlard took his long service leave on I7 February eleven

days short of the fiftieth anniversary of the

Department.S2 Oickinson stas promoted in March to replace

Vüard as Director of Mines, Government Geologist, Supervisor

of Boring Operations, !{arden, and Secretary to the

Minister. Dickinson, who had completed a mining engineering

degree at Melbourne University, had been an Assistant

Geologist to the Commonwealth Government for the three years

from 1936 to 1938.83 His practical work had included a

period of service with the Commonwealth geophysical survey

team.84 The promotion of the young' energetic and highly-

qualif ied Dickinson heralded a ne\"¡ and exciting phase in

which the Department of l"lines finally achieved the important

status it had desired for so J-ong.

In August 1944, lrlard was appointed a Consulting

Geotogist to the Department and he retained this position

until his death on 30 September L964. As an experienced and

capable geologist, lrlard had acquired Èhe respect and

confidence of his political masters, fel-low scientists, the

mining industry, and the community at large. Premier Thomas

Playford once tried to trick llard by claiming that he had

found gold on his ov¡n property at Norton Summit in the

Adelaide HiIIs.85 But Vlard told Playford that this $ras

unlikely because he not only recognised the specimen as one

from Ka1goorlie, but he also could tell him in detail which

Advertiser 16.2.L944.
ibÍd. 23 .3.1944 .
ibid . 2I.2.1936.
Interview with Playford oP cit.
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shaft and level it had come from! He vJaS renowned aS a

congenial and humorous personality who enjoyed retelling

amusing stories $¡henever the opportunity arose.86 In this

respect he differed greatly from H.Y.L. Brown as a

correspondent of the RegisteE once noted:

as I scribble this record I hear the cheery
laugh of... Dr Keith lfard and I recall the
tremendous contrast in personality between
him as one of the wittiest members of the
congress, and always the circle [sicl of a
group of chátting friendsr âDd his
predecessor ' dear old H. Y. L. Brown, who \"¡as
èo sparing of his words as to have carried
the title of "Millionaire of Reticence" 'just as Keith lüard has bqçome known as a

"Croesus of Cordia1itY".ST

Though he was more verbose than Brown, !Ùard shared his

modesty and desire for anonymity. When a reporter of the

Advertiser interviewed Ward about the Staters water

resources in 1913, he recorded that lrlard had a Inaturally

retiring dispositionr and vtas an unassuming and honest

man.88 The State Archivist, G.H. Pitt, attempted to compile

a biographical register of the heads of Departments in the

1930s, and he found the same qualities htere exhibited by

liÏard who stubbornly resisted Pitt's request. Eventually

Ward submitted a photograph of himself and a brief List of

personal details which he wanted "buried so deeply in the

archives that they will never be found and brought to

1ight.... Ibecause] personalities are not agreeable to one

whose training has been such aS to place stress on the

86.
87.

Interviews with Playford, McEwin, Johns

-B_e_g_L9_t_gl 
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impersonal as against the personal".89 Naturally there were

serious traits in his personality: "he was a man to whom

pretence vtas anathema, he took quiet delight in cutting the

self-import,ant down to size, and in bringing to light the

true facts of any situation" .90

Ward supervised a diverse and expanding range of

operations and interest.s during his thirty-two years in

office. The following bríef list of his professional

achievements is testimony to the volume and quality of his

work, and the high regard which v¡as held for his ability as

a geologist. He was responsible for the revision of Brownrs

geological map of the State in 1914 and 1928; from L925 to

1931 he $ras Geological Adviser to the Federal Government on

water suppJ-ies in the Northern Territory and Central

Australia; from 1927 to 1930 he v¡as Consultant Geologist to

the Federal Government on mining in the Northern Territory;

he vras awarded a Doctorate of Science from the Adelaide

University in L926 for his thesis on the geological history

and science of Central Australia9l; from Ig28 to 1931 he was

one of the State representatives on the Executive Committee

of the Imperial Geophysical- Experimental Survey; a member of

the Federal- Governmentrs Royal Commission on the CoaI

Industry L929 and 1930 and the Commonwealth OiI Advisory

Committee from 1936 to 1940. Among his special visits to

the north vtere trips with Professor T.G.B. Osborn and a

rd to Genera.l- Secretaryr PubIic
Art Gallery 22.6.1932.
Keith Ward' in Transactions
of Sou th Au s t ra-I iã-3-ll-oè-cemb e r

89.
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visiting explorer, Vilhjalmur Stefansson, in Ig2492, the

Victorian Railways Commissioner in Lg2793, a 2-month

inspection of railways, roads, stock routesr and water

supplies by an official Commonwealth party in Lg2B94, and a

journey to report on the establishment of an ore-treatment'

plant at the Tennant Creek Goldfield in 1937.95

Vfard v¡as willing to be a consultant to the Commonwealth

Government. He was conscious of nationaL needs and he

stressed the value of having a Federal Geological Survey, in

addition to the State Surveys, to cover the whole country.

The suggestion for the establishment of a Federal Survey had

been made at the L925 Interstate Geological Conference and

v¡as reaffirmed at subsequent meetings.96 Some might

consider that "Ward's support. of the proposal was largely

due to the fact that South Australia had little to lose by

the plundering of its mineral resources".97 or the

eagerness to assist the Commonwealth could be interpreted as

confirming a belief in some local circles that the South

Australian Government and Department of Mines htere not

interested in developing South Australian mines and

minerals. But South Australia had much to gain by having a

Federal Survey because its orÂ¡n Survey hIaS understaffed and

Advertiser L7.7.1924¡ 3_eg_i_g_t_e_q 2L .7 . L924 .
AR:1927.-R-egister 13.6.L928.-Sa-Ã--cn-c._z 
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could not undertake the purely scientific pursuits. The

proposal reflected the gro\ding trend for the Federal

Government to promote a centralised and national

bureaucracy.

ward was associated with numerous societies and had

long-standing memberships of the Australian National

Research CounciI, Australasian Institute of Mining and

MetaIIurgy, RoyaI Society of South Australia (on Council

1924-27 , 1933-35, Vice-President 1927-28, President 1929-

30 ) , Royal Geographical Society of Australasia-South

Australian Branch President 1931, the Board of the Faculty

of Science at the University, and the Council of the School

of lvlines and Industries from I92O. He attended most of the

Interstate Artesian Vüater Conferences (Chairman, Sydney

1928), Interstate Geological Conferences, and the Pan-

Pacific Science Conferences. He was a regular participant

at the meetings of the Australasian Association for the

Advancement of Science and v/as President of the Geology and

Mineralogy Section of the sixteenth meeting held in

Vüetlington, New Zealand, in 1923. Given his commitments to

South Australia and Australia, it is not surprising that he

was less involved with the international scene; he was a

Fellow of the Geological Society of America, and the Society

of Economic Geologists of America.

The Royal society of Nev¡ south wal-es awarded him the

I^I.B. Clarke l,lemorial Medal in 1930 in recognition of his

geological researchr particularly on the mining geology of

Tasmania and South Australia, and his reports on artesian

water problems and the underground water supply in South,
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Central and North Australia.93 He received an Imperial

Service Order in 1942. The Roya1 Society of South Australia

recognised his services to geology in 1955 by awarding him

the Verco Medal and electing him an Honorary Fellow of the

Society.

The societies and committees htere an ideal forum for an

exchange of ideas and information on all aspects of science

and development on a regular and broad basis. lVard Ì^tas

influenced by, and was an influence onr the meetings and the

professional relationships and friendships formed through

the societies. His experiences of the development of

mineral industries in other States enabled him to recognise

the dilemma facing South Austalia. The State was deficient

in significant industrial developments and did not have a

substantial or highly productive mining industry. Thus !{ard

lvas prepared to forego the purely scientific research of the

Survey in favour of investigations based on economic

considerations for the development of the State because "the

contribution of the mineral industry towards every part of

the fabric of modern civilisation is intimate and

essential" .99

l¡Iard's philosophy on the relationship of the State '
economic development. and the rnining industry \^tas expounded

on several occasions. He firmly maintained his beliefs and

the following extract from one of his earlier reporLs in

1918 characterises his Position:

98. Advertiser 23.5. I930.
99. ãtr;13-22- w-9 Appendix:-Iãcture to SA Chamber

'Mining and the Manufacturer' ,
of Manufactures, 7.8.1922.
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It may be stated without fear of
contradiction that the modern attitude of
the State towards its mineral resources is
to regard them as the raw materials of
industry rather than as a direct source of
Revenue by taxation. It is considered that
minerals are pubtic property and as such
must be used and regulated in such a manner
as to best serve the interests of the
community... the development of mineral
resources l-eads to industrial and national
prosperity... All- that can be done to
increase the development of our domestic
mineral resources will foster the
development of our native industries.
These rvill provide occupation for an
increased population. The growth of the
population will be accompanied by a still
greater production of minerals and the
indirect benefits to the State will result
here as in other countries which have
passed tb6ough this stage in their national
growth.

I,lard elaborated upon his ideas in Departmental reports on

matters of general policy and on particular problems facing

the industry and its advancement. Wardrs notions indicated

a change in perception about the development of

and their role in the South Australian economy.

emphasised that mining al-one could not 'saver the

that there was a need to attract industries which

resources

He

State and

coul-d use

the mineral resources.

World llar I provided opportunities to promote the

notion of industrialisation and development for the State's

benef it. For example, Vtard v¡as head of the MineraL lndustry

Committ.ee which was one of five committees set up by the

Advisory Council of Science and Industry of South Australia

in 1918. The interruptions to the traditional trading

ventures on the international market placed importance on

expanding or creating domestic markets and local industries

either to supplement or to replace the overseas Sources of

100. DM Letter Book 6 p.95 3.5.1918.
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supplieS.l0I The example of Germany's successful economic,

industrial and military expansion impressed ltard and

Blundelt who emphasised that this had occurred through her

attitude towards the industrial sciences.L02 Ward stressed

that the Australian States had to develop the mineral

deposits to their maximum potential to assist the progress

of industrial independence and he recommended further

geological mapping to provide more knowledge of the

resources of the State.103

Vtard also proposed that the Department conduct a census

t.hrough the Chamber of lvlanufactures to gain an overview of

the demand for minerals, particularly those of the non-

metallic group.104 This project was enlarged to consider

aII possible details about raw minerals including local and

imported suppIi"".105 BlundelI arranged a meeting in

September 1915 with Vlard, Dr Vü.4. Hargreaves' the Government

Analyst, and representatives of the Chamber of Manufactures'

A.H. Dobbie, J.w. McGregor and H.E. Winterbottom, when the

need for a department to control- industrial chemical

research \^/as outlined and accepted.106 A Departrnent of

Chemistry was subsequently established under Hargreaves to

conduct systematic research into the development of South

Australia's natural resources. Ward noted that the industry

had continually sought highly valued minerals, but now the

State had to look at oÈher less profitable minerals for the

ibid. 7 p.243 14.10.1920 'Notes on Development in the
Mining Industry during and after the lVarr by Ward.
Advertiser 6 .9 .1915 ; DaiJ-y Herald I7 .9.1915 .-ÃRGS;ï9T5;
-í-bïd.
Advertiser 1I.8.1915.
Bç_q_i_i_t_%--Ío . g. le ls .
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benef it of local industries.l0T Investors were no\^¡

reluctant to speculate on nev¡ interests although the

development of non-metallic resources would provide

stability for the industry. l-08

The University of Adelaide conducted a series of six

Iectures in 1917 on the developnent of the State by the

efficient application of science to industry.l09 Ward

presented a lecture on 11 September entitted tGeology in the

university and in the service of the state' in which he

continued to push the view that indusLrial growth could be

achieved through South Australia's ovln natural

resources.1l0 He argued for educative programmes to

persuade the community to depend on expert knowledge and he

suggested that the State inculcate its citizens with

sensibler scientific attitudes towards development. This

r^¡as in keeping with the emergent intellectualism in South

Australian society and the accompanying efforts to educate

more sections of the community.IIl Ward's approach I¡taS to

continue the trend towards the diversity in mineral

interests which had been apparent since the Lurn of the

century:

as far as the mining industry is concertled
the industrial developments that have
arisen out of the conditions imposed by the
v¡ar have been chiefly in the expansion of
those branches of the industry. lhat had
been previously in existence.rL¿

286
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But the decline in traditional mining pursuits in South

Australia and the impact of World Vlar I ensured that Wardrs

policies for development dominated the subsequent activity

of the Department which hras directed towards industrial

expans ion.

Ward lectured to the South AustraLian Chamber of

Manufactures on 7 August I-922 and stressed the need for wise

investment, the prevention of wasteful expenditure and a

closer working relationship between the manufacturer and the

mining industry.ll3 rn Lg26, Ward and Charles Duffield

presented evidence on coal- deposits to the State Royal

Commission on lvlanufacturing and Secondary rndustries.ll4

The Commission recognised that the State would not develop a

strong industrial base until a dependable ' cheap and

plentiful- fuel supply could be est.ablished in South

Australia. fn the same year, Vlard was one of three

representatives appointed to the State Committee of the

Council for Scientific and Industrial Research and he held

this position until his retirement in Ig44.II5 This

position proved to be of practical value in the I930s when

Ward was able to secure the establishment of the Imperial

Chemical Industries (ICI) alkali-processing plant at Port

AdeIaide.

During the peak of the Depression and throughout the

remaining years of the 1930s, a poticy of industrialisation

v/as adopted by the Government, with the support of the

Opposition, and the Public Service. As Burton has recorded:

113 .
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it, became obvious to
senior public servant
other interested Pers
the solution to South
economic problems and
economic develoPment
secondary industry ra

;:3:l:i?]fi1 rl8o"omi c

leading politicians,
s¡ industrialists and
ons of the State that
Australia t s current
its long term

lay in the growth of
ther than the
underpinning, primary

Other factors in support of this policy included the co-

operation of the Chamber of Manufactures, industrial-ists'

the trade union movement, and the "anti-Federal tradition in

politics Iand a] widespread antagonism towards the

centralization of economic wealth in the Eastern States".117

The f indings of the Royal Commission on lvlanufacturing

and Secondary Industries had not been followed up at that

time by the lvlinistry of Richard Butler, In 1933, when he

again became Premier, a policy was initiated Butler, who,

when he again became Premier, had been impressed by the

industrial developments in Great Britain and Germany during

his overseas visit in 1935, did not dominate the adoption of

industrialisation policies as Playford later would. The

protagonist was John I^Iil1iam Wainwrightì who became Auditor-

General in 1934. Wainwright's enthusiasm for the policy

often led him beyond the bounds of his normal

reSponsibilities: "becauSe of his keenness and competence

and the shortage of trained senior, civil servants'

governments allowed him to range over fields normally

outside the province of the Audit Office".IlB Thus he v¡as a

regular visitor to Trades Ha1l where he discussed industrial

1r6.
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Burton, R.R., 'The Industrial Urbanization of WhyalIa
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Mitchell, T.J., rlndustrialisation of South Australia
1935-40'. BA Honours Adelaide University 1-957 p.1.
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poticies vtiÈh leading figures in the union movement.It9 The

vigour with which lriainwright pursued this economic policy

$ras a reflection on the growing desire for industrial

development. llard would have been associated with

Wainwright through Vtard's activities outside of the

Department, such as his chairmanship of the Mining CommiLtee

of the Employment Promotion Council in Ig34.I20

In 1932, the Development Branch of the Prime Minister I s

Department, the Council for Scientific and Industrial

Research, and Vlard investigated a proposal to establish an

alkali manufacturing plant near Port Adelai¿".I21 No

decision was made at this time by the Federal Government'

but the committee strongly favoured the ICI Company if the

proposed works were established. Ward wanted to attract the

Company to South Australia and he submitted his ol¡rtn report

to the State Government in 1934.I22 The Company negotiated

with the Government and af ter 'a meeting between ltard '
winton, J.H. McNamara ( the surveyor-General ) , Edwin All-en

Farquhar and Hugh Angwin representing the Harbours Board,

and Messrs Smith and Newton of the Company, it was announced

that ICI would establish the industry.I23 The Government

granted ICI mining rights to 409 acres on St. Vincent GuIf

Mitchell, op. cit. p.20 .
AR:1934 .
3-e-a cnc 30/4/1932/1029 Memo to senator A.J. Mclachlan'
October Ig32: rThe Proposed Establishment in Australia
of a Works for the lvlanufacLure of Alkali by the
Ammonia-Soda Process, by A.C.D. Rivett, Chief Executive
Officer CSIR, S. Fowler, Prime lt{inisterrs Department,
and L. K. lÍard.
ibid. Vlard 25 .6.1934 : 'Conf idential- Report on the
ProposaJ- to Establish AIkaIi works at Port Adelaide.'
ibid. Ward to Director of Lands 10.1.1935.
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and sixty acres at osborne as the site for a factory.I24

Although the acquisition of this industry l^tas a

significant achievement, it was the imminent departure of

the motor-body building company of E.Vl. Holden to Victoria

which precipitated the adoption by the Government of the

policy to further industrialise the State. The Holden

Company, which employed nearly 4'000 men, threatened to

leave the State in May 1935 because of the high levels of

company tax and wharfage dues on exports.I25 The Government

r^ras being heLd to ransorn in this time of high unemployment

and hras forced to make concessions. the Chamber of

Manufactures established an Industries Committee to study

the needs of secondary industries in Austral iu.126 The

Government appointed llainwright to the Committee and it

eventually offered tax concessions and reduced export

tariffs which persuaded llolden's to remain in South

Austral ia.l-27

Further agitation for the expansion of industrial

interests led to the formation of the South Australian

Housing Trust, the Industries Assistance Corporation and the

controversial- CeItulose Australia Limited. Several

important operations ICI in 1935, British Tube Mills in

1938, and Stewarts and Lloyds in 1939 - htere also attracted

to the State through the availability of cheap industrial

sites, particularly at Port Adelaider âsSistance in the

building of plants, the provision of cheap facilities such

L24. smith, op.cit. p.163.
I25 . Advertiser 8.5. 1935 .
l-26. -SmiTñï-o-p.cit. p.154. The Committee consisted of J.A.

Rinder (President of the Chamber)' H.E. Winterbottom
(Secretary of the Chamber), A.E. CIarkson, E.S. Clark
and E . V{. Holden .

I27. Burton, op.cit.
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as water and polver, and general- advice from acknowledged

experts like Ward and Vüainwright.

A major feature of this policy of expansion vtas that in

its desire to attract industries, the Government was often

prepared to fulfil many of the demands made by companies.

In regar<ls to establishing a steelworks in the State ? BHP

was virtually allowed to set its own terms as Premier Butler

indicated to Essington Lewis, Managing Director of the

Company:

Believing that the establishment of such
[steel] work or works wouLd not only be an
impetus to other industries to do likewise 'but would be of material benefit to the
people of this Stater mY Government would
Iike to know if there is anything we can do
to remove any obstacle that may stand in
the wây, oç^if v¡e can assist in any
direct-ion.12B

Lewis took advantage of this offer and the Company secured

tenure of the iron ore reserves near Whyalla for fifty years

with the right of renewal for another twenty-one years. The

BHP Indenture Act of L937 also increased the royalty payable

on iron ore from threepence a ton to sixpence a ton on ore

raised after the end of 1939. A blast furnace had to be

built at lVhyalla, within three years of the passing of the

Act, to enable the treatment of iron ore before being sent

to New South Wales. The ships taking the iron ore east

would return with supplies of coke and coal- as ballast.

Vlard had based this idea on the methods used on the Great

Lakes in the united states and canada.L29 The Butler

Government gave BIIP rights over the limestone deposits at

Rapid Bay and granted speciat privileges for the buildings'

T2B.
I29.

sAA GRG 24/6/1937/770 Butler to Lewis 19.8.1937.
AR: 19 37 .
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$rharves and jetties at the blast furnace. Although the

Government hras obliged under the indenture to supply Vthyalla

with water, the conditions granted to BHP in J-937 \^¡ere

extremely generous.

Wardrs positive encouragement of the mining and

manufacturing industries began to pay dividends by the late

1930s although the days of major discoveries of valuable

rninerals had passed and the era of rapid industrial

expansion was still to come. The Department had urged the

development of deposits which would provide the State with a

variety of economically useful minerals. VÍhile this may not

have pleased the investors and speculators who criticised

the Department for not locating large deposits of easily

exploited minerals, it did estabtish a sound base from which

industrial activity in the State could expand. The

Departmentrs basic function to investigate for water and

minerals, and to oversee the industry - did not change under

Ward. The position and value of the Geological Survey was

asserted more strongJ.y and the structure and policies of the

Department were consolidated. A feature of the Departmentrs

existence was that the appointment of lrlard as Director of

ivlines and Government Geologist enabled it to function more

independently of the Parliament. Gone were the days when

the Survey and Department operated at the whim of

parliament. The Departmentrs functions vlere still subjected

to scrutiny by the politicians but its activities I¡¿ere

dírected less by the Parliament than by the perceived needs

of the industry and State as determined by the Department.

This \rtas obviously related to the decline in self interested

factions and the personally-motivated desires of individual
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politicians and the rise of party politics and the growth of

politicat stability. It was also part' of a trend whereby

the interests and abilities of the bureaucrats determined

the direcÈion t,hat the State would take.
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Chapter Eight: The Establishment At Work.

The attention of the survey was focussed on specific

problems, minerals, and localities in order to increase

knowledge about the State and to assist in solving the

economic difficulties facing South Australia:

The ultimate aim of the Geological- Survey
is the detailed mapping of the geological
features of every Portion of South
Australia, but the order in which the
various areas are to be investigated may
well be made !o depend upon economic
requirements. I

The Survey was primarily concerned with the State's mineral-

resources and water supplies and it. therefore undertook much

of the Departmentrs work in connection with the economic

development of the State. However, this was overlooked by a

substantial number of people who neither understood nor

appreciated the functions and duties of the survey and

Department.

The Government Geotogist vùas also the Director of Mines

and v¡as responsible for supervising the Departmentrs other

activities particularly as a regulatory and controlling

authori ty.2 Most of the work of the Deparlrnent was of a

routine nature and concerned the inspection of mines and

quarries, the assaying and analysis of mineral specimens,

particularly gold, and the drilling and boring operations

carried out to determine the possibility and extent of

deposits. An important part of the Department's duties

concerned the administration of the legislation, the

permanent recording of information, and the distribution of

maps and publications. The nature or emphasis of the

1. ARGS : 19 14-öu- fütter
p.3.
Book 12) p.65 Ward to Richards 14.5.1930.
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Department'S work naturally did not please everyone and

there r¡rere some severe criticisms madet of special note vtere

the numerous calls for Royal Commissions into the Department

or on the mining industry in south Australia. But the

Department v¡as hindered in its operations by the magnitude

of the task and through the policies of successive

Governments which limited the financing and staffing of the

organisation.
************

Inspectors of Mines and Ouarries

The nature of the Inspector of Mines' investigations

and regulatory role had not changed greatly from Rosewarne I s

time, but the range of duties and responsibilities had

increased as had the number of officers. Reports about the

mines that vtere inspected were prepared and plans of the

mines were submitted to the lvli¡iltg__B_"_y_i_qg. The Inspectors

reported on alL accidents in mines and quarries, and they

btere empowered to enforce conditions for the safe working of

the mines. Rosewarne had complained to the Public Service

Commissioners in 1890 that he lacked this pov¡er but the

provision had been legislated for under the 1893 Act

(Section 72\. The Inspectors revisited mines to ascertain

that their directions to improve safety conditions for the

miners had been comptied with: in most cases the

instructions vlere adopted.3 Special legislation \"¡as enacted

in Ig2O the Mines and VÙorks Inspection Act - to provide

greater protection for those working in the industry and for

the Inspectors appointed to enforce the regulations.

3 . AR:19 L6-44 .
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The Department paid special attention in the I920s to

health problems associated with working in quarries where

buitding stone, slate and road-making materials were

obtained, and in brickworks and clay pits.4 Many accidents

occurred in the quarries; for example, in L924 there were

four fatalities.S But the major problem was that of the

dust produced during the crushing and milling processes, and

caused by poorly designed, inefficient machinery, and an

inadequate suPply of water to supPress the particles. In

19I9, lrtinton examined alL quarries and stone-crushing plants

to inspect conditions likely to injure workmen through the

creation of a dust hazard.6 Frequent checks on the

operations of the quarries under the Mines and Works

Inspection Act of 1920 had led to some improvements in

treating this problem by !g25.7 The Inspectors were

successful in their efforts to have several plants upgrade

their operations, particularly by using more efficient water

sprays and improving the working conditions for the

guarrymen. Howeverr rìot all managements responded

favourably to the Department's requests and some stone-

crushing plants continued to operate without effective dust

suppression units.S

ibid. ALso DM Letter Book 12 p.49 hlard to Tassíe
l.4.4.1930.
AR:1924.-i6i¿ 

. te re.
ibid .L925.
ibid.

4

5
6
7
I
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Another problem associated with the quarrying industry

hras the scarring of the Adetaide Hitls. Vlard acknowledged

this but his reports on the quarrying did not produce

satisfactory solutions.9 According to the Attorney-General,

William Denny¡ the Government was aware of the problem but

felt that it could not be easily overcome because of the

difficulties associated with the private ownership of land

in the HiII". l0 The issue continued to be raised at various

times by Ward and some concerned citizens, but no

legistation was enacted or regulations proclaimed to

alleviate the situation. A few citizens were forthright in

their opposition to this 'sign of progressr. In 1927,

Stephen Parsons told the editor of the Advertiser that those

"responsible for these ugly gaping quarries Iwere]

committing a crime against posterity".11 Despite other

efforts to remedy the problem since the 1920s, the legacy

stiIl remains obvious today.

Ward was continually concerned about the health and

safety of the workers, and the reluctance of some quarry

or^rners to adopt satisfactory precautions although the

Department lacked the staff to devote sufficient attention

to these problems.l2 He observed in 1926, that the least

satisfactory aspect of the industry was its failure to

adhere to the regulations concerning the suppression of

dust.13 Consequentty, another rnspector of lvlines and

Quarries, Horace Stanley Cornelius, was appointed to join

Winton and Pearson whose other duties had prevented them

o

10.
11.
L2.
13.

ibid.
Register r7 .9.L925.

29.9.L927 .Advertiser
sAA GRG 30/4/1926/3L8
AR:I926.

Ward to J.I^I. Wainwright 8.7.1926.
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from devoting much of their time to the issue of quarry

dust.f4 Although there lras not a rapid solution to the

probtem, Cornelius' appointment did assist in alleviating

the nuisance.I5 Other factors which led to a reduction of

dust-related health problems in the 1930s \ó¡ere the

willingness of the miners to adopt preventive measures such

as using respirators, and the downturn in the building and

construction industry as a result of the Depression, which

caused significant unemployment in mining and quarrying

activities. 16

Not only did the Department lack the staff to

investigate the matters of industriat health and hygiene,

but it was also restricted in its povters in these areas.

Ward had previously urged the need for an Act, separate from

the principal mining legislation, to deal with the aspects

of health and safety. Although Parliament passed the Mines

and Vtorks Inspection Act in 1920, the Department vlas limited

as to the extent to which it could intervene in the mining

operations of companies. The Department v¡as Èhus

reactionary rather than being an initiator of many measures

of safety. One example of this occurred in L925 when

Inspector Pearson rvas appointed a member of the Royal

Commission into Plumbism.IT

The rise in the number of cases of plumbism t oE lead

poisoning, at the Port Pirie works of the Broken Hill

Associated Smelters had caused concern in the Department and

among the public, and led to calls for the

:.4. DM Letter Book
15. ibid. 12 p.49
16. AR:1930.
17. -SÃ Government

10 p.165 Ward 18 .12.1926 .
op. cit.
Gazette 19 .3 .1925 .
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investigation.lB The Royal Commission recommended

alterations and additions to the works in order to reduce

the hazards of dust and fumes, and when these htere adopted,

the number of cases of plumbisn subsequently decLined:

there had been 234 in 1924, I78 in 1925, ninety-eight in

1926, eighty-three in 1927, ninety-one in I92B ' fifty in

Ig2g, twenty-three in 1930, and seven in 1931.19 Pearson

attributed the decrease to five factors: the adoption of

the Commissionts suggested preventive measures' the

reconstruction of the treatment sections of the p1ant, the

formation of an Industrial Hygiene Department by the

Company, the co-operation of the inspectors appointed by the

workmen, and the Department of Mines inspections.20 Pearson

inspected the smelters for five days in each month.2l The

Inspectors also regularly visited the zinc roasting and the

sulphuric acid plants at the fertiliser works of the

Wallaroo-Mount LyeII Fertilisers Company at Birkenhead and

Wallaroo where the inspections relating to lead poisoning

had commenced in Ig25. 22

The Inspectors generally adopted an advanced approach

to rnining matters and this v¡as of ten ref lected in their

suggested alterations to the legislation and regulations.

For example, a set of regulations was compiled in 1926 and

1927 to control the safe use of electricity which was

cornmonly used in mining operations by this time.23 These

regulations htere successful in reducing the number of

n"gl=__t_g\_ 28 . I0 . 19 24 .
AR:1928-31.-í6id 

. 19 3r .
Dtvl Letter Book 12 p.49 op.cit.
SAA GRG 30/42/I J. Pearson Report for 1929.
AR:1926.

IB.
19.
20.
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22.
23.
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accidents caused by electrical ^..rr".24 
The regulations to

prevent extensive undercutting of quarry faces were revised

by the Inspectors with a similar effect. Winton usually

found that the regulations v\tere adhered to, although some

owners and managers v¡ere not aS responsible aS he would have

Iiked them to be and this \^/as reflected in cases of

carelessness by employeer.25 He voiced his concern at such

irresponsible transgreSsions of the regulations as when four

men died in an explosion after using iron irnplements to

charge a hole for blasting with explosives. 26

The Inspectors fulfilled a vital role in the operations

of the Department. They assisted in the administration of

the Acts and the formation and enforcement of the

regulations. They sar^¡ that the conditions attached to

leases were acthered to, and that applications for subsidies

or rewards !i/ere thoroughly considered. All Inspectors

focussed their attention on safety in mining and quarrying

operations to ensure the maintenance of the health and

DriIlinq and

safety of the miners.

åqr-irg-

The Inspectors of Mines \^rere also associated with the

Departmentrs drilling operations. VfilIiam MatLhews had been

Supervisor of Boring Operations but the work had generally

been left in the hands of the Foremen of the Boring Plants,

Charles Duffield and Albert Matthews. I^fillian Matthews had

acted in a supervisory and advisory capacity and Keith Ward,

then Jack, continued this function when they htere

subsequently appointed to the post. The Department

24.
25.
26.

ibid .1928 .
ibid .1929.
ibid.
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conducted exploratory boring with a variety of drills ' the

diamond dritl in particular, and arranged for the drill to

be hired by persons who wanted boring carried out on their

ov¡n properties. The valuable contributions of the Foremen

were acknowledged by Vtard in 1918; Duffield and Matthews

v¡ere transferred to the salaried staff as Engineers for

Boring on I January 1919.

The boring plants often ran for two shifts daily and

were operated by temporary and daily-paid staff. The dril-t

under Matthews' control was principatly used in the l"loonta-

Wallaroo region, while Duffield v¡as responsible for much of

the investigative boring for coal. When Duffield completed

a drilling exercise without success at Leigh Creek in 1919'

he undertook an examination of silver-Lead deposits with the

Number 2 Diamond Drill at l¡üheal Ellen near Strathalbyn in

Ig2O. He \Â¡as then sent to Victoria to inquire into the

latest techniques of drilling for tignite.2T This v¡as in

preparation for a systematic search for coal- by the

Department in South Australia. Acting on his advice' the

Government purchased a modern Victoria percussive and rotary

plant which was more nobile and cheaper to operate than the

diamond drilt when searching for coal. This dritt lâras

employed at Ctinton and Moorlands from J-92J- to L923 and

during this time Duffietd designed another calyx drill for

the Department. He constructed an efficient, portable plant

suitable for shallow boring, and for taking samples of the

27. ibid .1920.
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materials pierced.28 Cabinet later gave its approval for

him to accept royalties from companies for this coaL-

sampling device.29 rhe special doubte-tube core-barrel,

which was patented by Duffield, "received world-wide

recognition in connexion with diamond dri11ing".30

Boring for lignite !,¡as suspended in 1923 and the drills

transferred to the Murray River area to test the sites for

piers for nevt railway bridges to be built at Murray Bridge

and Paringa.3l The Department also continued the search for

coal in the vicinity of the River and holes were drilled at

Mannum, Morgan, I"lallala, Tailem Bend , Monteith ' and Swan

Reach in the hope of uncovering shallow deposits suitable

for open-cut mining.32 During Ig25 and 1926 Duffield

drilled fourteen holes, with a total depth of I,692 feeL, at

Waikerie for the lrrigation Commission to carry excess water

to the porous limestone 130 feet below the ground

surface.33 The drills htere also called upon for many other

projects including the testing of a graphite deposit

southwest of Port Linco1n, the soil foundations at the

Adelaide Railway Station, ât Port Pirie where the Railways

Commission v¿anted to erect a coal gantry, and at Port

Augusta for a proposed bridge across Spencer culf.34 The

Department also tested the foundations of the Ocean Steamers

28. ibid.1922. The work was undertaken at the Departmental
workshop at Mile End where the boring plants htere
repairecl and maintained.

29. SAA cRG 30/4/L922/372 n.d.
fO. l!i_1j_qg__re_y_i_eg 9I_ for half-year to December 1949 p.31.
31. AR:1923.
3 2 . -DM- Letter Book 10 p. 16 5 op . ci t .
33. AR:1925, L926.
34. -D-M Letter Book 10 p.165 op. cit.
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on the Port River with a caÌyx drill at the request of the

Harbours goard.35

The diamond drill being used at Kadina failed to

uncover any rich copper ores during L924 and 1925 and in

1926 it \das moved to Moonta. A programme of boring v¡as

naintained in the vicinity of Moonta for several years. The

diamond drill b¡as occasionally used by the lrnperial

Geophysical Experimental Survey in L929 and 1930 to test the

sites selected by the geophysical method of prospecting.

Further drilling under the Moonta Mining Scheme during the

Depression proved to be as unrewarding as most of the

previous clrilling programmes undertaken in the area and the

Scheme ceased in 1938. Two diarnond drills were later used

to test the copper lodes at the Karkarilla Mine at Moonta

but the results did not just.ify renewing the Scheme.36

Drilling operations to locate water supplies h¡ere an

important aspect of the DepartmenÈ's work. This function

increased after the Department took over control of the

water-boring operations from the Engineer-in-Chief in

1931. The public could hire the boring appfiances or

arrange for the Departtnent to do the drilling at a cheaper

rate than that charged by private contractot".3T Much of

this work vtas concerned with the Adelaide metropolitan

region and the Eyre Peninsula where Segnit supervised many

of the investigations. In 1936, fotby-seven holes were

drilled for water by percussion drills and thirty-seven of

35. AR:1928.
36. -DM Letter Book
37. ibid. IB p,171

the Departmentl
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these vrere on Eyre Peninsula; in 1937, thirty-six of the

f if ty-nine holes \.rere drilled there, in 1938 , fifty-seven of

the sixty-two holes, but in 1939 only nineteen of the sixty-

one holes put down were on Eyre PeninsuÌa.38

In some cases, ohrners of properties htere not subsidised

by the Government and they paid for the whole cost of the

drilling by the Department. Rotary drills v¡ere used to test

the overburden of an argillaceous sandstone deposit being

worked by the South Australian Silicates Company for its

glass sand and clay.39 The South Australian Portland Cement

Company paid for the cores recovered from its limestone

deposit at Reynella; ICI paid for the boring at a marble

deposit near Angaston; and BHP were charged fot the drilling

on the Whyalla foreshore for the ship-building works being

constructed there.40

llorld War II provided a new range of activities for the

boring plants. Vtard reported to Leslie Hunkin in 1941 that

the drilling programmes r^¡ere

concerned practically whol1y rvith work
directly connected with the war effort'
including the prospecting for minerals
that lcould not] no\^t be imported into
Australia, or with the seafch for
domestic sources of fueI.41

The renewerl investigations into a domestic Supply of coal at

Leigh Creek r¡¡ere particularly important and the Department

again conducted Iarge-scaIe boring operations there.

38.
39.

40.
41.

AR:1936-39.-õM letter Book 16 p.295 op.cit.; SAA
rNotes for Playford's policy speechl
ibid.
DM Letter Book I8 P.17I oP.cit.

cRG 24/6/L940/rs7B
by Ward 6.1.1941.
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Another special drilling prografnme during the war years $¡as

that undertaken for the investigation of the Mount Painter

uranium depos íts.42

The successful boring operations at Leigh creek and

Mount Painter in the war years should not be allowed to

overshadow the extensive and efficient work of the earlier

drilling cre$rs. The expertise and knowledge of Charles

Duffield and Albert Matthews facititated this good work.

The creb¡s carried out a large amount of boring while often

working in remote or sparseJ-y populated areas and always

under trying conditions. Although not always of immediate

success in terms of deposits delineated or water supplies

located, the planned drilling programmes and other boring

operations were of valuable assistance to the mining

industry and also enhanced the study of the geology of the

State.

Government Batteries and anide lrlorks

The Batteries and Cyanide llorks vtere managed by Edward

Grundy until his retirement in October 1936, when Louis

Winton took over the position. The Department maintained

five plants at Peterborough, Ì"Iount Torrens, Tarcoola'

Glenloth and l4ongolat,a. The Battery at MongolaÈa had been

establ-ished through Commonwealth funds after the discovery

of gold there in 1930; the Glenloth Battery which had been

purchased from the Glenloth Mining Battery and Options

Company (NL) in L9O7 \¡ras also situated on a goldfield, and

was operated by the staff of the Tarcoola plant when

42. AR:1944.
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necessary.43 Grundy travelled between each plant to conduct

smelting and assaying as required, and foremen were given

the responsibility of maintaining the plants.44 The foremen

engaged temporary staff when the prospectors or companies

could supply sufficient ore in expectation of profitable

returns. An Assayer and Assistant Manager, Vl.L. Tucker, I^¡as

employed from I93t until 1934. A temporary Assayer' l'[r Ross

Love, vtas then stationed at the Mount lorrens Battery and in

May 1944, he became the Assayer and Assistant Battery

Manager to Armstrong, the then Chief Inspector of l'lines and

Manager of the Government Batteries and Cyanide !Íorks.45

The Government resÈricted the operations of the

Batteries in the Depression by curtailing funds for the

Department. lrÏard complained against the prosecution of such

a poticy at a time vrhen there had been a revival of interest

in prospecting for gold.46 There were requests from

prospectors and companies to have the Batteries operating

for longer periods. For example, the miners at Tarcoola

suggested that the Battery there be operated for twelve

instead of eight hours each day.47 Similar requests had

been made at Mount Torrens. lfard arranged with the gold

producers to send more ore in each parcel but to send fewer

parcels overall so as to reduce the time required for

43. For detaiLs of purchaser s€ê sAA GRG 30/4/L906/2008
and sAA GRG 30/4/1907/586. Glenloth, a goldfield near
Tarcoola, had,been named by H.Y.L. Brown after the horse
which had v¡on the 1892 Melbourne Cup.
DM Letter Book 6, p.85 Vtard 24.4. 1918; ibid. 10 p.199
Vüard to Tassie 8.4.1927¡ ibid. L2 p.49 op.cit.; ibid.
t6 p.295 op.cit.
AR:1944.-sÃe cnc 3o/4/L933/659 Ward to Ritchie 'Report on the
Possibility of reducing Expenditure in the Department
of lutines during the f inancial year 1933-34 | I.6 .1933 .
ibid. P.A. ItlcBride to Ritchie 25 .9.1933.

44.
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46.
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cleaning the plant after each parcel was treated. The

Minister of Mines' George Ritchie' approved Ward's

recommendation for returning to 12-hour crushing

operations.48 Vüard was also able to arrange through the

Commonwealth Assistance for Metalliferous Mining Fund for

repairs and renovations of the ol-der Batteries at Mount

Torrens, Peterborough and Tarcoola.49

By the beginning of World !,Iar II, privately-owned

batteries had closed down and the Government Batteries were

the only ones assisting in gold production.50 The

fluctuating fortunes of the gold-mining industry did not

necessitate the uninterrupted operation of all Batteries and

Cyanide Vlorks at the one time. In any case, they continued

to run at a loss throughout this period.5l The Government

was prepared to carry this loss in an attempt to stimulate

the industry.52 Pto"pectors were encourage<l to search for

gold and companies were able to mine the low-grade ores.

The Government allowed a rebate of a third of the cost of

rail freight for South Australian ore forwarded to the

Batteries. Parcels of gold ore of less than a hundredweight

were treated free of charge, and there were reductions in

the charges for those opening ne\^/ deposits or mining low-

grade ore. Various tests, assays and experiments in milling

were also conducted for the prospectors.

ibid. Ritchie 28.9.1933.
DM Letter Book 13 p.207 'Notes suppJ-ied to R.S.
for policy speech' by lVard I0.2.1932.
DM Letter Book 18 p.17I op.cit.
See AR_ and SA_PP1!_ Auclit Commissioners Report for
year.
See footnote 43.

48.
49. Richards

each
50.
51.

52.
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Technical Laboratories

AI1 of the Departmentrs chemical and assaying work was

conducted at the School of Mines to which the Departrnentrs

Assaying Laboratory had been transferred in 189I. The

chemist made free public assays on behalf of the Department

for prospectors and carried out other analytical duties for

the Department. This arrangernent v/as maintained until after

World War II. The work was of a different nature to that

undertaken by Julian Connor in the Metallurgical Laboratoryr

which had been established in 1915 with a view to improving

techniques for the treatment of individual minerals and

depos its.

I{ard's suggestion for the appointment of a Government

Metalturgist had been made after his inspection of some

northern copper deposits. Thus Connor spent a lot of time

during lVorld !üar I investigating methods of treatment of

Iow-grade copper ores. Connor tested Samples free of charge

and advised individuals and companies on the best means of

treating the ores. He also experimented with other minerals

such as phosphatic rocks in 1918 and graphite in 1919.53 To

test the samples of graphite, he designed a winnowing

machine which proved to be very effective. Connor visited

the sil-ver-lead deposits at the Eukaby Field with Jack in

1920 to report on developments and the application for a

concentration plant there.54

The world-wide depression in the mining industry after

Vilor1d Vtar I Ied to less frequent calls in South Australia

for Connor's services. on some occasions, he was able to

Advertiser 21. 10. 19I9.53.
54. AR:19 20 .
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conduct experiments outside of the PubIic Service. For

example, the Minister of Mines, lvilliam Harveyr gâvê him

permission in 1919 to act as a consultant metallurgist at

the Burra Burra Mine.55 He also conducted experiments on

specimens from beyond the South Australian borders. $lard

vras surprised at the downturn in the local demand for

Connor's expertise because he thought that the decline in

the industry should have stimulated interest in

experimentation.56 The situation did not improve in JgzI

and the Laboratory was again not fully utilised.5T

Consequently, Connor left the PubIic Service on 31 January

1922 and entered private employment.

Connor \^¡as not replaced and the Government merged the

experimental work of the Laboratory with the Metallurgical

Laboratory at Èhe School of tntines.SB This had been built

from funds provided by Langdon Bonython and the

Government.59 The Lecturer in l"lining Engineering at the

University, Mr H.!V. Gartrell, v¡as appointed to supervise the

work of the ne\4t Laboratory but the Department retained the

right to use the equipment whenever it htas required. Apart

from a request by Robert Richards MHA for the establishment

of a research laboratory in the Department in Ig2B 160 there

were no complaints about this arrangement which proved to be

a satisfactory one throughout Ward's time.

ibid . r9 r9 .
ibid .L920.
ibid.r92r.
Dlvl Letter Book t0 p.I99 op.cit.
ibid. p.I65 op.cit.
News 19.5.1928; see also SAPD:HA 7.8.1928.

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.



The Bonython Laboratory collaborated with the

Department on a wide range of problems including the

treatment of gold oresr copper, barytesr clay and

rutile.6l rhe Department relied on the Laboratory for

advice on alt matters involving State expenditure. Vüard

also stressed that scientific analyses $¡ere required before

investors should be persuaded to part with their money:

this procedure is conducive to the
betterment of mining generalIy... the
investing public are being educated
thereby to a wiser attitqde towards
problems of development.62

Dickinson later reported favourably on the valuable nature

of the Laboratoryts research "in the determination of

properties and characteristics of a particular material and

methods of fostering its economic use".63

Legislation

By the turn of the century, South Australia had clearly

followed many other parts of the world in adopting

Iegislation which maintained public ownership of all

minerals for the development and regulation on the

community's behal f.64 The Department which had been formed

in 1894 after the passing of the first specific Act dealing

with mining generally, was responsible for the

administration of the legislation and regulation of the

industry. Much of the work was of a routine nature and I¡tas

superinÈended by the clerks of the Department. Advice was

given to enquirers as to. the procedure under the Acts;

Ieases, claims and licences vùere registered and issued; and

310

op.cit.
op.cit.

op.cit.

6r. sAA GRG 24/6/1940/1578
62. DM Letter Book 16 p.295
63. AR:1944 Appendix.
64. DM Letter Book 10 p.199
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plans constructed to show titles over minerals. Statistics

of mineral production vtere gathered for each half-yearly

period, and general correspondence $tas dealt with. The

Accountant maintained records of revenue and expenditure,

and arranged the collection of rents and royalties.

ApI¡lications for suspension or forfeiture of agreements vitere

forwarded to llard, who was the officer primarily responsible

for conducting the lVardenrs Court to resolve disputes within

the mining industry t oE between miners ' prospectors t ot

companies and the Department. Under Vlard's direction in

1913, Lionel Gee compiled A Genern!_!y_1_o_p_s_is of the Mininq

Laws of the State and an Index to the Mining Acts and

Reg utations Thereunder and this proved to be a useful

reference compendium for the industry. It was subsequently

published in new editions in I91B and 1924.

The Department was receptive to complaints from the

industry about the legislation and regulations covering

míning operations although the Government occasionally

refused to accede to the Department I s or the industry I s

wishes. Part of Vilardrs policy of positive encouragement for

the development of the State involved improvement in the

legislation and the suggested alterations $tere proposed by

the Department in an effort to assist the industry.

In 7912, lVard promptly reported on the complaints of

holders of miscellaneous Ieases in the metalliferous areas

of the Adetaide Hills who desired an improved form of tenure

and security.65 4 new Mining on Private Property Act in

1916 enabled these lease-holders and prospectors to enter

private properties and protected them from losing the

65. ARGS :19I2.
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benefit of their efforts to the land-owners. Previous

Mining on Private Property Acts (1888, I895, 1899' 1901,

1909) had inhibited the search for, and development of,

minerals because'the land-owner could take possession of the

minerals even if that person had no prior interest in the

deposits. The Department had urged the Government to define

'private land' more succinctly and to allow mining

operations within 100 yards of private buildings instead of

the distance of 2OO yards.66 As with the previous Acts,this

Act proved to be unworkable. In this instance ' the problem

was caused by the time-consuming and costly process for the

prospector to obtain the right to mine the land. Vtard

reported that

unless tegal advice $¡as availabl-e to the
prospector at almost every stage of the
procedure, it was inevitable that there
would be some omission lin the
application processl which would preven
the issue of a compulsory mining lease.

The atienation of a large portion of readily accessible and

potentially netalliferous areas prior to the Act of 1888

continued to present a problem for the Department and the

industry in that it restricted the amount of prospecting and

mining in the region of the Adelaide Hills.

In February 19I6, the Government amended regulations

under the Mining Act to permit the concentration of l-abour

on salt and gypsum leases between January and April in those

cases where a Departmental officer reported that the land

could not be continuously worked because of flood

t
67

SAPD : LC A.!1. Styles 22.8.1916.
Appendix rsome Aspects of Mineral Ownership'.

66.
67. AR: 933
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waters.68 rn the following year the regulations were

extended to provide protection to the hol-ders of mineral

claims during droughts or if they hrere engaged on work of a

public or national interest.69 The Mining Act Further

Amendment Act of 1918 extended the range of provisions over

minerals and, as a result of the opal discovery at Stuart

Range, a proviso was included to place 'precious stonesl

next in priority to gold and before mineral cl-aims such as

salt, gypsumr coâl, oil and guano. the Act also reduced the

term of leases for mineral lands from forty-two to twenty-

one years.

lrlardrs growing concern with matters of industrial

safety and the health of miners resulted in the Department

revising the general regulations for the working of mines in

1920. The Department proposed a I'lines and Works Inspection

Bill which vtas based on the development of legislation in

the mining ,industry in other parts of the wortd.70

Parliament accepted the BiIt and the health and safety

aspects of the industry were separated from the principal

mining legislation. An important feature incorporated in

this Act by Parliament was the provision for the inspection

of mines by representatives of the workmen. I,lard did not

feel that such a provision was necessary because the

principal Mining Act enabled workers to direct complaints to

the Departmentrs Inspectors and not to the mine-own.t=.71

He foresaw a clash between the activities of the workmenrs

inspectors and the responsibilities of the Inspectors of

AR:l-916 .
EÃ Government Gazette 25.I.19L7 .
-ARïIt20;-------'
D-tu- l,etter Book 7 p.255 !'Iard rThe Check Inspection of
Mines by V'Iorkm€n' , n. d. 1920 .

68.
69.
70.
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Mines. This did not eventuate and Èhe system worked quite

satisfactorily. Hotn¡ever, an additional regulation \^tas

gazetted in 1926 to ensure that the appointment of the

miners' inspectors was formally approved by an authorised

Government official; there had been some instances where the

inspector had announced his appointment and then applied for

Ministerial approval.72 This regulation standardised the

practice in South Australia with that elsewhere in

Australia.

Several significant regulations to provide greater

protection for the workmen in the mining industry htere

gradually introduced in response to particular problems. In

1925, nev¡ regulations to prevent lead and gas poisoning $¡ere

implemented on the tines proposed by the Royal Commission

into plumbism.T3 The Inspector of Mines, John Pearson, had

strongly urged the Government to adopt the Royal

Commissionts recommendations. rn 1926, the Department

prepared a draft code of regulations for the use of

electricity in the mines, works and quarries and this came

into effect in L927, but several cases involving degrees of

negligence \"¡ere recorded by the Inspectot..74 The

fnspectors often pointed out the importance of the health

factor, such as the damage caused by dust, but the mine-

or^rners were reluctant to change their vùays. In another

case, the rneÈhod of obt.aining clay by undercutting the

overburden was considered to be unsafe by the Inspectors

72.
73.
74.

ibid. 10 p.165 op.cit.;
AR:1925.
fE-ia .rs27 .

Aclvertiser 4.2.1926.
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whose advice v¡as usually ignored. T5 It was onJ-y when the

Department issued a special regulation to prevent this

practice that the owners and managers complied with the

instructions not to undercut at the pit face.

The regulations and legislation covered a diverse

number of areas. In 1928, the Parliament passed specific

legislation designed to foster the search f.ot oil. The

Mining (Prospecting for Oil) Act increased the amount of

land available at any one time for prospecting for oil to a

maximum of twenty-five sguare miles for each person holding

a miner's right. The holder of a permit v¡as required to

conduct boring operations of at least 1 
' 
000 feet' or to

spend a minimum of f1'000 each year in the search for oi1.

The provisions of the Act $¡ere intended to enabl-e more

companies to undertake investigations in greater detail.

However, the search for oil in the St,ate remained an

unproductive affair.

The mining legislation of South Australia \^Ias

occasionatly amended to keep pace with developments

interstate and overseas. Early in 1929, Ward visite<l

Canberra where a conference attended by several State

representatives discussed mining legislation.T6 The Mining

Act in South Australia rvas altered as a result of these

discussions. The amendments to the principal Act brought

the legislation concerning gold leases into accord with that

relating to mineral leases. Provision vùas also made for the

granting of special mining leases on the line of those

contained in the New South Wales Mining Act of 1906.

75.
76.

ibid.
DM Letter Book 12 p.49 oP.cit.
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Special mining leases could be issued for periods up to two

years upon the Ministerrs recommendation if there were

particular problems associated with the prospecting or

developrnent of the land. ' Shortly after the BilI vras

assented to by the Governor, two mining companies vtere

granted special leases over deposits at Ediacara and

Moorland 
".77

The principal Act, the Mining Act of 1893, was revised

in 1930. It had become outdated because of the changes in

mining techniques and procedures. The Crown Law Department

prepared a consolidating Bill to remove anomalies and to

upgrade the mining legislation.TS A draft of the revised

BitI was examined and approved by the Department and it was

subsequently passed by the Parliament. The mining industry

generally welcomed the legislation for it removed t.he

ambiguities and confusion which had arisen over the ye.ts.79

The problems associated with mining on mineral-bearing

land which had been alienated from the Crown prior to I88B

\^/ere still to be satisfactorily resolved and the Act of 1930

did not attempt to provide a sol-ution. A special' temporary

measure, the Mining Act Amendment Act of 1931' was

introduced because of the difficulty in enforcing the Mining

on Private Property Acts of 1909 and 1916.80 These Acts

v/ere repealed until 30 June 1936 when the Amendment Act was

to expire although Vtard strongly urged that the Act be

retained after this date.Bl Ward issued an appendix to the

1933 Annual Report because

ibid.
ibid.
AR:L930.-i6ia. re3r.
ibid.1933 .

77.
78.
79.
80.
81.

many of the land-owners
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misunderstood both the operation and intention of the

Amendment Act. In the Àe_p_o_rl, he criticised their

reluctance to consider the State's interest before their own

personal desires.

The Mining Act Amendment Act of I93I v¡as intended to

enable genuine prospectors to enter private land and test

the mineral deposits under the same conditions as those

imposed where minerals htere reserved to the Crown.82

Private ownership of the minerals \r¡as ensured under the Act

and the ovrner I s right to work t,he minerals himself or to

make a private agreement with prospectors was not altered.

The original owners had in some circumstances sold the

surface rights and retained control of the minerals,

although the land-owner was generally the owner of the

minerals. Ho\^rever, in all cases the payment of royalties

v¡as made to the o!Íner of the minerals after the Minister of

Mines had deducted one-tenth of the amount due on behalf of

the Crown. The Department took great care in the

administration of this sensitive issue but land-owners

remained fearful that their land might be transferred over

wholesale to mining operations. The legislation lapsed in

I936 because of the continuing differences between some

prospectors and the interests of the land-holders.83 llarril

hoped that the legislation would be re-enacted and he

pointed to the successful operation of similar legislation

in New South Wales as evidence that the Act was feasible.

ibid. Appendix
DM Letter Book
of. conservative
19 .9. 19 34 .

'Some Aspects of Mineral Ownership'.
16 p.295 op.cit. See also the comments
Councillors in SAPD:LC 12.9.1934,

82.
83.
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Although Ward reported on proposals to amend the Mining

on Private Property Act and the Mining Act on several

occasions r no other legislative arrangements were made

during the 1930s. Towards Èhe end of the decade, Ward $¡as

asked by the Federal Government to report on the legislation

dealing with titles over the possible oil-bearing areas of

South Australia.B4 the Commonwealth proposed to revise the

Iegislation over oil-bearing land in order to obtain

uniformity between the States.85 llard considered that the

remote possibility of discovering oil in South Australia lay

in the South-East on1y. But he fel-t it v¡as important to

improve the legislation, and to standardise it throughout

Australia, despite the slim prospects in the State:

It has lhe wrote] been made perfectly
clear by the larger oil interests, to
whom we must look for financing the
future search for oil in Australia on a
scale that will constitute an adequate
test of the country's possibilities' that
they will not consider the question of
entering the Australian field unless
legislation is modernized. . . .The
modernization of South Australian
Iegislation would, therefore' not only
bring this State within the scope of such
large-sca1e operations as a powerful and
wealthy company might undertake, but
would aÌso help to attract the
introduction of
enactment in Ii
requirements. B6

capital by providing an
ne wiLh modern

Consequently a Bill to revise the State legislation v¡as

drafted in accordance with the provisions in other States

and countries.BT The Minister of Mines, Lyell McEwin' \,ì¡as

prepared to push the Bitt through Parliament but in 1940'

84. SAA GRG 30/50/1938/5 Ward to H.A. Barrenger' Secretary
to Commonwealth Oil Advisory Committee 28.9.1938.
DM Letter Book l-6 p.295 op.cit.
SAA GRG 30/50/1939/7 Ward to Ritchie 27.7.1939.
SAA cRG 24/6/1940/I578 op.cit.

85.
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with the support of each party' it passed both Houses

comfortably.SB McEwin felt that this \^¡as the most

revolutionary legislation presented before the Parliament to

that date because it made provision for extensive grants of

Iand to companies searching for oit.89 The basic aim of the

Act vlas to increase substantially the area available for oil

exploration, prospecting and mining and, at the same timer

provide a greater degree of security of tenure than the

companies had held before. The Mining (Petroleum) Act did

not come into operation untit 31 Juty 1941.90 However, its

effectiveness v,ras not apparent until after Vlorld War II when

it became possible to attract large companies to the State.

The final piece of legislation rvhich concerned the

Department at this time was the Leigh Creek Coal Act of

1942. The Act vesÈed control over the coal deposits in the

Minister of Mines but the Parliament,ary Draftsman had

included a proviso whereby the Governor could appoint any

Minister to manage the field.9l In the initial stages, the

field h'as opened up by officers of the l"lines and E&WS

Departments. The E&VIS subsequently took over the field

because it was better equipped than the Department of Ivlines

to oversee the development of the deposits.92 Thus the

administrative control of the Leigh Creek CoaIfie1d was

transferred to the lvlinister of VÍorks, IvlalcoIm IvlcIntosh.

BB.
89.
90.
91.
92.

Interview with McEwin 1I.7.1980.
ibid.
Advertiser 1.8 .I941.-S-A-ÞD-:H;{--ÍfT e1-ayford 30 . 9 . 19 42 .
Ïntêîiliews with Playford 26.6.1980; McEwin op.cit.
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Displays and Publications

The Geological Survey attempted to initiate the

collection, storage and display of mineral- specimens as

Brown had previously urged. Vlard proposed to organise a

comprehensive and systematic display of minerals for the

I9I2 Royal Agricultural and Horticultural Society Show which

could'be retained and maintained by the Survey.93 This

collection !{as begun aner¡r because the Survey no longer had

any specimens to display to the public or the officers of

the Department. Later that year, the Director of the

Imperial Institute in London subnitted a report to the South

Australian Government and indicated that the Staters

exhibits in London needed to be improved.g4 The Under

Treasurer asked the Department for assistance but Ward could

not offer to remedy the situation although the Directorrs

criticisms of the Governmentrs display lvere justified

accord ing to !ilard . 95

'vrTard asked Butler to consider the needs of the state

before sending specimens overseas other States had mineral

collections and South Australia needed one also. Agitation

in this matter had not been vigorously pursued by Brown,

though Basedowrs arrangement of specimens at the School of

Mines had been a vaLuable contribution. But Ward

considered, quite rightly, Èhat the Department should have

its own reference collection in order to assist t.he public

and the Departmental officers in the performance of their

93.
94.

SAA GRG 30/4/I9L2/570 L.K. Ward to Butler 31.5.I9J-2.
SAA GRG 24/90/7/I9L2/43 Under Treasurer to F.C. Ward
30.11 .I9r2.
ibid . L. K . Ward to Butler 6 .12 .I9L2. The displays vrere
arranged for 'Manufacturers Vleek' organised by the South
Australian Chamber of Manufactures.

95.
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duties. when the Royal- Commission of enquiry into the

minerals, water and people of the Dominions visited Adelaide

in I9r3, it was again noted that south Australia did not

have a representative display in London.96 !üard told the

Commission that the Government would not allocate space for

a display in Adelaide so he did not envisage that much could

be done about the exhibits in London.

The officers of the Department continued to collect

samples while in t,he field but several years passed before a

State t'lineraI Collection for the promotion of the mining

industry was organised. The Department htas forced to rely

on temporary, make-shift displays of specimens. In April

1915, samples of minerals, metalsr precious stones and

building materials vrere arranged in the windows of the

premises of Messrs Duhst and Bivens, and Messrs Farmer and

Devonshire in King VÍilliam Street.97 In November 1916, opal

from the ne\^¡ field at Stuart Range IàIas displayed in the

window of the Tourist Bureau in King lÍilliam Street.98 Ward

had considered the problems of storage and display of

minerals to be so vital that he had recommended the transfer

of the Department from the Treasury Building:

For my part, I would willingly sacrifice
the aãvantages of a site in King Vüilliam
Street in order to obtain space for the
carrying out of work which I feel
confident will be for the benefit of the
l,lining Industryr and which should in my
opinión b6ocarried out by the Department
of Mines."

96 . Register 2I.5.1913 .
97 . -Ãã-üè-¡lÏ-ser 22.4. 19Is .
98 . T:bï-d-.--TT.Ir . 1916 .
gg. DM Letter Book 4 p.327 L.K. Ward to Butler 5.6.1913.
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The problems were temporarily resolved after the Department

was transferred to the Education Department Building in

Flinders Street in 1916. Vüard v¡as pleased to be able to

display a representative collection of economic minerals and

he reportecl that the collection was in constant use.100

The small museum vtas used to display minerals of

econornic potential. Purely scientific specimens, esPecially

fossils, were usually distributed to outside organisations

such as the Museum, University and Schoo1 of Mines because

the Department did not have a palaeontologist to investigate

or arrange these specimens.l0I As additional specimens of

economic minerals vtere acquired, the Department was able to

distribute snall sets to attract, overseas investment ¡ for

example, the Commissioner for Australia in the United States

$¡as presented with a collectiet .102 lVard spent some time in

J-923 preparing a display of mineral exhibits for the British

Empire Exhibition at Wembley.l03 ott other occasions he

forwarded samples of minerals on request to interested

persons. In 1926, the Commonwealth Government sought

information and samples on the mining industry for Rhodesia

and in 1927 for the Minister of Agriculture and Mines in

Newfoundland. I04 Another large-scale overseas exhibition of

mineral resources involving the Department took place in

1931. For this display of the Empire's mineral resources'

100.
101.

r02.
103.
104.

AR:1917.-S-AA GRc 24/6/1915/88 Vlard I8.2.1926; SAA GRG
24/6/L932/l-006 vüard I7 .7.1931-; SAA GRG 30/4/1933/sI6
Ward 12.2.L937. H.Y.L. Brown had relied on Robert
Etheridge Jnr of New South Wales to make observations
of the palaeontology of South Australia. Etheridge $¡as
a consultant to the Survey for many years.
AR:1919 .
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SAA GRG 24/6/1926, 1927 Commonwealth request to Mines
Department L9 .4.L926 ' I9 .12.1927 .
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the Department provided a variety of specimens including

iron ore from Iron Knob, radio-active ores from Mount

Painter, barytes from Vüi1J-unga, graphite from Port Lincoln

and manganese from Pernatty Lagoon.l05 Hovtever, the London

correspondent for the Advertiser vtas critical of the

Department for not sending worthwhile specimens of copper,

but this simply highlighted the decline in prominence of

this mineral.

During the 1930s the Department appears to have made

little effort to maintain the displays of specimens. Two

otd problems arose - nobody was employed to maintain and

upgrade the collection, and there was insufficient room for .

it to be disp1ayed.I06 the records of the operations of the

Department for this period do not mention what happened to

the displays but it is clear that at a time when the mineral

specimens should have been prominent, the collection was

neglected. In 1936, the Inspectors of Mines v/ere required

to devote a good deal of effort to arranging exhibits for

the State's Centenary Exhibition.l0T one can onJ-y ponder

how much more representative that display would have been

had the suggestions of Menge, Babbage, Marshall, Lewis, Tate

and others to arrange displays of South Australian minerals

been adopted. In any case, Lhe work of all geologists and

mining enthusiasts would have been more accurately reflected

on this occasion had a state Mineral collection been

properly maintained after Basedow had organised the

specimens at the Schoo1 of Mines in 1907.

105. Advertiser 24.4.1931.
106. DM-LettêÏ-book 2I p.293 S.B. Dickinson 8.5.1946 -

107. AR:1936.
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Pub1ic displays of the Staters resources vtere an

important aspect of Ward's plan to increase community

av/areness of the potential value of a broad range of

minerals. The Geological Survey issued Bulletins and

Reports as official publications in a similar fashion to the

release of Brown I s findings Ín the individual- Record of the

Milee and the compendium volumes. The Parliamentary Papers

which had been Brown's main outlet for publishing

information before OtLoughlin became Minister' Iâ¡ere now

rarely used to distribute information. The Review of Mining

Operations which was issued in 1904 for the preceding year

and subsequently on a half-yearJ.y,basisr ldâs continued in

the Department under Geers direction. This comprehensive

publication vlas, according to the l"linister of Mines, "much

appreciated by the mining public, despite a certain small

carping criticism, cunningly engineered, probabJ-y by a

disappointed applicant for a position in the

departme¡¡".108 This appears to have been a veiled

reference to Basedow and the criticism of the Review by the

Australian Minr Standard since 1913.I09 The publications

vrere distributed widely by the Department, and Ward regarded

them "primarily as a means of spreading authentic data

concerning the resources of the Stater and also aS a means

of education".ll0 The Departmentrs exchange mailing Iist

contained 800 separate names and addresses including South

Australian papers, the principal daily and weekly

publications interstate, the lulechanics Institutes of South

Australia, pubtic libraries, scientific bodies, universities

r08.
109.
110.

re_i_ry_E_e_Enlg_ 17 . I0 . Ie 16
DM Letter Book 4 p.326
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BIundell.
to Butler n.d. 1913.

ibid. 6 p.85 op.cit.
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and mining institutions throughout the world, Members of

Parliament, interstate Departments and Surveys and the

Agent-General in London who received 100 copies of each

publicatiotr.Ill The public could obtain copies on

application to the Departnent. The Department received

publications on exchange by subscription or they \^¡ere

purchased. Although there v,tas a lack of space to arrange

the material, there was no need to employ a librarian while

the staff numbers remained 1o*.112

The Department maintained publication of the l!i-¡¡i1g
n_"_Ég* throughout I¡Iardrs time. The information contained in

the _$_e_ç!gg concerned details of production, results of

boring and drilling activities' reports on mining and

prospecting and nehts of a general nature relating to the

industry. Special bulletins concerning specific aspects of

the industry l¡tere published as the occasion warrante¿.1I3

The regular publication of information relating to the

mining industry in ne\^tspapers had ceased in the nineteenth

century but in 1935 lVard arranged for the Ad_verliF_gl to

publish a monthly summary of mining ne$¡s.114 This followed

the request by Victor Newland in the House of Assembly for

the Department to publish official reports as soon as

possible because of the inconvenience caused to investors

and miners alike by withholding the reports for publication

in the half-yearly Le-g!-e¡1.II5 After the beginning of vtortd

War II, the Department withheld the publication of mineral

production figures in accordance with the Commonweal-th

ibid.; Daily HeraId 25.7.1916.
p.293 op.cit.

11r.
TT2.
113.
114.
1ts .

DM Letter Book 2I
DM Letter Book 10
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EÃpo :He 27 .2. 19 35 .

p. 199 op, cit.
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Government censorship 1aws, but these regulations had been

relaxed by L944 and the Department was able to resume

publication of such informatist't.116

Ward considered the dissemination of information by the

Department to be an important process and reports and

commenLs hrere provided for other Government departments and

various external organisations. In L9L2, he reported to the

Commonwealth Statistician on mineral springs in the State.

He submitted a bulletin on the State's coaL and iron

resources for the International Geological Congress meeting

at loronto, Canada, in August 1913.117 The Annual Report

for 1914 contained a complete catalogue of all official

publications and reports on the Staters geology and mineral

resources. During that year, Ward compiled information on

lhe State I s resources for the Handbook of South Australia

for the Australasian Association for the Advancement of

science congress. lIE

The Standing Committee on Railways in I9L7 sought

lfardrs advice on the mines in the northern Fl-inders Ranges

in relation to the proposed railway links with Queensland.

Reports for other Government departments dealt mainly with

the problems of water supply and storage ' excavations and

tunnelling¡ boring, and the use of land for agricultural

purposes. The British and Federal Governments both arranged

for special reports from !,Iard. In response to a request

from the Secretary of State to the Colonies for an increase

t16.
1r7.
118 .

AR:1939r 1943, L944.
ã-n-cs zr9r2.-i-biã-.1914. He also contributed
of the Association such as the

to later publications
1924 handbook.
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in the supply of minerals to assist the war .¡¡et¡119 he
I

submitted a detailed report on South Australian mineral

resources and maps of the main deposits to the Imperial

Mineral Resources Bureau in England .L20 At the same timer

he reported on mineral deposits for the Commonwealth Board

of Trade and the Department of Repatriation. Vlard composed

similar reports for various publications including a chapter

on mineral resources written for the Handbook of Information

which was issued by the South Australian Intelligence and

Tourist Bureau in 1919 .I2I He subsequently submitted papers

on the mining industry, and the State's resources for the

revised editions of the handbook in L92L and 1925.

The Department feceived many requests for information

about, the value of, and markets fot, South Australian

mineral products. Ward always maintained his efforts to

publicise the State's mineral potential. He provided

detailed information on minerals and tables of statistics

relating to the industry for Premier Henry Barwell to use on

his visit to Britain in l-g22.l-22 In addition to this normal

departmentat work, Vlard compil-ed special reports such as a

chapter on South Australian mineral resources and economic

geology for publication in Professor Edgeworth David's work

on The Geology of the Commonwealthi an article on the mining

industry for the centenary issue of the London IvIi

Journal in 1934 was prepared at the request of the Agent-

119. SAA GRG 30/4/L9IB/329 Circular to the Empire 26.2.1918.
The British Ministry of Munitions sought supplies of
mica, tungsten, chrome orêr vanadium, manganese'
graphite and French chalk in particular. Another
circular on 26.6.1918 asked the colonies to assist with
Britaints post-\"¡ar needs.

I20. AR:1919.
r2r. î-b-ia.
r22. ibid.1922.
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General in London; and the 1937 Annua1 Report of the School

of Mines contained an article by Ward on the development of

mineral resources.I23 Various official and unofficial

reports stressing the potential and actual- value of South

Australian resources l4tere published in this period as Ward

attempted to promote the developrnent of minerals to assist

in the expansion of industry in the State.

Another important aid to the mining industry was the

provision of accurate geological maps. H.Y.L. Brown's

detailed map of 1899 remained the basis for the geological

charts of the State and the permanent record of the

Department's investigations. Ward prepared a smal1,

coloured geological map in 1914 for the Australasian

Association for the Advancement of Science handbook. This

mâp, scaled at forty-eight miles to the inch, !ìIas based on

Brownrs map. A contour flaP, scaled at I28 mil-es to the

inch, vüas prepared during L9L7 and published later that year

in the Annual Report for 1916. This map delineated the

average annual rainfall in the State and had been compiÌed

by officers in the Surveyor-General's Office, Railways

Department, Hydraulic Engineer's Office, Engineer-in-Chief 's

office and the Geological Survey.I24 The purpose of the map

v¡as to highlight the geological, topographical and climatic

factors which influenced the developmnt of the State. The

Department of Education distributed copies to schools in the

r23.
r24.

ibid.1933, 1934 , L937 .

ibid.19r6 .
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State and published explanatory notes in the Education

Gazette for the benefit of teachers. The Department also

published a small black and white geological mâp, for easy

reference purposes in the same year.

The charts of 1914 and L9I7 \¡rere compiled by the

Draughtsman l{erner I¡ileidenbach under Ward's supervision.

After Vleidenbach resigned in 1918, the amount of drafting

and preparation of plans in the Department declined.

Vüeidenbach was re-employed in L927 r on a temporary basis,

for the revision and up-dating of Brownrs 1899 map. lrlardrs

improvements to this map basically consisted of

incorporating all additional information provided by the

official and non-Government geologists since 1899. The map

hras issued in 1928 and it, highlighted the extent of the

Departmentrs knowledge of the State's resources at that

time. However, no systematic mapping on a large-scale had

been undertaken before this revision, nor was there any

after its publication because the Department primarily

concerned itself with problems of economic importance rather

than purely scientific pursuits. The mining industry would

have benefited from a planned programme of detailed rnapping

of localities. But the Department l¡tas never suitably

equipped or staffed to carry out such a proposáI.

Criticism, Praise and Summary

The Department attracted some severe criticism in the

press, from the public and mining industry during !'Iard's

time but many attacks were unv¡arranted. For example r the

Labor Party ne\,rtspaper, the Daily Heraldr criticised Ward for
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not inducing dramatic changes in the operations of the

Department in the period following the Party I s loss of

of f ice in February Lg12.L25

The altered emphasis in the Department's activities

following V{ard's appointment, the shift in thinking about

resources and their role in the economy' especially in

regards to in<lustrial development, and the changing nature

of mining operations \^tere not fully accepted by the public

and the mining community¡ who continually looked towards

spectacular discoveries and developments which were no

Ionger forthcoming. consequently, the Department was

criticised on many occasions for the lack of mining

enterprises in t,he State. Few contemporaries apPear to have

been aware of the irony of this situation. In times of

depressed economic circumstances in South Australia oE t more

particutarly, in the mining industry itself, the public and

the industry looked to the Government for help. The

creation of a Geological Survey and the formation of a

Department of Mines had both occurred during the depressions

of the 1880s and 1890s. Yet many members of the public or

sections of the industry were those vrho later came to blame

the Department for each and every slump in the industry.

It was ofte noted in the press that the Department had

not uncovered any mines of long term value.126 The editor of

the Advertiser had commented in 1913:

1913.
Advertiser 7.11.1916 editorial'r25.

L26.
Daily sefqlQ s.1I.
ibid. 15.10.1917;
9 .10 .1917 .



to profitable mining could

of the Department.I2S The

33r

be achieved through

Daily Herald did not

Considering that all t,he great mineral
discoveries of the early days of our
State's history were accidental finds,
and not the outcome of systematic
research founded on geological knowledge,
it is remarkable that with the more
complete Iscientif ic] information no\¡¡ at
our disposal so few mineral finds of any
importE¡çe should have been made of late
years. rz /

On some occasions a few writers suggested that a return

the closure

doubt this

according to the editor in 1917:

It is logical to assume that with the
abolition of our l"lines Department purely
Iocal mining matters will return to the
same state of prosperity that they v¡ere
in before this State tried the experiment
of employing^geotogists in its Mines
Departme n¡.129

The only remaining major mines, Ivloonta and V'Iallaroo, had

opened before the inauguration of the Department and when

these operations v¡ere restricted in I9I9, the editor of the

Advertiser reflected a common sentiment: "\n¡e have a fu1ly-

equipped Mines Department, which seems somewhat of an

anomaly without productive mines to give it a real reason

for existence."I30 After those particular mines closed in

1923, Robert Stanley Richards, a Member for I'tallaroo and

Iater Ivlinister of Mines, claimed that South Australia had a

I27. Advertiser 8.4.1913 editorial.
I28. Da ra d t5.10.1917, 23.4.r918;

vert ser
9.1.1915,

. r1.1917.
r29. DãïTv--iièÏãra rs. 10. 1917.
130 . -Ããïeït-i-ser -Ï. s . 1919 editorial .
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unique record 3 "InIe have a Department of Mines, a Director

of Mines, two Inspectors of Mines, and a l'linister of Mines,

but practically no mines.,'l3l

South Australia had mineral deposits suitable for

development and the Department attempted to encourage all

feasible mining operations. However, investors and

prospectors h¡ere often severely critical- of the Departmentrs

efforts, although it lacked the staff and time to devote to

anything but the most pressing problems. On the one hand'

the investors and prospectors claimed they vtere not

encouraged to develop mines because the Department vtas too

pessimistic in its attitudes towards, and reports onr the

development of mineral deposi¡".132 On the other hand, the

Department criticised speculators and companies -for floaÈing

companies before lodes v¡ere proven, and it tried to prevent

unwarranted speculation which damaged public confidence in

the industry.l33 Ward, Iike Brown' v/as only prepared to

issue praiseworthy reports if the circumstances justified a

degree of optimism.

The most trenchant public criticism of the Department

occurred in 1916 although dissatisfaction with the

Department lingered for several years. The following

comments eprovide an indication of the attacks on the

Department in 1916. 'Wolfram' wrote of the Departmentrs

apparent inactivity during the crisis of wartime:

13I . SAPD :HA 19 .8 .1924 .
l-32 . -Da-i-1-y-Ferald 9 . 1 . 19 15, 25.7.1916 , f 5 . r0 .1917;

13. r1.1917.Advertiser 7.II.1916,
133. -A-R;13--16.---
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It has never within the memory of living
man shown any sign of dazzJ-íng brilliance
in its avowed object of encouraging this
State's mineral development,, 4nd it is
still placidly a"riÃõ-äi;;s' 134

When the Annual Report for 1915 \^ras issued at this time r the

editor of the Daily Herald queried the emphasis placed by

the Department on the question of water supplies:

Of courser Prospectors and others
interested in mining in this State are
quite accustomed to receiving stones when
they ask for bread, from the Mines
Department, buL on this occasion
plentiful supplies of water have been
handed out with the sLones' possibfy to
help the unfoçlpnate recipients to
swallow them. rrf,

yet two years earlier, in the drought of 1914, the public

had calted on the Department to find a solution to the

depleted supplies in the metropolitan reserves! I¡lard found

it necessary to issue a statement to accompany the ReloEt

for 1916 to combat the attacks. He did not object to

"genuine disinteresÈed criticism which Iaimed] at the

betterment of the mining industry"l36, but he was upset by

the personal bias of the press, particularly the Ðaily

_E_e=glq, and the ',mischievous misrepresentation of the work

of the officers of the department".137 Ward outlined the

principles, previously given by Brown , for the conduct of

the Departmental officers in the compilation of their

reports. The Department had a duty to fulfil to the

Government and the public, and the reports had to be

accurate even if they were pessimistic. The dilemma of

encouraging the industry and issuing factual reports had

134 .
135.
136.
L37.

AR:1916-I6ia.

Daily Herald 7.11.1916 Letter to editor.-íËí?r.-1?l-rT. rgro.
p. r0.
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been overcome by Brown

professional integrity;

I ikewise .

who strove to maintain his

the Department under lrlard did

The dissatisfaction with the Department and its

administration led to numerous calls in the press for its

reorganisation to improve efficiency.l3S 4 frequent

suggestion was for Parliament to appoint either a Royal

Commission into the Department and industry or for a Royal

l,lining Commission to supersede the Department.139 However,

nothing was done in this matter until 1918 when the downturn

in mining activity began to affect the mines at Moonta and

I{a1l-aroo. Robert Stanley Richards moved a motion in the

House of Assembly on 16 October 1918 for the appointment of

a Royal Commission on the industry.I4o He hoped that the

information provided to a Royal Commission would be of

assistance to the Department and industry. l{ard reported to

the Minister of l{inesr John Bice, that a Royal Commission

was not necessary s he preferred to see increased financial

backing for all types of mines and the efficient management

of mining operatior,".l4I the motion was not passed by the

House and in the following year, Willian Harvey presented a

new motion "that in the opinion of this House, a Royal

Commission should be appointed to inquire into the mining

industry, with a view of devising the best means of

138. For example, DaiIy Herald 13.1.1915 , 25.7 .1916 ,
15 .10 .L9L7; Allve-r€1ËèÏ-Ï;lr.1916 , 9 .10 .L9r7 , r0 .10 .1917 ,
7. LI.1917.

139 . _Bgs_Àl!qr 2.8 . 1913, ls . I . 1913 ; -4Èy-e_1.t_lsqt 2s . 10 . l-913'-7;f-T;f9-16, 12. I0 .I9I7; Daily HeraId 7.11. 1916,
12 .4. 19 17 , 20 .8 .l-918 .
SAPD:HA 16. I0.1918.
3-AÃ-Gm n/r/r9rï/559 v'Iard to Bice n.d.

140.
14L.
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developing the mineral resources of the State".142 Htt*tey

looked to the State to ameliorate some of the problems

caused by the \,¡ar such as the general f inancial dif f iculties

and the repatriation and employment of returned soldiers.

Ward sympathised with Harvey but he did not think that the

Department needed a Royal Commission to stimulate it, to

action.I43 lrlard argued against the proposition that the

State should commit itself to undertake the work of

developing the industry alt.hough this may have proved to be

of benefit during the immediate post-war period when a

recession affected the State and the industry. The

Government adopted Ward's advice and Harvey's motion was

defeated on 15 October 1919.

The critics of the Department ignored its efforts to

extend the range of interests of the mining industry.

However, the defenders of the Department highlighted these

attempts to stimulate mining.I44 The policy of Vtard may not

have reaped immediate rewards but it. was an attempt to

broaden the sphere of mining activity in the State. A well-

known company promoter and speculator, Mr !'1.4. Kingsborough,

lay the blame on Parliament for not providing the Department

with additional funds, and on the public for its ignorance,

prejudice and lack of confidence in the State.145 rB. Fair'

claimed that the lack of successful mines proved that the

Departmental officers had not been incorrect in their

SAPD:HA 10.9.1919. This was not the same Harvey as the
Minister of l4ines who sat in the Legislative Council.

r42.

143.
L44.

t45.

DM Letter Book 7 p.77 Ward to ltI.H. Harvey n.d.
Ðq!l_y__E_e_Ee-!q_ Is . 1. 191s, I . 10 . t91s ; 3_e_g_i_g_t_gr_ 6 .I. 1915 ;
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assertions.146 th" Register saw this as a 'negative good'

in that the Department prevented unwise expenditure and

encouraged 'properr development.I4T The editor also

suggested Èhat it was unreasonable to crit'icise the

Department onlyi as an example, he pointed to the School of

Mines which he felt had trained its students so well that

they left the State because there vtere so few opportunities

available.
The calls for an investigation into the Department

continued into the 1920s. In L920, Richards and Harvey both

expressed the view in the House of Assembly that the

Department did not provide value for the money being spent

on it.148 H.rvey subsequently moved a motion, similar to

that of the previous year, for a Royal Commission:

In the interests of this State something
ought to be done with our Mines
Department. There have been so many
adverse reports from that department that
they cannot, to save their reputation,
give a report Lhat will condemn
themselves. Ûle have to go over their
heads in order to juslily the expense of
the Mines Departmeñt.149-

Richards suggested that the Government and the Department

had misinterpreted the motive of Harvey's motions; he did

not want to undertake an inquisition in the Department, but

simply desired to find the best way to develop the Staters

resources. VlilIiam Hague, the Commissioner of Public Works'

claimed that the condition of the mining industry vtas not

due to the administration but to the o1d problems of too

much mining on the King Vüilliam Street Stock Exchange and

23. I0.1917 Letter to editor.
2.LgI7 editorial.

I46.
I47 .

Reg is ter
T6ïd-. ?-. r

148. SAPD:HA 10.1I.1920
r49 . îlnÏ-¿=. -7¿ .l-1 .19 20 .

Budget debate.
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the limited amount of genuine mining being undertaken in the

State. The Government was not inclined towards conducting

an investigation into one of its departments and the motion

vras adjourned until 1 December, but Parliament rose on 27

November and the motion v¡as not proceeded with.

Ward again opposed any move for a Commission to

investigate or control the industry. However, he did accept

Harveyrs argument that more money was required for the

encouragement of mining.l50 The amount allocated for the

prospecting vote for the I920-2L f inancial year l^¡as only

f8,000 which compared unfavourabty with the f20 '000 allotted

in each of t.he 19I2-I3 and 1913-14 years.151 Approval from

one of the Geologists or Inspectors vras required before

State aid, which took many forms, \{as advanced to the

industry. The Department would subsidise approved

developmental work, loan machinery at reduced rates, provide

free assays for prospectors and hire equipment to them for a

nominal charge, Pay rebates on ore and machinery carried by

rail, treat ores at the Batteries for 1ow rates, and

generally assist the industry in every aspect of locating

and developing the resources. The Department constantly

offered advice and encouragement to the industry and, as

Ward often notedr Do officer in the Department had reported

against any mining development which later proved to be

successful . I5 2

150. Book B p.39 'Notes on Policy Speech by the
the Labor Party' by Ward n.d.I92I.

151 .
L52.
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In the following year, Harvey again asked Parliament to

consider an investigation into the mining industry of the

St,ate, but on this occasion he moved for a Select Committee

only.153 rn the discussion on the Budget, he suggested

closing the Department of Mines if the Government could

no more to sustain settlers employed in the industry in

outlying areas.154 Once more V{ard urged the Government

be cautious in its approach to the proposal:

If a select committee of expert mining
engineers is appointed, a considerable
expense will be incurred, and it is, in
my opinion, extremely doubtful whether
the industry will be in any vtay
assisted. Capital for development wil-l-
still need to be found, and capital for
mining undertakings is not obtainqþle on
the rãport of a select committee.l55

Debate on Èhe motion had been adjourned until 9 November'

but it was not discussed then or proceeded with.

do

the

to

when John

Richards,

Richards

industrywanted

which,

The issue v¡as raised again the following year

Fitzgerald presented a motion, on behalf of Robert

for a Royal Commission on the mining industry.156

to prevent any further decline in the mining

he feared, might kill off the State:

I would not confine the inquiry to that
one particular industry or district' but
would make it general r so that vte may
have reliable information upon which to
frame a definite policy to be followed in
the future by the Mines Departpe4t and
those engaged in the industrY.r)/

153. SAPD:HA 19.10 .L92L.
rs4 . -ibf-d.155. DI\,l Letter Book I p.117 rNotes on proposal

Committee on the Mining Industryr by Þiard
156 . SAPD:HA 22.8 .1923 .
157 . T6îð;-tr. s. Richards.

for a Select
16.1r.r92r.
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In a subsequent debate on the motion, Malcolm l'lclntosh said

he would prefer an investigation into the Departmentrs

administration rather than the mineral wealth of the State

which could not be disputed.l58

The motion $ras defeated in the House on 31 October L923

and some sections of the press approved of this decision.

The editor of the -$sg.ig_t_g¡ acknowl-edged that South

Australia's problems v¡ere relat.ed to the lack of valuable

mines and minerals.159 The finance for the development of

mining v¡as available in the State; this vtas apparent, said

the editor, from the amounts invested in the interstate

mines. He argued that the Department could do no more than

develop the minerals that existed and the responsibility for

the exploitation of the resources lay with private

enterprise and capital. This was refuted by John Williams

who'told the editor that because the mineral wealth belonged

to the State, the State should develop it in its own

interest.l60 The Ivlinister of Mines, Thomas Pascoe, also

defended the Department and said the attack on the public

servants was un\^tarran¡s¿.16I He understood that Vùard vtas

unpopular with some sections of the industry because of his

cautious manner in investigating aIl deposits with a view to

preventing unjustified investment. Those engaged in the

campaign to locate oil in the State $¡ere among the most

discontented with Wardrs approach.l-62 Herbert Basedow, in

particular, was perplexed by the Governmentrs attitude of

waiting to see what developments occurred, and he complained

ibid . 31. t0 . t9 23 .
Re ister 1.11 .1923.

I r.1923.
Advertiser 2.LI.L923.

158.
159.
160.
161 .
162. News 7 .9.1923.
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that the industry etas now moribund.163 Basedow's

dissatisfaction was plainly expressed in his small booklet,

The Collapse of Mining in South Australia: A TragedY in

Geology, r{hich was published in L924.

Richards, proposed Royat commission into the industry

consisted of the Director of l"lines, a Minister of the Houser

and a member of the OpposiLion. After the Gunn Labor

Ministry repl-aced Barwell's Liberal I'linistry in April- L924,

V'Iard told the new Minister of Mines, Andrew Kirkpatrick'

that he objected to Richards' proposed arrangement.l64

Although the formation of a commission had been part of

Laborrs pre-election policy, llard reiterated that, in his

view, a mining commission was not required at this time.

However, he felt that if an enquiry vtas organised then it

should be conducted by experienced ' technical experts from

the mining profession:

The nomination of myself in any such
capacity would, I think' be quite wrong
in prinèip1e and practice. If questions
of policy are to be decided, it is surely
for the Governmçpþ and noL a committee to
formulate them. rof,

The Government did not move to implement the election

promise until 1926 when Robert Richards, a sitting Labor

Member of Parliament, again presented a motion for the

establ-ishment of a Commission of Inquiry into the industry.

Richards' notion of 15 September l-926 was intended to

re-establish mining in the vicinity of Moonta-Wallaroo, and

to develop the wealth of, and to settle people in, other

Industrial Australian and Mini S tandard163.
L64.
165.

_DM-
1.5. 1924.
19.5 .L924.

ibid.
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district".l66 ot this occasion, Richards suggested that the

committee be composed of three experts (a geologist' a

metallurgist and a mining engineer) to advise investors on

the best means of prospecting and development. He felt that

in comparison to the assistance given to the pastoral and

agricultural industries in times of trouble, Governments in

South Australia had not come to the rescue of the rnining

community. But, he argued, the impetus for a revival had to

come directly from the Government because the Department of

Mines could not save the industry. william Harvey still

maintained that the Department shoul-d be closed if the

Government could not support it with sufficient funds to

adequately cater for the industry. Harvey thought too much

money was being spent on the salaries of the staff and not

enough on mining activities: "in my opinion one man should

be able to carry out the work of the whole Mines Department

at the present time".167 onl-y George Cooke agreed with

Harvey on this point.168 on 22 September, the Attorney-

General, !üi11iam Denny, presented a chronicle of the

Departmentrs activities which clearly indicated the

absurdity of Harvey's suggested reduction in staff.

The Labor Party recognised that South Australia had a

Iong tradition of mining activity and Denny hoped Èhat a

technical commission would lead to the creation of ne!'¡

opportunities for investment and employment in the State.

The editor of the News welcomed the proposal because "there

thadl been no systematic and comprehensive attempt on the

part of any government to ascertain and develop the mineral

L66 . SAPD:HA 15 .9 .1926 .
167. T6-i-4.
r6B . ibid . 22.9 .1926 .
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resources of the State".169 The mining community appeared

to accepi Richards'motion; Basedow, in particular, thought

it. would be useful to have a futl investigation of

resources. l70 The motion was carried on 29 September after

Richards reassured the House that his intention was to have

an inquiry into mineral resources' and not for the

Government or a Commission to develop them.

Vtard now approved of the resolution because of the

technical and non-Parliamentary nature of the

investigation. He proposed that the Government appoint

Messrs H.!V. Gartre11, University Lecturer in Mining

Engineeritg, and W.E. Slee, former General Manager of the

Wallaroo and Moonta Mining and Smelting Company, to the

Commission with lfard himself as Chairman.lTt However, the

proposal was not adopted after Richards refused to accept

these nominees in preference to the Commissioners he had

chosen.LT2 Expressions of discontent with the Department

v¡ere voiced less frequently in Parliament after this.

However llerberÈ Basedow, who had entered Parliament at the

1927 elections, campaigned for more visible signs of

activity by the Department. On 25 May 1927, Premier Ríchard

Butler told Basedow he would investigate why the inquiry had

not been proceeded with.I73 Basedow did not receive an

official reply and the next year, Basedow asked Butler to

appoint a Commission to inquire into the State's mineral

169.
170.
17r.
L72.
173.

News 22.9.1926 editorial.
ïuîã-. 23 .9 .L926, 7 .ro .1926 .
DI\'l Letter Book 10 p.133 lrlard to Kirkpatrick 15.10.L926.
ibid. p. I99 op. cit.
SAPD:HA 25.5.1927.
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resources and the administration of the Department.fT4

Butler said the Government would consider the suggestion but

he was more inclined to leave the Department of Mines in

control than to have the Parliament interfere with the

industry. No action was taken on Basedow's proposal because

the Government did not wish to investigate one of its ohtn

departments. This was a typical attitude. By 1929' the

Parliament had become less concerned with overseeing the

functions of the Department than it had been a decade

before. Apart from some probing by Richards and Basedowr

the Departmentrs activities were not subject to close

scrutiny from Parliament. This remained the case until the

late 1930s.

Extra demands had been placed on the Department after

I9L2 because of the onset of !üor]d War T, the

diversification of mineral- interests, and the failure of the

industry to est,ablish large-scale mining operations in the

State. Despite its efforts to assist the industry, the

Department lacked the staff, funds and equipment to be of

greater value to the State. The critics ignored the

difficulties facing the Department and each sectional

interest group looked for benefits on an individual basis,

rather than establishing the mining industry on a broad base

as Ward had envisaged. General discontent with Ward \¡\tas

usually focussed on his efforts to prevent unwise investment

by the public, and his encouragement of genuine investment

and mining activity was alt too often overlooke¿.175

Beguiled by the transient success in the nineteenth century

L74. ibid. 8.8.L928.
175. Advertiser 8.8.L922 Comment by Thomas Pascoe,-lüîñîs-têf-of Mines.
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of the large copper mines and, to a certain extent, the gold

discoveries, the industry had misconceived notions of the

potential for growth and development in South Australia'

V[hen t.he diff iculties facing the industry were further

highlighted by VÍard's pragmatic approach, the Department was

held up to be the scapegoat. But it was \^tith the high hopes

of the mining community which had continually over-

anticipated success that the fault I"y.176

176. For examples of this frequent comp laint see Advertiser
L7 .6. 1913, 28. I. 1920; -Bggi9-t-e--r- 30.1. 1920.
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Chapter Nine: Liquid Gold lrlater and Oil

The desire for assured supplies of water had been

uppermost in the minds of the European settlers from the

early days of the Colony of South Australia. This desire

had not diminished over time and the Geological Survey and

then t,he Department of Mines v¡ere actively involved in the

location and development of additional supplies. In fact,

the investigation for water supplies on behalf of the

general public and for Èhe benefit of individual

agriculturalists and pastoraJ-ists was the most important

feature of the Survey and the Department's work until

1944. This $tas despite the involvement of other Government

Departments - Hydraulic Engineers, E&WS, and Surveyor-

Generalrs Office in the quest to solve the Staters

perennial problem. The Department of l"lines engaged in a

good deal of work on behalf of other Departments including

the examination of reservoir sites, reports on leakage from

reservoirs, and the sites for bores and wells. The long

hot summers and droughts in the urban and rural areas

highlighted the need for this type of work; water was truly

worth its weight in gold in the dry State.

The early colonists had also been interested in

developing sources of energy but Èhis issue was considered

t.o be of less Ímmediate importance than the search for

water. However, the timber, coal and other fuel resources

vrere eventually utilised by the colonists. The search for

one particular source of energy, oil (or petroleum

naturally occurring liquid hydrocarbons ), became more

important in the twentieth century. Although water and oil
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r¡¡ere sought for different purposes and with differing

degrees of success, there $¡as an inter-relationship between

these two elements. The problems' technology and

met,hodology involved in the search for water and oil $tere

simitar and the Department had Iimited but efficient

equipment and a few capable drilling cre$¡s. Thus al"

Department was able to undertake the search for oil in

addition to the numerous investigations by companies and

speculators who hoped to discover 'liquid gold'. The

Department under V{ard, however, disparaged most of the

private searches as ill-considered ventures. Consequently,

there htas littte real Progress made in this field other than

in delineating more clearly the areas which Ward considered

were the rLeast improbable' Iocalities for oil deposits.
************

Water

The investigations by H.Y.L. Brown into water supplies

in South Australia were continued by Vüard and Jack. One of

the first major tasks allocated to Jack was the search for a

water supply in the County of Jervois on the eastern coast

of Eyre peninsula.l Jack and an assistant spent nine weeks

in a region covering 3'900 square miles whichr âs his

preliminary report indicated, was insufficient time for an

adequate examination of the are^.2 But he was confident

that the geologicaL conditions favoured the locating of

fresh underground water to assist the development of

agricuttural pursuits in the area. !'Iard concluded from

Jack's work that Èhere would be þ¡ater where the inclination

I
2

SAA GRG
SAA GRG

24/eo/7 /LeL2/16
24/e0/7 /rerz/46

Ward to Butler 27 .2.I9L2.
to Butler L9.L2.L9L2.

L. K.
Jack
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of the terrain facilitated its accumulation and where the

soil's components, such as sand, enabled the water to sink

to a depth sufficient to prevent its loss.3 Other fieldwork

on the occurrence of water was undertaken at lron Knob'

Farina and the Hundred of ErskÍne. Vlard was enthusiastic

about the question of water resources and, unlike Brown who

disliked attending conferences, he visited Sydney in May

I9I2 for an Interstate Conference on Australia's Artesian

Water supp1y.4 This v¡as a preliminary conference to bring

together aIl availabte information about underground water

in the States.

As a result of this Conference, Vüard submitted a

detailed proposal to the Government on "The Artesian Vüater

Resources of South Australia: Methods of Investigation and

the Necessity for State Control".5 He had been impressed by

the New South V'lales scheme for the control and distribution

of bore water in the north of that State and he suggested

that the Geological Survey undertake investigations of

underground water in South Australia for the public

benefit. He considered the inùestigation and control- of

water resources to be a primary duty of a State Geological

Survey. In fact, he felt there was an urgent need for the

State to claim all underground waters on behalf of the Crown

and to control them because they were too valuable to

waste: "among all civil-ised nations there is arising an

increasingly stronger belief in the necessity for the

ARGS :I9l-2.
ããïèrtiser 22.5.I9L2 .-ÃÎìES;1-91-2. rfre appendix vras presented at a lecture
-È-hë--noyat Society and was based on the preliminary
report of Ward (SAA GRG 24/90/7/L9I2/27 2L.6.19I2)
which the Surveyor-General and Engineer-in-Chief
concurred.

to

with

3
4
5
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effective conservation of natural resources".6 He

criticised South Australians for taking more care with the

mineral resources t,han with water even though the pastoral

and agricultural interests, which depended so much on water

supplies, had been vital- to the economy. Mineral

substitutes could always be found but water could not be

replaced and needed to be conserved: "the object of any

movement to effect conservation is essentially the same,

viz., to safeguard fut,ure generations from the results of

present reckless expenditure and waste".7 He recommended

legislation to establish a board, comprising the Geologist,

Surveyor-General, and Engineer-in-Chief, to control the

existing and future bores. The Government was also advised

to initiate moves to protect South Austral-ian rights in the

Great Australian Basin: otherwise, hTard predicted' the

State might lose a part of the underground supply in the

same way that it had lost the surface water of the Murray

River.

In a l-antern slide lecture to the twenty-fifth

Anniversary Congress of the Ag/icultural Bureau of South

Australia in September 1913, Vlard noted that some areas of

the State relied on the water which fell outside the State

to flow through the underground basins.B The Murray River

Basin was another area where Ward desired to commence a

project to delineate the limits of a useful supply. The

Annual Report for 1914 mentioned that Howchin was examining

samples taken from the bores sunk by the Mutooroo Pastoral

Company near Lilydale Station in the Murray Basin. However'

ibid. p.lB.
ibíd.
!_e_g_i_q_t_95 lI . e .Ie13 .

6
7
B
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!{ard's attention had been diverted from this project during

a prolonged and severe drought which had commenced in the

1913-14 summer.

Earlier in 1914, Ward had initiated a scheme to collect

and file the records of all privately-owned wells and bores

in the State.9 This scheme was proposed in his appendix to

the I9I2 _èft_lg_e!_rep_g_rl. There were no records of the

efforts already made to secure water supplies. Hence, Vüard

hoped to complete a file for every hundred in the State to

show the locality, depth, quantity, quality and usefulness

of the deposit. This would eventually be of assistance in

the sinking of additional bores and in the conservation of

existing supplies. The lack of such information prevented

the Department from providing reliable advice to the

public. The object of llardrs request was to prevent the

ruination of the sub-artesian and artesian bores: this was

not the same as the proposed legislation to give the State

control of the water resources. The campaign was supported

by the newspapers as a vital and necessary attempt to

develop the State.l0 But Ward'found that the public

response hras limited and he thought the situation would not

improve unless a ful1y trained official v¿as appointed to

compile the record of bores and well".ll

Though public response to this programme \¡¡as poor, many

people were not, averse to asking the Department to find a

solution to the depleted supplies in the metropolitan

reservoirs during the drought of 1914. Vüard and the

Hydraulic Engineer, Charles Albert Bayer' were then

9. Advertiser 16.4.1914.
10. -i
11. A

bid.;
RGS : 19

ter I7 .4.1914 .
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instructed by the Government to search f.ot subterranean

supplies. Ward commented that the main problem associated

with this task was the lack of a systematic record of the

work already done; the underground water supply of AdeLaide

had never been properly investigated in any detail and the

off icial reports \.¡ere of little value to a geologist

attempting to locate ne\", supp1ies.12 He also found that the

testimony relating to previous bores and wells vtas often

inaccurate and unreliable because so much depended on

hearsay and the land-ownerrs memory.

Water supplies to Adelaide became so linited that the

Government was forced to prohibit its use on roads, which

were then unsealed, and gardens in the metropolitan

"r"u.13 lfard continued to search for the elusive artesian

flows in and around Adelaide. In the meantime, many

metropolitan residents had their own bores sunk privately by

boring contractor". 14 There was also an inflated interest

in such faith-demanding devices as divining rods and

t patented water-f inding machines t . In f act, lVard vtas

compelled to issue an official ieport as to the

unreliability of these methods which he considered valuable

onLy to the extent of their encouraging people to search for

water. 15

12. SAPP97:1914 'Underground Water Supply, City of-ÃäGTãlae Report of the Government Geologist'.
P_qily__l_e-fe13 2s .8.1e14 .
SAPD:HA H. S. Hudd 15.9.1914 .-SÃÞÞ22-:1914'Patent Water-Finding Machines Report
õT-G-övernment Geolog ist' .

13.
14.
15.
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Ward submitted his report on the underground water

supply for Adelaide to Èhe Government on L2 October

1914.16 The groundwater supplies vtere thought to be of

insufficient quantity or quality. The underground supplies

from Second ValIey, the Bird-in-Hand Mine, the Onkaparinga

River valley and from the east of Adelaide all presented

difficulties. !{ard suggested that the only proven supplies

of artesian water which could be relied upon $¡ere those west

of Adelaide. The resources at Croydon' DrY Creek, Seaton,

Plympton and Morphettville were potentiatly useful and he

recommended boring in the latt,er two l-ocalities or along the

meridian through these areas. The Advertiser welcomed this

report and urged the Government not to overlook the

necessity of tegislating to secure fuII control of the

artesian basins throughout South Australia.17 However, the

Government was more concerned at this stage with increasing

the metropotitan supply for urban residents during the

approaching summer months. IB

In 1914, Vtard also reported on the site for a bore at

Peterborough, the non-scientific approach to sinking bores

by some land-owners in the Mount Lofty Ranges ' the second

Artesian Water Conference in Queensland in July, and the

sites for weirs in conjunction with the Hydraulic Engineers

Department, particularly at Baroota Creek and in the

Hindmarsh River valley. Although the drought continued into

1915, the Government did not respond favourably to l{ard's

caII for additional staff:

16. SAPP97 :19I4 op. cit.
17 . -Adïeïtiser 14 . 10 . 19t4 .
18. 3ÀÞDiltã--e-utter 20 . 10 . 1914 .
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No radical departure from precedent is
suggested, but it is desired to carry on
the work of investigation of subterranean
water supplies continuously, and it is
not possible to arrange for uninterrupted
work unless the geological staff is so
strengthened that an officer can be
detailed for thiç^special branch of
geological work. rY

Such an appointment would have further justified the amounts

expended by the Department on the search for water. It

would also have been economical in that it would have

allowed other work to be completed while reducing the

inconvenience to the Department.

Ward continued investigating Adelaide's water supply in

the early part of 1915, and he also visited the sites of the

proposed Clarendon and Warren Reservoirs, and at Dismal

Swamp where the persistent problems of the underground

drainage $/ere being examined with eayer.20 Jack's report on

his expedition to the Musgrave and Everard Ranges in 1914

contained the suggestion that the provisions of the Pastoral

Act, which granted the remission of ten yearsr future rent

as a reward for the discovery of a successful artesian well

more than ten miles from any other well or permanent natural

spring, be extended to encourage the sinking of wells beyond

the limits of the Great Australian Artesian Basin. The

Annual _Rep_grt for 1915 disclosed that the question of the

water supply was one of the most often asked by the public

and Public Service Departments of the Geologists. The

report did not please the Department I s critics as the editor

of the Pai__I_y Herald commented:

I9. ARGS:1915
20. -í-6i-d-.

p.3



The continuous references to, and reports
ortr water supplies really causes the
reader to wonder whether he is perusing
the annual report of the Government

3s3

ress RePort Spring Creek
on Vüater SuPPIY - 6th
and Mount Remarkable

Geolog ist
Department

or
2

that of the !,laterworks
I

Although the editor did not think that locating water

supplies ought to be a concern of the Department, the use of

scientific methods by the Geologists to delineate water

supplies had been generally accepted as a legitimaÈe sphere

of interest for the Survey and Department from the time of

Brownrs appointment.

During 1916, Jack reported on the prospects of water by

boring at. the Point Mcleay Aboriginal l'lission Station, and

he also supplied a report to the Department of Agriculture

on the prospects of a permanent supply at the Mount

Remarkable Training Farm near l"lelrose.22 Ward maintained

his association with the Hydraulic Engineers Department and

reported on a weir for the River Torrens and, with the

assistance of Howchin, he recommended sites for reservoirs

at Spring Creek near Wilmington and Mount Remarkable as

Bayer had proposed.23 In evidence to the Royal Commission

on Water Supply, Ward stated that the Department was always

willing to undertake similar investigat'ions even at short

notice because it. vÍas desirable that geologists be called in

to pass on their advice.24

A complication in constructing a reservoir there

that the spring creek copper Mine No Liability company

a 2l-year lease from the ÍloOdS and FOrests Department.

was

held

A

2L.
22.
23.

Dg_i]_y__{9_r_ar_9_ I4 . 11 . le 16 .
AR:1916 .

-S-A-PP49 
: 1918 | RoYaI Commission

Scheme' .
24. ibid. VÍard 7.3.1916.



condition of the lease specified, however, that the land

could be reserved by the Crown for any purpose related to

water. To resolve whether the Mine or the reservoir would

be more valuable to the State, the Commission took evidence

from Matthews, who had retired by this time from the

position of Chief Inspector of I'lines. He did not proffer a

solution, but suggested that the Mine be tested before

building a reservoit.25 The Chief Inspector of Mines, Louis

!{inton, inspected the Mine from 13 to 15 September and

recommended it be continued as a mining speculation.26

After a I2-month trial by the Company, Jack told the

Commission that the value of the lv1ine had not been

proved.27 The Royal Commission subsequently adopted the

recommendations of Vüard and Howchin to build reservoirs at

Spring Creek, and at Mount, Creek instead of the Mount

Remarkable site which Charles Bayer had originally proposed.

The Departmentrs investigations to establish water

supplies had been extended each year. One instance occurred

in 1917 when Ward examined an area at Strathalbyn which had

been offered to the Government for the settle¡nent of

repatriated members of the armed forces. Vlard reported on

the suitability of water at Pinnaroo for irrigation; on the

origin and qualiÈy of water in Lakes Leake and Edward from

which it, \^ras proposed to supply Mount Gambier; and on the

construction of a tunnel at Millbrook, where he inspected

its effect on the nearby surface waters. He also gave

evidence to the Railways Standing Committee on the

underground water supply northwest of Port Augusta between

ibid.
ibid .
ibid.

25.
26.
27.

3s4

Matthews 3I.8.1916.
Winton 26 .9.1916 .
Jack 4.10.1917; AR: l917 .
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the railway to Oodnadatta, and the transcontinental

railway. The Royal Commission on Vlater Supply continued to

call on Ward to give evidence on various localities such as

Peterborough where complaints about inadequate supplies v¡ere

still being raised aft,er twenty-f ive years.28 Other bodies,

such as the Advisory Council of Science and Industry of

South Australia, relied on !Íard for advice.29 To facilitate

the work, InÏard kept the records of investigations in map

form.30 Although these maps fell far short of his 1914

proposal for a complete record, they hrere used to advantage

by the pubtic and Government departments. Although Jack

spent less time than Ward on the water question, he also

reported on underground supplies and dealt with some unusual

problems such as the weir excavation at Tassie's Creek, and

the underflow of the Gilbert River at Manoora where the

Railways Department had built a reservoir in the river

vatrey.3l

The routine work was maintained throughout the 1920s

but additional responsibilities were also incorporated into

the Departmentrs activities. !üard and Jack began to travel

much further afield in their investigations. During-1924,

Jack went to the northeast of the State and subsequently

prepared Bulletin 1l on'the current developments in the

shallow water'of that area. Ward went across the Nullarbor

to Eucla in L92]- to collect information f.or the Interstate

Conference on Artesian Water which v¡as held in Adelaide in

28. Advertiser 14.6.19I8.
29. -DM-LëÈTeÏ-Þook 6 p.17I

Pastoral Committee of
23 .10,1918 .

30. AR:1918.
3r. -í-b-id.1919 

.
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the Council, B. I0.1918,
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September.32 Three years later he went to Perth as the

South Australian delegate to the Conference. In L923' the

Federal Government requested Wardts services for a 3-month

examination of the overland stock route from Alice Springs

to Charlotte Vüaters and to report on improving the existing

water supplies and the possibility of establishing

additional supplies en route.33 It vras his first experience

of the Central Australian region and his work so impressed

the Federal authorities that they subsequently arranged for

l,lard to be appointed GeologicaL Adviser to the Commonwealth

Government on t,he Northern Territory and Central Australian

water supplies.34 This appointment dated from 1 July Ig25

and he v/as paid f100 a year as a consultant and the State

Government was reimbursed for his absence until the

agreement vras terminated for financial reasons by the

Commonwealth on 31 December 1931.35 His first investigation

as Geological Adviser was undertaken for the Commonwealth

Department of Works and Railways to find underground water

supplies on stock routes and generally in the Territory.36

The time spent on this expedition, from 2 July to 10

October, was one of Wardrs longest periods of continuous

fieldwork. Some of the borehole sites selected by Vfard

32.
33.

34.

35.

ibid.r92t.
ibid.1923. The Register of 12.4.1923 noted that
vü. Baldwin Spen-õê-iï-ä-ñoted anthropologist, vlas also
visiting the area to report on the Aborigines and nixed
bloods. The opportunity for Spencerrs expedition had
arisen because of Wardrs trip.
SAA GRc 24/6/L925/I22 Prime Minister S.M. Bruce to
Premier J. Gunn 10.5.1926. There was a separate agrêê=
ment for Ward to be a consultant to the Commonwealth on
mining in the Territory under the same terms as the
Geological Adviserrs consultancy; this post was from
13.9 .1927 to 2.L0.1930.
ibid. Prime Minister J.H. Scullin to Premier L.L. Hill
16 .L2.1931.
AR:1925.36.
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proved to be successfut.3T Earlier in the year, Ward, Jack

and the Surveyor-General, T.E. Day, had spenÈ February on a

tour of inspection of bores and artesian water localities,

and in prospecting for water for pastoralists in the north

of the State.38

The Department I s investigations for water increased as

a result of the dry seasons of L927 and 1928. Jack reported

on a possible dam site at, Telowie Gorge, and looked for

additional supplies on two visiLs west of Kimba, and at

Andamooka and Roxby Downs Station in Ig27.39 He also

selected sites for bores on behalf of the Commonwealth

Railways Department at Depot Springs near Port Augusta and

at Brachina, In 1928, he lectured on the occurrence of

underground water to the !{inter School for Farmers at

Roseworthy Agricultural CoIlege, and went to Melbourne to

discuss geophysical techniques of prospecting to locate

underground water.40 Federal authorities arranged for l{ard

to report on water supplies in Central Australia, and

investigate the underground supplies in the southwest

Western Australia, where the Commonwealth Developrnent

Migration Commission wanted to develop wheat farming.

Jack also visited this locality at the request of the

Commission and undertook a preliminary survey of the

to
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AR:1927 .-Ï6ia .l-928.
ibid . The ' 3 ,500 farms scheme ' vrhich \"¡as to be
established south of Southern Cross \^¡as eventually
abandoned. One member of the Commission vtas John Gunn,
a former Labor Premier of South Australia. See G.C.
Bolton, A Fine Country To Starve In.
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supplies.42 They both submitted reports to the Commission

and Jack reported to the Imperial Geophysical Experimental

Survey on the possible use of geophysical methods to locate

supplies in that .t.u.43

The Department maintained records and maPs to assist

anyone boring for wat.er and f[ard was pleased with the

increasing number of requests for advice.44 Thus he

willingly accepted the offer of John Mclnnes, the

Commissioner of Public VÍorks, to take over the water boring

operations from the Engineer-in-Chief .45 It vitas a

convenient, economic and efficient arrangement because the

DepartmenÈ already had some staff with the expertise to

conduct the drilting. It further confirmed Wardrs special

interest in this sphere:

the whole of the [geological] work has a
direct economic application, and there is
no prospect of any change of policy. The
particular investigations undertaken are
those which appear most urgent in the
general interest; and, in my considered
judgement, questions connected with the
development of underground water supplies
should take precedence over all others, ,

so far as south Austraria i"-ãã"ã.t"ã¿.46

This policy had been clearly manifested when Jack resigned

in early 1931 and r^¡as replaced in the Survey by Segnit who

specialised in geological fieldwork relating to underground

water resources. One of Jackrs last reports' ¡g!_f_ç!i!_-l't on

the 'Geological- Structure and other Factors in Relation to

42. Advertiser 10.12 .1928.
43. ãR-;1e-29-.----
44. -DM Letter Book L2 p.49 Ward to H. Tassie J-4.4.1930.
45. SAA GRc 23/L/1930/641 Ward to Richards 29.I.1931.
46. sAA cRG 24/6/7932/L006 Ward to Hunkin 2L.7.f93I.
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Underground Water Supply in Portions of South Australia',

summarised the knowledge regarcling water supplies he had

acquired while he was Deputy Government Geologist.

Ralph Segnit undertook a variety of investigations

while Vtard concentrated on the development of the Mount BoId

Reservoir. Segnit inspected numerous localities including

Thebarton Oval, Kooyonga Gol-f Course, properties at Cherry

Gardens and the camps of unempLoyed men who v/ere forest

clearing at Kersbrook, to advise on the problems of water

supply.47 A dry winter in 1934 again turned the attention

of the Geologists to the metropolitan area. Although there

vrere requests for the Department to drill private bores for

individuals, Ward and Segnit decided to concentrate upon the

mains supply on1y.48 !'rard knew that most of the city could

be supplied through bores and not reservoirs if the

restrictions imposed during the drought of 1914 l^/ere

renewed, but he did not think this necessary in Lg34 -49

Until 1936, the public r^¡ere only charged for the hire

and operation of the water-boring plants. V'Ihen Segnit

applied for an increase in the amount paid to him for the

use of his private car on official business, it !ùas noted

that his services were provided free of charge to private

land-holders.50 The Government subsequently decided to

impose a fee of f.2 2s for the Geologist's services when no

more than three sites on a small holding \^¡ere involved.5l

Vtard had objected to such a proposal and he referred the

47.
48.
49.
50.

AR:1932.
Advertiser 10 .8 .1934 .
ñè-r^¡f 
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3zu{--cnc 30/4/1936/342 chairman, classification and
Efficiency Board to Ritchie 6.4.I936.
ibid. Ritchie to Ward 18.4.1936.51.
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Minister, George Ritchie, to a previous occasion in 1927

when it had been decided not to impose fees for the advisory

services of the Department.52 gut the high cost of Segnit's

travelling expenses, about f 200 a year, \^Ias enough to

convince the financially-conscious Minister to introduce the

fee. Although there are no comparative statistics to

determine whether this was a retrograde step, Ward claimed

that the amount of work declined as a result of the fee.53

Segnit continued to select bore sites for private land-

o\,tners and in t.he 1939-40 financial year his geological

inspections on thirty-two properties raised î.67 3s 9d; in

the 1940-41 year he visited forty-seven properties and the

charges totalled f98 14s.54 $fard tried unsuccessfully to

persuade the Cabinet to reverse the decision for the

public's benefit.55

lrfard had been doing less fieldwork each year on the

water supply because of ill-hea1th. In 1939, however, he

compiled reports for an Interstate Artesian Water Conference

which Segnit attendedr ârr international conference in

America on water supplies, on underground water in upPer

Eyre PeninsuLa for the Marginal Lands Committee, and he

Iectured to the Agricultural Èìureau at Nuriootpa on locating

and developing deposits for farms.56 At the same time, the

number of interdepartmental enquiries increased and Segnit

was frequently called upon to assist ot,her Departments. He

reported on the proposed pipeline from the Murray River to

52. ibid. Vlard to Ritchie
30/4/1927 /47L.
sAA cRG 24/6/1939/97s
SAPP4:1940' 194I Audit-IÈTã. ; DM Letter Book
AR: l9 39 .

9.4.1936; see SAA GRG

53.
54.
55.
56.

lrÏard to Bles ing 24 .7 . 19 39 .
Reports: Department of Ivlines.

16 p.295 Ward to McEwin 10.8.1939.
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Port Augusta and Vühyalla and on supplies on the west coast

for the E&VüS ¡ for the Wirrabara Forest on behalf of the

!Íoods and Forests Department; for the Onkaparinga Racecourse

Camp for t,he Defence Department; at Clare and Angaston for

the Soldier Settlers Department,; and the underground supply

at the Point Pearce Station for the Aborigines

Department.5T Engineer-in-Chief Angwin $tas impressed with

Segnit's work and asked the PubIic Service Commissioner Lo

arrange for Segnit to be transferred to the ncwS.58 The

request was not entertained at that stage because of the

staffing crisis facing the Department of Mines.

Upon joining the DepartmenÈ, Ben Dickinson vtas sent to

the west coast where his first duties $tere concerned with

the invest.igations into the water suppty for the marginal

Iands of the area.59 Segnit later transferred to the E&VÍS

after his unsuccessful appeal against Dickinsonrs

appointment as Deputy Government Geologist. glard and Angwin

verbally agreed on the working relationship between the two

Departments, but the antipathy between Segnit and Dickinson

caused much friction in the ensuing period. The duplication

of duties, clash of personalities, and waste of tine and

money seriousJ.y affected operations after hlardrs retirement

and led to the resignation of Dickinson in Jg47.60 Prior to

this, Dickinson maintained the inspections and selection of

sites as Segnit had done. Ward and Dickinson investigated

the proposed reservoir on the South Para River in 1943 and

57.
58.
59.

ibid.
SAA cRG 24/6/1939/975 L.C. Hunkin to McEwin 9.8.1939.
SAA GRG 24/6/L940/L578 Ward to McEwin per Playford's
policy speech 6.1.1941.
SAA GRG 24/6/L947/960 Dickinson to McEwin 23.II.1947 His
resignation was withdrawn shortly afterwards and he remained
as Director of Mines.

60.
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Lg44.6L Dickinson also spent time on the water supply for

the Leigh Creek Coalfietd and he selected sites in the

vicinity of the o1d Sliding Rock I'line for the proposed

supply to the fiela.62

The Department attempted to locate water to assist the

nining industry in developing mineral resources. But the

search for water had a wider significance for the people of

the State. The Department assisted the pastoral and

agricultural industries by opening up more land and by

making the existing supplies of water more assured. As

always, however, the Department was hindered by a lack of

staff in all caÈegories, equipment and finance. In

addition, there $tere the problerns of climate, distance and

hazardous fietd trips to be overcome, and the normal

difficulties associated wit,h accurate interpretations from

'reading the terrain'. Despite these restricting factors'

t,he Department achieved valuable results in alleviating the

severe problems caused by a lack of water in the regions

with a harsh climate and in times of drought.

_q_i!

Before and during H.Y.L. Brownrs appointment, private

companies and speculators had expressed interest in the

possibilities of oil depoSits in the State as a means of

developing a source of energy and increasing their own

weal-th.63 For example' some drilling was unclertaken on the

Coorong in the I880s and Brown had inspected a bituminous

61. AR:I943 , 1944 .
62 . -16id . ; SAPP3 2 2L943 'Leigh Creek CoaIf ietd l^later

Supply: -iteþ-ort of the Parliamentary Standing Committee
on Public Vlorks' .

63. Brown, H.Y.L. ,
pp.349-5I.

Record of the Mines ( 4th ed. )
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substance along the southeast coast near Mount Gambier in

July 1895.64 But neither the Survey nor the Department paid

much attention to the matter until Wardrs appointment. lÙhen

a company was formed to promote the Possibilities of oil on

Kangaroo Island, the Federal Minister of Defence agreed to

have the samples tested for the company.65 Herbert Basedow

was engaged by this company to report on the field and his

favourabte report recommended boring at selected points.

Vùard, however, was pessimistic about the prospects of oil on

Kangaroo Island which he visited in August of L9L2r and

about another find on the west of Eyre PeninsuÌa.66 Ward

could not justify the expense of boring operations, and

argued that the geology of the areas of the reported finds

did not suggest that the substances found on the beaches

were of local origin. In the Annual Report for I9I2' he

postulated that the asphaltum which $tas found along the

southern coast of Australia was probably transported to the

coast by unidentified oceanic currents.

Company promoters and prospectors frequently complained

that Governments did not take sufficient interest in the

search for oil. Some complained about inadequate or

inefficient drilling methods while others criticised the

lack of financial support. For example, George Meudell' a

company promoter, protested to Premier Peake about !'Iardrs

condemnat.ory report on Kangaroo Island,67 Meudell suggested

that the evidence against oil v¡as negative because the

drills had not been sunk deep enough. rProspector'

64. ¡ç_g__i¡__t_gr_ 8.7. l89s.
65 . ibid. 13.8. 19t2.
66. SAA GRG 24/90/7/L9L2/4I L.K. Í[ard to Butler 30.10.1912.
67. SAA GRG 24/6/I9L3/520 Meudell to Peake 9.5.1913.
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complained that he could not get subsidies to continue the

search because Vüard had reported against the possibifity of

oil on Kangaroo Island, the Coorong, and Eyre and Yorke

Peninsulas.6S But when the Government offered to assist by

reporting on the prospects of oil, the companies were still

not satisfied. Butler interviewed Sebastian George'

representative of the Eyre Peninsula Commonwealth Asphaltum

and Petroleum Oil Company, and asked for information about

the recent discoveries.69 Butler proposed to send Ward and

Brown to investigate the area. Following this suggestion,

meeting r¡/as hastil-y arranged between the representatives of

companies, syndicates and persons who held search leases

covering 150 sguare miÌes of Eyre Peninsul-a, and a motion

was passed asking Butler not to send these geologists to

report on Eyre Peninsula because they had already commented

unfavourably on the prospects of oil there.70

The scientific analyses by llard and Brown were widely

criticised and demands for practical prospecting vtere made

by Letter writers such as 'Oil Prospectorr:

The only true test is a series of bores
put down under the supervision of an
acknowledged expert, and if this þtere
done I am confident the result would be
surprisi.g, and would effectually dispose
of the absurd theorising and
unnecessarily severe condemnation of
those areas by the present Government
Geologist and his honorary associate'
whose joint practical experience of
petroliferous areas and petroleum miling
^"y be summed up in one ilor¿, "Ni1".71

a

68.
69.
70.
7L.

Register I9.8.1913.
ã-¿ïeïtïéèr 3.l0 .1913 .-iïtiä;-1. m-. re13.
ibid. 15.10.19I3 Letter to editor. See also ibid.
20.I. t9f4 from I Independent Observer I .
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There vrere also several requests and a deputation to Butler

for a report to be obtained from an independent expert.

However, Butler defended his advisers in whom he had

complete confidence:

72

the more I see of the Government
Geologist the more I am impressed with
his sterling honesty, his undoubted
ability, and his desire never to put his
pen to paper unless he has absolutely
satisfied himself that he is iustified in
rnaking his report.73

Ward $¡as naturally upset by these attacks on his person

and the questioning of his ability as a geologist and he vtas

moved to submit a tengthy defence to But1er.74 Vühile

acknowledging that he lacked personal experience of oil

fields, he claimed that he had studied the relevant

Iiterature, including Brown's maps, before concluding that

boring was not necessary to prove that oil did not exist in

the State:

While I am able to appreciate the desire
of those who are interested in these
ventures to have bores put down f.or them
by the Government, I am unable to so
prostitute my intelligence as to admit
that any good justificatigp has yet been
shown to me in the field. /5

He denigrated the old argument that South Australia would

have the mineral because the conditions here were similar to

those prevailing in other oil-bearing areas. fÍard cited

other prominent geologists Brown, Tate, Howchin, Mawson,

and two former Government Geologists of Victoria, E.J. Dunn

and R.A.F. Ivlurray - in support of his verdict. He did not

think that an oi1 expert was needed to investigate the State

72. ibid. 15.10.1913,17.I0.1913,25.10.1913; Daily Herald
17.10.19r3.

. Advertiser Butler 17 .10 . 1913 .

. -D-u--1,êïËè-r-Book 4 p.35I L.K. vüard to Butler 20.10.1913.

. ibid.
73
74
75
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but suggested, if one were appointed, a geologist with

experience of oi1 fields rather than an oil-drilling

specialist. Neverthel-ess, he proposed that Parliament grant

a reward for any company producing the first l'000 barrels

(42,000 gallons) of petroleum in South Australia. The

Irtinister heeded !,Iard I s advice and proposed a reward of

f5,0OO. Parliament accepted the resolution but it raised

the levet of production necessary to claim the bonus to

100,000 gallons of crude petroleu*.76

Butler also told Parliament that he would not be

dictated to by syndicates about who might be appointed by

the Government as the expert to examine for oíI.77 The

State approached t.he Federal Government and sought the

opinions of Dr Arthur Wade whose services were also in

demand from the Queensland and Western Australian

Governments.TS Early in 1914r ân agreement was reached for

Wade to visit South Australia after AugusE.79 rn the

meantime, Ward collated the results of previous

investigations which !{ade would rely on in addition to his

personal examination of the South-East, Kangaroo IsÌand and

Eyre Peninsula. lVhen the pessimistic report of [olade I s

S-month study was subsequently issued, the Daily Herald

commented that it followed too closely Vüard, Brown and

Howchin's studies and that it was no better than a

76.

77.
78.
79.

SAPD:HA But1er 9.L2.1913. The reward htas
tfrË-þi-ovisions of the Native Industries
Act of IB72 (Advertiser 23.L.1914).
ibid . 2r.10 .1-q13-;--------
ibid . 26.1r. r913.
g_e_g_i_g-t_g¡ 2I . 2. l-e 14 .

offered under
Encouragement
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compilation

favourable

that it, had

for oil.81

of other reports.So Atthough it htas not a

report, the Department satisfied the Government

adopted the correct attitude towards prospecting

Naturally the presentation of Wade's report did not

please the oil-seekers and it was Herbert Basedow who led

the critics of Wade's findings. In 1914, Basedow had issued

a er boring options for oil by

the South Australian Oil lÍell Now, on behalf of

the same Companyr he reviewed lVade's report and criticised

the Government for appointing a stranger to make a hurried

visit in search of oi1.82 The main regret was that VÍade had

based his work on the report on 'The Possibilities of the

Discovery of Petroleum on Kangaroo Is1and and the Western

Coast of Eyrers Peninsular which had been pubLished in

January 1913 as t,he second Geological Survey Bulletin.

Basedowr on one of the first occasions when he openly

criticised !üard, had previously commented unfavourably on

this paper,83 Basedow's personal disappointment at being

overlooked for the Geologistrs position may have

strengthened his inclinations and professional views towards

disagreeing with !{ard. !{ard rs "condemnatory bulletin, which

was the real cause of t1¡e renewed conÈroversy between the

80.
81.
82.

DaiIy Hera1d 2.4.1915.
f -u-íã-.- 2 -e-Il.-l-g r s .
Advertiser 28 .5. 1915 . The Daily Herald published
several--Îõng criticisms by Basedow -õf-wade's work - for
example ' 9.8.1915. See also Basedow, H., The SuPPosed

outh Austral ia : or.--w-a¿e G--nè-p-ortOi 1-Beari ng areas of S

1J-y Reviev¡ed.
83. õãilï- 1r- erald 4.L2.L9 13.
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public and the Government department"S4, had been the first

to be distributed overseas by the Department, much to the

chagrin of the local promoters and speculators.

The Department remained intransigent on the oil

question and its subsequent investigat.ions, particularly in

the Sout,h-East, did not result in any startling

discoveries. !Íardrs report on oil deposits aÈ Carpenters

Rocks near lvlount Gambier, which he visited with Professor

Herbert Gregory óf Yale University and the United States

Geological Survey' was criticised Iike so many other

reports.S5 on this occasion, the company promoter,

Sebastian George, maintained there was hope for the

development. of oiÌ fields despite Wardrs pessimism:

The people of South Australia have cause
to remember the errors made by Government
Geologists in the past, and cannot forget
that Broken HiIl, Kalgoorlie, Mount
Morgan, and other places vtere all banned
in their turns, but eventgally became
wonders of the universe.öb

Wardts former teacher, Professor David, later visited the

South-East, with Ward, but he was not enthusiastic about its

prospects either.87 vtardts reports were accurate and

geologically correct but they disappoint,ed the invest.ors by

being too pessimistic to inspire any speculation.

Private enterprise continued to search the State

without success and although many companies criticised the

Department, they $rere reluctant to provide any help or

evidence which might have changed Ward's opinion. For

example, the South Australian oit Wells Company had refused

84. Advertiser 28.5.19I5.
I s . f-ktiãl--3-.-j[-. r g ro .
86. ibid. 4.s.1916.
87. ibid. 27.6.192L.
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an application from the Department for samples from its

boring site at Robe r but it eventually provided a

confidential record of the strata passed through; the Ocean

OiI Wells Conpany declined to supply the Department with any

information.SS When co-operation between the parties $¡as

absent, the Department found it difficult to assist the

companies with their investigations. During 1919r the

Federal Government was asked by a private company to provide

financial assistance towards the cost of boring for
petroleum at Tantanoola and Robe.89 !{ard inspected the

bores in August with Joseph Carne, the Government Geologist

of New South Wales, and concluded that the possibility of a

commercial oil supply was remote. The application for

assistance was refused; the Federal Government followed the

policy adopted by South Australia in January 1914 by

offering a bonus for amounts produced instead of subsidising

the boring operations.

Although he \"¡as frequently criticised for a Pessimistic

outl-ook on the possibility of oil deposits' lVard $tas a$tare

of the need Èo develop this resource if it were possible.

However, this did not appear feasible in terms of the

existing geological knowledge. The sinking of numerous

twild-catt bores would have been very expensive and most

impractical in the absence of the requisite geological

data. The State had neither the finance nor the knowledge

to undertake such a task. Sirnilarly, private enterprise was

ill-equipped for the task and thus made constant demands for

the Government to assist in the search. For example,

88.
89.

SAP.D:HA Blundell to Reidy 3.10 . 1916.
ã-R-;1919.
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rProspector I complained that private enterprise should not

be compelled to search for oil without aid from the State or

Department.90 The Department vtas also criticised on

occasions for not providing encouragement and assistance

which matched the expectations of private enterprise.

The problems associated with- the supplies of oi1 in

Australia during World Vüar I suggested to several observers

that a solution might be found through a national

approach. Ward vtas inclined to alIow the Commonwealth

Government to undertake the responsibility of searching for

petroleum because he felt some matters of geological

interest transcended State boundaries and would be most

realistically resolved.if the Commonwealth employed a

petroleum geologist or formed a Federal Geological

Survey.9l Ward's inclinations were similar to those of the

Commonwealth Government which organised several petroleum

investigations during and after the l-g2}s.92

However, Ward \ô¡as reluctant for the State to become

involved with these Commonwealth surveys because he did not

consider there were any commercial deposits of oil in South

Australia. He considered there were more important

investigations, especially concerning underground water, for

the Geologists to undertake:

90. Advertiser 10.10.L9I7 Letter to editor.

report on oil in the South-East.
92. Townley, K., lHistory of the Bureau of Mineral

Resources, Geology and Geophysicsr in Johns, R.K. (ed.),
History and Role of Government GeoI
Austral a.

i_c_q_1___s_g_qy_ey_-s___i_1
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If the Federal Government is prepared to
set aside part of the funds allotted for
prospecting for oil, to be used on this
Ëpeciat geõtogical [mapping] and drilling
work; and if arrangements can be made for
engaging a palaeontologist to work
coñtinuõusly at the problemr wê can then
enter upon the work without the feeling
that we are setting aside the
investigations that are of tangible and
immediate use to the community for the
pursuit S{ data that may lead us
nowhere. "

Throughout the I920s, Vlard and Jack visited several boring

operations and supposed oil finds, particularly in the

south-East near Kingston and the GIeneIg River, but no

successful discoveries v¡ere reported.

A lack of success did not deter prospectors and

companies from taking out search Iicences tö investigate the

for oil.94 The Government attempted to further stimulate

these searches by increasing the amount of land which could

be held at one time to a maximum of twenty-five square

mi1es.95 This was intended to allow the companies to

examine each locality thoroughly instead of taking up the

small tracts of land which, under the 1893 Mining Act' r^tere

Iimited to 640 acres. Basedow, who had nov¡ entered

Parliament, said it btas not good policy for Ward to

administer the Act because he disparaged the prospects of

oil .96

The limited involvement of the State Government in the

search for oil continued in the 1930s. However, Wardrs role

with the Commonwealth Government in the search fot oil

increased during this time. He visited the South-East and

SAA GRG 24/6/I9L5/88 Ward L8.2.1926.
SAPD:LC H. Tassie 22.8.L928.
lüiÏiïg (Prospecting for oil ) Act ' 1928.
r.1r.1928.
SAPD : HA 25 .9 .1928 .

93.
94.
95.

96.

Assented to
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part of Victoria with the Director of the Geological Survey

of Victoria, W. Baragwanath, and anoÈher Geological Adviser

to the Commonwealth, Dr Vü.G. Vüoolnough in 1931.97 He was

appointed in 1934 to a Commonwealth committee to investigate

the construction of a plant in Australia to produce oil by

the hydrogenation of coal.98 The folJ-owing year, ltard was

appointed to the Geological Advisory Committee to assist the

geologists of the Anglo-Persian Company who were

investigating sites in Australia for the Commonwealth OiI

Refineries.99 An aerial survey under the control of Ward

and !,loolnough was conducted as part of this search

programme.l00 The most significant appointment was that on

5 May 1936 to the Commonwealth Oil Advisory Committee which

97. AR:1931.
98. T:b-id:1934.
99. ibid:1935.
100. _å{V_"-1-t_þçf 8.5.1935. Some years earlier, Ward had

expressed a disinterest in this modern method of
surveying ! "The claims made for aerial surveying by
Dr Vtoolnough and others appear to me to be
extravagant. Close ground control is necessary, if
accuracy is demanded; and I still regard the method as
applicable chiefly to the fiLling in of detail in
country in which the-relief is pronounced. I should
certainly decline to spend a penny on the aerial
surveying of an area that has been mapped already by
the usual methods". (SAA GRG 24/6/1932/1006 9Íard
1.9.1931. )
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to locate petroleum in Australia.vras trying

was also on

lr7ooLnough,

told Vtard of

who

thethe Committee with Arthur Wade,

need for confidentiality in their work:

Ward

his

VühiIe... I believe the chief motive force
behind the present proposal was the
personal advantage of a selected few,
there is inctuded a modicum of desire to
see Australia self-contained in the
matter of oil products. Definite
statements have reached the Po\"¡ers that
be that U.S.A. is likelY to be an
importer within ten years. I think, too'
that diplomatic information about Japan
is by no means reassuring. The situation
in connection with shaLe oil 'hydrogenation and pohter alcohol is not at
all encouraging and anxiety is felt in
regard to defence supplies. As your
hairy covering is not superior to minet,.,.,
keep these suggestions under your hat.'"'

served on the Commonwealth Oil Advisory Committee until

resignation on 10 January I94O .Lo2 The Commonwealth

r01. SAA GRc 30/50/1936/I vtoolnough to hlard n.d. probably
18.5.1936. Vtoolnough expressed a desire for a
harmonious working relationship with Ward although he
acknowledged that they both hel-d wideJ-y divergent
opinions in several areas.
SAA GRG 24/6/1936/453 for details of appointment.
SAA GRG 30/50/1937/2 H.A. Barrenger' Secretary to
Committee to Vüard l-6.7.1937. Vlard visited most States
between 1936 and 1940 and in Papua 1938.
SAA GRG 30/50/1939-40/B Ward B. II.1939 .

I02.
103.

Government usually paid his full salary when he worked on

its behalf because he spent a lot of time visiting places

outside of South Australiu.l03

Ward issued a statement on the search for petroleum in

South Australia through the Commonwealth Oil Advisory

Conmittee.l04 In this paper he outlined ten reasons rvhich

Ied people to believe that oil deposits existed in the

State, but he did not give these theories any credibility as

true geological explanations. The so-called evidence

included the distribution of asphaltic bitumen on beaches '

104.
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the source of which, though petroliferous in origin, was

unknown; 'coorongite', a rubbery substance formed from

vegetable matter which seasonally accumulaÈed on the

Coorong; claims of diviners; the extrapolation of the $rrong

conclusions frorn normal occurrences of minerals; faulty

geological knowledge; and the superficial appearance of the

Staters coastline which resembled California in parts. He

l-ater issued a Bulletin on the rsearch for OiI in South

Australia' which contained similar comments on the failings

of exploratory searches for oi1.105 Although legislation

viras passed in 1940 to encourage developers of petroleum

deposits, I,lard remained pessimistic about the possibitities

of success in South Australia. Prospecting for oil had been

conducted in similar fashion to prospecting for gold and too

many regarded the activities as purely speculative. There

vras a need for further scientific and technical examinations

which $¡ere not seriously considered by the Department

because of Vtard's steadfast theoretical opposition and the

lack of sufficient staff to do any more than the most urgent

and fundamental research.
************

Parliament had assumed control over the supply of water

in the nineteenth century Lor the benefit of all South

Australians. The value of water vtas intrinsic anÖ could not

be measured in monetary terms: it v¡as essential to life.

Ward's positive attitudes ensured the prominence of his

policy towards the development of water resources. This

work of the Department was of J-asting value to the State for

it not only contributed to an improved standard of living

I 0 s . _9_e_9_!9_s_i_c_e_L__s_urvey Bulletin 22:I944.
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for the citizens of Ade1aide, but also extended the range of

pastoral and agricultural- interests. But mining operations'

particularly in the outlying regions, remained at a low ebb

and did not benefit to any great extent from Èhe pursuit of

Ward's policy.

Given his general ideas on industrial development, it

seems odd that Vüard consistently denied the existence of

oil. One would have thought that he would be determined to

discover supplies of petroleum because of its growing

importance to industrial and technological change. But !{ard

vras a scientist and a realist. He always spoke in highty

negative and cautious terms abouÈ the possibilities of oil

in the State rthe least improbable area', rthe prospects

are least unfavourable' . To him there $¡ere no geological

indications of commercial deposits of petroleum and he was

not prepared to waste time and effort on a futile search.

Although lrlard I s critics said it vtas his f ault that no

worthwhile oil discoveries were made, the results of t'he

Departmentrs investigations and the private prospectors and

company searches justified his verdict at that time.
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Chapter Ten: Diverse t'lineral Interests.

In contrast to H.Y.L. Brown, who spent most of his time

on field excursions, !ùard remained in the office for long

periods overseeing the adninistrative and regulatory

duties. One of the frequent complaints against the officers

of the Department was that they did not spend enough time on

fieldwork. For example, Edward Twopenny told Parliament of

the "general opinion in the country that there is too much

mining work done in the Adelaide off ice and too littl-e

outside of it.'.l The constant demands for reports on a

variety of minerals and problems, and the insufficient

amount of clerical assistance forced Vlard to concentrate on

office duties to ensure that the Department was efficiently

managed. He ÌÀ/as obviously in a diff icult predicament

because he could be criticised for spending either too

little or too much tine in the office depending on whatever

way he chose to arrange his duties and manage the

Department.

Jack was less concerned with administrative

responsibilities and more involved with fieldwork than

VJard. His most hazardous undertaking vtas a trip to the far

northwest Musgrave Ranges at the end of 1914, a year of

severe drought throughout the State. This expedition v¡as

not only a geological survey but also an examination for

water, minerals and pastoral land . Accompanying Jack l¡tere

Captain S.A. Vühite (Biologist at the Museum) , J.P. Rogers

(Vlhite's privately-employed assistant and taxidermist), W.H.

SAPD:HA 16.10.1917. Numerous complaints $¡ere voiced in
-t-hË- ñé-wspapers of 1915-17 when the Department was
strongly criticised.

I
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Williams and R. NicholIs (two experienced prospectors)' and

some Aboriginal youths who h¡ere allegedly "very useful for

rounding up stray camels, etc.". 2 white travelled only to

Todmorden Station, sixty miles northwest of Oodnadatta'

where G.F. DodweII (Government Astronomer) joined the

party. Although it was an inappropriate time of the year to

venture into the area, Jack completed some useful work.3

Jackrs later report on the desirability of establishing a

reserve for the Aborigines in the northwest of the State $ras

based on his 1914 expedition.4 rhe Ða_!]-y-Ee-Ea.l9- had queried

the value of commencing a geoJ-ogical survey in this area'

and suggested that VÍard and Jack, strangers to the State,

should first concentrate on the areas closer to Adelaide.5

Jack's experiences on this expedition vindicated the paperrs

criticisn and most of the subsequent fieldwork was of a less

spectacular and more practical nature than Brownrs

explorations. This v¡as partly because Brown had already

established a broad overview of the Staters geology. It

also suited Ward's preference to examine, in detail, areas

of economic potential and his positive encouragement to

policies promoting industrial development in the State.
****************

2
3
4

Register 17 .6. 1914.
Ã,-RG-s tle-l4 .-seã--cnc n/l/LgL7 /643 Jack 31 .1 . l9I9 'Report on proposed
area for reserve' : He was unimpressed with the mineral
possibilities of the area.
_Pnl_1_y__q.e_Enlg_ 15 . 6 . I e 14 .5
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Uranium and radium

The longest northern journey undertaken by ltard in his

first year in office was to Mount Painter where he examined

the uranium deposits.6 The following year he visited the

radium deposit at Radium niff in resPonse to a request from

the South Australian Radium Hill Proprietary Company for

Government assistance to erect a concentrating mill and to

develop the fietd further.T Premier Archibald Peake

reported to Parliament that the activities of the Company

had extended the search for radio-active otes.8 This

provided additional geological knowledge of the area. Þlard

revisited Mount Painter in May 1914 to follow up the

developments.9 However, the onset of VIorld Vùar I in August

of that year eventually terminated Government and privaÈe

enterprise activity in the area for several years; for

example, the Radium Extraction Company of South Australia

Limited htent into tiquidation in 1917.10

Four companies resumed operations at Ivlount Painter in

1924, and in L926 they merged to form the Australian Radium

Corporation NL.II Ore lvas sent from lvlount Painter to Dry

Creekr Dêâr Adelaide, where a treatment plant and refinery

had been constructed by the Company. However, Ward did not

return to Mount Painter until \926 when he visited the area

with Vlinton to report on the development of the uranium and

6. Ward , L.K. I rThe Mount Painter District' in tvlining-
Review 17 zI91-2 pp.27-33.

7 . -ÃRGS-:1iI-t.

B . -_SAÞ-D-: HA 9 . 10 . 1913 .
g. Eãrdr-f.x., rThe Radium Extraction Company's Mine at

Mount Painter' in Mining Review 20:1914 pp.36-40.
I0. DM Report Book 40 -rRËÞõi€-õn-rnvëê-tigation of Uranium

Oeposits at Mount Painter, South AustraLia' by S.B.
Dickinson 30.I0.1945 P.6.

11. ibid.
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radium deposits.l2 the Department had established a supply

of water for the area, and tenders vtere called for the

construction of another well at Greenwood t s Camp on the

eastern side of the field.l3 This was intended to supply

water for the prospectors working in the mineralised

locality.Ia Early in Ig2g, the British Government cabled

the South Australian Government and requested information

about sources of radium and their potential for

exploitation.15 The Department considered the Mount Painter

field deserved more attention and the lessee for the area,

the Australian Radium Corporat,ion, decided to undertake more

comprehensive testing of the deposits.l6 the Government

refused to issue any of the confidential details of the

request or the results of the investigations. lT

The British Government maintained an interest in the

radio-active ores and in 1930 British financiers attempted

to arrange a f20,000 subsidy for the prospecting for radium

at Minerva Heights.lS Dr A.C. David Rivett of the Council

for Scientific and Industrial Research, who was in England

sought information which might satisfy the financiers that

the deposits were of sufficient quality to be a commercial

venture. Vlard reported that f20,000 would enable a

12. AR:1926. See also Winton, L.J., 'The Radium and Rare
tlélals Industry' in ¡tfgiry__B_._y!çg _1_3_t 1926 pp.63-64 .
DM Letter Book 10 p.165 Ward 18.12.L926.
ibid . p.199 Vüard to Tassie 8.4 . 1927 .
Advertiser 19.4.1929. The request from the Dominions
õtÏlïe-wäl probably made on 28 February, and a repJ-y
sent from the Government on 15 lvlarch according to letter
registers for Dominions Office correspondence held in
London. Unfortunately the files have been destroyed
(personal correspondence, 12 ApriI 1981).
ibid. See also Vüinton, L.J., 'The Australian Radium

13.
14.
15.

r6.

L7.
Corporation'
SAPD:HA Acti

18. SAA GRG 24/6/L930/L47L Act

in Minin_g__B_"_y_i_gy_ _50_: 19 29 pp. 6 3-7 5 .
ng Premier to Basedow 2L.5.1929.

HiIl 20.11.1930.
ing Prime Minister to L.L.
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comprehensive survey to determine if the ore v¡as

payab1e.l9 But he noted that little work had been done on

the deposits since Wintonrs report in October L927; the two

mineral claims of the t'linerva Heights Radium Syndicate NL

had since been suspended. He felt that the radium and

uranium at Mount Painter looked more promising. However, in

1934, the Australian Radium Corporation abandoned its leases

and the fietds remained dormant until mid-L944 when the

Department investigated the deposits again.20 Vüorld War II

was the catalyst to numerous investigations at Mount Painter

and Radiun Hill on behalf of the British Government. The

massive Radium Hilt Uranium Project v¡as subsequently

developed in the post-war years.

-Ç-o-e!

Although the State seemed poorly endowed with suitable

coal deposits, Èhe search for this energy source continued

as each year the demand for a local supply of coal

increased. The unreliability and expense of the coal from

Newcastle induced the Government to pursue the deposits at

Leigh Creek but it was not prepared to subsidise heavily the

operations there.2l Limited assistance $/as also allocated

to other potential coalfields such as the lvloorlands Coal

Mining Company properÈy at Ivloorland=.22 When the Paradise

Coal Mining Company applied to Butler for assistance with

boring on its property near Highbury, the Department agreed

to do the work with the Company contributing half of the

ibid. !{ard to Hill 24.l-L.1930.
DM Report Book 40 op.cit. The investigation vtas from
June L944 to September I945. The British Government
request was made to the Commonwealth Government on
17.s.1944.
Advertiser 13.6.1913.
-ÃRGSñ1e-13--.-

I9.
20.

2r.
22.
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cost of boring.23 CoaI and shale were also known to exist

at Bower but the Department had not visited the area in an

official capac ity.24

Another strike on the Newcastle Coalfields in 1916

again focussed attention on South Australian supplies.25 On

this occasion the Minister of Mines, Reginald Blundell,

attempted to find a solution to the problem of the quality

of the local coal supplies. The Government appointed a

committee to investigate the commercial availability and

econornic utilisation of the Leigh Creek and other coal

deposits. The committee \,tas composed of Ward, Professor

R.W. Chapman, Dr Vl.A. Hargreaves (Director of the Chemistry

Department), James McGuire (Acting Railways Commissioner) '
William G.T. Goodman (General Manager of the Tramways Trust)

and J.P. Burnside (Chief Inspector of Factories and Steam

Boilers ) .26 The Department maintained a diamond drill on

the Leifh Creek Coalfield, the area of which had been

reserved from the operations of the Mining Act in 1908 and

subsequently extended in accord with Brown's mapping of the

potential coal-bearing country,2T Jack, V'Iard and Winton

visited the fiel<l at various times, and from April to

December 19I7 ' Inspector Jones managed the drilling

operations on the field.28 This activity did not provide

t,he Leigh Creek Coal Comrnittee with evidence to suggest that

the field could be successfully developed to alleviate the

Advertiser 16.6.I914.-i-6i-ir;--5-.1 .wr¿.
9_qi}__l_e_r-glq_ 7 .I2.IeL6 .
ibid. s.12.19L6.
Dickinson, S.8., 'The Search for CoaI at Leigh Creek'
in Poo1e , G. , Il,_g__!ç_ig_E__Ç_t_g9_E__99_e-r_{_i_e-1Ä 

p:.88.
AR:1917 . The wôiÏ-ïá5- us¡ã1It leTt -uider the control
-õ1- tfre Foreman of Boring Plant, Charles Duf f ie1d.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.

28.
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rising cost of fuel in the State. The coal had been of a

constant but poor quality' and the Committee did not

anticipate any improvement as the bores were sunk deeper.29

The difficulties with the fuel supplies for t,he State

became more severe after the War, and efforts to solve the

problems increased. Although work at Leigh Creek ceased

after the sixth bore $¡as sunk in 1919, Ward examined the

working of the lignite deposit at Moorlands, and Jack went

to Tasmania with Dr Hargreaves to investigate a proposal to

supply coal to the Government of South Australia.30 The

inquiries into the purchase of the Dalmayne Coal lvline came

to nothingr âS had t,he previous discussions with the New

South llüales coät-mine owters.31 The Government purchased

another dritl to test the Statets coal resources: "aII of

these deposits will probably be tested since their value has

been greatly enhanced by the difficulty and exPense of

obtaining supplies of the higher grade fuel from New South

Wales".32 The Leigh Creek coal was experimented with on the

northern railways.

Henry Barwell's Government also attempted Lo make South

Australia more independent of the interstate supplies.

I{inton and Jones collected samples from the lignite fields

and some virere tested by the Chemistry Department, while

others \,rtere taken overseas by Premier Barwell fot analysis

in Britain.33 Ward reported on the supplies of brown coal

for British and American interests and to the Director of

29. ibid.1919.
30. ibid .1920.
31. SAPD:HA 3.11 .1920.
32. -DM--Lã-t-ter Book 7 P.243

mining industrY during
14 .10 .1920 .

33. _!_e_g_i_g_t_95_ IB .I.1922.

rNotes on
and after

developments in the
the war' by Ward
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the Commonwealth Institute of Science and rndustry.34 He

visited the lignite deposits at Morwell in Victoria and

inspected more dritling equipment for possible use on South

Australian deposits.35 He then revisited the Moorlands,

Clinton and Noarlunga sites and reported on the merit of

further drilling by the Department. New deposits $¡ere also

sought and when Robert I,[ilson, a part European, found traces

of brown coal at Point Pearce Station, Vùard immediately

visited the locality and three bores l^Iere sunk and samples

collected.36 In Ig24, Jack investigated the supposed

discovery of bituminous coal at Burrar and !{ard examined

bores being sunk near Mannum and Bower for lignite.37

The Labor Government under John Gunn arranged an

independent report on the coal resources by an expert from

outside the State. Dr H. Herman, Engineer-in-Charge of

Briquetting and Research with the State Electricity

Commission of Vict.oria, visited South Australia from April

to June 1925. Herman reported to Gunn on the immediate and

future commercial possibilities of South Australian brown

coal, and what might. be done to extend the Government and

private explorations and laboratory tests.38 Duffield and

!{ard took Herman on several tours of inspection of the coal

deposits near Adelaide but they did not visit the far

distant deposits at Leigh Creek and Lake Phillipson. This

led Herman to conclude that the best fields for development

were those at Moorlands, Inkerman and CIinton, although the

34. ARzL922.
3s. -Ï6id.
36. Advertiser 28.3.1922.
37. -Ãñ;ïe-n-:---
38 . SÃÞp73 21925 'Report on-Ãüst-iãria and Prospects

utilisation' .

the
of

Brown
the ir

CoaI of South
commercial
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coal could not compete economically vtith the fuels then

beÍng used in Adelaide. However' Herman suggested that a

power station located on a coalfield night transmit

electricity at a reasonable cost. He did not think there

was any prospect of successfully utilising the Leigh Creek

deposits because of the low quality of the coal, and the

disadvantageous location of the deposits. Herman

recommended that the Government undertake deep-mining for

coal and conduct an energetic boring campaign to uncover

seams for cheap open-cut mining.

l{ard was also reluctant to suggest Leigh Creek as a

suitable coalfield and in his evidence to the Royal

Commission on Manufacturing and Secondary Industries he

recommended using the deposits at Moorlands, Noarlunga'

Clinton and Inkerman in preference to Leigh Creek.39 The

Commission had noted that improvements to the manufacturing

and secondary industries would depend on a cheap fuel supply

in the State. The Commission dispensed with the objections

to the value of brown coal on the grounds of its combustible

properties or its heaÈing valuer and considered that its

economic potenÈial depended so1ely on the cost of

production. In August L926, the Commission visited Yallourn

in Victoria where Herman demonstrated the latest

developments in coal mining procedure and he re-emphasized

the use of the open-cut method of mining.

The manager of the Adelaide Electric Supply Company' Mr

F.W.H. Wheadon, told the Royal Commission that the Company

vras interested in locating or developing coalfields with the

Manufacturing and
25 .5.1926 .

39. SAPP61zI927 rRoyal Commission on
Sêïõïdãry Industries.' L. K. V'Iard
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Department of Mines.40 Charles Duffield, however, had said

there $rere diff icul-ties with the exploratory boring

programme because the boring plants could not be readily
adapted to shallow boring.4l At that time, the Department

was prospecting for shallow deposits of lignite with three

calyx drills which rdere designed for boring to depths of
lrOO0 feet.42 Duffietd felt the problem of locating and

developing deposits courd be overcome with the procurement

of a sufficient number of appropriate machines. But Èhe

commission did no more than recommend that the Government

subsidise the bona fide sinking of trial shafts for. lignite
deposits which private enterprise could then develop.

Before the report of the Royal commission $ras released,

the Minerar committee of the Advisory councir of science and

rndustry of south Australia reported on the possibitities of
using South Australian brown coal.43 The Committee had

tested forty tons of Moorlands coal at the Adelaide Electric
supply company's plant and concluded that the coal could be

burnt under the right conditions. This provided further
incentive for the Department to continue its boring

operations in search of shallow deposits which could be

mined by open-cut methods.44 The drilring east of the t"tount

Lofty Ranges $ras used to delineate the brown coaL reserves

for future exploitation.45 But other than these routine
boring operations to determine the quatity and extent of the

40.
4L.
42.

Advertiser I5.9.L926.
EÁÞÞ6L :1927 op.cit. Duffield 25.5.L92G.-D-t't---t-e-tter Book 10 p.199 op.cit. The drills v¡ere at
Bower, Moorlands and Sedan.

_!_e_s_i_g_t_g l_ 28 . 6 . 19 27 .
AR:L927 .
õIl r,etter Book L2 p.49 Ward to Tassie L4.4.1930. The
drills F/ere still used near Bower, Moorlands, and Sedan.

43.
44.
45.
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brown coal deposits, the Departmentrs interest in developing

coal diminished for several years.

l{ard I s services vtere requested by the Federal

Government in Lg29 and he served on an Australian Royal

Commission into the Coal Industry from June L929 to March

1930.46 Drilling vras commenced at Myponga in 1930 in a

search for black coal and the Department also wanted to bore

for coal on the golf links in the north parklands of

Ade1aide. The Adelaide City Council refused permission fot

the Department to drill there but the existence of a rich

brown coal seam vras not denied.47 The lack of success with

the development of coal deposits led to a mood of pessimism

on the part of Vtard. By 1932, he had concluded that because

there appeared to be insufficient reserves of coal, open-cut

methods were not suited for the deep seams and that mining

by convent,ional tunnels and shafts would have to be adopted

on South Australian fields.48 Even sor he did noÈ consider

that there was a profitable and practical method of

utilising the deposits economically.49

Vühen the policies of industrialisation h¡ere initiated

in the mid-I930s, the Department, renewed its interest in

coal, ancl Ward then concentrated on the lignite at

Moorlands. A geophysical survey of the Moorlands field by a

46.
47.

AR: 19 29 .-ñêãister 24.6.1930. An o1d weII on the links was
-i-u-m-o-rl-r-elf to have indicated coal, and coal had been found
when a bore \das sunk at the !{est End Brewery in Hindley
Street during the search for water in the 1914
drought. The Montefiore Hilt CoaI Mining Cgmp3ny hul
been-formed in 1858 to work a deposit at the base of the
hill which \rtas near the golf links. In 1890 ' the
Montefiore Hill Coal Venture also conducted some
exploratory boring in the same area
sundav I'lai1 11. 6 .L932.
SAã--G-RG--2476/I932/779 ward to Premier Hilr 27 -7 -1932.

48.
49.
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Commonwealth geophysicist, J.M. Rayner, vtas undertaken on

behalf of the South Australian Government to delineate the

extent of the deposits.50 However, the report later

indicated that the coal at Moorlands could not be

economicalty exploited by the existing techniques.5I

In the meantime, the Adelaide Electric Supply Company

had commenced negotiat,ions with the Government for a lease

of land at Osborne to establish a second generating plant to

satisfy the requirements of the expanding secondary

industries.52 yE F.w.H. Wheadon approached the Department

for the Latest information on the question of coal supplies,

treatment and the possibility of a Government subsidy to

enable South Australian coal to be developed on an equal

cost basis to the New South Wales coal.53 lVard replied that

the coal was of constant quality in several places but it

had to be mined by underground methods and that,

consequenÈIy, the cost of developing any deposits would be

too high to compete with the imported coal even with a

subsiay.5a But the Company \^tas determined to locate a

viable local supply and arranged for the former Deputy

Government Geologist, Robert Lockhart Jack, and Mr T.L.

Barston of the Broken Hill Proprietary Company to visit

South Australia and investigate the coalfie1ds.55 They

visited several fields with Charles Duffield but they too

doubted that the fields could be workecl economica}Iy.56

50.
5r.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.

News 30.9.1937.
ãäïêïtiser 14 .9 .1939 .-S-AA-GR6-LT/L8/I939 wheadon to DM I0 . 3. 1939.
ibid.
ibid. Vtard to Wheadon 13.3.1939.
ibid. wheadon to ward 3I.3.1939.
ibid. Wheadon to Ward and Playford 19.5.1939.
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once again a vrar proved to be the catalyst to action in
the mining and industriar spheres. Idorld gtar rr praced many

difficulties on the supply of New south wales coal-. rn

addition to the perennial problems of the high cost of the

coar and the disruptions caused by stríkes in the maritime

and coar-mining industries, there vrere constant demands for
coal throughout, Australia for industrial purposes and there

were fewer ships to transport it. Thus the Aderaide

Electric supply company met premier prayford and discussed

the possibirity of developing the Leigh creek deposits as a

national undertaking.5T The Company hras not prepared to

work the coal without Government assistance because it was

still considered to be uneconomic to do otherwise.5S The

Government was disturbed, as rrrere many south Australians, by

the continued interruptions to the state's coal supplies and

it was arranged for the Department to drill aÈ Leigh

Creek. 59

The search for coal- was recommenced in August L94L but

l{ard adopted a different tactic on this occasion. He

examined the resurts of the previous boring operations and

concluded that the main seam of coar wourd be close to the

surface if there !.rere no faults in the geologicar structure
oi the tocality. I¡Iard's keen observations vrere accurate and

a rnain seam of coal $ras struck at sixty-six feet six inches

in the borehole rElr in october 194r.60 rnstead of drirring
deep into the basin. the outer timits of the coar seams \¡¡ere

57.
58.
59.
60.

SAA GRG
ibid .

L3/L8/7941 Wheadon to Íüard 17.1.1941.

McEwin 11.7 .1980 .Interview with Playford 26.6.1980,
Dickinsonr op.cit. p.92.
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tested on a systematic basis to determine if open-cut

methods could be used to develop the deposits.6l

There vtras a sense of urgency about the renewed activity

at Leigh Creek¡ for exampì-e, a Parliamentary party inspected

the drilling operations a month after they commenced62, and

Playford regularly visited the field each mont.h.63 Another

shaft was sunk near the rEl'bore and between October 1941

and March L942, 640 tons of coal were raised for the purpose

of experiment,ation.64 From October Ig42 to March 1943r âI't

additionat 1,000 tons v¡ere raised from this shaf t.

In October L942, the E&VIS became involved in the

project because of its experience with large-scale

excavations by mechanical means and the first dragline

excavations commenced in January 1943.65 The Leigh Creek

Coal Act which vested poþter over the coal mines in the

Minister of Mines, received the Governor's assent on 5

November 1942. The Governor $ras empowered to create an

administrative or advisory authoriÈy and, in January 1943, a

Leigh Creek Coal Advisory Committee was appointed. Its

members r¡rere Hugh Angwin (Engineer-in-Chief ) , J.P. Burnside

(Chief Inspector of Factories), and Keith Vüard who remained

on the Committee after he retired.66 'Ihis Commit.tee

arranged for the testing of coal in various industrial

situations and the Department reported the results in the

Mining Reviews.

Advertiser 8.8.1941.-iË-i-d-.--3-l-g-ìig¿t . The party included segnit,
PIayford, l'lcEwin and G. F. Jenkins ( chairman
PubIic Works Committee).
Liebelt, 14., tA History of the Engineering
Supply Department.' l4A Adelaide University
Dickinson, op.cit. p.93.
SAPP56¿1944 'Report on Leigh Creek'.
ããïeïtiser 14 .1.1943.

Angwin,
of the

and Vüater
1979 p.371.

61.
62.

63.

64.
65.
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The Department maintained its drilling operations and

geological investigations after control of the project was

formally transferred to the E&WS Department on 9 March

1943. Leigh Creek itself had to be diverted because the

occasional rainfall in the area sometimes resulted in the

Creek overflowing which v¡as likely to fill any open-cut

mines and thereby retard development.6T This diversion of

the Creek was completed by August 1943 and the planned open-

cut mining could proceed. But it took some years before

worthwhile results $¡ere obtained because the State, with its

limited finance for large-scale projects, vtas forced to

undertake atl operations without Federal Government

assistance.6S

The Department of Mines continued to work at Leigh

Creek on behalf of the E&vÍS. Dickinson visited the brown

coal deposits in Victoria in 1943, and reported tO l'lcEwin on

the Departmentrs operations at Leigh Creek; Vüard also issued

a detailed report on the coal.69 Dickinson carried out

valuable work in geologically exploring the northern coal

basin at the field and in examining for underground water

supplies. He supervised the boring operations which by 30

June L944 had cost î.4'9I4 and resulted in over 6,500 feet

being drilled each year by the percussion and rotary

drilts.70 The Department of Mines was never in a position

to control and operate the Leigh Creek Coalfield because it

67. Mincham, H.,
68. SAA GRG 24/6

The Sto of the Fl .290-8r.

3.9.1943.
69. AR:1943.
zo. -SÃpp56 :I944 op.cit.

P ay o Curtin
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lacked the expertise and staf f .'lL rhe E&vlS, hovrever, Iáras

equippe<l to manage large-scale construction projects as that

Department's historian, Marianne LiebeIt, has noted. She

has claimed that the E&WS takeover was inevitable after the

Commonwealth had declared it a protected body under the

National Security (Manpower) Regu1ation".T2

-9-o-PP-ql

The early mainstay of the mineral industry, copper'

continued to decline in importance during l{ard's time

although there $tere temporary revivals. As one of their

first tasks, Vùard and Jack had visited the Government Mines

in January LgL2.73 The Geologists had concluded that the

region warranted further systematic and extensive

prospecting, especially by boring with the diamond drill, to

determine the possibilities of t.he lodes. Jack àttemptea

the first compÌete survey of the Moonta-Wallaroo region

following this visit.. After the election in February L9L2,

the new l"linister of Mines, Richard But1er, inspected the

YeIta, Parramatta, Wallaroo and Wanditta Extended Mines with

Ward and Matthews. T4 Butler subsequently advised his

Ministerial colleagues to move the Governmentrs diamond

drill from the Vüallaroo Extended I'line to the Yelta Mine.

Although But1er said this would not mean the cessation of

work at the Wallaroo Extended, it vras clearly the first step

in terminating the Government's involvement in mining

operations. Butler opposed direct Government activity in

nining; in his view, legitimate assistance to nining took

Interviews with PlaYford
LiebelÈ, op.cit.
sAA GRG 24/90/7 /r9r2/LI
Parramattar 3I.I.1912.
Advertiser 2.3. I9I7.

7L.
72.
73.

and McEwin,

rGeologists'
op. cit.

Report on YeLta and

74.
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the form of subsidies and developmental work to open up

possibilities for private ent,erprise. T5

Despite, or because of , the favourable report of t'Iard

and Jack, the Government arranged for HartwelI Conder of

Strahan, Tasmania, to investigate the Government ¡utines.76

Ward had recommended hin as a capable mining engineer and

metallurgist.77 His report on the Yelta Mine supplemented

the Geologists' report and examined the economic prospects

of its successful development.TB In the first instance, the

Mine could be operated at a profit but the future results

would require close attention and the work abandoned as soon

as it became unprofitable. The report on the Wanclilta lvline

at Kadina grappled with the question of abandoning the work

immediately or providing additional funds to prove its

prospects.T9 !{ard concurred with this report but gave

precedence to the boring at the Yelta Mine. Matthews also

opposed further work at Wandilta, but he suggested that the

machinery and plant remain at the lline in case it reopened

if the price of copper rose in the future. The Mayor of

Kadina, J. Tonkin, opposed the closure of the Wandilta Mine

at that time, because he believed that further boring of

only I00 feet was required to reach the 1ode.80 However,

the pumping machinery had broken down and the Mine had

ibid.
DaiIy

75.
76.
77.
78.

Herald 18.5 .l-9l-2 r Register
/ 7 / L9 12 / 24 ï-.-Rï-llardSAA GRG 24
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filled with water.8l Rather than undertake costly repairs

and drainage when the Mine might prove tonly marginally

profitable, the Government decided to concentrate on the

Yelta Mine.

the first attempts to smelt the ore at Yelta failed

because the metallurgist, þ1r Shearer, lacked the required

knowledge of the difficult techniques.S2 wnite Lhe three

unsuccessful efforts to smelt the ore on 27 and 29 May and 6

June did not result in a financial loss to the Government,

the anticipated profit was not attained. When Shearer lost

his self-confidence and withdrew from the position, another

metallurgist, Mr A. Armstrongr was selected by the

Department from the thirty-five applicants for the position

which carried a salary of f80O a year.83 He also,failed to

smelt the ore successfulJ-y on three occasions 28 August, 2

and 4 September. The lrlallaroo and Moonta Mining and

Smelting Company refused to assist the Government in

reaching a solution to this problern.84 Consequently,

Matthews and the Geologists recommended the appointment of a

competent and expert metallurgist. The Verran Government

had previously arranged for !ü.H. Trewenack, a brother-in-law

to the new Chief Secretary, John Bice, to operate the plant

at Yelta and, after the change of Government, he had

informed Butler that he was available if his services were

still required.S5 efter a good deal of procrastination and

discussion over the terms of a contract, Trewenack came from

81.
82.

Register 24.6.1912.-sÃã--cT-G-z 4/90/7 /I9I2/28 L. K. Ward to Butler I0 .6 .I9I2i
SAA GRG 24/90/7/I9I2/35 Vlard and Matthews to Butler
18 .9 .r9L2.
SAPD:lIA Butler 28 .7. t9I4 .
SAA GRG 24/90 /7 / I9L2/ 34 Matthews to But1er 14.9.19I2.

to Butler 16.3.I9l-2.
83.
84.
85. SAA GRG 24/90/7/L912/2L Trewenack
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New South WaLes to be the Consulting Engineer and Adviser to

the Yelta Mine for six mont,hs from L2 October with F.S.

Mathews as Assist-ant Metallurgist.86

Butler totd Parliament that the Government would

continue the work at the Mine and the smelting of the ore

whiLe a profit was obÈained.87 However, the Government

decided to cease operating the smelters at Ye1ta in May 1913

following the advice of !Íard, Matthews' Trewenack' and Frank

Richards, manager of the Parramatta and Yelta Mines since 11

May 1911.88 The quantity and quality of the ore deposits

had fallen away and were not sufficient to maintain the

smelters. The Government vras liable for the large financial

deficit of at least f3I'000 and it worked the Mine until it

was clear that the loss would not be reduced.S9 .The Labor

Party was critical of this decision and Verran urged that

more money be spent on the lvline in the interests of the

miners and the industry.9o John Southwood, a Member for

Vlallaroo, chided Butler for being unsympathetic with mining

interests and for taking a purely political stance towards

the question of Yelta. Southwood also blamed the Department

for not assisting the industry by defending the Mine:

86. SAA GRG 24/90/7/L9I2/38 F.C. Vtard to Trewenack
12.10 .L9L2; additional- correspondence' SAA GRG

24/90/7/I9L2/30 L.K. Ward to Butler 2I.6.1912.
SAPD:HA 11.12.L9L2.

3Þ_9-À9-_E:_ 23 . s. Ie I 3 .
DM Letter Book 4 pp.325-38 n.d. L.K. tlard rSummary of
the History of the Yelta Mine for the period during
which it !{as worked by the Government of South

87.
88.
89.

Australia.' This report was p
90 . SAPD:HA 29 .I0.1913 .

rinted as SAPP37 :1913.
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Mining, which should be encouraged in South
Australia, had on the contrary been
discouraged. The Mines Department Ì.ras f.ar
from being in a good working statei very
Iittle information could be obtained from
it. The whole department h¡as a reproach and a
by-word, and was frequently referred to in
disgusted terms Þ1 mi.ting men who came here
for information. Y

Butler did not come to the defence of the Department but he

noted that the Government had given the Mine a trial even

though it had disagreed with the original purchase. He

believed it $ras outside the the Governmentrs 'legitimate
sphere I to undertake mining and he refused to spend public

money if there $tas not a reasonable chance of success. The

work at Yelta did not cease entirely as it had at Wandilta;

varying numbers of men were employed there to work the l'line

on tribute and the Government assisted by maintaining a

caretaker and storekeeper there.92

The failure of the Government l"lines on Yorke Peninsula

hras due not simply to mismanagement or Government

involvement. the falling prices on the world market' the

reduction in quality of ore and the difficulty of treating

the remaining ores $rere warning signs for the indusÈry.

There was a partial revival in the copper industry during

World !{ar I but this \.ras not sustained and the post-war

years were difficult ones. Julian Connor, the Government

91.
92.

ibid.
DM Letter Book 5 p.195 L.K. !'lard to BlundelL 26.1.1917,
part answer to an extensive 'List of questions covering
information required by the Commission on State Mining
from the Governments of Great Britain and various
British Colonies and Foreign Countries on State Mining'.
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Metallurgist who had been appointed in 1915 to assist with

the treatment of low grade ores, vtas utilised less

frequently as the smaller workings vtere abandoned and the

large companies employed their own technical staff.

The reduction in the market price of copper early in

1919 finally affected the operations of even the largest

companies. When the !{allaroo and Moonta Mining and Smelting

Company restricted its operations, the Government called an

urgent conference between the Company and the three major

unions - Australian Workers Union, Yorke Peninsula l"linersl

and Smeltersr Union, and the Wallaroo sub-branch of the

Federated Enginedrivers' and Firemans Association.93

Following the meeting on 4 April, the Government approached

the Federal GovernmenÈ and organised an Interstate Copper

Conference. Vüard attended this Conference from 14 to 16

July with the Minister, !{illiam Harvey. An agreement was

reached on a guaranteed minimum price for copper over a

fixed period but the Government did not ratify this

arrangement when the world price for copper improved.

The Department's interest in copper deposits did not

extend much beyond the MoonÈa-hlallaroo area' although !Ùard

and Jack did visit the ne\.¡ discoveries at Dome Rock in

Ig22.94 Late in Lg23 ward and Jack inspected the

underground workings at Kadina and Moonta but they \,itere not

able to prevent the closure of the previously prosperous

mines.95 The wallaroo and Moonta Mining and smelting

Company closed its operations, after anot,her fall in prices

on the world market, when it $tas no longer profitable to

93. AR:I919.
94. -i6id .Le22.
95. ibid .L923.
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mine the ore and keep the mines free of water. The

Department maintained a drilling prograrnme in the area but

it failed to uncover any ne\¡¡ deposits or to provide evidence

to justify reopening the mines.96

In an effort to recommence mining at lvloonta-Vüallaroot

Ward stressed the idea of geophysical prospecting to the

state Advisory council of science and Industry which

forwarded the request to the Council for Scientific and

Industrial Research.9T The Ivloonta Copper Recovery Companyr

Moonta Prospecting Syndicate and the liquidators of the

Wallaroo and Moonta Mining and Smelting Company al1 agreed

to pay 50 per cent of any profits made from payable lodes

uncovered by the survey until aII costs were repaid.9B Ward

was successful in obtaining the services of A.B. Broughton

Edge of the Imperial Geophysical Experirnental- Survey (IGES)

who visited the area with Ward, Jack, Duffield and Pearson

in llay 1928.99 The investigations continued the following

year when officers of the IGES returned on three occasions

to Moonta.lO0 The tests of the IGES suggested that work in

the area could be extended and the Government was willing to

subsidise the Moonta Prospecting Syndicate if it put down

shaf ts.10I Pearson also submitted reports on the lvloonta-

lVallaroo region to the Commonwealth Development and

Advertiser I0 .12.L925 .
-Ã-n :Ì3-2fiî-Ceophysical prospecting $ras a reì-atively ne\^¡
-€ãchnique and involved study by methods such as land
and aefial surveys using magnetic and electrical fields
and seismic surveys. The principle aim was to delineate
the locality, type' amount and potential of ores of
economic imþortance from the variations in the earthrs
surface.
SAA GRG 24/6/1927/77O Vlard to companies 3.4.1927,
4.4.L927.

_$_e-g_i_q_t-g¡1 29 . 5. Ie 28 .
AR:19 29 .
sÃÞo:se R. L. Butler 6.11 .1929 .

96.
97.

98.

99.
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Migration Commission but the indications for a substantial

revival of copper mining vtere not apparent.I02 However, the

Government did commence a programme of mining to alleviate

unemployment in the area.

In 1929, Itard arranged for the Department to supply

explosives to parties of tribute-miners at Moonta.l03

Subsequent small-scale exploratory work led to a reopening

of several- old workings and the discovery of some promising

lodes. Vfard obÈained the support of Premier Butler for his

application to the Federal Government for financial

assistance to continue the work. After lengthy

negotiations, the Federal Government agreed to participate

in the Moonta Mining Scheme by directly financing part of

the operations, and by assisting the Department with

investigations into the deposits. The Scheme' which

commenced in September 1930 with substantial funding from

the Federal Government, was designed to provide employment

to out-of-work miners and to work towards re-establishing

the copper industry in the area. The State Unemployment

Council allocated funds to t.he project from its Commonwealth

grant for the relief of unemployment in May L932. The

Scheme was maintained with a few interruptions until

September 1938 and during this time, the Department

LO2.
103.

AR: 19 29 .
DFI r,etter Book 13 p.22I rHistory of the Moonta Mining
Scheme' n.d., but probably early 1933. See also
ibid. 12 p.27I. Commonwealth Aid to Mfning Draft
Letter from Premier to the Prime Minister by !ùard, D.d
f931. ibid. 13 p.207. Notes supplied to R.S. Richards
for policy speech I0.2.1932. The system of t,ribute-
nining had been used extensively at Moonta. Miners
chose an area of the mine to work for a short term.
They received a portion of the value of any ore they
mined and a small amount of subsistence money instead
of being paid a vrage.
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controlled the operations on behalf of the leaseholder,

Moonta Prospecting Syndicate Limited. Although it $¡as

successful in providing some relief to about sixty miners,

the Scheme did not result in an expansion of operations in

the area.104 At the closure of the Scheme, the then

trlinister of Mines, George Ritchie, lamented the unromantic

end to the mining of coPper at lv1oonta.105 But the

Department had been forced to recommend against continuing

the Scheme because of the declining profits from the

tributers' work.106

!üorld V,Iar II led to a renewal of interest in copper

because of its value in war munitions and general

industries. Proposals r¡rere put forward f.or the reopening of

the lvloonta and Kapunda Mines by private enterprise.l0T

Playford refused to undertake copper mining as a State

enterprise.l0S However, the Government was prepared to

subsidise operations on a pound-for-pound basis if the

Department of Mines recommended such assistance for any

worthwhile proposition.l09 Even Burra vras re-examined by

the Department in preparation for a visit from the

Commonwealth Copper and Bauxite Committee.ll0 But no nev¡

major developmental work was undertaken and the Department

l_04. ibid. 16 p.189. Evidence prepared for Select Committee
on Unemployment by Ward 22.2.1939.
Advertiser 8.7 .I938.-íÏii¿I;-7lz . rg ¡s .
ibid . 8.2.1940, 29.3.1940.
ibid. 30 .3. 1940.
SAA cRG 24/6/1940/I578 Government PoIicy Speech' lflard
to Playford 6. I.1941.
Burra Record 16 .9 .1941 .

105.
I06.
107.
108.
109.
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concentrated on its programmes of exploration and

invesÈigations of the old mines.1lI

_f_rc!_

Statistics relating to mineral production in the

nineteenth century were poorly collected and invariably

inaccurate. The statistics can only be considered

estimates, but it is clear that South Australia had relied

on copper and some gotd as the principal elements of its

mineral production.ll2 This slowIy altered after 1885 and

the development of iron ore deposits in the Middleback

Ranges by the Broken Hill Proprietary Company proved to be a

significant addition to the State's mineral resources. It

vras not until 1914 that BHP was in a position to increase

substantially the process of smelting the ore into steel.

But there htas a major drawback for the State as Premier

Archibald Peake indicated to Parliament:

The enterprise is welcomed as marking the
initiation of an entirely nev/ phase of
mining in South Australia, and our great
regret is that our lack of suitable coal
deposits has necessitated- lhe smelting of
the ore in another State. II3

The first shipments of large quantities of iron ore to

Newcastle for smelting into steel were made in 1915.I14

Some of this ore returned to the State in t,he form of rails

for the construction of the transcontinental railway.ll5 By

1919, iron ore had replaced copper as the dominant mineral

in the Staters economy.

1f1. Advertiser 5.11.1941.
LI2. er-ownl--rl.Y.l,., Record of the Mines (4 eds); AR:

Records of the output of mrnera
113. SAPD:HA 22.I0.1914.
I14 . AR: 19-19-.
115. DFI letter Book 7 p.243 op.cit.

L product ion.



The Department assisted BHP' the lessee of the lron

Knob and lron Monarch deposits, with additional surveys and

drilting Èo determine the reserves of ore. Until he joined

BHP, Jack was closely involved in the geological surveying

of the deposits; he compiled three import.ant reports in

L92L, L927 and 1929 on the estimated reserves of iron ore.

In 1928, Winton inspected the Company's operations at lron

Knob which had been converÈed to electric po$/er to reduce

costs and improve production; he considered this to be a

succesful innova¡ion.116

The Government policy to promote industrial growth in

South Australia had ensured the passage of the BHP Indenture

Act in L937. As a result of this legislation' the Company

vras required to build a blast f urnace at üIhyalla. to use

South Australian iron ore. Vlard, who had attended the BHPrs

jubilee celebrations at Newcastle in 1935, regarded this

decision:

as the most important that has ever been
reached in the mining history of the
State... lbecause] once pig iron is being
produced, there will not be a long
interval before the conversion of iron
into steel is undertaken in the State'
and an inpetus thus given to the
establishment of secondary industries- --
manufacÈuring various steèt products.ll7

Consequently, the Department cornmenced a long and detailed

study of the iron ore deposits in 1937. Segnit and Ward

conducted this research programme over a 3-year period but

the work rttas hampered by [,Iard's illness.118 However, the

extensive fieldwork and mapping carried on from the

401
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for the Governmentrs policy speech.
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foundations laid by Jack's inspections enabled the

compiJ-ation of a more accurate formulation of the reserves

of the area.

The Commonwealth also investigated the nation's iron

ore supplies and lfard forwarded a confidential report to the

Federal Government on Lhe conservation of iron ore resources

in 1938.119 Although the Federat Government placed an

embargo on the export of iron ore from I July 1938, South

Australia was not compensated for the financial loss

incurred by this decision.I20 As part of the Commonweatth

investigation, Dr Vloolnough temporarily joined Ward and

Segnit at lron Knob, but he found it was not necessary for

the Commonwealth to have a separate survey because of the

valuable work being done by the Departme.rt.t2l +" a result

of the development at Iron Knob, BHP was able to improve Èhe

capacity for manufacturing at Whyal1a. Although this \^ras

naturally directed towards the $¡ar effort' Vlard hoped that

his pre-war policy of industrial expansion would be

renewed. When he reported to the Government on the possible

expansion and development of the State in the post-war

period, llard placed special emphasis on the steel-producing

industry at Whyalla. I22 the Department, under Dickinson,

subsequently devoted considerable attention to this aspect

of industrial growth in South Australia.

119.
r20.
L2L.
I22.

SAPD:HA Butler 3I.5.1938; AR:1938.
ã-¿ïeÏtîser 2l-.5. t93B-i6i¿r;--2ï;7. 1e38, 30. 7. re38 .
AR:1943.
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Gold

The Department's investigations of gold deposits did

not lead to any major discoveries but there was increased

activity during times of economic recession. A Gold

Producers Conference, organised by the Victorian Chamber of

Mines, was held in Melbourne in January I9l9 to discuss

issues affecting the gold mining industry.L23 South

Australia htas represented by F.C. Vtard, and Keith Ward who

presented a paper on rGovernment assisÈance to prospecting,

with brief notes on the principles involved' . A Gold

Producers Association was formed and the Minister, William

Harvey, acquired shares on behalf of the Government. The

Australia-wide Association attempted to secure the best

possible price on the world market for prospectoçs and

companies. the Department obtained gold from prospectors

and companies through the Government Batteries and Cyanide

Works, and then competed on the world market through the

Association.

lrlard san the Association as the best option to assist

the prospectors in the State. The State Governlnent would

not employ a sal-aried mining engineer in the Departínent to

assist in the direction and control of prospecting

parties. Government assistance still took the form of

bonuses and rewards, and the Department continued the

practice of arranging mineral assays for prospectors who

obtained their samples from Crown lands. The Federal

Government had not accepted a proposal drafted at the

Conference by Keith Ward and H. Herman, the Director of the

Victorian Geological Survey, for it to pay a reward for the

r23. ibid.r919.
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discovery of nev¡ goldfields on top of the incentives already

offered by the States.

The decade of the 1920s lrras unexceptional as far as the

gold-mining industry in South Australia $¡as concerned. The

Department maintained its usual routine operations at the

Batteries and Cyanide !{orks but its interest in gold-mining

activities v¡as generally limited. 'vrlard visited Tarcoola

with the Minister of Mines to consider forms of assistance

to miners prospecting for gold in I924I24 ' Jack investigat,ed

gold mining operations in the Hundreds of lalunga and Dutton

in J926.I25 The Department v¡as rarely concerned with gold

and its ninimal involvement in this area was restricted to

the provision of aid tor prospectors' the treatment of ore'

and the administrative duties related to the Go14 Producers

Association and the Governmentrs offer of rewards for

d iscovery.

The downturn in the State's economy after 1927 and the

increasing financial depression resulted in many unemployed

males engaging in, or returning to, prospecting activities
and this gave Inspectors lVinton, Pearson and Cornelius, more

work to supervise.126 The Department provided prospectors

with toolsr on loan, and tents v¡ere hired out for a shilling

a week.I27 on some occasions, petrol and oil were issued,

or the horse and spring dray v¡ere loaned out. But Vüard

declined all applications from gold prospectors for

explosives. The Department encouraged prospectors to

r24. ibid.L924. Some land at Tarcoola had been subdivided
in L922 to cater for smalÌ prospecting parties instead
of large company operations.
ibid .L926.
ibid . 19 30 .
DIvl Letter Book 13 p.239 Ward to J.B. Brigden,
Director, Bureau of Industry, Queensland 6.4.1933.

r25.
126.
I27 .
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investigate all possible siÈes for development but the

fJ-urry of activity did not lead to highly valuable

discoveries: the prospectors did not lack energy, but there

was little gold to be won in the State.L2g Apart from the

opening of nev', f ields at Mongolata near Burra in 1930, and

at Gomersal near Tanunda in 1931, the prospectors

concentrated on old diggings such as Bird-in-Hand' Balhannah

and VrÏadnaminga Þlines .I29 Ward later advised prospectors to

re-examine the Adetaide HilLs because of the newer

techniques for mining, improved methods of treatment and the

continued rise in the price of gold on the world market.l30

The Commonwealth Government assisted the Staters

efforts to advance this industry in much the same way as it

had assisted developments in the copper industry.. Herbert

Gepp, Consultant to the Commonwealth, visited Mongolata with

lrlard in 1931 and recommended that a battery be established

there. l3I A l0-head baLtery was erected on the field from

funds provided by the Commonwealth Unemployment Relief

Council.132 tn addition, the Peterborough and Mount Torrens

Batteries were upgraded and the steam-operated plants

replaced by crude oil engines, and the Tarcoola plant was

partly refurbis¡s¿.I33 The Commonwealth also provided funds

to develop further the New Deloraine Mine at Kersbrook by

installing power machinery to assist in unwatering the

ibid.
DM Letter Book L2 p.249 Ward to Richards n.d.
of Unemployment in Mining' .
eU!_4ey__[q1:_I_ 20. 10 . le 34 .

-oM 
-f,ett-e-f-B-ook 12 p.27L op.cit.

ibid. 13 p.207 op.cit.
ibid.

T2B.
r29.

r30.
l3r.
L32.
r33.

'Rel-ief
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Mine and to operate lights and dril1s.134 The Deloraine

Mine at Kersbrook received State and Commonwealth aid to

erect a flotation plant for use instead of the cyanide

process in the recovery of gold from copper-bearing

tailings.l35 The joint State-Commonwealth aid was

administered by the Department from a Commonwealth

Assistance for tletalliferous Mining Fund.136

The Department continued to drill and test deposits at

various gold mines even after Vlorld War II began. Drilling

had been kept to a minimum because of insufficient Federal

assistance for this activity and the high cost of

diamonds. Under a Commonwealth Gold Mining Encouragement

Act (1940), the Federal Government allocated fI'000 to be

distributed among gold producers in South Australia until

the f und was exhausted.l37 the terms of the advance Ì,itere

calculated on the basis of the charges payable at the

Government Batteries: producers received three shillings a

ton for ore crushed at Glenloth, Mongolata and Tarcoola; two

shillings a ton f,or ore crushed at Mount Torrens or

Peterborough; one shilling a ton for low-grade ore valued at

less than twenty-five shillings a ton which was already

eligible for special concessions at the Batteries.l38

However, gold-mining activities v¡ere restricted by the Vlar

r34. ibid.
135. ibid.
I36. SAPP4:1937
I37 . -sÃÞÞZ-: 1942
r3B . f-bïa;

'Audit Commissionerrs
ibid.

Report | .
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because of a loss of manpov¡erl39, and less than f.74O of this

fund were distributed between July 1940 and June Lg46.140

The gold mining industry had been stimulated by the

Depression but no major developments occurred to justify the

industry's hopes. Yet again, it had been made apparent that

South Australia did not have the deposits of gold of the

type or magnitude from which the other Staters benefited.

Other trlinerals

In keeping with the expansion of interests' the

Department investigated many other minerals of potential

value to industry and commerce. The following list is

representative of the numerous specimens and deposits

examined by the Department: alumina, alunite, apatite,

arsenopyrites, asbestos, barytes, c1ay, graphiter. limestone,

magnesite, manganese, marble, rnica, molybdenite, monazite,

ochre, opal, phosphate, potash, rock for road-making and

house-building, salt, sand, serpentine, silver-1ead, talc,

tungsten, vanadium, and whiting. Many special reports on

deposits vrere compiled by the Geologists and Inspectors of

ùlines to advise on the cievelopment or treatment of the

minerals. To provide an indication of investigations into

some of the lesser known minerals which contributed

significantly to the Statere economy, a few of these reports

are outlined. As previously discussed, the Vlorld War I gave

a boost to Ward's policies for industrialisation and a

strengthening of the bond between economic development and

progressive scientific research. The interruption to

traditional trading markets enabled the expansion of

139 . AR:l-943 .
140. -SÃÞp¿:1946 'Audit Commissioner's Report I .
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relatively minor industries in the pre-vrar years to highly

productive ones during and after the vrar. A similar process

occurred as a result of World War II when "a11 members of

the technical st,aff [wereJ engaged on work directly
concerned with the supply of munitions of !var".141

The local gypsum industry developed quite considerably

during the v¡ar because the mineral could no longer be

imported and the Department reported on many large deposits

which were conveniently located for developms¡¡.I42 The

manufacture of plaster of Paris from gypsum $¡as undertaken

at Port Adelaide and on Yorke Peninsula. Gypsum was also

exported in its rav¡ form to the eastern States where it was

used in plaster factories and in the manufacture of Portland

cement.143 Ward hoped that South Australia woul-d eventually

have more factories for the manufacture of plaster from

gypsum; the extent and nature of the deposits on Yorke

Peninsula and near Fowlerrs Bay justified the State's

position as the leading supplier to the rest of the

country. However, the State did not engage in the

production of plaster and this aspect of the industry

remained in the hands of the manufacturers in the eastern

States where most of the plaster was so1d.I44

Deposits of ochre, whiting and barytes vtere developed

during the World VIar I by manufacturers of paint.I45 South

Australia became the major producer of barytes for the

Australasian region, and between 1913 and 1922, 10,993 tons

141.

r42.
143.
r44.
145.

DM Letter
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DM Letter
AR: 19 22 .
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the Department of Mines' 18.L2.I94I.
Book 7 p.243 op.cit.
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of ore v¡ith a value of î.34rgg5 v¡ere rnined.L46 But !{ard

warned against the possibility of depleting the high-grade

supplies before ensuring the practicality of treating the

second-grade material. Fortunately, a treatment plant to

bleach the lower grade ore was erected at Port Adelaide and

this enabled the reserves to be conserved and the life of

the operations to be extended .L47 The Government also

encouraged the Iocal production of a white pigment from

barytes , zínc and sulphuric acid. This had previously been

import,ed to Australia but the decision of the Electrolytic

Zinc Company to establish a plant at Port Pirie for the

annual producÈion of 3,000 to 41000 tons of the pignent

increased the export of barytes and associated products from

South Australia.14

Two minerals of direct importance to the war effort for

the manufacture of munitions manganese ore shipped to

Britain and limestone for the smelting of ore at Port Pirie

continued to be of value to the State after Vüorld !ùar I.

South Australia had large quantities of high grade manganese

deposits, particularly at Pernatty Lagoon on the

transcontinental railway, although production remained at a

low level for much of the time .L49 Most of this ore htas

suitable for use in the steel industry, and the production

of. ferro-manganese at the BHP works in Newcastle was made

possible by the shipments of South Australian ore from Port

Augusta to New South Wales.150 Vlardrs interest in limestone

extended to its value in the formation of an alkali industry

146. AR:I922.
147. 3ÁA GRc 24/6/1940/rs78
148. ibid.
I49. DM Letter Book 7 p.243
1s0. sAA GRG 24/6/1940/Ls78

op. cit.

op.cit.
op.cit.
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as his report on the limestone quarry at Kleinrs Point

indicated.l5I Segnit later conducted an examinaÈion of

possible sources for use in the alkali industry.IS2

Another important ingredidnt for the alkali industry

vras salt obtained through the evaporation of saline water.

The South Australian climate ¡nade the State ideal for the

formation of salt deposits. In fact, South Australian

supplies far exceeded the national demands as !{ard noted:

"it would be possible to obtain vastly more salt than can be

consumed at the present time. Many millions of tons of salt

are known to be available on the surface of the dry lakes

alone".153 I¡Iard saw salt as a signif icant mineral for many

industrial purposes, and thought that its future lay in the

establishment of the alkali industry. Vlardrs enÇhusiasm for

the establishment of an alkali manufacturing plant in South

Australia was apparent in the Federal Governmentrs

investigations of the proposal in L932. He stressed the

suggestion on several occasions, including his evidence to

the Public 9Íorks Committee in which he proposed using the

low-Iying areas near St. Kilda as salt fields for the ICI

Company.l54 After the works vrere est,ablished at osborne,

Vlard pursued his interest and arranged for the Department to

test and drilt a quarry of marble at Angaston for carbonic

acid which would be used aL the IcI plant.155

The occurrence of opal, which was discovered at

Stuartrs Range near the present town of Coober Pedy in 1915,

r^tas examined in some detail. The Department conducted

151. AR:1933 .
152. -i6id.1935.
153 . ibid .1922.
154. ibid.1934.
I55. ibid.1936; SAA GRc 24/6/1940/I578 op.cit.
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boring operations for water on the field to enable it to be

permanently occupied.156 Ward visited the area in Ig21

following the collapse of the world opaJ- market.I5T This

collapse had unfortunately occurred at a time when

development on the field was most favourable after several

falls of rain. Ward examined proposals for new methods to

dispose of opal and Michael Schlank, who visited Europe in

I92I, was commissioned in an honorary capacity to
investigate the overseas opal markets.158 The market for

the precious gem was not easily re-established, and the boom

era for opal did not occur until af ter V'IorId !'Iar f I.

Prior to the Government's purchase of a quarry in I9L4,

Uard investigated various sites with the Engineer of Roads

and Bridges, Vt.M. Stevens.l59 Following a conference

between Ward, Stevens and representatives of the District

Councils and the Good Roads Association in L9I7, several

reports on aspects of road-making vrere compiled but Vüard

restricted himself to geological observations about the

supply of materials and not the engineering tasks

invo1ved.160 His studies in this area vrere extended in 1918

to include inspections of stone supplies along the Murray

River which could be used in the construction of locks.

Throughout the I920s, the Department looked at deposits for
possible use in broken-stone roads around Adelaide. Ward

visited an outcrop of gneissic diorite near Houghton in 1920

156. DM Letter Book 7 p.243 op.cit.
157 . AR:1921.
r58. 3ÃA GRG 24/6/L92L/825 Schlank ro Chief Secretary

Bice I0.8 .I92L report on the sale of opal in
Europe and elsewhere. The Government had granted him
an Honorary Mining Commission on 15.I2.L920.

I59 . SAPD:HA F.Vt. Young 22.7.I914 .
160. ãdî-eïtïser 28.6. I917, 13.7.I9l-7¡ AR:1917.
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and Jãck looked at a source of road metal near Woodside in

L922. But the development of suitable deposits tor road

construction was left to the Engineer of Roads and Bridges,

and the Department was only occasionally called upon for its

advice after 1930.

The Department also examined quarries for general

purpose constructions such as quarries for brick-making or

roofing-slate. In 1914, !ùard commented on the flagstone

quarries at Mintaro and the prospecting for slate at

SpaIding.l6l Jack frequently inspected deposits of South

Australian building stonesr particularly the quartzite

deposits.162 efter the downturn in the building industry in

the Depression, Segnit and !{ard attenpted to l-ocate cheap

supplies of stone in order to ameliorate the cost of housing

in the State. Segnit was also closely involved in the

project to build a nevù wing of Parliament House. In l-935'

he examined granite outcrops at Victor Harbor as an

alternative to reopening the West Island quarries for stone

to compLete building Parliament House.163 The following

year, he reported on marble at Koonunga and granite at Port

Elliot as potential supplies for the construction of the ne\4¡

wing of the Parliament.l64
************

As these brief outlines indicate, the Department's

activities were wide and varied. So much sor that it is not

possible to list its involvement in the many facets of

specific industrial developments and construction

I61. ARGS:1914.
L62 . -É'õ?--example , see AR :19 22-25 .
163. ibid. r93s.
164. ibid.1936. He followed up these investigations with

two more in 1937 and 1938.
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programmes. The interest in a wider range of minerals and

deposits clearly reflected the trend towards using the

resources of the State as the basis for its economic and

industrial expansion. The Department usually carried

through its interest from the discovery of minerals, to

their exploitation and development, to the manufacturing,

industrial or construction phases and finally to the

commercial utilisation of the minerals.

Ward I s philosophies linked the needs of the State and

the mining industry more closely and emphasised that the

future development of local industries wouLd depend on the

skilful management, conservation and utilisation of

resources. He occasionally pleaded for the efficient

development and conservation of resources and he had noted

at an early stage that

The harvest of minerals needs more
careful- control than the agricultural
harvest. Lf. the l-atter fails through
unskilful treatment, the matter may be
remedied by the adoption of the proper
practice. But when attempts to reap the
crop of minerals are badly handled the
loss may be irreparable. Nothing man can
do will restore the wasted asset. The
formation of most mineral deposits was
effected once and for all in the distant
past, and the deposils which vre work will
not be regenera¡l¿.165

But the mining community generally failed to heed his advice

and it continued to search solely for profits under the

guise of progress.

165. DM Letter Book 6 p.85 Ward 24.4.1918.
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Conclusion

From the commencement of European settlement in South

Australia, several themes have dominated the nature and

pattern of the settlers' relationship with the land and

their fellow men. Among these have been the recurring

search for water, energy and wealth. The primary concern of

the first settlers was to establish a foothold in the

Colony. Hence the search for water and, to a l-esser extent,

the search for energy $¡ere imperative for survival. the

land was seen to be not only a means of ensuring survival,
but also as an object to be utilised and exploited. But the

opportunity of capitalising on any possibifity for acquiring

personal wealth, such as those advantages offered in the

pursuit of minerals, was not ignored

The competitiveness of private enterprise fulfilled the

mineral needs of the Colony for many years, particularly

after the discoveries of copper at Kapunda in 1842 and Burra

in 1845, and while both the Government and the community

equated the public interest with private profit. The early

colonial administrators maintained an interest in the

mineral potential of the Colony but the Crownr âs in other

colonies, did not possess the rights over minerals under

common Iaw. By tradition and practice, the rights to 'aII
above and below the surface' of the land sold $¡ere vested in

the land-owners. Thus the majority of colonists resisted

the efforts of administrators to increase official control

over mineral resources, particularly while the wealth from

the earth v/as easily won. In any case, Government

involvement in the mining industry was restricted by a lack

of economic and administrative resources. Few officials and
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Iitt1e finance hrere needed to safeguard the interests of the

Crown while it only retained the mineral prerogative for the

so-called Royal metals, gold and silver. The exploitaÈion

of colonial resources under the direct control of t,he

Government could not occur until the prerogat,ive over all

minerals Ìrras alienat.ed to the Crovtn.

The colonists vrere content to rely on private

enterprise, but resistance to Govêrnment involvement in the

mining industry declined when it became more difficult to

locate and develop resources. As private enterprise failed

to match the expectations of the public ' especially during

times of adverse economic circumstances, the Government

increased its involvement. Greater demands were made by the

colonists for the Government to expand its range . of

activities in developing the Colony. Sporadic requests láIere

made for the Colonial Government and, on at Least one

occasion, for the Imperial Government to have the Colony

geologically surveyed in the expectation of uncovering

additional mineral deposits for private enterprise to

exploit. BuÈ the early moves for geological surveys in

South Australia vrere limited. Some amateur geologists

brought their knowledge from Europe and adapted it to their

colonial experiences and in many cases tried to fit the

local conditions into the rigid concepts applicable to the

European environment.

An important step Èoward implementing an organised

survey of the colonial resources came with the appointment

in 1875 of Ratph Tate as the Elder Professor of Natural

Science at the recently established University of

Adelaide. Taters appointment coincided with the end of a
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period of prosperity during which the colonial economy had

been sustained by the highly valuable deposits of copper at

Moont,a-Wallaroo. Copper had been the mainstay of the

colonial economy since the discoveries at Kapunda and Burra

during the depression of the 1840s. The value of mineral

exports in 1868 was stitl greater than that of wheat and

flourr and from 1872 it had averaged f750,000 a year. By

the 1880s, mineral exports had fa1Ien drastically.l During

the ensuing years of drought and depression, the colonists

demanded an official geological survey to assist in the

location and exploitation of fresh deposits of minerals and

lrrater.

Private enterprise had been unwilling to undertake the

search for water and minerals because the possibifity of

success v¡as Iow in comparison to the risks and costs

involved in a systematic examination of the areas of

potential deposits. Tate was concerned with the scientific

aims of an organised survey rather than with any presumed

economic benefits. After he arrived in the Colony in 1882,

Vüalter Howchin supported Taters efforts, but he was quick to

point out that the scientific and economic aspects of a

geological survey htere not mutually exclusive.

The role of the stat,e in fostering private enterprise

had been established in other spheres by the time of the

formation of the Geological Survey under H.Y.L. Brown in

I. BIainey, G f The Rush That Never Ended pp.126-27.



1882.2 The initial policy of the Survey, in brief ' v¡as to

assist in the locating of payable deposits' and the

development of water and mineral resources. In theory, the

Survey would prevent the unnecessary expenditure of money

and waste of labour in unworthwhile ventures. Ivlore

importantly, it was intended to discourage speculation. The

Survey was never able to fol-Iow the purely scientific

interests to which the geologists' iÍrclinations and training

might direct them because of the time involved, and the

necessity to be seen to be obtaining results of immediate or

potential economic value to justify its existence.

At the same time, the community had generally accepted

that the wealth of the Colony vtas the property of the public

rather than that of a small, sectional interest group. To

ensure that society benefited as a whole from the

exploitation of the mineral resources, the public ownership

of the rights over minerals had to be asserted. In keeping

with developments overseas and in the other Australian

Colonies, the South Australian Parliament passed legislaÈion

in 1886 and 1888 for the alienation of mineral rights to the

Crown. The mining industry, which vtas at a standstill'

accepted the validity of this argument. Subsequent measures

of the Legislature resulted in the establishment of another

branch of. the Civil Service to implement, execute and
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maintain Government policy. Following the investigations

by, and recommendations of, the PubIic Service Commissioners

during 1889 and 1890, and the Royal Commission on l"lining in

1890, the Government established in 1894 a Department of

Mines for the purpose of regulating and encouraging the

industry.

fncreasing Government involvement in the mining

industry had been demonstrated earlier by the creation of

the Warden of Goldf ields Off ice, a regulatory posit,ion, in

1868. But with the formation of the Geological Survey, the

Government accepted explicit responsibility for locating

mineraL and water deposits. The Government undertook

control of the mining industry with the formation of the

Department of Mines, which was designed primarily as a

regulatory body. It was intended to also assist the

development of the industry by encouraing individual miners,

prospectors, investors, promoters and companies. The

allocation of funds to assist prospectors and companies, and

the provision of support facilities such as assays,

examination, treatment of minerals in cyanide works and even

drilling operations to determine the prospects of

Iocalities, r^ras a conscious policy of the Government to

promote the economic activities of the industry. The

industry also received preferential treatment from the

Government in the fees charged for these services.

The previous involvement of Parliament had been

indirect; for example, in the construction of railways (and

reduced rates for the use thereof) and reservoirs, or the

offers of rewards and bonuses. As time advanced, Parliament

offered more direct assistance because many companies had
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been unable t oy had neglected, to improve the techniques

they employed to mine and treat minerals. Thus many people

expect,ed that Govern¡nents would expend large amounts over a

tong term for the iinplementation of the laÈest rnining and

treatment techniques. Private enterprise was linit.ed in the

money it could spend because it viewed the industry from too

narro$¡ a perspective, while Governments had to be more

universal in their efforts to stimulate the industry.

The inability of companies to keep up with the latest

techniques viras often cited as a princi.pal reason for the

decline of rnining in South Australia. The push by private

enterprise and the Government for a'School of Mines and

Industries in the late l880s acknowledged t,he relationship

between the progress of science, growth of technglogy and

the nining industry. By the I8B0s, there vras a,broad scoPe

f.or technical change in the approach of the Colony Èowards

mining and nev, technological features $¡ere gradually

introduced. Such an approach involved the erection of

crushing batteries and cyanide works for the treatment and

ext,raction of fine gold particles from large samples of ore

in the 1890s. The development and adaption of technology

$ras necessary; some previously unpayable fields became

feasible ventures.

The progress of science and technology was of paramount

importance. Improvements in, and adaptations of nining

techniques, organisation and marketing of minerals' changes

in production paÈternsr prices and sources t¡tere dependent on

the development of the appropriate technology. But the

ability of technological changes t,o provide solutions to the

dil-emmas of the industry varied. To establish stability,
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private enterprise and the Government needed faith and

persistence. Capital had to be invested wisely, scientific

means to locate and prove deposits had to be utilised, and

economic methods of extraction and treatment adopted.

Constant failures and limited Successes in the industry

sIowly drove the message home.

Government activity had been pragmatic and had

increased in a piecerneal fashion. There had been forty

Ministries in the thirty-seven years from the attainment of

self-Government to LB94 but the policies of the Governments

had been remarkably consistent despite, or perhaps because

of, the lack of recognised political parties.3

Parliament.arians themselves r^¡ere heavily involved in the

mining industry through directorships, shares .nq owning

mines, and this h'as accepted for most of the nineteenth

century.4 This stance represented a conflict of interests

as more demands were made by the community for the promotion

of wealth as a public policy in preference to the private-

enterprise search for profit. But the politicians were able

to reconcile their interests with those of the Colony - the

expected improvement of the condition of the mining industry

through surveys and regulation would naturally enhance their

personal positions while the Colony benefited at the same

time.
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Speculation on the Stock Exchange often hindered rather

than helped the mining industry. The popularity of the

speculative activities v¡as understandable in view of the

quick profits which could be made. Many people had been

prepared to gamble and speculate from the early days of the

Colony; an exampl.e was the large amount of land specuJ-ation

after 1836. The entrepreneurs and capitalists sought

profitable areas of investment with high returns over short

periods and after the early 1880s, these were found outside

South Australia. Private enterprise felt that there would

be a guaranteed return in the Colony if the Government found

the minerals and assisted in developing mines on its

behalf. Thus the desire for, and expectations of, a

Geological Survey and Department of Mines vrere related to a

search for security in the mining industry in thà Colony oE t

more simply, the search for wealth.

Private enterprise looked to the Geological Survey and

the Department of Mines to promote investment and

speculation but the Government \rtas more concerned with

encouraging legitimate mining activities and stimulating the

industry. Private enterprise had high expectations that the

Government would provide assistance in its search for

wealth. The constant demands for the Department to locate

minerals and water l¡ere all economically motivated. But the

Department was criticised when it reported adversely on

prospects and localities, âlthough it v¡as acting in the

interests of private enterprise and the community. As the

Department expanded its operations and interests, complaints
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about the nature of the administration, especially from the

investors and speculators, increased. The Department of

Mines became the scapegoat for a lack of mining in South

Australia.

Although Parl-iament assumed explicit, responsibility for

overseeing the developmenÈ of colonial resources, a clear,

off icial policy to achieve this vr¡as slow to evolve.

Policies for development gradually took shape on an ad hoc

and pragmatic basis without regard for the formulation of

comprehensive and long-term aims and goals.

The Geological Survey and Department of lvlines

functioned as separate entities until 1912. The Government

Geologist, H.Y.L. Brown, vras primarily concerned with

undertaking the search for minerals and water, uld with

compiling accurate scientific data on the geology of South

Australia. The Department of Mines maintained efforts to

encourage mining but this was always subject to its
regulatory, supervisory and administrative

responsibilities. The move towards being an organisation to
initiate nev¡ directions commenced at the close of the

nineteenth century. There was tittle expansion of the

mining industry immediately after the formation of the

Department, and the public made demands for both the Survey

and the Department to focus on a wider range of potentially

valuable economic minerals. But this change in emphasis was

not fully adopted until the appointment of Keith Ward and

the merger of the Survey and the Department in J-9I2.

The mood of pessimism which had pervaded the local
mining industry during the 1880s and 1890s continued into
the twentieth century. South Au.stralia had few mines, and
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the future looked bleak. V{ard imparted fresh enthusiasm and

new ideas into the operations of the Survey and the

Department. He promoted further the idea of pursuing a

diverse range of minerals, and also suggested that South

Australia thereby expand the process of industrialisation.

He introduced objective planning into the Governments' and

Departmental managment with respect to the mineral

resources. Parlia-ent had initially directed and supervised

the operations of the Survey and the Department which had

existed for the most partr âs servants of the politicans and

private enterprise. But the relatively progressive and

practical approach of Vlard demonstrated the degree of

influence which could be exhibited by the public servants

rather than by the Government.

The Pub1ic Ser'vice acquired a greater role in the

formation and implementation of Government policy than it'

had previously held. Personalities in an organisation can

mould the shape of the institution. The interests of the

Geologists and administrators came to influence Government

policy, private enterprise activity, and the approach and

work of the Survey and the Department. After the merger in

L9L2, the investigation of water supplies and t,he

development of a variety of minerals of disparate economic

value were emphasised, and a policy directed towards the

industrialisation of South Australia eventually began to

unfold. This process r¡¡as assisted by the appointment of

Ward to the position of Director of Plines in addition to

that of Government Geologist. Under lrtard, the Survey came

to dominate the activities of the Department and the overall

thrust of the Department's work expanded so that it, searched
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for minerals and water, regulated the industry, and

initiat.ed developments. The Department'¡Ias inadequately

staffed t,hroughout the period to L944 and the dependence on

the professional officers to maintain the administrative

duties of public servants increased the influence of the

Department in Government policy-making processes. The

departmental hierarchical structure whereby the Geotogical

Survey and Government Geologist dominaÈed the Department

also facilitated this tendency.

The mining industry in the twentieth century $¡as

directed towards policies promoting industrialisation and

diversity in the economy of South Australia. The Department

under Vlard r^ras keen to promote industrial growth in South

Australia and policies to Èhis end vtere pursued Þy the stat,e

and private enterprise. The search for minerals, water and

energy was maintained but there vras a change of emphasis in

Èhe motives for rnining. Mining activities did not lead

directly to an increase of benefits for the state and

private enterprise. Interest vras diverted to the associated

field of industrial expansion, and it was from this avenue

that private enterprise expected to acquire wealth while

South Australians gained such intangible objects as a higher

stand'ard of living and an improved quality of life.

Throughout their existence, the underlying rationale of

the Geological Survey an<l the Department of Mines has been

the notion that the role of Government htas to promote the

resources of South Australia for the personal wealth of the

capital investors and the benefit of the public at large.

Although mining ventures have been highly unstable and
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unpredictable operations, they have on occasions provided a

sense of stability to South Australia and its economy. The

most notable discoveries vtere those prior to the formation

of the Survey and the Department. Of particular

signif icance i"rere t,he major copper finds at Kapunda and

Burra in the 1840s' depression, and at Moonta-Wallaroo in

the early 1860s which produced a climate of economic

prosperity in the Colony until approximateJ-y 1875. The

exploitation of the iron ore deposits on Eyre Peninsula

later adde<l to the value of mineral production.

In comparing the attitudes and generalised responses of

society towards mining activity since 1836' it is apparent

that the mining of minerals has been consistently heralded

as the saviour of South Australia. In the 1840s, minerals

vrere of vital importance to the physical survival and well-

being of SouLh Australia because their discovery had a

significant impact on the coloniaL economy and society. The

opening of numerous mines during the depression in the 1840s

and thereafter, stimulated development, expansion and

settlement. The discoveries of minerals also underpinned

the recovery of the Colony on subsequent occasions and gave

rise to the trend to look towards mining pursuits as a

saviour in times of economic recession and depression. It

was always self-evident to South Australians as Premier

Archibald Peake recalled in 1914: "it is a matter of

history that in bad times mining has come to the rescue of

South Australia; let us hope that history wiII repeat

itself".5 Keith Ward expressed himsel-f more broadly than

Peake during the Great Depression: "it has been found

5 SAPD:HA 22.L0.1914.
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throughout Australia that hard times turn the attention of

the community to minin9".6 Geoffrey Blainey has also noted

this to be an Australia-wide trend.T

During each era or new development, the same phrases

and catch-cries have been resurrected to indicate that the

saviour is at hand. It has usually been overlooked that the

activities of private-enterprise mining companies have

proved them to be reluctant saviours. The ability of the

mining industry to rsaver the state can only be of a

transient nature because it has proved to be no more than a

cyclical and temporary solution to the problems of
tprogresst and thereby creates a false sense of security.

Given the character, structure and development of society'

one might expect this consistent response over time. But

the basic questions such as rvhom wiII mining save' save from

what, how will it do sor and will everyone benef it equit,ably

from resources belonging to all have not as yet been fully

examined or answered by society,

SAA GRG 30/4/1933/659. Ward to Minister of Mines
Ritchie 1.6. I933.
Blainêy, op.cit. p.I3B.
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